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BLIND,

I
WAS walking along a rather lonely road,

humming a tune to myself—a most inde-

fensible habit, which I only mention as it

accounted for my being suddenly stopped by a

civil voice

—

" Ma'am, if you please
—

"

I turned, and now first noticed a young man
who had just passed me by. He was stepping

out, quickly and decisively, with a stick in his

hand and a bundle on his shoulder.

" Ma'am, if you please, would you direct me
to }

" naming a gentleman's house close

by. I was proceeding to point it out to him,

when I perceived that the young man had no

eyes. It was a well-featured and highly intelli-

gent countenance, with that peculiarly peaceful

expression that one often sees on the faces of

the blind ; but of his calamity there could be

no doubt : the eyes, as I have said, were gone :

the eyelids closed tightly over nothing. Yet his

step was so firm, and his general appearance so

active and bright, that a careless passer-by
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2 BLIND !

would scarcely have detected that he was

blind.

Of course I went back with him to the house

he named—in spite of his polite protestations

that there was not the least necessity—" he

could find it easily "

—

how, Heaven knows :

—

also, I had the curiosity to lie in wait a few

minutes, until I watched him come cheerily out

again, shoulder his big bundle, plant his stick on

the ground, and walk briskly back—whistling a

lively tune, and marching as fast and fearlessly

as though he saw every step of the road he

traversed.

" Have you done your business }
"

My friend started, but immediately recog-

nised the voice. " Oh yes, thank you, ma'am.

I'm all right. Very much obliged. Good
morning."

He recommenced his interrupted tune, and

pursued his way with such determined indepen-

dence, that I felt as if more notice of him would

be taking an unwarrantable liberty with his

misfortune. But his cheerful face quite haunted

me, and I speculated for a long time what
" business " he could be about, and how he

dared trust himself alone, in the great wilder-

ness of London and its environs, with no guide

except his stick. At last I remembered he

might be one of the "travellers" belonging to

an institution I had heard of (and the foundress

of which, by an odd coincidence, I was going

that day to meet)—the " Association for Pro-

moting the General Welfare of the Blind."
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I proceeded to pay my visit to this lady

—

whose name, having been often before in print,

there can be no scruple in mentioning here

—

Miss Gilbert, the blind daughter of the Bishop

of Chichester. To her superintendence and

endowment, in conjunction with the design and

practical aid of another blind person, Mr. W.
Hanks Levy, this institution owes its existence.

Laudatory personalities are odious. To praise

a good man or woman for doing what he, she,

or any other good person recognises as a mere

matter of duty, which, when all is done, leaves

us still " unprofitable servants," is usually annoy-

ing to the individual, and injurious to the cause.

And yet the root of every noble cause must be

some noble personality—some one human being

who has conceived and carried into execution

some one idea, and on whose peculiar character the

success of the whole undertaking mainly depends.

Therefore, without trenching on the sacred'

privacy which ought above all to be observed

towards women, I may just say that it was im-

possible to look on this little, gentle-spoken,

quiet woman, who, out of her own darkened

life, had become such a " light to the blind,"

without a feeling of great reverence and great

humility. We, who can drink in form and
colour at every pore of our being, to whom each

sunset is a daily feast, each new landscape a

new delight, who in pictures, statues, and beloved

living faces have continual sources of ever-

renewed enjoyment—God help us, how unthank-

ful, how unworthy we are !
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Miss Gilbert and myself arranged that I

should visit her institution, in order to say any-

thing that occurred to me to say about it in

print. " For," added she, " we want to be better

known, because we want help. Without more
customers to our shop we must lessen the work
we give out, and refuse entirely the one hundred

and fifty applicants who are eagerly waiting for

more, and meantime living as they best can, in

workhouses or by street begging. And winter

is coming on, you know."

Winter to these poor—not necessarily belong-

ing to the hardened pauper class, in many cases

neither unrefined nor uneducated, since of the

thirty thousand blind in the United Kingdom
nine-tenths are ascertained to have become so

after the age of twenty-one. It was a sad

thought—these one hundred and fifty poor souls

waiting for work—not for wealth, or hope, or

amusement, simply for woi'k : something to fill

up a few hours of their long day in the dark,

something to put food into their mouths of their

own earning, and save them from eating the

bitter duty-bread of friends, or the charity-bread

of strangers. I arranged to meet Miss Gilbert

the next day, at 127, Euston Road.

It was a house in no wise different from the

other houses in this neighbourhood, except that

outside its shop-door there hung a picture not

badly painted, representing a room occupied by
busy blind work-people. The shop itself was

entirely filled with baskets, mats, brushes, &c.

And there the only one of the four persons in
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the establishment who is not blind, was engaged

in serving a few—far too few !—customers.

No " sighted "—(to use the touching word
which they have coined, these blind, in speak-

ing of us who see, as if the use of the eyes

were a great, peculiar gift)—no " sighted " per-

son can enter this house of busy darkness

without a strange, awed feeling. To be in a

place where everybody is blind ! a blind house-

maid to sweep and clean—and very well it is

done too : a blind porter to carry messages : a

blind attendant to show you through dim pas-

sages, where you meet other blind people

quietly feeling their way, intent on their various

avocations, and taking no heed of you. It is

like being brought into a new kind of existence,

in the which at first you doubt if you are not

an unwarrantable intruder. You feel shy and
strange. The common phrases, " Yes, I see,"

or " It /oo^s so and so," make you start after

uttering them, as if you had said something un-

natural and unkind. Only at first. Soon you
are taught to recognise that undoubted fact,

recorded by both suff*erers and observers, that

of all God's afflicted ones there are none whom
His mercy has made so cheerful, so keenly and

easily susceptible of happiness, as the blind.

We went to the little parlour, furnished, like

the rest of the house, with the utmost simplicity

—no money wasted, as charities often do waste

it, in useless elegancies, or in handsomely-paid

officials. The only official here is Mr. Levy,

the director, to whose intelligence and ingenuity
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the working of the whole scheme—which, in-

deed, he mainly planned—is safely consigned.

Under his guidance—the blind instructing the

seeing—we examined various inventions, some
of them his own, for conveying instruction in

writing, reading, and geography, both to those

born blind and to those who have since become

so. He likewise showed us a system of musical

notation, by means of which the blind can learn

the science as well as the practice of this their

great solace and delight. Simple as these con-

trivances were, they would be difficult to explain

within the limits of this paper : besides, persons

interested therein can easily find out all for

themselves by application at 127, Euston Road,

London : where, also, any collector of objects

of science, fossils, minerals, stuffed animals, and

the like—not subject to injury from handling

—may give entertainment and information to

many an intelligent mind, to whom otherwise

the wonderful works of God in nature must for

ever remain unknown. The delight his little

museum affords is, Mr. Levy told us, something

quite incredible.

Beside it, and more valuable still, is the cir-

culating library of embossed books, for the use

of the blind ; among these is an American edition

of Milton. How the grand old man would have

rejoiced could he have foretold the day when,

without interpreters, the blind would be taught

to behold all that he beheld when, although

** So thick a drop serene had quenched those orbs,"
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he was able, perhaps all the more through that

visual darkness, to see clear into the very heaven

of heavens. And when, to show us how fast the

blind could read by touch only, Mr. Levy
opened at random a Testament, and read as

quickly as any ordinary reader some verses

—

which happened to be in Revelatio7is—one felt

how great was the blessing by which this (to us)

blank white page was made to convey to the

solitary blind man or woman, images such as

that of the City " which had no need of the sun,

neither of the moon, to shine on it, for the glory

of God did lighten it, and the Lamb is the light

thereof"

Passing from this little sanctum, the centre of

so much thought and ingenuity, we went to the

work-rooms of the men and women employed
in the house from nine to six daily. In the

latter were about a dozen women busy over

brush-making, bead-work and leather-work. The
brush-making was the most successful, since in

all ornamental work the blind cannot hope to

compete with those to whom the glory of colour

and the harmonies of form have been familiar

unrecognised blessings all their lives. But it

was a treat to see those poor women, some old,

some young, all so busy and so interested in

their work ; and to know that but for this Asso-

ciation they would be begging in the streets, or

sitting in helpless, hopeless, miserable idleness

—

the lowest condition, short of actual vice, to

which any human being can fall.

More strongly still one felt this among the
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men : in some of whom it was easy to read

the history of the inteUigent, industrious, respect-

able artizan, from whom sudden loss of sight

took away his only means of subsistence, doom-

ing him for the rest of his days to dependence

on his friends, or on the honest man's last horror,

the workhouse. One guessed how eagerly he

would come to such an establishment as this in

Euston Road, which, offering to teach him a

blind man's trade, and to supply him with work

after he had learnt it, gave him a little hope to

begin the world again. The skill attainable by

clever fingers unguided by eyes is wonderful

enough : but then the learning of a new trade

in tJie dark requires of course double patience

and double time. Nay, at best, a man who has

to feel for everything cannot expect to get

through the same amount of work in the same

number of hours as the man who sees everything

—his tools, his materials, and the result of his

labour. The blind must always work at a dis-

advantage, but it is a great thing to enable them

to work at all. No one could look round on

these men, most of them middle-aged, and

several, we heard, fathers of families, without

feeling what a blessing indescribable is even the

small amount of weekly work and weekly wage
with which they are here supplied, to working-

men, the chief element in whose lives is essen-

tially work : who in that darkness which has

overtaken them at noon-day, have none of those

elegant resources for passing time away, which

solace the wealthy blind : to whom there is no
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pleasure in idleness—or, bitterer still, to whom
enforced idleness is simply another word for

starvation.

And here, to make clear the working of this

part of the Association, let me copy a few lines

from notes that were furnished to me by its

foundress :

—

" Those workmen who know a trade are em-
ployed at their homes, and receive the selling

price for their work, buying their materials of

the Association. No extra charge is made to

the public upon their work. . . . Those who are

learning trades at Euston Road receive a portion

of their earnings for themselves : the rest pays

for materials and goes as profit to the Institu-

tion. The teaching of trades is a costly part of

the work. Many of the learners cannot be sup-

ported by their friends, and are therefore boarded

in houses connected with the Association—the

money being provided by those interested in

the individual, or by his parish, or in both these

ways. The weekly terms are qj. for each man,

and ^s. 6d. for each woman—at which rate the

managers and matrons of each house undertake

to make it pay. They have no salary. In pro-

portion as the pupil's earnings increase, the sum
contributed for his board diminishes. In some
instances the Association bears the chief cost.

When he has learnt his trade, the Association

may or may not employ him, or he is at liberty

to start on his own account : but practically he

is sure to ask for employment.
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" The great object is to enable the blind, as a

class, to earn their own livelihood, and to elevate

their condition generally. If the sighted would
help the blind by acting to them the part of

levers, to raise them out of their present state,

rather than of props to support them in it—the

blind would most thankfully recognise that aid

which they cannot well dispense with, but which

they most prefer, because, in accepting it, they

reduce their honest independence in the least

possible degree."

This principle of the cultivation of indepen-

dence is the greatest and best feature of the

Association. Charity is a blessed thing, when
all other modes of assistance fail : but till then,

it should never be offered to any human being
;

for it will assuredly deteriorate, enervate, and
ultimately degrade him. Let him, to the last

effort of which he is capable, work for himself,

trust to himself, educate and elevate himself.

Show him how to do this—help him to help

himself, and you will every day make of him a

higher and happier being.

So thought I, while watching a lad of only

twenty-one, who three years before had lost first

sight and then hearing. Totally deaf and blind,

his only communication with the outer world is

by the sense of touch. Yet it was such a bright

face, such a noble head and brow—you saw at

once what a clever man he would have made.

And there was much refinement about him too,

down to his very hands, so delicately shaped, so
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quick, flexible, and dexterous in their motions

—

the sort of hands that almost invariably make
music, paint pictures, write poems. Nothing of

that sort, alas ! would ever come out of the silent

darkness in which for the remainder of his days

lay buried this poor lad's soul. Yet when Mr.

Levy, taking his hand, began to talk to him on

it—the only way by which the blind can com-

municate with the deaf-blind—he turned round

the most affectionate delighted face, and caught

the sentence at once.

" P-l-a plane. Lady wanting to see me plane }

I'll get the board in a minute."

The voice was somewhat unnatural, and the

words slowly put together, as if speech, which

he could still use, but never hear, were gradually

becoming a difficulty to him. But he set to his

carpentering with the most vivid delight ; and

having planed and sawed for our benefit, again

lent himself to Mr. Levy's conversation.

" Lady wishes to see my toys ? I'll get

them for her." And as nimbly as if he had eyes,

the lad mounted to a high shelf, where were

ranged, orderly in a row, a number of children's

toys, manufactured in a rough but solid style of

cabinet-making—the last made, which he brought

down and exhibited with great pride, being a

tiny table with a movable top and " turned
"

feet—a table that would be the envy of some
ambitious young carpenter of ten years old, and

the pride and glory of his sister's dolls' tea-

party ; as it may be yet—to children I know.

How its maker's face kindled at the touch of the
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silver coin, and the shake of the hand, which

was the only way in which our bargain could be

transacted.

" She's bought my table. Lady's bought my
table." And then, with a sudden fit of conscien-

tiousness, " Who shall I give the money to ?
"

evidently thinking it ought to be counted among
his week's wages, paid by the Association.

I inquired how much he earned.

" Seventeen shillings a week, and could earn

much more if we only had it to give him. But
even that makes a great difference. When he

came, he was so moping and down-hearted,

chiefly, he said, because it grieved him to be

dependent on his two sisters. Now he is all

right, and the merriest fellow possible. I asked

him the other day if he were happy. ' Happy !'

he said, ' to be sure I am. What have I to

make me otherwise ? It would be a great shame
if I were anything but happy.'

"

Poor soul—poor simple, blessed soul ! the

greatest man on earth might be less enviable

than this lad, totally deaf and blind.

I have thus given a plain account of what I

saw and heard that day. Any one with more

time, more money, and more practical wisdom
than I, could hardly expend them better than

in becoming " eyes to the blind " by a few visits

to 127, Euston Road.



CHILDREN OF ISRAEL.

CHILDREN of Israel." The phrase

bears one meaning when we see it in

our Bibles, and another quite distinct

and opposite when we use it of the very same
people of whom we there read—that extraordi-

nary people who remain to the present day,

living witnesses alike to Christian and to atheist,

that there may be some truth in that curious

old Book which contains the history of their

nation, the warning and subsequent records of

its fall, and the prophecies of its final restora-

tion.

Children of Israel. Let me premise a few words

about them. Once, remarking to a very worthy

and exceedingly religious lady of my acquaint-

ance that I had been to visit a Jewish school,

—

" O ! " said she : and within the circle of that

magical letter was expressed a whole volume of

surprise, pity, and even a certain amount of

blame. As she and I never should have asfreed

in our opinions, and our arguments would have

been like those of the two knights over the
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double-sided shield, I quitted the subject imme-

diately.

But it led me to ponder a good deal on the

reasons why there is, and the secondary ques-

tion, whether there ought to be, so strong a

feeling still kept up among large masses of

Christians against the Jews. Not merely against

their faith, but personally against themselves.

True, we do not now, like our mediaeval ances-

tors, make raids into their dwellings, attack their

flesh with pincers, bent on extracting teeth or

money. We neither confine them within the

limits of miserable ghettos, nor refuse them the

protection of our laws. Nay, we are gradually

allowing them to enter into professions, and take

their fitting share in the machinery of the State.

But, privately and socially, the sentiment of not

a few of us towards them is much as it was in

Shakespere's time.

Excellent Will—in spite of his noble protest,

" Hath not a Jew eyes ? " &c.—wrung, as it were,

out of his own manly honest nature, which not

all the prejudices of his time would wholly sub-

(Jue—did a cruel wrong to a whole nation when

he painted the character of Shylock. Yet, in

spite of himself, the poet, like many an intelli-

gent actor succeeding, has contrived to put some

grand touches into the poor old Jew. Mean as

he was, you cannot but feel that the Christians

were meaner—that they returned evil for evil in

most unchristian fashion ; encouraged swindling

trickery, and domestic abduction, in a way that

was not likely to advance their creed in an
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adversar}^'s eyes : and even when Doctor Portia's

quibble triumphs, and Shylock is dismissed to

ignominy, the most excited playgoer cannot but

be aware, in that uncomfortable portion of his

being called Conscience, of a slight twinge

—

suggesting that two wrongs will never make a

right
; and that a certain amount of injustice

has been done to the miserable old man, cheated

at once out of '' his ducats and his daughter,"

nay, of the very ring that " he had from Leah
when he was a bachelor."

Far be it from any one of us, earnest believers

in whatever we do believe, to allege that creeds

signify nothing : that Jew and Christian, Brah-

min and Mussulman, have an equal amount of

truth on their side, and can harmonize perfectly;

working and walking together like those who are

entirely agreed. The thing is impossible. In

all the closest relations of life there must be, on

vital points, sympathy and union—at least as

much as is possible in this diverse world, where

Providence never makes two faces exactly alike,

nor two leaves on the same tree of the same
pattern. But each tree is made " after its own
kind," and each nation or person also ; and it is

the best wisdom of us all to seek out and hold

fast our similarities, rather than our opposites.

The grand harmonies of life are produced by
all holding firmly our own individuality—keeping

ill time ourselves, without intruding discordantly

upon the individualities of our neighbours. And
when we find it distinctly written, " /;/ every

nation he thatfearetk God, and worketh righteous^
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ness, is accepted of Him',' we dare not judge our

brother, who, for all we know, may be "accepted"

as well as we.

Besides, is there not something unfilially pro-

fane—like the act of a man who delights in

trampling on the graves of his forefathers— in

the intense dislike entertained by many good

Christians towards Jews t They may be, per-

haps always might have been, a race no higher

than other races, and inferior to some ; but they

are an eternal testimony to the truth of Holy

Writ : the keepers of the Divine revelations of

old. From them, and them alone, came the

belief in one God, that in its sublime verity has

outlived all pantheisms and polytheisms, and

become a river of eternal life, which, however

the corruptions of successive ages may have

dammed it up, defiled it, diverted it into petty

and ignoble channels, has flowed on, and will

flow, to the end of time.

Surely it is strange—passing sad and strange

—that the same excellent Christians who sing

the Psalms of David, and believe implicitly in

the Mosaic, historical, and prophetical books of

the Hebrew Scriptures, should not feel a solemn

interest in the poorest Hebrew who goes down
our streets chanting his melancholy monotone,
" Old clo', old clo' !

" Is he not a perpetual monu-

ment of the dealings of the God of the Old Testa-

ment } Is not he, too, a son of Abraham .?

—

There must have been some extraordinary twist

in the mind of that good lady who is reported to

have said, looking at Holman Hunt's picture of
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the Finding of Christ in the Temple, ''Dear me

!

how exceedingly profane ! the painter has made
our Blessed Saviour exactly like a little Jew boy J''

Why—He was " a little Jew boy."

But enough of this. The days of religious

persecution are over : we are coming to a belief

that if truth be truth, it will prevail, without

being propagated by fire and sword. Liberty

of conscience—that right of every human being

to serve God in his own way, provided that in

so doing he does not trench on the rights of his

neighbours—is every day more understood. The
world has crept out of its swaddling-clothes, has

survived the tumults of its impetuous youth, and
is slowly growing into the full stature of man-
hood, as was meant by its Divine Creator. The
law of reasonable, open-eyed duty is substituted

for that of blind obedience—the religion of love

for that of fear—the worship of the spirit for

that of outward forms. And this—let us urge

upon those of our Hebrew brethren who still

deny it— is true Christianity
; the truth which

originated with our Christian Messiah—which,

though taught apparently by one poor car-

penter's son and twelve ignorant fishermen, has

proved itself sufficiently Divine to revolutionise

almost the whole world.

Believing in this truth—and that the children

of Israel will see it one day, as well as many
a Gentile, more hopelessly blind than they

—

we need not shrink from visiting Jewish

schools, nor from holding out the warm hand
of fellowship and sincere respect to those who

VOL. II. c
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support them—even though, as many bigoted

religionists would say, they have " denied the

Lord." Denied Him, in a sense
;
yet not more

so than many of those same religionists who
think that they only know Him, and that all

the rest of the world are doomed to eternal per-

dition. Surely, a far deeper and higher faith

is that which believes He is able to justify Him-
self, and manifest His own glory, as He is doing

every day in His own way and time.

Christians generally know so little of the inner

life of Jews, that they are unaware how very

much of the Christian element has introduced

itself gradually and imperceptibly into modern

Judaism ; not only as regards social possibilities,

but in modes of thinking ; in a general, liberal,

enlightened tone of mind, which has grown up

among them since wiser legislation allowed that

a Jew might be fit for something better than

making money by old clothes or usury. The
once-despised nation has lifted up its head, and

shown what an extraordinary amount of latent

power still lurks in the seed of Abraham, only

wanting proper cultivation to find its fair level

among the races of the earth. And though we
may not agree with Disraeli, that every wonder-

ful genius—musical, artistic, histrionic, or literary

—must be either a Jew, or of Jewish descent,

still, that a great number are is undeniable.

In this imperfect world we can only judge

men by their deeds, and things by their results

—clinging to and upholding good wherever we
find it, knowing the Source from whence alone
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all good can come ; and therefore I think many
devout Christians will be interested to hear of

this school, concerning which my friend—who, I

repeat, is a most generous-hearted and religious

woman—gave such a doubtful, if not condemna-
tory, " O !

"

It is the Jewish Free School, at Bell Lane,

Spitalfields, London— the very heart of the

Jewish quarter, and therefore comparatively little

known to us Gentiles. You approach it through

a wilderness of narrow and not over-sanitary

streets, over every shop of which are inscribed

such names as Salomans, Levi, Jacobs, Emanuel;
while peering out of every door are faces—

I

must own rather grimy—bearing the unmistake-

able Jewish physiognomy, as it is after centuries

of degradation. They stare at you in unmiti-

gated curiosity, as if wondering what on earth

you are doing there ; unless you happen to come
in a carriage, and then they break out into grin-

ning welcome, for they know that no carriages are

likely to pass down those foul and narrow streets,

except those of the wealthy and charitable

among their own people. Some of these—so

well known that I do not need to name them

—gentle-hearted women, of gentle breeding, go

about among the dark haunts of Houndsditch

and Spitalfields as familiarly as City missionaries,

devoting time, thought, and substance, in almost

unlimited degree, to the poor and miserable of

their nation
;
providing schooling, clothing, food

;

visiting from house to house the sick and the

dying, and carrying on a system of unobtrusive,

c 2
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deliberate, personal benevolence, to an extent

that would put to shame thousands of us Chris-

tians who consider ourselves followers of Him
who said " Go out into the highways and hedges,

and compel them to come in."

Entering the school, the first impression is

that of passing into an entirely new world, or

rather the ancient world revivified. Such a

sound of strange tongues—for every child is

taught Hebrew as well as English ; such a mass
of strange, foreign features, from the strongly-

marked, sallow, almond-eyed Asiatic counte-

nance, such as, variously modified, we may
trace on Egyptian sculptures and Nineveh
marbles, down to what we are accustomed to

class as ** the regular Jewish face," with long nose,

sharp, beady eyes, full mouth—as little like the

original Hebrew type, in its purity, as the St.

Giles's Irishwoman is to the thoroughbred Celt.

Great as was the mixture, and low the class,

of these children of Israel, there were among
them faces that absolutely startled one by their

beauty : little Rachels, Abigails, Hannahs
;

youthful Samuels, Davids, and Isaacs— faces

that you might have pictured playing about

under the palm-trees of Mesopotamia ; or else,

in their half-melancholy sweetness, sitting by
the waters of Babylon, trying in vain to ** sing

the Lord's song in a strange land." Nay, so

fine was the expression of some of them, that

they might have sat as models for Holman
Hunt's " little Jew boy "— as divine a child's

face as ever was painted by mortal man.
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So much for the artistic and poetic phase in

which the school first presented itself. Now to

give some idea of its practical workings.

Its i860 children are divided into three

schools—infants', girls', and boys' ; the tAVO latter

being again subdivided into classes, the higher

ones studying in separate class-rooms ; while

the juniors are taught together in large, lofty

school-rooms, of which the boys' is shortly to be

enlarged, being found quite inadequate for the

number of pupils who attend.

But to the infants first. As all must allow,

the ideal infant-school is a village-common or

field. One would always rather see the little

people cramming their hands with massacred

daisies than their heads with the alphabet.

But we must take what we can get : and to see

these tiny creatures, well washed, well fed, well

looked after, in a warm and admirably venti-

lated room, was far better than to meet them
crawling about London streets, run over by cabs

and omnibuses, or burnt to death in locked-up

rooms. Probably their learning—which was

shouted out in true infant-school chorus, follow-

ing the instructions of a twelve-year-old damsel,

with a gigantic "ABC" and a wand—is not so

deep as to endanger the health of the young
students ; and, I was glad to hear, they are

allowed an almost unlimited amount of play.

The girls' schoolroom, in which the pupils

number 800, is ingeniously divided into com-
partments ; every alternate compartment being

occupied by a sewing-class, so that the noise of
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those who are being taught orally is compara-

tively little disturbing to the rest. Hebrew, of

course, forms a part of the instruction ; but, as

a curious involuntary indication of the different

position of women in oldeil times, of which the

shadowy reflection still remains in this school,

it is not thought necessary to teach the girls

more than what enables them to say their

prayers—which must always be said in the

original tongue—by rote. The boys acquire

the language, as a language ; the girls, merely

the pronunciation, though they have the general

sense of the prayers explained to them by an

English translation. Still, grand as it sounds

—

this majestic Hebrew—the Hebrew of Moses

and the prophets—we Christians felt that we
would rather have the simple heart-cry of the

poorest Christian child, who has been taught to

say " Our Father, which art in heaven," or

" Pray, God, bless papa and mamma, and make
me a good child ! "—ay, even though it dwindles

down to what I once heard—the ridiculous, or

sublime, prayer of infantile faith, ** Please, God,

cure poor mamma's headache, and give me a new
doll to-morrow." Therein lies the great difference

between the Jewish and Christian dispensations

—

the relation of God to us as tJie Father—not only

the King, the Lawgiver, the just and righteous

Judge, but the loving Father—as revealed in

latter days through the revelation of Jesus Christ.

It was impossible to go through these classes

of girls, both in the general schoolroom and the

lesser rooms, without noticing how exceedingly
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well taught they were : solid teaching, in which

the reflective powers, as well as the memory,

were called into exercise. Though in each

instance of our visits it was no planned examin-

ation, but an accidental breaking in upon the

routine of the class, their answers rarely failed.

In history, geography, grammar, dictation, they

seemed equally at home. Their reading was

especially good ; and any one who can appre-

ciate the difficulties of a Cockney accent added

to that of the lowest English and foreign Jews,

will understand how surprising and refreshing

it was to come upon /I's and r's always put in

their right places. This is, doubtless, mainly

owing to the care and superior education of the

head-mistress and her subordinates ; some of

them, who, like the others, had entered the

school, not even knowing their alphabet, were

as intelligent, ladylike young people as one

could wish to behold. I saw one or two lithe

graceful figures, soft gazelle eyes, and exqui-

sitely-shaped mouths, that irresistibly reminded

me of Rebekah at the well, or Rachel when
Jacob kissed her and served for her seven years;

" and they seemed to him but a few days, for

the love he had to her."

Besides needlework,—cooking, laundry, and

housework are taught to the girls; successive

relays being taken out of the schoolroom to be

initiated in those indispensable home-duties

which are worth all the learning in the world to

us women. Perhaps these little descendants of

Sarai and Rebekah are none the worse for being
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given less actual learning than the boys, and

taught to imitate their wise ancestresses in being

able to '' make cakes upon the hearth/' and
" prepare savoury meat " such as many a man
besides poor old blind Isaac would secretly

acknowledge that " his soul loveth." The eight

hundred little black-eyed maidens who are to

grow up mothers in Israel may effect no small

reformation in the nation, by being able satis-

factorily to wash their husbands' clothes and

cook their sons' dinners.

The general schoolroom of the boys is much
larger than that of the girls : in fact, it consists

of two rooms, communicating by a sliding door,

and capable of being made into one large area,

which yearly, on the Day of Atonement, is used

as a temporary synagogue, and accommodates

nearly 3000 v/orshippers. Even this space is

not now sufficient for the number of boys who
attend. Undoubtedly, there must be an intense

love of learning in the children of Israel ; for

many of these lads, some of whom enter the

school without even a knowledge of the alpha-

bet, come daily a distance of four, five, and six

miles, from all the suburban quarters of London.

It was strange to see them—not, I must confess,

quite so clean and wholesome and nice-looking

as the girls, but with sharp, dark, acute faces

—

poring over their books and slates, or else sitting

in rows, with their caps on, headed by a teacher

who was also covered, repeating, ore rotundo,

lessons or prayers in the sacred language ; for

they are all obliged to learn A, B, C, and Aleph,
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Beth, Gimel together. This of itself shows how
much vitahty the school must possess. What
would be thought of one of the English national

schools, or even the Scottish parochial schools

—

where the educational standard is much higher

—

at which it was expected that the children of

mechanics or farm-labourers should study Greek

and English at the same time ?

The exceeding discipline maintained among
these small sons of Jacob (doubtless by nature

as unruly as their forefathers whom Moses

struggled with at the waters of strife) was very

remarkable. At a signal from the head-master,

all the hundreds of lads sank instantaneously

into the most profound silence, which lasted

until another signal bade them recommence

their tasks—with a noise astonishingly like

Babel.

Like the girls', the boys' senior classes have

rooms to themselves. Here their education is

carried on to a pitch which has enabled some
of them to enter as undergraduates, and take

their degree at the London University. The
school has also been placed under Government

inspection, and the Government system of cer-

tificated pupil-teachers is successfully carried out.

These have extra classes, under the instruction

of the indefatigable head-master ; so that the

establishment answer's all the purposes of a

normal school. Two scholarships are esta-

blished ; one in commemoration of the eman-

cipation of the Jews—of which the last year's

examination papers in grammar, geography,
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history, Hebrew, social economy, arithmetic,

algebra, Euclid, and natural philosophy, are

enough to drive an ordinary Gentile head to

distraction. There are also two annual prizes

in money, given in memory of deceased sup-

porters of the school ; and a gift of fifty pounds

has been bestowed yearly upon the cleverest,

most diligent, and well-conducted girl in the

establishment, by Sir Moses Montefiore, in re-

membrance of his late much lamented wife. Such

charities, which make the beloved memory of

the dead a perpetual blessing to the living,

might well invite us Christians to imitate these

generous-hearted, wisely benevolent Jews. It

prevented one's smiling at a fact, that could not

but be noticed in going from class to class of

these very sharp boys, that their chief sharpness

seemed to lie in figures. They did everything

else uncommonly well : wrote from dictation a

somewhat unintelligible poem of Shelley's with

scarcely an orthographical error ; answered geo-

graphical questions and a long catechism on the

principle of direct and indirect taxation, in a

manner that showed their intelligent compre-

hension of the whole subject ; but, when it came
to arithmetic, they took to it like ducks to the

water. In lengthy and involved mental calcula-

tions, the acuteness of these young Israelites was

something quite preternatural. You felt that

they were capable of " spoiling the Egyptians
"

to any extent, not necessarily by any dishonesty,

but simply by the force of natural genius. And
charity—which would always rather see the
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bright than the dark side of an acknowledged

fact—might well pause to consider whether that

astonishing faculty for amassing and retaining

wealth, which is attributed to the Jewish com-
munity, may not arise quite as much from this

inherent faculty for figures, added to the cautious

acuteness which an oppressed race must always

learn, as from other and meaner qualities which

exist no less in us than in the Hebrews.

The less abstruse and more superficially re-

fining branches of education are not neglected.

In the highest class the boys are taught drawing,

and vocal music from notes—also physiology as

applied to health. Poor things, they must have

small opportunity of converting their theory into

practice ! But one of the most noticeable points

of the school was the exceeding attention evi-

dently paid to the two most important neces-

sities of youthful well-being in physical and con-

sequently mental development—cleanliness and
ventilation. In this low Spitalfields—this worst

of all bad neighbourhoods—it was something

wonderful to pass from room to room, and feel

the air perfectly pure and wholesome, though

with no more complicated system of ventilation

than that very simple one which so few people

can be got to understand—namely, of windows
always kept a little way open at the top, so as

to produce a gentle but thorough current

—

not a

draught— above the children's heads. These

little heads were well kempt, the faces clean

washed, and the clothes decent, or at least well

mended. To each boy and girl is presented
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annually, by the bounty of the Rothschild

family, certain habiliments to help out the poor

wardrobe, those of the girls being fabricated by
themselves, in the hour each day which is

devoted to sewing. There are made also, from

the same source, occasional additions to the

scanty dinners which each pupil brings, or is

supposed to bring. But these charities are care-

fully administered, so that in no case should the

self-reliance and self-respect, which are the

greatest safeguard of the poor, be broken in

upon by indiscriminate or dangerous bene-

volence.

The pupil-teachers also, many of whom must

necessarily know painfully the hard struggle it

is for a girl to maintain a respectable and even

lady-like appearance upon an income smaller

than that of many domestic servants, receive

annually, from the same generous hand, a ser-

viceable, pretty dress : less as a bounty than as

a kindly acknowledgment from the higher

woman to the lower, of how exceedingly valu-

able is all true service in all stations of life.

The cordial sympathy between the committee

and the teachers, the ease of their relationship,

and the heartiness with which all laboured

together, in the bond of a common interest and

common faith, was one of the pleasantest facts

noticeable in the institution.

But I think I have said enough about this

remarkable school, which, neither asking nor

expecting any support from the general com-

munity, confines its workings strictly to its own
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nation. To judge by the results since its foun-

dation in 1 8 17, when it opened with 270 boys,

" to be instructed in Hebrew and Enghsh read-

ing and writing, and the rudiments of arithmetic,"

its influence must be very great, and yearly in-

creasing. How far it will aid, or is meant by
Providence to aid, in that climax of the world's

history believed in alike by Jew and Gentile

—

Sir Moses Montefiore and Dr. Gumming—when
the chosen people shall be all gathered together

at the Holy Gity, it is impossible to say. God
works less by miraculous than by natural means,

and it may be that the blindness shall be taken

from the eyes of the children of Israel, not by a

sudden revelation, but by the gradual growth of

their nation, through the great remover of dark-

ness and prejudice—education. Who can tell

how soon they may be gathered, in the most

simple and natural way, from all corners of the

earth whither the LORD has driven them, and
brought to Jerusalem " upon horses, and in

chariots, and in litters, and upon mules, and

upon swift beasts," or as Dr. Gumming insists

the original word Kiirkaroth should be trans-

lated, " upon chariots revolving with the swift-

ness of the clouds," which may probably—odd

as the coincidence sounds—indicate the newly-

planned Syrian railways.

At any rate, whatever be their future destiny,

it was impossible, without a strangely solemn

feeling, to contemplate the growing-up genera-

tion of this marvellous people, who, amidst all

His chastisements, have held so firmly to their
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faith in the One Jehovah, and in His servant

Moses. And when, having gone through the

school, we paused again in the girls' schoolroom

to hear their chanting—in which the well-known

richness of the Jewish voice was very percep-

tible—we could not listen without emotion to

the long drawn-out, mystical music, which may
have been sung in the Temple before King
David, of the Twenty-ninth Psalm :

"Give unto the Lord, O ye mighty, give unto the Lord
glory and strength.

" Give unto the Lord the glory due unto His name : worship

the Lord in the beauty of holiness.

" The voice of the Lord is upon the w^aters : the God of

glory thundereth : the Lord is upon many waters. . . .

" The voice of the Lord breaketh the cedars : yea, the Lord
breaketh the cedars of Lebanon. . . .

"The Lord sitteth upon the flood: yea, the Lord sitteth

King for ever.

"The Lord will give strength unto His people: the Lord
will bless His people with peace."

And surely all good Christian souls may say,

" Amen and amen !

"
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^ ¥ ^HE following epistle and accompanying

MS. speak for themselves :

—

i
TO THE AUTHOR OF," etc., etc.

" Honoured Sir or Madam (whichever you be),

—

'* I understand you known writers are sometimes kind

enough to read and criticise, and help to pubHcation, us unknown

scribblers, less fortunate, though possibly not less deserving, than

yourselves. If, therefore, you consider the world would benefit by

the enclosed paper, wrung from me by my intolerable sufferings

of the last three months, may I beg of you to forward it to the

editor of any publication with which you may be connected.

*' I remain, your obedient servant,

"Jane Ayre."

("iV.^.— The recipient of this letter has accorriingly done as

requested.")

I AM, I believe, no Sybarite, but on the whole

a person of limited desires, nor overmuch the

slave of luxurious habits. It troubles me little

what sort of clothes I wear, so that they are

clean, whole, and not ungraceful. I flatter my-

self I can dine upon any well-cooked food
;
and

I am sure I can sleep calmly upon any couch
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not harder than a deal board. In short, my
nature is accommodating, and my wants are few.

But there is one thing I cannot do without. It

is to me more necessary than meat, drink, rest,

leisure, and without it friendly and domestic

companionship, intellectual and social pleasures

to me are almost worthless. My mind gets

soured, my temper aggravated, my brain ob-

scured, and my moral sense altogether obliter-

ated ; in fact, I become an irrational and irre-

sponsible being. This thing, this very simple

thing, which yet I find such difficulty in obtain-

ing, is fresh air.

Will any sympathising soul, or body, which

recognises its woes in mine, yet perhaps is ignor-

ant why it suffers, derive benefit from the indig-

'nant outcry, the piteous moan, which I feel im-

pelled to make, after spending a summer in a

region where, as to both the land and its inha-

bitants, one has every blessing which heart can

desire, except fresh air }

This region, however, I decline to name ; and

though I protest that every lamentable state-

ment concerning it is absolute truth, I mean to

betray nothing that can identify places or people.

Let those whom the cap fits wear it.

Nor does this pretend to be a scientific article.

In my youth people were born and died, ignorant

of physiology, social science, or the chemistry of

common life. On such subjects my brain is

exactly as useful as an apple-dumpling or a

sieve ; either nothing gets in, or whatever acci-

dentally does get in, immediately runs out.
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Though, as a matter of conscience, before writing

this paper, I delved through three large volumes

and five pamphlets on the science of ventilation,

I understand it, theoretically, precisely as much
as when I began to read. Nevertheless, practi-

cally—Stop a minute, while I open the window

!

I breathe again. What a comfort it is to

breathe ! Alas, as Shakspere says,

" How many thousands of my poorer brethi-en,"

—

(or richer, rather ; but I complain not of those

who cannot, but who will not, have fresh air)

—

" How many thousands of my poorer brethren

Are at this hour"

—

Not *' asleep," but suftocating ; breakfasting in

close parlours where the windows have never been

opened since yesterday ; or drowsing heavily in

closer bedrooms, with the shutters shut, the

curtains drawn, the door fastened, the chimney

stopped, and the gas slightly escaping. The
atmosphere—alas ! I know well what it is ! Poor

things
;
poor things !

I left my home for a season. Home is home,

'

be it ever so homely, and I love it, though

I do not set it up as a model dwelling. Its

ceilings are low, its rooms small ; from attic to

basement it boasts no ventilating apparatus

whatever ; nay, when I came into it, half the

doors declined to shut, and half the windows to

open. Even yet, some corners remain smothery

and others draughty, so that I have ingeniously

to induct unconscious visitors into particular

VOL. II. D
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chairs, where I know they cannot complain of

the atmosphere around. Therefore, let it not

be imagined that my own domestic advantages

rendered me over sensitive to the shortcomings

of my neighbours, and the woes they unwittingly

inflicted upon me.

The first woe came only too soon. Vainly

had I guarded against it by weighing the merits

of a first-class daylight journey, with easy springs

and soft cushions, against heat, stuffyness, and

a full carriage, subject to intrusions, at every

station, of new comers, each of whom has his or

her peculiar theory of ventilation. The result

was, I armed myself with air-cushion and plaid,

prepared to dash gloriously along, second-class,

in the cool night mail. Face to the " horses,"

of course, that my only two fellow-passengers,

happily neither ladies nor invalids, but stout,

middle-aged gentlemen, might interfere the less

with my chance of fresh air.

They did not, for half-an-hour. Then one of

them shut his window, and carefully closed the

ventilator above it. I trembled, but determined

•to hold on like grim death to my rights with

respect to my own window. The evening went

by, sunset faded into a pale amber line along the

western horizon, the stars came out, and the

fresh breeze of the midsummer night crept across

the long flats that we were sweeping through at

the rate of a county an hour.

My fellow-passengers ceased talking : each

took out— not exactly his night-cap, but an

apology for the same—and prepared to settle
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to slumber. Each cast— I felt—an anxious

glance at my half-open window, out of which I

steadily and sternly gazed. At last the elder

of them, with an abrupt—" I beg your pardon,

but I'm apt to catch cold "—rose and shut it.

Alack-a-day ! But he was an elderly gentle-

man, and I have a certain old-fashioned respect

for age, and a dislike to make an enemy even

for a railway journey ; so I sat, patiently suffo-

cating, for a good while—then opened my win-

dow about two inches—assuring my friend that

it would not affect him in the least ; and, lest it

should, would he take my plaid ? Grimly he

rolled himself up in it, and went to sleep again.

Even with this compromise, the state of things

Avas bad enough. Three people, in a July night,

shut up in a small second-class carriage contain-

ing—how many cubic feet of atmospheric air .?

and how many more ought to be admitted

therein, to replace the exhaustion of breathing,

during a given time .''—I'm sure I don't know,

for I am not scientific. I only know I was

choking : that when I happened to turn away
from my two-inch wide breathing-hole towards

the inner air—pah !

" The mouth of every human being, and of

every other animal, is pouring the refuse matter

of the body into the air. From it ensue cases of

discomfort, of disease, sometimes of direct death.

The surface of every animal is exhaling matter

:

cases of this may be shown in the odour of even

human animals—the scent of beasts," &c.

So writes science, and I was experimentalising
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Upon it now ! Still, matters might be worse
;

and I contented myself with staring at the dense

black square of the window, and speculating

upon the dark star-lit landscape through which

we were ignorantly passing. By degrees, the

black square changed to grey, and in spite of

the carriage-lamp, a faint outline of the world

without grew visible. We stop at one of our rare

halting-stations. Woe is me ! the second elderly

gentleman wakes—rubs his eyes—shivers—rises

up, and with the crossness of a half-awakened

sleeper, shuts the window with a bang.

So, there we were. No help for it, but calm

endurance. " The mouth of every human being
"

—But I might have preached a whole volume of

science to deaf ears. No doubt the atmosphere

was exactly what my two friends were used to.

I hugged myself, with malign satisfaction, in the

thought if they only knew how horridly ugly they

looked when asleep ! How their mouths opened

inanely, and their foreheads knitted savagely
;

their breathing grew stertorous, two brick-red

spots burned on their cheeks ; big unctuous

drops gathered all over their flabby, fat faces.

How they tossed, and moaned and fidgeted

—

even though extended comfortably along the

cushioned seats—not so ill a bed for any healthy

man ; and at last sunk into a stupor so heavy

and ghastly, that one would hardly have mar-

velled had it subsided into paralysis, apoplexy,

or death. Of course not. They were sleeping

in a " vitiated atmosphere." Therefore they

looked—Exactly as you look, my excellent
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luxurious friend, about two, A.M., in your shut-up

chamber, with your bed-curtains drawn, where,

a few hours after, you are surprised to wake with

a queer feehng" on the top of your head, a heavy

heat on your eye-Hds, and a sense of general

lassitude, as if you had not had half a night's

rest, and it were impossible to rise at all.

Morning broke. *' My friends," thought I, in

an agony of suffocation, " necessity has no law.

I must save you and myself against your will."

So, with the stealthiness of a burglar, I let down
a few inches of the window. The natural result

ensued. The pure air, rushing into such a foul

and heated atmosphere, created that horror of

everybody—a draught, and the same ventilating

current, which if by means of only an inch-wide

aperture it had been kept up quietly and steadily

through the night, would have made us all com-

fortable, became so cold that even I began to

shiver. For my adversaries—But their wrath

was spared me ; they had come to their journey's

end, and left the carriage to solitude and me.

What I did afterwards, how I opened the win-

dow wide, wide !— quaffed insanely the fresh,

bright balmy air, watched the outlines of the

beloved hills sharpen in the dawn, and finally,

with the wind fanning me, and the sunshine

resting on my head like a welcome and a bless-

ing, went peacefully to sleep—all this matters

not. My first woe was ended.

The second was not long of coming.

If my wanderings had any definite personal

plan, it was, to keep clear of cities. I always
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hated them. Now, dislike had grown Into mor-

bid terror. I never passed through a metro-

pohtan street without feehng first nervously de-

pressed, then Irritable, then positively wicked.

One fortunate day a scientific friend enlightened

me as to the cause of this—It was the want of

Ozone. If asked to describe what ozone is, I

can only say as I was told, that It Is the life-

giving principle In the air, which in ill-ventilated

places and in large towns entirely disappears

;

and is found in the greatest abundance on moun-

tains and at the sea-shore. " Therefore," said I,

" to mountain and sea will I go. My search

after happiness resolves Itself into a search after

ozone."

And where should ozone be found if not in

this nameless region, with its grand estuary, its

lovely coast, its waves upon waves of heathery

mountains ? Here, at least, I shall get my fill of

fresh air ! Ay, I did,

—

outside. But witJiin the

houses

!

Let me be just to my friendly hosts. They
were far better in sanitary matters than most of

their neighbours. Their living rooms were un-

exceptionable : windows always open more or

less, and no lack of that best of ventilators, all

the year round, a good fire. During the day I

was happy ; but when I retired to my chamber

at night, lo ! the excellent domestic had, accord-

ing to custom, closed the window, fastened the

shutters, drawn the bed-curtains, and lit the gas.

And in that all but hermetically sealed apart-

ment, which, the gas being put out, would also
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be left in total darkness, I was expected to pass

eight mort.al hours.

" What ! you are not going to open the win-

dow ?

"

" My dear friend, I must breathe—by night

as well as day."

" But night air is so pernicious !

"

" Not half so pernicious as the air of this room
Avill be, two hours hence, with the gas, my
breathing, and the exhalations always going on

from the very cleanest of carpets, clothes, and

curtains." And I own to giving a rather savage

pull to the beautiful moreen hangings under

which I was intended to be entombed. " Why,
if you were to hang up a bird in a cage within

this four-poster, it would probably be dead by
morning. I am not jesting : the experiment

was tried. The foul air which kills a bird would

likely not benefit me ; so of two evils I prefer to

choose the least."

And I undid the shutters, and threw the win-

dow open about a foot wide at top.

My friend regarded me as she would a person

preparing to commit suicide.

" But the damp ; the frightful night-damp ?

"

" I shall shut out the worst of it by drawing

down the blind, which acts as a sort of respirator.

Any how, the dampest night air that could be

found, especially in July, is not half so injurious

as foul air."

" Is it foul ^
" with a little indignation in the

question.

Now, this is the greatest difficulty that, in my
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humble character of ventilating missionary, I

have had to contend with
;

people did not

actually recognise when the air was foul.

They had been so long accustomed to live in

bad air that their physical (like, alas ! many
a moral) standard of purity had become de-

graded. Many a room that to me was stifling,

was to them quite innoxious, or at least un-

noticed. True, they felt its effects ; they com-

plained of headache, w^eariness, loss of appetite

and spirits, and, above all, of the drowsiness

which is the first sign of a vitiated atmosphere
;

but they attributed all these things to ill health

or extraneous causes. It never entered their

heads that the present evil was a want of fresh

air. It never occurred to them that the reason

why, enjoying life enough in the day-time, they

yet complained of " such bad nights," and found

such difficulty in rousing themselves of a morn-

ing, was because the air that circulates round a

sleeper at night should be exactly as pure as that

which he breathes during the day. He may
defend his body with as many blankets as he

likes, just as he would with overcoats by daylight

;

he may shelter his eyes from light, and his head

from draughty currents ; but he imist have in

the room a free circulation of absolutely pure

air for his lungs to breathe ; otherwise, during

one half of his existence—the nocturnal half

—

he might as well be in a baker's oven, a coal-

mine, or a church vault. And that is the reason

why so many of one's excellent friends, when
they come down stairs in the morning, look
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exactly as if they had spent the night in either

of these three rather undesirable apartments,

instead of in an ordinary bedroom.

The substance of this long paragraph I

preached to my amazed young friend, who yet

could not reconcile herself to the fatal position

in which she left me, as regarded the open

window. " In our climate too ! Think of the

lung diseases so prevalent here."

" May not that be from the very reason I

have been speaking of t
"

" Because we do not sleep with our windows

open }
"

" No ; but because, granted the severity or

dampness of your climate, instead of hardening

yourselves against it by lessening the transition

between the in-doors and out-of-doors atmo-

sphere, you make your houses perfect stoves of

heated, gas-impregnated, impure air, and then

you rush out from them into bleak mountain

blasts and soaking rain. No wonder you catch

colds, consumption, and all those sad diseases

which, perpetuated in families, become the

scourge of the whole country side. No wonder

so many bonnie faces and stalwart forms pass

away in their bloom, even here, in a region

richer than any place I know of in sanitary

blessings, if only its inhabitants were acquainted

with and would obey common sanitary laws."

" But how can we begin t
" said my com-

panion, hesitating. "I really never did sleep

with my window open—should have been hor-

rified at such a thing ; but I have a great mind
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to try. How wide shall I open it ? As wide as

yours ?

"

" And then, from the sudden change, you will

catch a severe cold, and say it was the result of

my advice, and never open your window after-

wards. No, my friend ; sudden reformations

are never to be trusted. Open your window
one inch, and one inch only, for a week ; two

inches for the next week, and so on. The ter-

rible punishment of any habitual infringement

of physical as well as moral laws is, that habit

itself being so powerful, even a change for the

better, unless very gradual, sometimes, at first,

does more harm than good."

Here catching a politely suppressed yawn, 1

thought it time to end my sermon. Whether it

ever did any good, I know not ;—but that is

neither here nor there.

Alas, wherever I went I found texts for more
homilies ! Not among the rural poor, who pass

their lives almost entirely in the open air, except

during the few hours that they retire to the uni-

versal bed-place in the wall ; an ill sleeping-

place for healthy folk, and how the sick ever

manage to recover in it—goodness knows ! Nor
yet have I a word to say against the wretched

city poor ; God help them ; they cannot get

fresh air. My complaint is lodged against

higher sinners
;

people who ought to know
better ; mothers of families who keep their chil-

dren in almost air-tight nurseries ; mistresses of

households who allow their young people to sit

in the same parlour all day without once chang-
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ing the atmosphere thereof ; excellent old-school

people who think an open window or a fire in a

bedroom " a very unwholesome thing "— yet

have no objection to send their delicate daugh-

ters from the warm parlour fireside to undress

in an apartment that rivals in temperature the

" frosty Caucasus."

Above all, I become fierce against the givers

of evening parties ; cruelly cramming a hundred

people into a space which could only properly

afford breathing-room for a score ; of dinner

parties, where, retiring from vinous and alimen-

tary vapours below to the drawing-room above,

we find it with fire and gas blazing, with every

window, shutter, and door carefully closed, and

in that atmosphere fifteen or twenty persons are

expected to be *' agreeable " for the rest of the

evening !

A7'e they agreeable ? answer, dinner-givers

and diners-out. Think of the long "slow"
hours where, with your head aching, your nerves

unstrung, your brains just equal to giving a plain

answer to a plain question, you, hostess, listened

for the carriages being announced ; and you,

guest, enjoyed the fresh, cool walk home more
than any portion of the entertainment. Not
that the latter was dull, far from it

;
you may

like your friends extremely, and own that they

bring together most capital people ; but some-

how, they put you in an atmosphere where you

cannot enjoy anything ; where the brightest

wit falls dead, the most intellectual conversa-

tion flags, where the mental pleasure is so over-
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powered by the physical annoyance, that every-

thing in you and about you becomes an effort

and a bore.

Let me suggest the simple remedy of some

friends of mine, v/ho were telling me how
amused they used to be with the remarks of

their friends on their soirees.
"

' Really, how
pleasant the evenings always are at your house

;

so different from other people's, even though

one meets exactly the same set and stays the

same time. Here, one feels so light and cheer-

ful and ready to be amused ; there, bah ! one

often goes to sleep.'—They never guessed,"

added the lady, with a smile, '' that the secret

of our success was, because, hidden behind a

Venetian blind, for fear of alarming the good

folks, we always kept our windows a little way
open."

But I must shorten my plaint.

Although the horrors of large towns, theatres,

concerts, and social entertainments, may be

eschewed by a devout disciple of ventilation,

still there is one form of assembly which one

cannot or would not desire to avoid ;^going to

church. Now, let me not be supposed to speak

lightly of church-going ; the solemn gathering

together of Christian brethren to worship God.

But He has given them bodies as well as souls
;

and why they should be required to worship

Him in a house—consecrated or not—which is

so ill-constructed and ill-ventilated, that these

bodies are exposed Sunday after Sunday to a

system of slow poisoning, and these souls so
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weighed down by the oppressions of the afore-

said body, that they can neither comprehend

instruction, nor join in prayer and praise as they

ought to do ; why this should be I cannot

understand. With all my love for the grand

old Kirk of this land, its noble simplicity, its

earnestness of devotion, I declare solemnly and

sadly, during the last three months I have been

in but one place of worship where a human
being could sit through the prescribed hours of

divine service without having devotion interfered

with, temper tried, and health deteriorated to a

very serious extent.

Country churches were bad enough. You
passed from the glorious, breezy mountain road,

fresh with heather and fern, fragrant with bog-

myrtle, honey-suckle, and the small white High-

land rose, into a low-roofed, barn-like edifice,

which had been shut up all the week, and even

now had only a window or two opened, to be

closed again before the congregation assembled.

This congregation, accustomed to its ills, sat

contentedly stewing. Sometimes it fanned itself

surreptitiously with a book or the end of a

shawl ; sometimes smelled at its little nosegays

of bog-myrtle, quickly withering in this hot,

fetid air. And though the exhalations that

arose made the place quite noxious, and the

united breath of the congregation gathered in

a dense mist on the window-panes, still it never

occurred—not to the people of course, poor dear

souls !—but to minister or office-bearers, that

three inches of open window at the top, not the
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bottom, on either side the little church, would

have carried off foul air, let in fresh air, and

prevented that sickly girl from fainting, that

hard-worked, but delicate-looking man from

dozing in his pew, getting a fierce headache,

and being in a carping mood against the

preacher and his doctrine for the rest of the

day.

Town churches are little better. There is

one, which I go to with the familiar love of

many years—where the minister is a good man
and an admirable preacher—yet I never " sit

under" him, on afternoons especially, without

having to resort to smelling-salts, frequent

changes of position, and an agonized concentra-

tion of attention, in order to prevent going to

sleep. My neighbours are no better off, they

know not why
;
probably the pious of them

blame themselves, the irreligious, the minister
;

while the real cause of blame is the noxious air.

No wonder they never enter church till the

moment before the psalm ; and rush from it with

that unseemly haste, pushing, scrambling, crush-

ing—in a way that any English congregation,

though perhaps not half so earnest, reverent, and

sincere, would be ashamed of doing. In one

church I went to—and never will again !—where

the congregation were admitted by tickets, and

stood thronging the aisles half an hour before

the commencement of the—I was going to say

\hQ performance

;

—the minister must needs be

a great healer of souls, if he can answer to his

conscience for the evil which he inflicts Sabbath
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after Sabbath upon a few thousand human
bodies.

Surely, the Maker of both soul and body did

not mean it so ! Surely He who put the soul

into the body, meant its temporary resting-place

to be treated with deference and care. Surely,

it must be pleasing to Him that we should learn

how best to do this for ourselves and for others :

that we should make our frames strong and
healthy, our intellects clear and our spirits

bright and brave, seeing that each and all are

alike His giving, to be used for His service.

We have, thank heaven, got over that false

mysticism which believed that the enfeebling

of the body was the enfranchising of the soul
;

we know now that the mens sana in coi'porc sano

is the best offering we can make to God or man.
And no waste labour is that which we spend,

even in small matters, to attain this end.

But I am growing serious, if not stupid
;
pro-

bably because my fire has burnt low—the hour

of the diurnal prandial meal approaches, and

—

and the atmosphere of my apartment is not

quite so fresh as it ought to be. Let me obey
the laws of nature, common sense, and expe-

rience ; let me open all the doors and windows,

and rush out into the glorious fresh air

!
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IT
was a most difficult position. An invasion

vi et armis, by six charming English girls,

upon the house of an elderly Scotch doctor,

of small practice, slowly diminishing, in an out-

of-the-way uninteresting town, whose few inha-

bitants live upon anything and do nothing. Yet,

such was my fortune, I, Adam Black, commonly
called Uncle Adam, probably for the excellent

reason of my being uncle to nobody, and there-

fore to everybody, including these charming girls

who had now made a raid upon me. So happy,

laughing, loving, were they ; full of admiration

at all they saw—Uncle Adam's house and gar-

den, Uncle Adam's pony-chaise, and, they were

pleased to say, Uncle Adam's agreeable society,

that I should have been more than man if my
heart had not speedily found itself riddled

through and through.
'' And now, uncle, since we mean to stay till

to-morrow, hov/ do you mean to amuse us ?
"

Of course, I would have done anything in

reason, have given them a tea drinking ; but
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that would have driven my housekeeper crazy.

Or a pic-nic, but ours is not the climate for pic-

nics : being that identical part of the country

when the traveller, asking, '' Does it always rain .?"

was answered, " Na, na,—whiles it snaws." Or
I would have invited half a dozen young men for

them to flirt with—but there never are any young
men in our town—besides, I dislike flirtation.

I like a man or woman to fall honestly in love

and stick to it, quite ready either to marry or

to die, as may be most expedient. But people

neither marry for love, nor die for it, now-a-
days. Which is rather a falling ofl", I opine.

But to the point. I could not allow my visitors

to waste their sweetness on my desert air, and
gay and pleasant as they always were, I fancied

towards nightfall they began to weary of my
agreeable society.

" I'll tell you what, girls," said I, driven to

sudden desperation by the youngest's proposing

Readings from " Young's Night Thoughts," and
" Pollock's Course of Time," by way of passing

the evening, " I'll take you to the circus."

I saw a slight smile flit over three of the six

pretty— well, the six nice-looking faces— for

pleasant women always look nice to me. Cer-

tainly it was a long way to come from London
to go to a circus in a, small country town in

Scotland.

But I assured them this was a most talented

company, which had been in the town three

months, and the troupe were highly respectable

people (indeed, I had attended one of them pro-
VOL. ir. K
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fessionally, but I did not think it necessary to

state this). Moreover, I had been there myself,

with a small patient who wanted a treat, and had

enjoyed the evening as much as the child did.

In short, as I told them, if my *' nieces," though

such stylish young ladies, would only condescend

to make themselves children for the nonce, to

take pleasure in innocent childish folly (there

was a most capital " fool," by-the-by), I would

answer for it they would be exceedingly well

amused.

So they put on hats and shawls—no need of

white gloves and opera cloaks here—and off we

sallied, through the cool bright autumn evening,

to the quiet street where the circus was. A large

wooden, temporary building. I had passed it

often on my walks into town, but took little

notice of it, and no interest in it ; according to

the commonly received fact, that one-half the

world neither knows nor cares how the other

half lives—till my accidental visit lately.

Since then I had often paused to listen in

passing to the sounds within, the band playing

and the horses galloping ; to wonder if that

bonnie bit girlie were still bounding through the

flower-enwreathed hoops, and that agile boy

turning somersaults after her, both on their

'' fiery steeds." Above all, what sort of thing

was that ''Wondrous performance of Signer

Uberto on the Flying Trapeze," which had been

announced night after night as the climax of

attraction.

Poor Sisfnor Uberto ! it was he whom I had
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been doctoring ; he had had a sore hand, v/hlch

incapacitated him from professional duty. He
seemed a very quiet respectable young fellow,

and his name was William Stone. Of course I

did not think it necessary to tell all this to my
satirical young ladies

; besides, a doctor's confi-

dence should be always sacred, be his patient a
circus performer or a king.

We produced quite a sensation when we
entered

; such a large and distinguished party,

who monopolised the reserved seats, and repre-

sented seven half-crowns of honest British money.
On the strength of which, I suppose, we received

seven distinct bows from the gentleman who
received it, a very fierce, be-whiskered, hippo-
dramatic individual indeed. I knew him, though
I hoped he did not recognise me. He was the

Herr von Stein, proprietor and manager of the
troupe, and Signor Uberto's father. It had been
privately confided to me that "old Stone," as he
,was called in private life, was as hard as a flint,

and he looked it. He grasped the half-crowns as
if they were pound-notes, or twenty-pound notes,

and crammed them into his pocket immediately.
The performances had already begun. From

boxes and gallery were stretched out a mass of
those honest eager faces which always make a
minor theatre, or an accidental dramatic enter-

tainment in the provinces, so very amusing. At
least to me; for I have seen so much of the dark
side of life, that I like to see people happy, even
for an hour, in any innocent way. There is a
strong feeling in Scotland against " play-acting,"

E 2
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but apparently the prejudice did not extend to

quadrupedal performances, for I noticed a large

gathering of the working and trading class in

our town, with their wives and families. All

were intently watching the careering round and

round that magic " ring " of two beautiful horses,

ridden by a boy and girl in the character of the
'' Highland Laddie and Lassie."

Ridden did I say } It was more like floating,

flying, dancing— in and out, up and down^-
twirling and attitudinising, in one another's arms

—changing horses—galloping wildly—both on

one horse. The boy was slim and graceful—the

girl—nay, she was a perfect little fairy, with her

white frock, her tartan scarf, and the hood tying

back her showers of light curly hair, that tossed,

and whirled, and swirled, in all directions.

Whether she stood, knelt, balanced herself on

one leg, or wreathed herself about, in the supple

way that these gymnasts do, she was equally

picturesque. Not over-like a Highland lassie,

such as one sees digging potatoes in Perthshire,

but still a most fascinating something else. The
little creature seemed to enjoy it so herself;

smiled, not with the dancer's stereotyped grin,

but a broad honest childish smile, as she leaped

down, made her final curtsey, and bounded along

through the exit under the boxes.

There—among the group which seemed always

hanging about there—the ring-master, the clown,

and one or two young men—there crept forward

a figure in black, a young woman, who met the

Highland fairy, threw a shawl over her, and
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carried her off; a performance not set down in

the bills, but which seemed to entertain the

audience exceedingly.

The next diversion was a " Feat on Bottles,

by Monsieur Ariel," who shall here go down to

posterity as a proof of the many ingenious ways

in which a man can earn a livelihood if he

chooses. Two dozen empty bottles—ordinary

" Dublin Stout "—are arranged in a double line

across a wooden table. Enter a little fat man,

in tights, and an eccentric cap, who bows,

springs upon the table, and with a solemn and

anxious countenance proceeds to step, clinging

wath his two feet, on to the shoulders of two of

the bottles. This is Monsieur Ariel. He w^alks

from bottle to bottle, displacing none, and never

once missing his footing, till he reaches the end

of the double line, then slowly turns, still

balancing himself with the utmost care, as is

necessary, and walks back again amidst thunders

of applause. He then, after pausing, and wiping

his anxious brows, proceeds to several other

feats, the last of which consists in forming the

bottles into a pyramid, setting a chair on top of

them, where he sits, stands, and finally poises

himself on his head for a second, to the breath-

less delight of all observers, turns a somersault,

bows—and exit Monsieur Ariel. He has earned

his nightly wage, and a tolerably hard-earned

wage it is, to judge by his worn countenance.

But I cannot specify each of the performances,

though, I confess, after-events photographed

them all sharply on my mind. So that I still
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can see the "Dashing Act on a Bare-backed
Horse," which was a series of leaps, backwards
and forwards, turning and twisting, riding the
beast in every sort of fashion, and on every part
of him, except his ears and his tail ; indeed, I

think the equestrian gymnast was actually swept
round the ring once or twice, clinging with arms
and legs to the creature's neck. And the
'' Comic Performing Mules ! " how delicious they
were in their obstinacy ! Perfectly tame and
quiet, till one of the audience, by invitation,

attempted to get on their backs, when, by some
clever evolution, they gently slipped him over
their noses, and left him biting the ignominious
sawdust. One only succeeded— a youth in a
groom's dress—who, after many failures, rode
the mules round the ring ; on which there was
great triumph in the gallery, which felt that
" our side " had won. For me—I doubt ; since

did I not in the next scene, the " Grand Plippo-

dramatic Spectacle, entitled Dick Turpin's Ride
to York," behold that identical youth, red-headed
and long-nosed, attired, not as a groom of the
nineteenth century, but as a highwayman of
the seventeenth, and managing a beautiful bay
horse, at least as cleverly as he did the Per-
forming Mule ?

This Ride to York—my nieces remember it

still—and declare that Robson— alas, poor
Robson !—could not have acted Dick Tiirpin

better. And for Black Bess, her acting was
beautiful, or rather it was not acting, but obeying.
The way the mare followed her master about.
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leaped the turnpike at Hornsey, crawled into

the ring again—supposed near York—with her

flanks all flecked with foam (and white chalk),

drank the pail of brandy and water, and ate the

raw beefsteak, was quite touching. When, at

last, she sank down, in a wonderful simulation

of dying, and poor Dick, in a despairing efl"ort

to rouse her, struck her with the whip—my
eldest niece winced, and muttered involuntarily,

'' Oh, how cruel ! "—And when, after a futile

struggle to obey and rise, poor Black Bess

turned, licked Turpin's coat-sleeve, and dropped

with her head back, prone, stiff, and dead—most

admirably dead—my youngest niece, a tender-

hearted lassie, freely acknowledges that—she

cried !

The last entertainment of the evening was the

Flying Trapeze. ^
Not everybody knows what a trapeze is

;

a series of handles, made of short poles sus-

pended at cither end by elastic ropes, and

fastened to the roof, at regular intervals, all

across the stage. These handles are swung to

and fro by the performer or his assistant ;
and

the feat is to catch each one, swing backwards

and forwards with it, and then to spring on to

the next one, producing to the eyes of the

audience, for a brief second or two, exactly the ap-

pearance of flying. Of course the great difficulty

lies in choosing the precise moment for the

spring, and calculating accurately your grasp

of the next handle, since, if you missed it

*'Ah," said my eldest niece, with a slight
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shudder, " now I see the meaning of those

mattresses, which they are laying so carefully

under the w^hole line of the trapeze. And
I understand why that man, who walks about

giving directions, is so very particular in seeing

that the handles are fastened securely. He looks

anxious too, I fancy."
'

^' Well he may. He is Signor Uberto's

father."

'' Then is it anything very dangerous,

frightful .? Perhaps we had better go .?

"

But it was too late, or we fancied it vji

Besides, for myself, I did not wish to leav^.

That strange excitement which impels us oftefi

to stop and see the end of a thing, dreadf^il

though it may be, or else some feeling for which

I was utterly unable to account, kept me firm in

my place. For just th^n, entering quickly by

the usual door, appeared a small slight younjg

man, who looked a mere boy indeed, and in his

white tight-fitting dress, that showed every

muscle of an exceedingly delicate and graceful

frame, was a model for a sculptor. He had long

light hair, tied back with a ribbon, after thq

fashion of acrobats, and thin pale features, veryi

firm and still. This was the Signor Uberto,

who was going once more to risk his life—as'

every trapeze performer must risk it—for our

night's amusement.

He stood, while his father carefully tried the

fastenings of each handle, and examined the

platform on which were laid the mattresses.

But the youth himself did not look at anything.
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Perhaps he was so accustomed to it that the per-

formance seemed to him safe and natural—per-

haps he felt it was useless to think whether it were

so or not, since he must perform. Or, possibly,

he took all easily, and did not think of anything.

But I could not help putting myself into the

place of the young man, and wondering whether

he really did recognise any danger ; more es-

pecially as I saw, lurking and watching in the

exit corner, somebody belonging to him—the

young woman in black, who was his sister, I

concluded, since when I visited him she had

brought lint and rags and helped me to tie up

his sore hand. Over this hand the father was

exceedingly anxious, because every day's loss

of performance was a loss to the treasury. This

was the first day of the signor's reappearance,

and the circus was full to the roof

Popularity is seldom without a reason, and I

do not deny that the flying trapeze is a very

curious and even beautiful sight. In this case

the extreme grace of the performer added to its

charm. He mounted, agile as a deer, the high

platform at the end of the circus, and swung
himself off by the elastic ropes, clinging only

with his hands, his feet extended, like one of

the floating figures in pictures of saints or fairies.

His father, standing opposite, and watching in-

tently his time—for a single second might prove

either too late or too soon—threw the other

trapeze forward to meet him. The young man
dropped lightly into it, hanging a moment
between whiles, apparently as easily as if he had
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been born to fly, then gave himself another
swing, and alighted safely at the far end of the

platform.

This feat he accomplished twice, thrice, four

times, each time with some slight variation, and
more gracefully than the last, followed by a low
murmur of applause—the people were too breath-

less to shout. The fifth time, when one had
grown so familiar with the performance that one
had almost ceased to shudder, and begun to

regard the performer not as a human creature at

all, with flesh and blood and bones, but as some
painted puppet, or phantasmal representation on
a wall—the fifth time he missed his grasp of the

second trapeze, and fell.

It was so sudden ;—one moment the sight of

that flying figure—the next, a crash on the

mattressed platform, on its edge, from which
rolled off a helpless something, falling with a

heavy thud on the sawdust floor below.

I heard a scream—it might be from one of my
girls, but I could not heed them. Before I well

knew where I was, I found myself with the

young man's head on my knee, trying to keep
off the crowd that pressed round.

" Is he dead .?

"

" Na, na—he's no deid. Give him some
whisky. He's coming to, puir laddie."

But he did not " come to," not for hours,

until I had him taken to the nearest avail-

able place—which happened to be my own
house, for his lodgings were at the other end of

the town.
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All the long night that I sat by the poor

young man's bedside, I felt somehow as if I had

murdered him, or helped to do it. For had I

not " follovv^ed the multitude to do evil," added

my seven half-crowns to tempt him, or rather

the skin-flint father who was making money^ by
him, to risk his life for our amusement ? True,

he would have done it all the same had I not

been there ; but still I was there. I and my
young ladies had swelled the number which had

lured him on to his destruction,—and I felt very

guilty. What the girls felt, poor dears, I do not

know; it was quite impossible for me to take

any heed of them. My whole attention was

engrossed by the case. I wonder if people

suppose us surgeons hardened because we get

into the habit of speaking of our fellow-creatures

merely as *' a case }"

No one hindered my doing what I would with

my patient, so I had him removed to my own
room— the spare rooms being occupied— ex-

amined him, and set a simple fracture of the,

arm, which was the only visible injury. Then

I sat and watched him, as conscience-stricken

as if I had been one of the old Roman em-

perors at a gladiator show, or a modern Spanish

lady at a bull-fight, or a fast young English

nobleman hiring rooms at the Old Bailey in

order to witness a judicial murder. For had I

not sat calmly by, a spectator of what was;

neither more nor less than murder .?

Somebody behind me seemed to guess at my
thought.
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" If he had died, doctor, I should ahvays have

said he had been murdered."

There was an intensity in the voice which

quite startled me, for she had kept so quietly

in the background that I had scarcely noticed

her till now—the young woman in black. She
was not a pretty young woman—perhaps not

young at all—being so deeply pitted with small-

pox that her age became doubtful to guess

at ; but she had kind soft eyes, an intelligent

forehead, and an excessively sweet English

voice.

If there is one thing more than another by
which I judge a woman, it is her voice ; not her

set " company " voice, but the tone she speaks

in ordinarily or accidentally. That never de-

ceives. Looks may. I have known fair-faced

blue-eyed angels, and girls with features as soft

and lovely as houris, who could talk in most
dulcet fashion till something vexed them, and
then out came the hard metallic ring, which

always indicates that curse of womahood—worst

of all faults except untruthfulness — temper.

And I have heard voices, belonging to the

plainest of faces, which were deep and soft, and
low like a thrush's in an April garden. I would
rather marry the woman that owned such a

voice than the prettiest woman in the world.

This young woman had one, and I liked her

instantaneously.

" Who are you, my dear t
" I whispered.

'' His sister .?

"

" He has none—nor brother either."
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" His cousin, then ?
"

" No."

I looked my next question, and she answered

it with a simple honesty I expected from the

owner of that voice.

"William and I were playfellows; then we

kept company five years, and meant to be

married next month. His father was against

it, or it would have been sooner. But Willie

wished to stop trapezing and settle in some

other line ; and Old Stone wanted money, and

wouldn't let him go. At last they agreed for

six more performances, and this was the first of

the six."

" He'll never perform more," said I, involun-

tarily.

*' No, he couldn't with that arm. I am very

thankful for it," said she, with a touching des-

perate clutch at the brightest side of things.

How could I tell her what I began every

hour more to dread, that the broken arm was

the least injury Avhich had befallen the young

man ; that I feared one of those concussions to

the spine, which are often produced by a fall

from a height, or a railway injur}^ and which,

without any external wound, cripples the sufferer

for years or for life ?

" No, he never shall do anything o' that sort

again," continued she. " Father or no father,

I'll not have him murdered." And there came

a hard fierceness into her eyes, like that of a

creature who has long been hunted down, and

at last suddenly turns at bay.
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^' Where Is his father ? he has not come near

him."
" Of course not. He's a precious coward is

Old Stone, and as sharp as a needle after money
or at keeping away when money's likely to be

wanted. But don't be afraid. I've myself got

enough to pay you, sir. That's all the better.

He is viy William now."

This was the most of our conversation,

carried on at intervals, and in whispers, during

the night. My fellow-watcher sat behind the

curtain, scarcely moving, except to do some
feminine office, such as building up the fire

noiselessly, coal by coal, as nurses know how,

•or handing me anything I required of food or

medicine. Or else she sat motionless ; with her

eyed fixed on the death-white face ; but she

never shed a tear. Not till, in the dawn of

morning, the young man woke up in his right

senses, and spoke feebly, but articulately.

" Doctor, thank you. I knew you, and I

know what's happened. Only, just one word.

I want Dorothy. Please fetch Dorothy."
" Yes, Willie," spoken quite softly and com-

posedly. '' Yes, Willie. I'm here."

It was a difficult case. The first-rate Edin-

burgh surgeon, whom, doubting my own skill, I

called in next day, could make nothing of it.

There were no injuries, external or internal,

that could be traced, except the broken arm
;

the young man lay complaining of nothing, per-

fectly conscious and rational, but his lower limbs

were apparently paralysed.
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We sent for a third doctor ; he, too, was
puzzled

; but he said he had known one such
case, where, after a railway accident, a man had
been brought home apparently uninjured, though
having received some severe nervous shock, pro-

bably to the spine. He had been laid upon his

bed, and there he lay yet, though it was years
ago

; suffering little, and with all his faculties

clear, but totally helpless; obliged to be watched
over and waited upon like an infant, by his old
wife.

" For he was an old man, and he had a wife,

which was lucky for him," added the doctor.

"It's rather harder for that poor young fellow,

who may have to lie as he does now for the rest

of his days."

"Hush!" I said, for he was talking loud in

the passage, and close behind us stood poor
Dorothy. I hoped she had not heard, but the
first sight of her face convinced me she had

;

every syllable we had spoken ; only women have at

times a self-control that is almost awful to Vv^tness.

Whether it was that I was afraid to meet her,

I do not know, but I stepped quickly out of the
house, and walked a mile or more to the railway
station with my two friends. When I returned,

the first thing I saw was Dorothy, waiting on
the stair-head, with my housekeeper beside her.

For, I should observe, that good woman did not
object nearly so much to a poor dying lad as to

an evening party, and had taken quite kindly to
Dorothy.

Yes, she had heard it all, poor girl, and I could
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not attempt to deceive her ; indeed I felt by-

instinct that she was a person who could not be

deceived ; one to whom it was best to tell the

whole truth ; satisfied that she would bear it.

She did, wonderfully. Of course I tempered it

with the faint consolation, that doctors are some-

times mistaken, and that the young man had

youth on his side ; but there the truth was,

blank and bare, nor did I pretend to hide it.

"Yes, sir. Thank you, sir. Thank you for

telling me all. My poor WiUiam !

"

I took her into the parlour, and gave her a

glass of wine.

" / don't need it, sir ; I'm used to sick-

nursing. I nursed my sister till she died. We
were dressmakers, and then William got me as

costume-maker to the circus. I can earn a good
deal by my needle, sir."

This seemed far away from the point, and so

did her next remark.
" His father won't help him, sir, you'll see, not

a halfpenny. He's got another—wife he calls

her, and a lot of other children, and doesn't care

twopence for William."
" Poor fellow !

"

" He isn't a poor fellow," she answered,

sharply, '' he's a very clever fellow ; can read,

and write, and keep accounts ; he was thinking

of trying for a clerk's situation. With that, and
my dressmaking, we should have done very well,

if we had once been married."

I hardly knew what to answer. I felt so

exceedingly sorry for the poor girl, and yet she
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did not seem to feel her affliction. There was a
strange h'ght in her eyes, and a glow on her poor
plain face, very unlike one whose whole hopes
in life had just been suddenly blasted.

" Doctor," the voice went to my heart despite

its bad grammar, and horrible Enflish pronun-
ciation, dropped h's and all, " may I speak to

you, for I've nobody else, not a soul belonging
to me, but William. Will you let him stop here
for a week or two ?

"

" A month, if necessary."

" Thank you. He shall be no trouble to you
;

I'll take care of that. Only, there's one thing

to be done first. Doctor, I must marry
William."

She said it in such a matter-of-fact tone, that

at first I doubted if I had rightly heard.
" Marry him ? Good Heavens ! You don't

mean "

"Yes I do, sir. Just that."

" Why, he will never be able to do a hand's
turn of work for you—may never rise from his

bed ; will have to be tended like an infant for

months, and may die after all."

" No matter, sir. He'd rather die with me
than with anybody. William loves me. I'll

marry him."

There was a quiet determination about the
woman which put all argument aside. And
truly if I must confess it, I tried none. I am
an old-fashioned fellow, who never was so happy
as to have any woman loving me ; but I have
known enough of women to feel surprised at

VOL. II. p
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nothing they do, of this sort. Besides, I thought,

and think still, that Dorothy was right, and that

she did no more than was perfectly natural under

the circumstances.

" And now, sir, how is it to be managed ?
"

Of course* the sooner it was managed the

better, and I found, on talking with her, that she

had already arranged it all in her own mind.

She had lived long enough in Scotland to be

aware that a Scotch irregular marriage was easy

enough ; simply by the parties declaring them-

selves husband and wife before witnesses ; but

still her English feelings and habits clung to a

marriage "by a proper clergymian." She was

considerably relieved when I explained to her

that if she put in the banns that Friday night

—

they might be " cried " on Sunday in the parish

kirk, and married by my friend the minister, to

whom I would explain the matter, on Monday
morning.

" That will do," she said. " And now I must

go up-stairs and speak to William."

What she said to him, or how he received it,

is impossible for me to relate. Neither told me
anything, and I did not inquire. It was not my
business ; indeed, it was nobody's business but

their own.

Now, though I may be a very foolish old

fellow, romantic, with the deep-seated desperate

romance which, my eldest niece avers, under-

lies the hard and frigid Scotch character (I sus-

pect she has her own reasons for studying it so

deeply), still, I am not such a fool as I appear.
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Though I did take these young people Into my
house, and was quite prepared to assist at their

marriage, considering it the best thing possible

for both under the circumstances, still I was not

going to let them be married without having

fully investigated their antecedents.

I went to the circus, and there tried vainly to

discover the Herr von Stein, whose black-bearded

head I was sure I saw slipping away out of the

ring, where the " Highland Lassie," in a dirty

cotton frock, and a dirtier face, was careering

round and round on her beautiful horse, while in

the centre, on the identical table of the night

before—what an age it seemed ago !—a little fat

man in shirt-sleeves and stocking soles was

walking solitarily and solemnly upon bottles.

From him—Monsieur Ariel, who had been in-

quiring more than once at my house to-day,

leaving his name as " Mr. Higgins "—I gained

full confirmation of Dorothy Hall's story. She

and William Stone were alike respectable and

well-conducted young people, and evidently

great favourites in the establishment. Then, and

afterwards, I also learnt a few other facts, which

people are slow to believe ever>^where, especially

in Scotland, namely, that it is quite possible

for " play-actors," and even circus performers,

to be very honest and decent folk ; and that,

in fact, it does not do to judge of anybody

by his calling, but solely by himself and his

actions.

I hope, therefore, that I am passing no un-

charitable judgment on the Herr von Stein, if

F 2
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I simply relate what occurred between us,

without making any comment on his actions.

Finding he could not escape me, and that

I sent message after message to him, he at last

returned into the ring, and there—while the

horses still went prancing round, the little

girl continued her leaping, and we caught the

occasional click-click of Monsieur Ariel practising

among his bottles—the father stood and heard

what I had to tell him concerning his son.

He was a father, and he seemed a good deal

shocked, for about three minutes. Then he

revived.

"It's very unfortunate, doctor, especially so

for me, with my large family. What am I to do

with him ? What," becoming more energetic,

" what the devil am I to do with him }
"

And—perhaps it was human nature, paternal

nature, in its lowest form, as you may often see

it in the police columns of the Times newspaper

—when I told him that the only thing he had to

do was to give his consent to his son's marriage

with Dorothy Hall, he appeared first greatly

astonished, and then as greatly relieved.

" My consent } Certainly. They're both five-

and-twenty—old enough to know their own
minds—and have been courting ever so long.

She's an excellent young woman ; can earn a

good income too. Yes, sir. Give them my
cordial consent, and, in case it may be useful to

them—this."

He fumbled in his pocket, took out an old

purse, and counted out into my hand, with an
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air of great magnificence, five dirty pound notes.

Which was all that I or anybody else ever saw

of the money of the Herr von Stein.

When I gave them, with his message, to

Dorothy, she crumpled them up in her fingers,

wath a curious sort of smile, but she never spoke

one word.

Uncle Adam has been at many a marriage,

showy and quiet, gay and grave, hearty and

heartless, but he is ready to declare, solemnly,

that he never saw one which touched him so

much as that brief ceremony, w^iich took place

at the bed-side of William Stone, the trapeze

performer. It did not occupy more than ten

minutes, for in the bridegroom's sad condition

the slightest agitation was to be avoided. My
housekeeper and myself were the only witnesses,

and the whole proceeding w^as made as matter-

of-fact as possible.

The bride's w^edding dress w-as the shabby old

black gown, which she had never taken off for

three days and nights, during which she, my
housekeeper, and I, had shared incessant watch

together ; her face was very worn and weary, but

her eyes were bright, and her voice steady.

She never faltered once till the few words which

make a Scotch marriage were ended, and the

minister—himself not unmoved—had shaken

hands with her and wished her every happiness.

" Is it all done ? " said she, half bewildered.

" Ay, lassie," answered my old housekeeper,

''ye're married, sure enough."
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Dorothy knelt down, put her arms round

her William's neck, and laid her head beside him

on the pillow, sobbing a little, but softly—even

now.
" Oh my dear, my dear ! nothing can ever

part us more."

The wonderful circus of Herr von Stein has

left our town a long time ago. It took its

departure, indeed, very soon after the dreadful

trapeze accident, which of course got into all the

local papers, and was discussed pretty sharply all

over the country. Nay, the unfortunate Signor

Uberto, alias William Stone, had the honour of

being made the subject of a Times leader, and

there was more than one letter in that paper

suggesting a subscription for his benefit. But it

came out somehow that his father was a circus

proprietor of considerable means, and so the

subscription languished, never reaching beyond

thirty odd pounds, with which benevolence the

public was satisfied.

I believe William Stone was satisfied too ;

—

that is, if he ever heard of it, which is doubtful
;

for during the earlier weeks and months of his

illness his wife took care to keep everything

painful from him ; and so did I, so long as

they remained under my roof. This was a good

deal longer than was at first intended, for my
housekeeper became so attached to Mrs. Stone,

that she could not bear to let them go. And
the poor fellow himself was, as Dorothy had

promised, " no trouble," almost a pleasure, in the
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house, from his patience, sweetness, and intel-

ligence.

When they left me, they went to a small

lodging hard by, where the wife set up dress-

making, and soon got as much work as ever she

could do, among my patients, and the towns-

people generally. For some enthusiastic persons

took an interest in her, and called her " a

heroine
;

" though, I confess, I myself always

objected to this, and never could see that she

had done any more than what was the most

right and natural thing for a woman to do, sup-

posing women were as they used to be in my
young days, or as I used to think them.

But, heroine or not, Dorothy prospered. And
in process of time her love was rewarded

even beyond her hopes. Her husband's mys-

terious affliction gradually amended. He began

to use his feet, then his legs, and slowly re-

covered, in degree, the power of walking. Not

that he ever became a robust man ; the shock of

his fall, acting on an exceedingly delicate and

nervous frame, seemed to have affected all the

springs of life ; but he was no longer quite in-

vahded and helpless, and by-and-by he began

anxiously to seek for occupation. I hardly

know which was the happiest, himself or Dorothy,

when I succeeded in getting him employment as

a writer's copying clerk, with as much work as

filled up his time, and saved him from feeling,

what he could not but feel—though I think he

did not feel it very painfully, he loved her so

—

that his wife was the sole bread-winner.
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When I go to see them now, in their cheery

little home of two rooms, one devoted to dress-

making, the other, half kitchen, half bedroom,

in which William sits, and where Dorothy, with

her usual habit of making the best of things, has

accommodated Scotch ways to her English

notions of comfort and tidiness—I say, when I

go to see these two, so contented, and devoted

to one another, I often think that among many
fortunate people, I have seen far less happy

couples than William and Dorothy.
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SUCH a dreadful ghost !—oh, such a

dreadful ghost !

"

My wife, who was luckily sitting

by me, was at first as much frightened as I was,

but gradually she succeeded in quieting both

herself and me, which indeed she has a wonderful

talent for doing.

When she had learnt the cause of my terrified

exclamation, we discussed the whole matter :

—

in which we differed considerably ; as on this

subject we invariably and affectionately do. She

is a perfectly matter-of-fact, unimaginative, and

unsuperstitious individual : quite satisfied that in

the invisible, as in the visible world, two and two

must make four, and cannot by any possibility

make five. Only being, with all her gentleness,

a little pig-headed, she does not see the one flaw

in her otherwise very sensible argument, namely,

the taking for granted that we finite creatures,

who are so liable to error even in material things,

can in things immaterial decide absolutely upon
what is two and what is four.

" There lives more faith in honest doubt,

Believe me, than in half your creeds.

"
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And it is just possible that when the devil

tempted our forefather to eat of the tree of know-

ledge, he was laughing, as maybe he often laughs

now, to think what a self-conceited fool a man
must be, ever to suppose that he can know every-

thing.

When I preach this doctrine to my helpmate

—

who is the humblest and sweetest of women—she

replies, in perhaps the safest way a woman can

reply to an argument, with a smile ; as she did,

when, having talked over and viewed on all sides

my Dreadful Ghost, she advised me to make it

public, for the good of the community, which I

consented to do—believing that it really Would

do good, though in what manner my wife and I

differed still. She considered it would prove how
very silly it is to believe in ghosts at all. I con-

sidered—but my story will explain that.

She and I were invited to a strange house,

with which, and with the family, vv^e were only

acquainted by hearsay. It was, in fact, one of

those " invitations on business,"—such as literary

persons like myself continually get ; and which

give little pleasure, as we are perfectly aware

from what motives they spring ; and that if we
could pack up our reputation in a portmanteau,

and our head in a hat-box, it would answer

exactly the same purpose, and be equally satis-

factory to the inviting parties. However, the

present case was an exception ; since, though we
had never seen our entertainers, we had heard

that they were, not a show-loving, lion-hunting

household, but really a family ; affectionately
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united among themselves, and devoted to the

memory of the lately-lost head. He was a phy-

sician, widely esteemed, and also a man of letters,

whose death had created a great blank, both in

his own circle and in the literary world at large.

Now, after a year's interv-al, his widow and three

daughters were beginning to reappear in society
;

and at the British Association meeting, held at

the large town which I need not particularise,

had opened the doors of their long-hospitable

house to my wife and me.

Being strangers, we thought it best to appear,

as I would advise all stranger-guests to do, at

the end of the day ; when candle-light and fire-

light cast a kindly mystery over all things, and

the few brief hours of awlavardness and unfa-

miliarity are followed by the nocturnal separation

—when each party has time to think over and

talk over the other—meeting next morning with

the kindly feeling of those who have passed a

night under the same friendly roof.

As my wife and I stepped from our cab, the

dull day was already closing into twilight, and

the fire only half illumined the room into which

we were shown. It was an old-fashioned, rather

gloomy apartment—half study, half sitting-room

;

one end being fitted up as a library-, while at the

other—pleasant thoughtfulness, which already

warmed our hearts towards our unseen hosts !

—

was spread out that best of all meals for a weary

traveller, a tea dinner. So hungry' were we, that

this welcome, well-supplied, elegant board was

the only thing we noticed about the room ;

—
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except one other thing, which hung close above

the tea-table, on the panelled wall.

It was a large full-length portrait, very well

painted ; the sort of portrait of which one says

at once, " What a good likeness that must be !

"

It had individuality, character—the soul of the

man as well as his body : and as he sat in his

chair, looking directly at you, in a simple, natural

attitude, you felt what a beautiful soul this must

have been : one that even at sixty years of age

—

for the portrait seemed thus old—would have

shed a brightness over any home, and over any

society where the person moved.
" I suppose that must be the poor Doctor,"

said my wife, as her eyes and mine both met
upon the canvas face, which glimmered in the

fire-light with a most life-like aspect, the gentle,

benevolent eyes seeming to follow one about the

room, as the eyes of most well-painted full-face

portraits do. " You never saw him, Charles .^

"

" No ; but this is exactly the sort of man he

must have been."

And our conviction on the matter was so

strong, that when the widow came in, we ab-

stained from asking the question, lest we strangers

might touch painfully on a scarcely healed

wound.

She was a very sweet-looking little woman :

pale, fragile, and rather silent than otherwise.

She merely performed the duties of the tea-table,

whilst the conversation was carried on with spirit

and intelligence by her three daughters,—evi-

dently highly accomplished women. They were
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no longer young, or particularly handsome ; but

they appeared to have inherited the inexpressible

charm of manner which, I had heard, charac-

terised their lost father : and they had, my wife

whispered me, a still greater attraction in her

eyes—(she had, dear soul, two little daughters

of her own growing up)—which was the exceed-

ing deference they paid to their mother, who was
not by any means so clever as themselves.

Perhaps I, who had not married a woman for

her cleverness, admired the mother most. The
Doctor's widow, with her large, soft, sorrowful

eyes, where the tears seemed to have dried up,

or been frozen up in a glassy quietness, was to

me the best evidence of what an excellent man
he must have been : how deeply beloved, how
eternally mourned.

She never spoke of her husband, nor the

daughters of their father. This silence—which

some families consider it almost a religious duty

to preserve regarding their dead, we, of course,

as complete strangers, had no business to break
;

and, therefore, it happened we were still in the

dark as to the original of that remarkable por-

trait—which minute by minute took a stronger

hold on my imagination ; on my wife's, too—or

that quality of universal tender-heartedness,

which in her does duty for imagination. I never

looked at her, without seeing her watching either

our hostess, or that likeness, which she supposed

to be the features of the lost husband who to

the poor widow had been so deservedly dear.

A most strange picture. It seemed, in its
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wonderfully life-like truth, to sit, almost like an

unobserved, silent guest, above our cheerful

and conversational table. Many times during

the evening I started, as if with the sense of a

seventh person being in the room—in the very

social circle—hearing everything, observing every-

thing, but saying nothing. Nor was I alone in

this feeling, for I noticed that my wife, who

happened to sit directly opposite to the portrait,

fidgeted in her chair, and finally moved her po-

sition to one where she could escape from those

steady, kindly, ever-pursuing, painted eyes.

Now I ask nobody to believe what I am going

to relate : I must distinctly state that I do not

believe it myself: but I tell it because it involves

an idea and a moral, which the reader can apply

if he chooses. All I can say is, that so far as

it purports to go—and when you come to the

end you will find that out—this is really a true

story.

My wife, you must understand, sat exactly

before the portrait, till she changed places with

me, and went a little way down the oblong table,

on the same side. Thus, one of us had a front,

and the other a slightly foreshortened view of

the picture. Between us and it was the table, in

the centre of which stood a lamp—one of those

reading-lamps which throw a bright circle of

light below them, and leave the upper half of the

room in comparative shadow. I thought it was

this shadow, or some fanciful flicker of the fire,

which caused a peculiarity in the eyes of the

portrait. They seemed actually alive—moving
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from right to left in their orbits, opening and

closing their lids, turning from one to the other

of the family circle with a variable expression, as

if conscious of all that was done or said.

And yet the family took no notice, but went

on in their talk with us : choosing the common
topics with which unfamiliar persons try to plumb

one another's minds and characters : yet never

once reverting to this peculiar phenomenon

—

which my wife, I saw, had also observed, for she

interchanged with me more than one uneasy

glance in the pauses of conversation.

The evening was wearing on—it was nearly

ten o'clock, when, looking up at the picture, from

which for the last half-hour I had steadily averted

my gaze, I was startled by a still more marvellous

fact concerning it.

Formerly, the eyes alone had appeared alive,

now the whole face was so. It grew up, out of

the flat canvas as if in bas-relief, or like one of

those terribly painful casts after death—except

that there was nothing painful or revolting here.

As I have said, the face was a beautiful face—

a

noble face : such an one as, under any circum-

stances, you would have been attracted by. And
being painted, it had the colouring and form of

life—no corpse-like rigidity or marble whiteness.

The grey hair seemed gradually to rise, lock by
lock, out of the level surface ; and the figure,

clothed in ordinary modern evening dress, to

become shapely and natural—statuesque, yet

still preserving the tints of a picture. Even the

chair which it sat upon—which I now perceived
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to be the exact copy of one that stood empty on

the other side of the fire, gave a curious reality

to the whole.

By-and-by, my wife and I both held our

breaths with amazement, nay, horror. For, from

an ordinaiy oil-painting, the likeness had become

a life-like figure, or statue, sitting in an alcove,

the arch of which was made by the frame of the

picture.

And yet the family took no notice, but ap-

peared as if, whether or not they were conscious

of the remarkable thing that was happening, it

did not disturb them in the least : Avas nothing

at all alarming or peculiar, or out of the tenor of

their daily life.

No, not even when, on returning with a book

that I had gone to fetch from the shelves at the

further end of the room, my poor little wife

caught my hand in speechless awe—awe, rather

than fear—and pointed to the hitherto empty

chair by the fire-side.

It was empty no longer. There, sitting in the

self-same attitude as the portrait ; identical with

it in shape, countenance, and dress—was a figure.

That it was a human figure I dare not say, and

yet it looked like one. There was nothing

ghastly or corpse-like about it, though it was

motionless, passionless : endowed, as it were,

with that divine calm which Wordsworth ascribes

to Protesilaus :

—

Elysian beauty, melancholy gi'ace,

Brought from a pensive though a happy place."
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Yet there was an air tenderly, pathetically

human in the folding of the hands on the knees,

as a man does when he comes and sits down by

his own fireside, with his family round him : and

in the eyes that followed, one after the other,

each of this family, who now quietly put away

their several occupations, and rose.

But none of them showed any terror—not in

the slightest degree. The Presence at the hearth

was evidently quite familiar to them—awaking

no shudder of repulsion, no outburst of renewed

grief. The eldest daughter said—in a tone as

natural as if she were merely apologising to

us heterodox or indifferent strangers for some
domestic ceremonial, some peculiar form of

family prayer, for instance

—

" I am sure our guests will excuse us if we
continue, j-ust as if we were alone, our usual

evening duties. Which of us is to speak to papa

to-night ?

"

It was himself then : summoned, how or why,

or in what form — corporeal or incorporeal

—

I knew not, and his family gave no explanation.

They evidently thought none was needed : that

the whole proceeding was as natural as that of

a man coming home at evening to his own
fireside, and being received by his Avife and
children with affectionate familiarity.

The widow and the youngest daughter placed

themselves one on each side of the figure in the

chair. They did not embrace it or touch it ; they

regarded it with tender reverence, in which was
mingled a certain sadness ; but that was all.

VOL. II. G
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And then they began to talk to it, in a perfectly

composed and matter-of-fact way ; as people

would talk to a beloved member of a household

who had been absent for a day, or longer, from

the home circle.

The daughter told how she had been shopping

In town ; how she had bought a shawl and a

bonnet " of the colour that papa used to like ;

"

the books she had brought home from the library,

and her opinion of them ; the people she had

met in the street, and the letters she had received

during the day : in short, all the pleasant little

chit-chat that a daughter would naturally pour

out to an affectionately-interested living father
;

but which now—as addressed to the spectre of

the father many months dead—sounded so un-

natural, so contemptibly small, such a mixture

of the ludicrous and the horrible, that one's

common worldly sense, and one's sense of the

solemn unseen world, were alike revolted.

No answer came : apparently none was ex-

pected. The figure maintained its place, listening

apparently ; with that gentle smile—reminding

one of the ghostly Samuel's rebuke to the Witch

of Endor—" Why hast thou disquieted me, to

bring me up }
" or indicating that superior

calm with which, after death, we ourselves shall

surely viev/ all the trifles which so perplexed us

once.

Then the widow took up the tale, with a re-

gretful under-tone of complaint running through

it. She told her husband how dull she had been

all day ; how in the preparations for these
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strangers (meaning my wife and me—we shiv-

ered as the eyes of the figure moved and rested

on us !)—she had found various old letters of his,

which vividly revived their happy wedlock days
;

how yesterday one of his former patients died,

and to-day a professorship, which he meant to

have tried for, had been given to a gentleman, a

favourite pupil ; how his old friends, Mr. A
and Sir B. C , had had a quarrel, and every-

body said it would never have happened had the

Doctor been alive to make peace between them
—and so on, and so on. To all of which the

figure listened with its immovable silence ; its

settled, changeless smile.

My wife and I uttered not a word. We sat

apart, spell-bound, fascinated ; neither attempt-

ing to interfere, nor question, nor rebuke. The
whole proceeding was so entirely beyond the

pale of rational cause and effect, that it seemed

to throw us into a perfectly abnormal condition,

in which we were unable to judge, or investigate,

or escape from, the circumstances which sur-

rounded us.

Nothing is known—absolutely nothing—ex-

cept the very little that Revelation hints at,

rather than directly teaches, of the world beyond
the grave. But any one of us who has ever seen

a fellow-creature die, has watched the exact

instant when the awful change takes place which

converts the body with a soul to the corpse with-

out a soul, must feel certain—convinced by an

intuition which is stronger than all reasoning

—

that if the life beyond, to which that soul departs.
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be anything, or worth anything, it must be a

very different life from this ; with nobler aspira-

tions, higher duties, purer affections. The com-

mon phrase breathed over so many a peaceful

dead face, *' I would not bring him back again if

I could," has a significance, instructive as true
;

truer than all misty, philosophical speculations,

tenderer than all the vagaries of fond spiritualists,

with large hearts and no heads worth mentioning.

If I had ever doubted this, my doubts would

have been removed by the sight which I here

depict—of this good, amiable, deeply-beloved

husband and father—returning in visible form to

his own fireside ; no ghastly spectre, but an

apparition full of mildness and beauty,—yet com-

municating a sense of revolting incongruity, utter

unsanctity, and ridiculous, degrading contrast

between mortal and immortal, spirit in the flesh,

and spirit out of the flesh.

That the dead man's family did not feel this,

having become so familiar with their nightly

necromancy that its ghastliness never struck

them, and its ludicrous profanity never jarred

upon their intellect or affections,—only made the

fact more horrible.

For a time, long or short I cannot tell, my
wife and I sat witnessing, like people bound in

a nightmare dream, this mockery of mockeries,

the attempt at restoring the sweet familiar rela-

tions that had once existed, of the living with

the living, between the living and the dead.

How many days or months it had lasted, or

what result was expected from it, we never
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inquired ; nor did we attempt to join in it ; we
merely looked on.

" Will papa ever speak } " entreated one of the

daughters ; but there was no reply. The Figure

sat passive in its chair—unable or unwilling to

break the silent barrier which divides the two

worlds, maintaining still that benign and tender

smile, but keeping its mystery unbroken, its

problem unsolved.

And now my wife, whose dear little face was,

I saw, growing white and convulsed minute by
minute, whispered to me :

" Charles, I can bear this no longer. Make
some excuse to them—we will not hurt their

feelings—only let us go. Don't let them think

we are frightened or disgusted ; but we must go
—I shall go mad else."

And the half-insane look which I have seen

in more than one of the pseudo-spiritualists of

the present day—people who twenty years ago

would have been sent to Bedlam, but now are

only set down as " rather peculiar," rose in my
wife's eyes—those dear, soft, sensible eyes, which

have warmed and calmed my restless heart and
unquiet brain for more than fifteen years.

I took advantage of the next pause in the
" communications," or whatever the family called

them, to suggest that my wife and I were very

weary, and anxious to retire to rest.

" Certainly," politely said the eldest daughter.
*' Papa, Mr. and Mrs. ," naming our names,
" have had a long railway journey, and wish to

bid us all good-night."
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The Appearance bent upon us—my wife and
me—its most benevolent, gentle aspect, appa-

rently acquiescing in our retiring ; and slowly

rose as if to bid us good-night—like any other

courteous host.

Now, in his lifetime, no one had had a

warmer, more devoted admiration for this

learned and loveable man than I. More than

once I had travelled many miles for the merest

chance of seeing him, and when he died my
regret at never having known him personally,

never having even beheld his face, was mingled

with the grief which I, in common with all his

compatriots, felt at losing him so suddenly, with

his fame at its zenith, his labours apparently

only half done.

But here, set face to face with this image
or phantasm, or whatever it was, of the man
whom living I had so honoured—I felt no
delight ; nay, the cold clearness of his gaze

seemed to shoot through me with a chill of

horror.

When, going round the circle, I shook hands

with the widow and daughters, one after the

other, I paused before f/iaif cJiair ; I attempted

to pass it by. Resolutely I looked another way,

as if trying to make believe I saw nothing there

;

but it was in vain.

For the Figure advanced noiselessly, with

that air of irresistibly charming, dignified cour-

tesy of the old school, for which, everybody

said, the Doctor had been so remarkable. It

extended its hand—a hand which a year ago I
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would have travelled five hundred miles to grasp.

Now, I shrank from it—I loathed it.

In vain. It came nearer. It touched mine

with a soft, cold, unearthly touch. I could

endure no longer. I shrieked out ; and my wife

v/oke me from what was, thank Heaven, only a

dream.
* * * *

" Yes, it was indeed a Dreadful Ghost," said

that excellent woman, when she had heard my
whole story, and we had again composed our-

selves as sole occupants of the railway carriage

vvhich was conveying us through the dead of

night to visit that identical family whom I had

been dreaming about—whom, as stated, we had

never seen. *' Let us be thankful, Charles, that

it was a mere fantasy of your over-excited

imagination—that the dear old Doctor sleeps

peacefully in his quiet grave ; and that his

affectionate family have never summoned him,

soul or body, to sit of nights by their uncanny

fire-side, as you so horribly describe. What a

blessing that such things cannot be."

"Ay," replied I
—"though, as Imlac says in

' Rasselas,' ' that the dead cannot return, I will

not undertake to prove ;
' still, I think it in the

highest degree improbable. Their work here is

done ; they are translated to a higher sphere of

being ; they may still see us, love us, watch

over us ; but they belong to us no more. Mary,

when I leave you, remember I don't wish ever to

be brought back again ; to come rapping on

tables and knocking about chairs ; delivering
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ridiculous messages to deluded inquirers, and

altogether comporting myself in a manner that

proves, great fool as I may have been in the

body, I must be a still greater fool out of it."

" And Charles," said the little woman, creep-

ing up to me with tears in her eyes, " if I must

lose you—dearly as I love you^I would rather

bury you under the daisies and in my heart
;

bury you, and never see you again till we meet

in the world to come, than I would have you

revisiting your old fire-side after the fashion of

this Dreadful Ghost."
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THIS is not a story, though the title looks

as if it were. It is merely a few words

meant to be spoken at Christmas time,

when people's hearts are open— when their

hearths are brightened and their tables filled

with little children ; for Christmas, so rarely a

happy time for us elders, can be made, and

always should be, an especial time of delight to

children, if only in remembrance of Him who
then became a little child. And the more we
suffer—we others, to whom year after year has

inevitably brought bitter anniversaries—the more
we ought to try and spare the children from

suffering, as long as we can : by making for our

own, in every possible way, a " merry Christmas

and a happy New Year ;
" and also by scattering

abroad among others not our own—a little com-
fort, a little pleasure, a little of that light-hearted

mirth, which is all of the present, dreading no
future and remembering no past. Ah, let us

always try to make the children happy ! they

will not be children long.
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It Is with this feeling that I wish to say a few

words for a few " puir wee bodies " who Hve, or

rather suffer existence—for in many cases it can

hardly be called living—in Meadowside House,

Lauriston Lane, lately converted into the Edin-

burgh Hospital for Sick Children.

There is a region, quite unfamiliar to passing

strangers and superficial sightseers, and yet

within five minutes' walk of the picturesque,

historical, melancholy, noisome, abominable Old
Town—with its Canongate, Cowgate, Lawn-
market, Grass-market,—classic ground, investi-

gated by flying tourists with mingled curiosity

and abhorrence : for seldom does a canker so

foul lurk at the heart of any city as of this, the

flower of cities—beautiful Edinburgh. Still, for

its salvation maybe, close at the back of it lies

the other region, known to residents by the

name of " the Meadows." How the word sug-

gests to the southern ear pictures of English

fields, knee-deep in growing May-grass, red-

dened with wavy sorrel-seeds and yellowed over

with buttercups ; or sunshiny meads, where, sit-

ting down and stretching round a circle, arm-
wide, you may fill your two hands with cowslips

;

mingled here and there with those Shaksperian

lady-smocks that

—

"All silver-white

Do paint the meadows with delight."

Alas ! not these Meadows. I have seen a daisy

there—bless the gowans ! like the poor little

children, they grow anywhere—and one or two
dandelions, and (I believe, but would not under-
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take to affirm the fact) a buttercup : but the

principal feature of these meadows is simple

grass. Very good grass, though
;

green and

smooth ; and one ought to be thankful for it,

and for the fresh breeze that blows across it,

and for the merry rustle of the two lines of

lately planted but well-growing trees. A plea-

sant place, where the Edinburgh volunteers

—

honest lads !— come and do rifle-shooting of

mornings, usually placing their target directly

in the way of early pedestrians ; where, later,

the genteel nurse-maids from George Square,

Buccleuch Place, and the houses round Heriot's

Hospital, walk with their young charges, and

the ungenteel, youthful fry from Newington

and Morningside come out to play, healthy and

strong, bare-footed and rough-headed. But the

children of a low^er class still, abiding in that

melancholy region just spoken of, in the tall

" lands "—twelve stories high ; the dark cellars,

windowless, fireless ; up the wynds and closes,

stiflingly foul, so foul that one often inclines

to believe the only cleansing would be a good

wholesome fire, like the Great Fire of London,

—alack ! the children who live here, tJicy never

come near the Meadows. Their poor, weak,

rickety limbs could never totter far enough to

reach and roll on the green grass ; their eyes,

accustomed to dank, damp cellars, where the

sun never shines and never shone, could hardly

endure the bright, broad daylight, and their

poor, thin, unwashed, unclothed bodies would

shrink, withered up, from the first sweep of the
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healthy breeze that blows across Arthur's Seat

and the Braid Hills. They scarcely know that

such things exist, unless the angel of sickness

—

it is an angel, often—carries them away, some
strange, miserable, wonderful day, and leaves

them, half alive, or with only a few days or

weeks of life before them, to lie clean and quiet,

away from all noisome sights and smells and
sounds, in the peaceful, tidy crib in one of the

wards at Meadowside House.

It was a wise and fortunate choice which

located the hospital here—its first step since its

small beginnings in Lauriston Lane. Let us

briefly recount them.

Four years ago * a few worthy Edinburgh

doctors—(truly a large portion of the world's

worth lies among doctors)—woke up fully to

the alarming fact that one half of the children

born in Edinburgh die before their third year.

Also to a second fact, statistically proved, that

this frightful mortality does not lessen the popu-

lation ; but that the half generation thus cut off

is assuredly and immediately replaced by ano-

ther, more puny, more unhealthy, less fitted

both to struggle with the burthen of life them-

selves, or to transmit it to posterity. Worse
far than the sight of a race wholly swept away
by pestilence, sword, or famine—or vanishing

like snow, as the Indians do, before the hot

breath of advancing civilisation—is the spectacle

of a race dying out by slow deterioration, and

* This was written in 1864.
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from apparently preventable causes, under the

very eyes of their brethren. For, however

strange and incredible it may appear—as it did

when lately the two highest-born in the land,

the Prince and Princess of Wales, blest in

youth and love and happy fortunes, drove

through the High Street and Canongate, smiling

gaily and graciously on the two lines of wretched

faces that put on a weak, accidental, welcoming

smile— still they are our brethren. And it is

only the Cains of this world, with fraternal

blood on their hands— or the Levites, who,
'' passing by " the afflicted, are haply Cains too,

by omission if not by commission—it is only

such as these who dare meet the one Almighty
Father with the cry of " Am I my brother's

keeper }
"

The Edinburgh doctors—with other gentle-

men out of the profession—felt that they were,

in one sense, their brothers' keepers ; and being

honestly convinced of the two sad facts before

named, they set about to remedy them by means
of a third great fact—that prevention is better

than cure. On the principle that Reformatories

are wiser, perhaps cheaper—than Penitentiaries
;

Servants' Homes than Magdalen Institutions

;

decent, sanitary labourers' cottages than gaols

and workhouses—they thought they would do
their best to establish a Children's Hospital.

Few things can be, or need to be, without

secondary motives : and even charity itself is in

one form an act of self-preser\^ation. It does

not detract from the benevolence of this scheme
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—that its originators felt also how valuable

it would be in furnishing opportunity for the

study of children's diseases—so important and

difficult a branch of medical science. Also that

by taking hold of sickness, especially infectious

disorders, at the very beginning, the hospital

might be efficacious in stopping the spread of

those endemics and epidemics which, rooting

themselves amidst the foulness of the beggar's

home, spread secret devastation to that of his

wealthy and prosperous neighbour. People do

not consider—until neglect brings its own retri-

bution—that death has entered many a palace

door by the filthy alley left to fester unheeded

beneath its shadow ; and that many a landlord

who will not build, or suffer to be built, decent

cottages for his labourers to live in, has to meet

his reward in other ways—by poachers, night

robbers, dishonest or corrupted servants, con-

tagious diseases, and the still worse contagion

of crime. For it is a law of nature to help us

in the eternal struggle between good and evil,

that we dare not leave the latter alone, turning

our lazy or sanctimonious eyes from it, under

the supposition that it will never harm us. It

will. Even for the safety of his own family,

every householder in Edinburgh were wise to

lend a hand in the cleansing of that Augean

stable which Doctor Guthrie and many others

are doing their best for, by sermon, speech, and

pen. And one of these means of purification is

a Children's Hospital.

The one in Lauriston Lane found many oppo-
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nents—some conscientious, some careless or pre-

judiced ; but of all, the less here said the better,

seeing the hospital has outlived Its time of trial,

and attained the grand secret for converting

enemies into friends—success.

From the day— 8th March, i860—when it

held its first annual meeting, with Dean Ramsay
in the chair, and many more honourable and

notable Edinburgh gentlemen surrounding him,

it has steadily progressed, its directors acting

with true Scotch caution, and spending their

funds with honest Scotch economy ; until lately

they were able to purchase, enlarge, and occupy

the pleasant old mansion called Meadowside

House.

It is In exterior more like a family house than

a hospital. Its three stories of cheerful windows

imply equally cheerful rooms within, as anybody
may prove who calls there between three and

five on a week-day afternoon. Its very sim-

plicity, plainness, and familincss, so to speak,

are a great charm. No money squandered over

porticoes and cupolas, bas-reliefs and statues

without, and throngs of well-housed, well-salaried

servants within : here is just what is wanted and

no more. The whole resident staff comprises a

medical officer, a matron—who truly appears

like the universal mother of this large and help-

less little family—a few nurses and domestic

servants. Two ordinary wards—one filled al-

ways, and a second just opened, in hope that

the institution will be enabled to afford it ; two

fever wards, carefully shut off from the rest of
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the house ; a few smaller rooms for domestic

occupation ; and two others, with a separate

entrance, devoted to the daily crowd of out-door

patients who come for advice and medicine,

—

this constitutes the whole of the establishment.

It would be very easy to write pages of argu-

mentative appeal or of emotional pleading on

that subject which goes to the heart of all women
—nay, of all humanity—a sick child. But I

shall not do it. I would that, instead of any

writing, I could paint a picture—dumb as them-

selves—of the little white thin faces, lying so

patiently on the comfortable pillows. " It is

wonderful how good our children are," said the

matron. " We never have the least trouble with

them, and yet no nurse is allowed either to scold

or to punish them." Or, rather, I would that I

could tell, to both old and young, as a simple

fireside story, with the yule log blazing and the

chestnuts crackling on the hearth, the histories,

quite true, of some of the poor children who
come to, and go, unless in another and often more

merciful way they are taken—from Meadowside

House.

Hear, for instance, a few anecdotes, chosen at

random from the matron's talk, while she went

from crib to crib, smoothing one pillow or alter-

ing another, administering a word of kindness,

or a pat and smile,—small things to rich men's

children in pleasant nurseries, sunned through

and through with mother's love : but oh, what

great and new things to such children as these

!

Thomas Weir, admitted here 29th March last;
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dismissed, cured, the 2ist May; seven years old;

very small of his age. The mother had had

eight children ; all dead but Tommy. The
father was in Perth prison—third committal, for

wife-beating. Tommy was sent here by the

police doctor, his mother being found dead

drunk on a stair and the child beside her, ill

with fever. For weeks he lay between life and

death, neither speaking nor taking notice of

anything. His mother would sometimes come
to inquire for him, but in such a state that she

could not be admitted to the ward. Once she did

get in, and Tommy said, *' Mither, ye suldna

come here when ye've had a dram, the mistress

will see ye." One day another wretched-looking

woman came, and he told her to go away, and

afterwards said to the nurse, " Nurse, she's

an awfu' bad one—yon woman. She pawned
mither's plaid, and they both got fou, and were

taken aff by the police, and I sat my lane on a

stair a' the nicht—cauld, cauld !
" Tommy after-

wards, during his convalescence, told many like

tales of his short seven years' life—his numerous

wanderings, often walking twenty miles a-day

(" that's what gars me look sae auld, ye ken ") :

how the father and mother once left him and

his wee sister at !Mid Calder, a village ten miles

from Edinburgh, and never came back : how a

kind woman gave them a sack to sleep on in a

shed, and a " piece " in the morning, and then

the two forlorn bairns set off to walk into Edin-

burgh to their grandfather, who lived in the

Grass-market. "He was weel aff ance, and a
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grand singer ; that's how I can sing sae weel,"

as poor Tommy often did, to the great deHght

of the nurses. " Grandfather," it seems, went

about the country with a show, of which he

played the Merry-Andrew, till, getting aged, he

took a room in the Grass-market, and held

prayer meetings, Tommy and his mother lead-

ing the psalmody. " But," he continued, " in

the cauld winter grandfather deed, ye ken,

and granny gaed to see a leddy that's kind to

her, and whiles mither lifted the things fra

grandfather's bed and sold them for whisky.

Wae's me ! father will be out o' prison soon, and

then what'll I do, for him and mither's always

fighting." Alas, poor little Tommy Weir !

There was another boy, whose name I forget,

found lying on straw in a dark cellar, which had
literally nothing in it but this one heap of straw.

The parents were in the habit of going out for

the day, and locking up the child there, without

food, or fire, or clothes. He was brought in—

a

mere bundle of rags—quite paralysed, and lay

for a week on one of the hospital beds, without

stirring or speaking, till they almost thought he

was deaf and dumb. At last he did mutter out

one word, and it was "whisky !" He afterwards

tried, in his wretched faint voice, to begin singing

a whisky song, and told the nurse he had hardly

tasted anything but whisky since he was born.

Somehow his wretched mother found him out

and came to see him. Immediately after she left,

the miserable little creature was caught hiding

its wizened face and still half-paralysed hands
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under the bed-clothes, trying to undo the cork

of a small bottle filled with whisky ! But this

child also recovered, learned to feed on and enjoy

other food than drams, and left the hospital for

a future of—God knows what ! Still the life had
been saved—so far.

And sometimes, when help comes too late, and

the life is not saved, it is touching to hear the

end of these prematurely old children. One
little girl, Jane Mackenzie, used to say often

before her death, " I didna think ony folk could

be sae kind to ither folk's bairns." She took a

fancy to one o( the gentlemen who often visited

the. hospital, and asked him to come and talk to

her. " I heard ye speaking to yon wee boy, and
I thocht, may be, ye wad speak to me too." As
he did—many holy and peaceful words ; and

when the child died, content and happy, he took

the trouble of travelling some distance to follow

her to her grave.

The little patients who do not die sometimes

live for better things than once seemed possible.

In January last, one Mary CuUen was brought

into the hospital, having suddenly lost the use

of her limbs, and a fortnight afterwards her

speech. She lay for a long time totally helpless,

and apparently imbecile. But eight months of

good air, good food, good nursing, have changed

the paralysed child into an active girl, a capital

little servant in the ward where she came a while

ago as a miserable and hopeless invalid. So
great is the vitality of youth, when given the

least chance of throwing off disease by means of
H 2
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proper sanitary care, which, in such homes as

these children are brought from—nay, in any

working- and poverty-stricken homes—is purely

impossible.

Those who leave their temporary refuge are

often very eager to get back to it. "At this

time," said the matron, " we have a little fellow

who was with us two years since. When he left

I said, * Harry, when will you come and see

me.?'—'Whenever I'm no weel,' answered he;

and sure enough the other day his mother came
and said Harry was ill, and would not let her

rest till she brought him to the hospital. The
next day his sister came in, also very ill. As
soon as he saw her he said, ' Dinna greet, Anna

;

this is a grand place!' and the two soon made
themselves quite happy together. There was

another boy," continued the matron (from whom
I have had all these true stories, as they may be

gained readily by any one who visits the place

—

facts sadder than any fiction), ''his name was

Pat. He had no father, and worse than no

mother. When he recovered he was very un-

willing to leave us ; but being cured, we could of

course keep him no longer, so we gave him some

warm clothing—as we generally do, for the rags

the children are brought in are almost always

oblip-ed to be burnt—and then we sent himo
away. But for a long time afterwards poor Pat

used to come and stand at the kitchen-window,

when I was serving the dinners, just to get a few

mouthfuls and a warm at the fire. One bitter

morning in February he came begging to. be
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taken in, but I said, * Pat, you're not ill, and we
can't have you.' Next morning he was back
again, with his head all cut and bleeding. * Ye'll

tak me in noo/ said he, evidently quite glad of

his misfortune. And, though, to his great regret,

he got well in a week, still he was so eager to

stay that one of our gentlemen kindly admitted

him into an industrial school, and poor Pat is all

right now."

Sometimes the parents are grateful, and bring

little presents to the matron, or make thank-

offerings of a few pence to the box at the dis-

pensary, where, chiefly as a matter of form, it is

stated that, if the applicants can afford it, the

medicines are to be paid for. However, no test

is possible, and thus many get gratis the medical

aid they could well pay for. Still the good is

done, and the charity, as a charity, reaches to

the very lowest deeps of that sea of misery close

by. Unhappily parents, out of ignorance or

carelessness, often delay bringing their children

till assistance comes too late ; and yet it is hard

to refuse the poor little dying creature a few

hours of a quiet hospital-bed, on which to breathe

its last, instead of sending it back to those pesti-

lential holes where the slightest illness becomes
almost certain doom ; and death, stripped of all

its peace and sacredness, breeds death on every

side, by all imaginable horrors of contact with

repulsive mortality.

The difficulty, which some energetic adver-

saries of children's hospitals have upheld so

strongly—that of removing a child from home
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and parents—has not, in the practical working

of this hospital, been found to be a difficulty at

all. For, arnong the classes for which it was

chiefly intended, home is no home, and parents,

instead of being the child's best guardians in

health or sickness, are often, through ignorance

or neglect, its very worst. Even the maternal

tie—the last to survive amid the wreck of all

else that is womanly—is often totally lost ; wit-

ness the case of little Tommy Weir. Despite

all the flimsy objections of sentimental theorists

about the sanctity of the parental bond, and the

danger of interfering with it, any person of com-

mon sense must see, that when parents make
of themselves brute beasts, it is not only the

right but the duty of national charity to step in,

and say, " These are the children of the nation :

give up your pretended rights and unfulfilled

duties—they are no longer yours, but ours. We
may not be able to save you, but these little

ones imist be saved."

A difficult question, and yet it ought to be met

and looked rationally in the face, both by govern-

ments and by private schemes of benevolence.

If the high arm of righteous authority did a

little more than it now does in interfering for

the helpless, and breaking the bonds of the

oppressed ; compelling sanitary observances,

laying upon ignorance as well as vice the strong

hand of the law, and dragging all corruption

out into the open day, it would be all the better

—not for us, perhaps, but for those that shall

come after us.
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And for this end, hoping it will do a little

atom of good to leaven this mountainous mass

of misery, I tell, just at Christmas time, when
the Great Master of us all came to seek and to

save that which was lost, the story of the lost

lambs who are taken in and folded, either for

living or for dying, into this quiet home at

Meadowside House. On its arrangements I do

not dilate ; they are much the same as in all

well-conducted hospitals, and almost identical

with that of the Children's Hospital in Great

Ormond Street, London, on the principle of

which this one was founded. Besides, all who
live within reach may go and see the place for

themselves ; and one hour of such a pathetic

sight, either to mothers or children—and espe-

cially to childless mothers and motherless child-

ren—is worth all that ever I can write about it.

I would like, at this Christmas time, to urge

such not only to go and see, but to go and help

them ;— as lady-visitors, moving from crib to

crib, and bestowing a kind word or a plaything

or two on the little occupant ; as subscribers,

giving, perhaps, one small pound a year ; as

donors, paying a hundred pounds for the not

unhappy privilege of knowing that thereby one

bed, with one sick child always in it, is secured

in perpetuity ; as benefactors, who are willing to

leave one thousand pounds of the money which

they cannot carry avv^ay with them—money to

which no child is heir, and which, expended

on the founding of a ward here, would benefit

hundreds and thousands of children to all gene-
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rations. Lastly, there is something which every-

body can do—every mother of a family who has

so many worn-out and disused clothes cumber-

ing her nursery shelves—make them up into a

parcel, and send them to Meadowside House to

clothe the poor little convalescents, who come

there in rags, and would go out, most of them,

in utter nakedness, were it not for the charitable

store—never too large—which the hospital keeps,

and bestows even when its professed charge of

the inmates is ended.

Beyond its doors, to follow these poor children

is all but impossible. Sometimes, thinking of

the homes they come from, and must go back

to, one is tempted to believe that the best and

safest home for them is that quiet " dead-house,"

where so many of them are carried, and thence

to a quieter spot still. And yet they do live,

and He makes them live, and bids us help them

to live—He in whose hands alone are living and

dying. Therefore we dare not say—since He
does not say it—that it were better any one of

these little ones should die. We would rather

hope that the life, frail as it may be, which the

hospital puts into them, is put for a good end,

and that the moral influence which they are

subjected to under its roof, of cleanliness, order,

kindliness, peace, may not be without effect on

at least some of them. Small the amount of

good done may be, yet have we not the highest

authority for believing that " a little leaven

leaveneth the whole lump }
" We can but do

our best and trust.
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And therefore I have said my humble say,

hoping that some will read it who may be able

to do far more than I can ever do myself. Nor
do I think that even as '' a story—a true story,"

which children are always asking for, it would

make the Christmas children less happy, if,

gathered round papa's and mamma's knees at

the fireside, some one would take the trouble

to read to the little people, in whole or in part,

what I have written about the forlorn ones so

different from themselves—the sick children who
are taken in and nursed well, or tended kindly

till they quietly die— at Meadowside House,

Edinburgh.
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IF
" the boy is father of the man," the girl is

Hkewise mother to the woman ; and the

woman—oh, solemn thought, laden with

awful responsibility to each tiny maiden-child

that coos and crows at us from her innocent

cradle !—the woman is the mother of us all. Far

deeper and higher than the advocates of woman's
rights are aware of, lies the truth, that women
are the heart of the world. From a gynocracy,

or even a self-existent, self-protecting, and self-

dependent rule, heaven save us, and all other

Christian communities ! but the fact remains,

that on the women of a nation does its virtue,

strength, nobility, and even its vitality, rest.

Sparta recognised this in a rough barbaric way

;

Judea, too, when through successive ages every

daughter of Abraham was brought up to desire

motherhood as her utmost honor, in the hope
that of her might be born the long-expected

Messiah, the promised Seed. All history,

carefully examined, would, we believe, ex-
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emplify the same truth—that the rise and fall

of nations is mainly dependent on the condition

of their women—the mothers, sisters, daughters,

wives—who, consciously or unconsciously, mould,

and will mould for ever, the natures, habits, and

lives of the men to whom they belong. Nay,

even in modern times, in looking around upon

divers foreign countries—but stay, we will not

judge our neighbours, we will only judge our-

selves.

If things be so, if the influence of women is so

great, so inevitable, either for good or for evil,

does it not behove us, who live in a generation

where so many strange conflicts are waging on

the surface of society, so many new elements

stirring and seething underneath it—does it not

behove us, I say, to look a little more closely

after our " girls ?
"

It is rather difficult now-a-days to find a " girl

"

at all. They are, every one of them, " young
ladies ; " made up of hoop and flounce, hat and

feather, plaits of magnificent (bought) hair, and

heaps of artificial flowers. There is a painful

uniformity, too, in them and their doings—their

walking, talking, singing, dancing, seem all after

the same pattern, done to order according to the

same infallible rule—" What will Mrs. Grundy
say }

" An original natural " girl," who has

grown up after her own fashion, and never heard

of Mrs. Grundy, is a creature so rare, that when

we find her, at any age from twelve to twenty,

we are prone to fall right over head and ears in

love with her, carry her off*, and marry her im-
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mediately. And we hardly wonder that so many
of these vapid, commonplace, well-dressed, well-

mannered young ladies remain unmarried, or

rush into the opposite extreme of frantic inde-

pendence, and try to create an impossible Utopia,

of which the chief characteristic seems to be that

of the heaven of Crazy Jane in the ballad

—

*' With not a man to meet us there."

Which is the most harmful, this foolish aping of

men's manners, habits, and costumes, or the frivo-

lous laziness, the worse than inanity, that wastes

a whole precious lifetime over the set of its hoops,

the fashion of its bonnets, or the gossip of its

morning callers ? Between the two opposite

evils, most welcome is anything, or anybody, who
indicates in the smallest degree what a girl really

is and ought to be ; thus giving us some hope
for the women that are to come, the mothers of

the next generation.

Thanks, therefore, to "Lucy Fletcher"—
whether that name be real or assumed—for a

little unpretentious book of verses, entitled

" Thoughts from a Girl's Life." Let her speak

for herself, in a Preface which, for straightforward

simplicity and dignified modesty, is itself almost

a poem :

—

** These verses are the true expression of the thoughts and
feelings of a girl's life, and as such they are given specially to

other girls.

*' I will not apologise too much for their want of poetical

merit ; nevertheless it is with a full consciousness of their imma-
turity that I send them forth. But though the deepening life of
years to come may teach a fuller and a higher tone, yet I feel

that the thoughts and utterances of to-day may be best fitted to
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reach and to help those who stand on the level from which thesewere written.

" I do not, of course, imply that every word in these verses is
true as regards my own life ; in poetry less than in any othertorm of expression, would that be possible ; many of the inci-
dents are idealised, and some of the feelings known more by
sympathy than by personal experience.

" I [send my little book with its own message to those who^Ym care to hear it
; I shall be most glad and thankful if it is

able in any degree to sympathise with, to help, or to cheer those
Hearts to whom from my own I speak."

A girl's book—only a girl. Now, ordinarily a
youthful poetess is a very unpleasant character.
The less a girl writes, the better. That is, pub-
lishes

: for almost all girls write, and nothing
will stop them. Nor is there any actual harm in
their mild verses and elaborate love-stories—the
temporary outburst of fancy or feeling that will
soon settle down into its proper channel, and find
a safe outlet in the realities of domestic life. But
there is harm in encouraging in the smallest
degree that exaggerated sentimentality which
wears out emotion in expression, converting all

life into a perpetual J?ose plastiqiLe, or a romantic
drama of which she, the individual, is the would-
be heroine. And worse still is that cacoethes scri-
bendi, that frantic craving for literary reputation,
which lures a girl from her natural duties, her
safe shut-up home life, to join the band of writing
women—of which the very highest, noblest, and
most successful feel, that to them, as women,
what has been gained is at best a poor equivalent
for what has been lost.

In one sense the kindest wish that a reader
can wish to '' Lucy Fletcher " is, that this her
first book may also be her last ; and yet it is a
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good book to have written, good and true, and

valuable too—as truth always is.

A girl's life. What a mysterious thing that

is ! None who have reached the stand-point

whence they can fairly and dispassionately look

back on theirs, but must feel awed at remem-

bering all it was, and all it promised to be—its

infinite hopes, its boundless aspirations, its daunt-

less energies, its seemingly unlimited capacity for

both joy and pain. All these things may have

calmed down now : the troubled chaos has long

settled into a perfect—and yet how imperfect !

—

world : but the mature woman, of whatever age

or fortunes, can hardly look without keenest

sympathy and trembling pity on those who have

yet to go through it all. For, let poets talk as

they will of that charming time in which a

girl is

** Standing with reluctant feet

Where the brook and river meet

—

Womanhood and childhood sweet,"

the years between twelve and twenty are, to

most, a season anything but pleasant ; a crisis

in which the v/hole heart and brain are full of

tumult, when all life looks strange and bewil-

dering— delicious with exquisite unrealities,

—

and agonised with griefs equally chimerical and

unnatural. Therefore, every influence caught,

and every impression given during these years,

is a matter of most vital moment. Most girls'

characters are stamped for life by the associa-

tions they form, and the circumstances by which

they are surrounded, during their teens. They
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may change and grow—thank heaven all good
men and women have never done growing !

but the primary mould is rarely recast ; how-
ever worn or defaced, it retains the original
image and superscription still.

Therefore, however long she may live to
modify or expand them, Lucy Fletcher is never
likely to think much different from these
" Thoughts," which but echo those of hundreds
of the " other girls " to whom her preface refers.

*' THOUGHTS.

" My thoughts, in silence and alone,
Fronted the mystery unknown,
The meaning of our life

;

The curse upon its poverty,
The wealth that brings satiety,

Dull peace, and barren strife.

Base aims achieved, high aims that fail,

Evil that doth o'er good prevail,

Good lost that might have been ;

The narrow path we dare to tread,
With all the infinite outspread,
And all that could be, seen.

The unsolved problems that we touch
At every word, not pondered much.

Because they lie so near
;

The path unknown that we must tread,
The awful mystery of the dead,
That rounds life's wondrous sphere.

The light behind the veil unseen,
Our only clue what once hath been,—
Dark seems life's mystery

;

I cannot know, I dare not guess
;

The greater is not in the less,

Nor God's high will in me.

O Thou, the Infinite, Alhvise,
Solve Thou for me these mysteries.
Or teach me wiser thought

;
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I cannot see, but Thou art light

;

I err, but Thou can'st guide aright

—

By Thee I would be taught.

Incomprehensible Thy love,

All flights of our weak thought above ;

So too Thy life is high.

Make Thou our life a part of Thine,

Till in its unity divine.

To Thee we live and die.

Content to go where Thou dost choose,

To be what Thou dost need to use,

To follow or be still,

And learn the infinite content

Of one whose yielded heart is bent,

Unto Thy loving will."

This poem, which without striking original

merit, is exceeding complete, gives a fair idea

of the whole book. There we find a clear,

broad, pellucid picture of a girl's life—a loving,

simple, thoughtful English girl, with a keen eye

for natural beauty, a strong sense of religion, a

sound brain, conscience, and heart. All are as

yet undeveloped ; and yet there is no imma-

turity ; the life is complete so far as it goes, and

so is the book likewise. It has none of the

daring originalities and imperfectnesses from

which one can predict actual genius ; no pre-

cocity of passion, no remarkable creative power.

All is fresh and pure and still as a dewy

meadow in the grey dawn of a midsummer

morning. Take for instance these two pictures.

" A BUNCH OF HEATHER.

*' I gathered purple heather upon the hill-side bare,

The while the bees unsettled buzzed round me in the air.

The finest on the moorlands, all that both hands could hold ;

I bound it with the grasses which grow upon the wold.
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That sunny day of summer, the talk and merry speech,

The wonders we discovered, the seat beneath the beech,

Even the wood-birds singing, the hght and shade which fell,

All, as I thought forgotten, I now remember well.

For, on this very morning, I found the bunch again.

The flowers are browned and falling, scarce more than stems

remain,

I cut the grass that held them, and when unloosed I found,

That all these bygone memories were with the heather bound.''

" MAY-TIME.

" It is a pleasant spot, the wind
Is hushed to silence, while behind
The screen of leaves which interlace,

In cool, sweet silence round the place,

Murmurs of far-off brook and bird,

(Scarce noticed, and yet clearly heard,)

Seem fitting voices to express

My spirit's dreamy happiness.

The dusty road is far away ;

Forgotten is each weary day ;

The sweet leaves shade the distant view
Yet fairer seems the tender blue

That glimmers downward, while to me
Even the future mystery,

Hid by the present, seems more dear,

And I can feel nor doubt, nor fear.

Sometimes God sends this deepest rest

;

Sometimes our spirits thus are blest

With perfect passionate content.

Wherein all love with trust is blent.

Sweet time, sweet thoughts, pass not away,
Or, if the sun forget my day,

May I remember how it shone,

And know it slxaded, but not gone."

Nothing very wonderful here ; nothing " to

haunt, to startle, and waylay ;

" and yet how
sweet it is ! How completely it gives the por-

trait of the '' girl
"—a country girl—no town

life could have produced such ; with her eyes

beaming thoughtfully from under her broad
VOL. II. I
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hat, and her busy, browned hands full of flowers.

Not in the least sentimental or self-conscious,

and yet in herself a perfect living poem—the

best poem a man can read—a tender-hearted,

high-thoughted maiden. A little dreamy, per-

haps, but with dreams so innocent, pure, and

true, that they strengthen rather than weaken

her for the realities that are coming. Much
she may have to suffer—nay, inevitably will

—

but we feel that she will suffer nobly, patiently,

religiously, even thus :

—

" *AS ONE WHOM HIS MOTHER COMFORTETH.'

*' I come, dear Lord, like a tired child, to creep

Unto Thy feet, and there awhile to sleep,

Weary, though not with a long busy day.

But with the morning's sunshine and with play,

And with some tears that fell, although the while.

They scarce were deep enough to drown a smile.

There is no need of words for mine to tell

My heart to Thee ; Thou needest not to spell,

As others must, my hidden thoughts and fears,

From out my broken words, my sobs, or tears ;

Thou knowest all, knowest far more than I,

The inner meaning of each tear or sigh.

Thou mayest smile, perchance, as mothers smile

On sobbing children, seeing all the while

How soon will pass away the endless grief.

How soon will come the gladness and relief;

But if Thou smilest, yet Thy sympathy
Measures my grief by what it is to me.

And not the less Thy love doth understand,

And not the less, with tender pitying hand,

Thou wipest all my tears, and the sad face

Doth cherish to a smile in Thine embrace,

Until the pain is gone, and Thou dost say,

* Go now, my child, and work for Me to-day.'
"

Hardly even dear old George Herbert could

have taken a quainter, tenderer fancy, or worked
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it out with more delicate completeness. Indeed,

one of the best qualities in our young rhymer

—

she would hardly wish to appropriate prema-

turely the high name of poet—is the care with

which she finishes everything. The chief blots

upon her pages are horrible cockney rhymes,

such as " born " and '' dawn," and—oh, -shame !

—" bore " and " saw," with a few grammatical

and even etymological errors, such as " thrawl
"

for thrall, which a more watchful press-revision

of a girl's first book would easily have avoided.

But her rhythm is smooth and musical ; her

power of expression clear ; her style terse and

Saxon ; she neither overloads with imagery nor

cumbers with unnecessary adjectives. Nor is

she imitative, as are almost all young writers

—

the mere reflection of others whom they have

read. Whatever her readings may have been

—

and a young girl can hardly read too much,

imbibing other people's wisdom instead of pre-

maturely forcing out her own—Miss Fletcher

has fused them all in the alembic of her clear

sensible brain, so that her verses come out with

no perceptible flavour of Tennyson, the Brown-

ings, or any other favourite idol who has influ-

enced strongly the youthful minds of the age.

Another characteristic—which, among a cer-

tain set, will raise the book at once, as a gift-

book, to the level of Cowper, Mrs. Hemans,
and Martin Farquhar Tupper—there is not one

word of love—that is, the passion of love—in it

from beginning to end. Not a single outburst

of rapture or despair ;—not a sonnet or a song
I 2
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which the most precise of Mrs. EUises need

hesitate at laying before the Daughters of

England ;—who will think about such things In

spite of Mrs. Ellis. But even with this pecu-

liarity—which we name simply as a peculiarity,

neither a merit nor the reverse—this book is

true to itself. It comes, as it purports to come,

out of a girl's life, the atmosphere of which is

still cool and sweet and calm as that grey mid-

summer morning. Only towards Its end do we
catch a few arrowy rays struck upward by the

unrisen sun—the sun of all human life—of which

the Creator of all ordained, " Let there be light,"

and there Avas light.

Of Lucy Fletcher's career in the world of

letters, we venture no prophecy whatever.

Nothing in her book forbids future greatness,

and nothing absolutely indicates It. On the

whole, her graceful completeness rather implies

that appreciative talent which observes more

than it creates, and which Is just under, not

over, the mysterious line which marks the boun-

dary between talent and genius. But of this,

time only can decide. Whether she ever writes

another book or not, this book is one which It is

good for her to have written, and (stranger still)

good to have published. For It is a true book

—a real book, aiming at nothing higher than It

achieves. It can harm and offend none ; it will

please and benefit very many. There is nothing

morbid In it—nothing forced or factitious. Fan-

tastic melancholy, egotistic introversion, meta-

physical or melo-dramatic plumbing of the black
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depths of human crime and woe, are altogether

foreign to this Lucy Fletcher. Hers is a
healthy, happy nature, and her book is a healthy,

happy book. As she says herself,

—

"singing.

*' I sing my heart out for the gladness in it,

As less a poet than a happy bird,

Singing, because I must sing, as the linnet.

Unthinking by what ears my song is heard
;

While evermore the love which doth begin it,

To fuller gladness by the song is stirred.

The secret of the song, the love which ever,

Within, without, enfoldeth me in rest,

Love sings my song first, and my one endeavour
Is but to learn the notes she chaunteth best

;

'Tis not my song I sing, ah ! never, never,
But love's, who lulls me gently on her breast.

So sing I, being moved thereto unwitting
Aught but dear love, the sun of my heart's spring,

And seeking only to find words befitting

The music vibrating on every string

;

No poet I among earth's crowned ones sitting,

I love and I am loved, and therefore sing."

And long may she go on singing ! unless her
own contented heart teaches her a better song
than all—silence.
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MY sight not being so good as it was,

my granddaughter is in the habit of

reading the Times aloud to me daily.

Possibly, this is not always a labour of love, I

being a rather fidgety listener, though I trust

not one of those conceited old persons who
consider that to minister unto them is to the

young a privilege invaluable. There have been

times when, perceiving Netty's bright eye

wander, and her voice drop into a monotonous

absent tone, I have inly sighed over those in-

evitable infirmities which render each generation

in its turn dependent on the succeeding one

;

times when it would have been easier to me to

get up a peevish " There, that will do," and for-

feit my own undeniable pleasure, than thus to

make a martyr of my little girl. But then, few

can have lived to my length of days without

being taught the blessedness that lies not only in

labours of love, but labours of duty ; and I am
glad, even at the cost of some personal pain,

to see my grandchild learning this lesson

;
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conquering her natural laziness, accommodating
the frivolous tastes of youth to the prosy likings

of old age, and acquiring, even in so small a

thing as the reading of a newspaper, that habit

of self-control and self-abnegation which we
women have to practise, voluntarily or involun-

tarily, to the end of our lives.

So, after going steadily through the leading

articles—(by the way, what a curious fact of

modern intellectual advance is that page of

Times leaders, thought out Avith infinite labour,

compiled with surpassing skill, influencing the

whole world's destinies one day, to become
the next mere waste paper)—after this I said

to Netty, " Now, my dear, I leave the choice to

you ; read anything that you consider amus-
ing."

" Amusing !
" As if she doubted whether

anything in the Times could come under that

head. But shortly her countenance cleared.

"*An American Bridal Trousseau,'—will that

do, Grannie, dear ?
"

I nodded, and she began to read.

'• * Extraordinary Marriage Ceremony. Cuban Don—Young
Lady of New Yorlc. Will no doubt amuse English Ladies,'

" Why, I declare, it's a list of her clothes !

And such a quantity ; only hear :

—

" ' One blue silk, ruffled to the waist; one green and white
double skirt, trimmed with black lace ; one light blue silk

chintz, flowers down the skirt, trimmed with deep fringe to
match ; one steel-coloured silk, with purple velvet flowers,

trimmed with wide bands of purple velvet, edged with black
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lace ; a surplus waist trimmed to match the skirt ; one Swiss
dress, the skirt formed with clusters of ruffles and tucks, the

waist to match ; one white Swiss muslin dress, five flounces,

edged with narrow Valenciennes lace ; one white Swiss dress

skirt, with three flounces, three rufiles on each flounce, pink
riband underneath ; one Swiss dress tucked to the waist ; six

dresses of poplin, merino, and Ottoman velvet ;' "

—

" Stop, stop ! let us take breath, child. Pop-

lin, merino, Ottoman velvet ; and how many
more was it ? Swiss muslin, silk chintz, and
something with a 'surplus waist,' whatever that

may be."

" Indeed, I don't know. Grandmamma,"
laughed the child ;

'' though you do think me
such an extravagant young lady. Not so bad
as this one, any how. Just listen :

—

" 'Eighteen street dresses, of rich, plain, and figured silks,

double skirt and two flounces ; also moire antique, made in the
newest and most fashionable style ; twelve afternoon dresses,

consisting of grenadines, organdies and tissue, all varied in styles

of making ; twelve evening dresses, one pink embossed velvet,

trimmed with the richest point de Venise ; one white silk tunic
dress, skirt embroidered and trimmed with blonde lace ; one
pearl-coloured silk, double skirt, with bouquets of embossed
velvet ; three white crape dresses, ornamented with bunches of
raised flowers ; three white tulle dresses, with coloured polka
spots of floss silk, to be worn over white silk skirts ; six dinner
dresses, one white silk embroidered with gold ; one pink moire
antique, very elegant side stripes ; one blue silk, with lace
flounces ; one amber silk, with black lace tunic dress ; one black
moire antique, trimmed with velvet and lace ; one white moire
antique, with puffings of illusion, and the sleeves made in Princess
Clothilde style ; twelve muslin dresses, made with flounces and
simple ruffles ;' "

—

" That's a mercy, girl. I began to think the

only ' simple ' article the lady possessed was her

husband."
** Grandmamma ; how funny you are ! Well,

will you hear to the end ?
"
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" Certainly. One is not often blessed with

such valuable and extensive information. Be-

sides, my dear, it may be of use to you when
the Prince comes."

(This is the name by which we have always

been accustomed to talk openly of Netty's

possible, doubtless s/ie thinks certain, lover and
husband. Consequently, to no ignorant lady's-

maid or silly young playfellow, but to her sage

old grandmother, has my child confided her

ideas and intentions on this important subject,

including the imaginary portrait, physical and
mental, of "the Prince," what she expects of

him, and what she means to be towards him.

Also, in no small degree, what they are both to be

towards their revered grandmamma. Poor little

Netty, she little knows how seldom is any dream
fulfilled ! Yet, if never any more than a dream,

better a pure than a base, a high than a low, a

wise than a foolish one.)

" When the Prince comes," said the little

maid, drawing herself up with all the dignity of

sixteen ;
" I hope I shall think a great deal

more of him than of my w^edding, and that he

will think more of me than of my wedding
clothes."

" Very well, my dear, I trust the same. Nov/,

go on reading."

She did so ; and I here cut it out of the news-

paper entire, lengthy as the paragraph is, to

prove that I have not garbled a line ; that I do
" nothing extenuate, nor aught set down in

malice," with regard to this young American
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bride, whose name is not given, and of whom I

know nothing whatever :

—

"Three riding habits, one black Canton crape, trimmed with
velvet buttons ; one green merino, English style ; one black
cloth, trimmed with velvet ; three opera cloaks, one white
merino, double cape, elegantly embroidered and trimmed with
rich tassels ; one white cashmere, trimmed with blue and white
plaid plush ; one grenadine, with riband quilling ; twenty-four
pairs of varied coloured satin slippers, richly embroidered ; twelve
pairs of white satin and kid slippers, plain ; twelve pairs of
white satin and kid slippers, trimmed with riband ; six pairs

of mouse-embroidered slippers, one pair of kid India mouse,
embroidered ; one green and grey chenille, embroidered ; one
purple and black silk, embroidered ; two pairs of brown Morocco
plain French, all made a la Ttirque ; six pairs of slippers,

variously embroidered in various colours for the toilet ; twelve
pairs of silk and satin Frangais, dress, habit, and walking
gaiters ; six pairs of walking and winter gaiters, double soles ;

six street bonnets, made of the most recherche Swiss straws,

trimmed with handsome riband ; one opera bonnet, made of white
lace and long fancy marabout feathers ; one black and white royal
velvet bonnet, trimmed with cluster of pink roses, intermingled
with black velvet leaves ; six rich head dresses, consisting of
chenille, pearl and gold, and other rich materials ; six sets of
hairpins, of coral, turquoise, pearl, and gold ornaments ; six

brettel capes of white tulle, trimmed in various styles of fancy
velvet chenille and riband ; one Bruxelles point applique cape,
trimmed with puffings of illusion and riband ; one dozen of French
embroidered handkerchiefs, with initials richly embroidered in

the corner ; one dozen of real point lace handkerchiefs ; one
dozen of guipure lace handkerchiefs ; one dozen of pine-apple
handkerchiefs, embroidered and trimmed with lace ; one dozen
of fancy illusion sleeves for evening dresses, made flowing a la

favorite ; two dozens of glove tops to match sleeves ; one pair
of glove tops of point d'Alen9on, trimmed with orange blossoms

;

six sets of fancy wristlets, made of velvet and laces ; six French
parasols, made of the most magnificent embossed velvet, with
rich Chinoise carved handles ; also three coquette parasols,

simple and elegant ; twelve pairs of open-worked and em-
broidered China silk hose ; twenty-four pairs plain silk hose ;

twelve pairs Balmoral hose ; twelve pairs of Paris thread hose,

open-worked ; twelve paii's of Paris thread hose, plain ; twenty-
four pairs of rich French embroidered elastics ; twelve pairs of
China silk under-vests ; twelve dozens of French kid gloves of
various colours ; twelve pairs of gauntlets : buckskin and kid ;

twelve pairs of travelling gloves, gauntlet tops. The trousseau
lace dress was the exact pattern of that used by the Princess

Clothilde at the selection of the Empress Eugenie, having been
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reproduced in Europe expressly for this occasion. The lace is

point plat, point aiguille, Chantilly, and Brussels—in fact, a

combination of the most valuable lace known. Among the

handkerchiefs were two of point d'Alengon lace, valued at 200
dollars each, and one Valenciennes, worth 250 dollars, the

richest ever imported."

Ending, my granddaughter regarded me with

a puzzled air—"Well.?"
" Well, my dear }

"

" Grandmamma, what do you think about it

all ?
"

"I was thinking w^hat a contrast all these

gowns are to the one the lady must some day,

may any day, put on—plain white, ' frilled,'

probably, but still plain enough ; since after her

first dressing, or rather being dressed, in it, no

one will ever care to look at it or her any

more."

Netty started—'' Grandmamma, you don't

mean a shroud ?
"

'' Why not, child .?—since, with all our fine

clothes, we shall all require a shroud some time."

" But it is so dreadful to think of."

"Not when one approaches as near to the

time of wearing it as I do. Nor, at any age, is

it half so dreadful to think of one's own body,

or of any fair body one loves wrapped up in this

garment,—as I wrapped your mother up, my
Netty, when you were still a baby,—as to think

of it decked out like that young creature whose
* trousseau ' forms a feature in the public news-

papers. She apparently comes to her husband

so buried in ' clothes ' that he must feel, poor

man, as if he had married a walking linen-
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draper's shop instead of a flesh and blood

woman, with a heart and a brain, a sweet human
form, and a responsible immortal soul. Ask
yourself, would you wish to be so married,

Netty, my dear ?
"

A toss of the curls, a flash of the indignant

young eyes

—

"Grannie, I'd rather be married like—like

—

Patient Griseldis !

"

Suggesting that taken out of the region of

romance into common practical life, Griseldis'

costume might be, to say the least of it, rather

chilly—I nevertheless cordially agreed with my
little girl. And I half sighed, remembering

what was said to me about forty years ago, when
I came, with only three gowns, one on and two

off, a moderate store of linen, and five golden

guineas in my pocket, to the tender arms that

Avould have taken me without a rag in my
trunk, or a penny in my purse—ay, and been

proud of it too ! I did not tell Netty her

grandfather s exact words ;—but when she ques-

tioned, I gave her a full description of the

costume in which I walked down the aisle of

that village church with young Doctor Water-

house—my dear husband who was then,—and

is now, though his tablet has been in the said

church aisle for twenty-two years.

When Netty was gone to her music lesson, I

sat thinking. You young folks hardly know how
much we old folks enjoy thinking ; the mere

act of running over mentally times, places,

people and things—moralising upon past, present,
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and future, and evolving out of this undisturbed

quietude of meditation that wisdom which is

supposed to be the pecuhar quality of age.

May I be allowed to take it for granted, there-

fore, that I am a little wiser than my neigh-

bours, if only because I have more opportunity

than they to ponder over what comes into my
head during the long solitudes that any age

may have, but old age must have ? A solitude

that ripens thought, smooths down prejudice,

disposes to kindness and charity, and, I trust,

gradually brings the individual nearer to that

wide-eyed calm of vision with which, we believe,

we shall all one day behold all things.

I could not get her out of my head—this

New York belle, w^ith her innumerable quantity

of clothes. For, disguise them as you will into

*' dresses," " costumes," " toilettes," they all re-

solve themselves into mere " clothes "—used for

the covering and convenience of this perishable

machine of bone, muscle, sinew, and flesh—the

temporary habitation of that " ego "—the true

*' me " of us all. One is tempted to inquire,

viewing with the mind's eye such a mountain of

millinery, what had become of this infinitesimal

" me "—the real woman whom the Cuban gen-

tleman married ? That is, if it were not crushed

altogether out of identity by this fearful super-

incumbent weight—the weight—vide Times—of

16,400 dollars' worth of clothes }

The result of my thoughts is, if an old woman
may speak her mind, rather serious : on this as

well as the other side of the Atlantic. For, not
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to lay the whole burden on our Yankee sister

—

poor girl, how do I know that she may not be

at heart as innocent a child as my Netty ?

—

here is a paragraph I cut out of another paper

—headed

—

'^ Dress at Compiegner

"Four toilettes a day are about the general requirement,

though there are days when only three are necessary ; the invi-

tations are for eight days, and no lady is expected ever to be seen

twice wearing the same gown. Count up this, and you will find an
average of thirty-two toilets to be carried to the Court. Suppose
a female invitee to have a daughter or two with her, you come at

once to ninety or ninety-six dresses ! Now, the average of these

gowns will be 250 francs (10/.), and you reach for each person

the figure of 300/. or 320/. ; if two persons, 640/. ; if three,

960/."

And all for one week's clothes ! !

Far be it from me to undervalue dress. I am
neither Quaker, Puritan, nor devotee. I think

there is not a straw to choose between the monk
of old, whose w^ashing days occurred about

twice a lifetime, and the modern ** saint," who
imagines he glorifies God by means of a ragged

shirt and a dirty pocket-handkerchief; they are

both equal, and equal fools. Scarcely less so is

the " religious " woman who makes it a matter

of conscience to hide or neutralise every physical

beauty with which Nature has endowed her

;

as if He, who " so clothes the grass of the field
"

that even the meanest forms of his handiwork

are lovely beyond all our poor imitating, were

displeased at our delighting ourselves in that

v/herein He must delight continually. As if

"Nature" and "grace" were two opposite attri-

butes, and there could be any beauty in this

world which did not proceed direct from God.
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No ; beauty is a blessing ; and everything

that innocently adds thereto is a blessing like-

wise, otherwise we should never have advanced

from fig-leaves and ^beasts' skins to that har-

mony of form and colour which we call good

*' dress," particularly as applied to women. From
the peach-cheeked baby, smiling from behind

her clouds of cambric, or her swansdown and

Cashmere—fair as a rose-bud " with all its sweet-

est leaves yet folded "—to that picturesque old

lady with her silver-grey or rich black silks, her

delicate laces and her snowy lawns—there is

nothing more charming, more satisfactory to eye

and heart, than a well-dressed woman. Or man
either. We need not revive the satire of Sartor

Resartus, to picture what a ridiculous figure

some of our honourable and dignified friends

would cut on solemn occasions, such as a Lord

Mayor's Show, a University procession, or a

royal opening of Parliament, if condemned to

strut therein after the fashion of their ancestors,

simply and airily attired in a wolf-skin, a blan-

ket, or a little woad and red ochre, and a neck-

lace of beads. We are quite convinced of the

immense advantages of clothes.

No ; whatever Netty may think when I check

her occasional outbursts of linen-drapery splen-

dour, I do not under-value dress ; either in theory

or practice ; nor, to the latest hour of conscious

volition, shall she ever see her grandmother

looking one whit uglier than old age compels

me to look. But every virtue may be exag-

gerated into a vice ; and I often think the ever-
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increasing luxury of this century is carrying to

a dangerous extreme a woman's right of making

herself charming by means of self-adornment.

First, it seems to me that the variety exacted

by fashion is a great evil. Formerly, our ances-

tresses used to dress richly, handsomely ; but

it was in a solid, useful style of handsomeness.

Gowns were not made for a month or a year

;

they were meant to last half a lifetime, or,

perhaps, two lifetimes ; for they frequently de-

scended from mother to daughter. The stuffs

which composed them were correspondingly

substantial ; I have a fragment of my grand-

mother's wedding-dress— stripes of pale satin

and white velvet, with painted flowers—which

might have gone through every generation from

her to Netty without being worn out. This

permanence of costume, both as to form and

material, besides saving a world of time and

trouble, must have given a certain solidity to

female tastes very different from the love of

flimsy change which is necessarily caused by

the ever-shifting fashions and showy cheapnesses

of our day. I may have an old woman's pre-

judice in favour of the grave rather than the

gay ; but Netty never takes me with her to

choose her " summer dresses," that amidst all

the glittering display I do not heave a sigh for

the rich dark satins of my youth, that ''stood

alone " as dressmakers say—fell into folds, like

a picture ; and from month to month, and year

to year, were never taken out of the drawer

without seeming to dart from every inch of their
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glossy surface the faithful smile of an old friend
" Here I am, just as good as ever

; you can't
wear me out."

Looking the other day at the exquisite archi-
tecture, without as within, of WestminsterAbbey
and thmkmg what infinite pains must have been
bestowed upon even every square yard, I could
not but contrast that century-grown grand old
bu.Idmg, m which each builder, founder or
workman was content to execute his small
fragment, add it to the slowly-advancing mag-
nificent M-hole, and, unnoted, perish ;_I coufd
not, I say, help contrasting this with the Syden-ham glass palace, the wonder of our modern
day

;
but fifty years hence, where will it be '

No less the difference between those queenly
costumes made permanent on canvas or in iUu-
mmated missals-rich, sweeping, majestic

; con-
^eymg, not the impression of a gown with awoman inside it, or a woman used as a pe-
whereon to hang a variety of gowns, but awoman whose gown becomes a portion of her-seU—a half mvisible yet important adjunct of
her own grace, sweetness, or dignitv, though it
would never strike one to criticise it as fashion-
able or unfashionable

: certainly never to ask
the address of her mantua-maker.
And this, it. appears to me, is the limit at

which expensive dress becomes, in every rank
and degree, first a folly and then a sin-namely
when the woman is absorbed in, and secondary
to, the clothes. When the planning of them
the deciding about them, and the varying them'

VOL. ir.
J i> >
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occupy so much of her time or attention that

dress assumes an importance per se, and she

consequently, in all circumstances and societies,

is taught to think less of what she is than of

how she is attired. This, without distinction

of station or wealth ;—for the maid-servant, sit-

ting up of nights to put a flounce to her barege

gown, or stick artificial flowers under her tiny

bonnet, is just as culpable as the Empress

Eugenie, wearing and exacting of her guests,

four new toilettes per diem. And equally does

one grieve to contemplate the American belle,

taking out of her youthful love-dreamings, or

her solemn meditations on the state which, as

Juliet says,

" Well thou knowest, is full of cross and sin "

—

the time required merely to choose and order

those fourscore dresses, which, granted that she

is rich enough to afford them, she can never

possibly wear out before fashion changes. Lucky

will be her lady's-maid, or maids, for she must

require as many " dressers " as a royal person-

age ; and lucky the New York buyers of cast-

off garments for years to come.

Then—the packing ! Even should the "Cuban

don " travel in the style of a hidalgo, he cannot

fail to be occasionally encumbered by the mul-

tiplicity of boxes which accompany his fair lady.

And arrived at home—if he may hope for such

a word—will it not take an entire suite of rooms

in which to stow away that fearful amount of

finery 1 " My love," we can imagine the poor
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gentleman saying, when fairly distracted by the

goodly array, " get rid of it anywhere you like
;

I don't care ; I married yoii, and not your

clothes."

A sentiment not uncommon to the male

species. If women who are supposed to dress

to please this sex did but know how much
valuable exertion in that line is entirely thrown

away upon them—how little they care for

" white tulle with coloured polka spots "

—

" moire antique with puffings of illusion,"—

a

poor illusion, indeed,—and how indifferent they

are to the respective merits of '^ point plat,'*

^^ point aiguille^' Brussels and Valenciennes !

Even in his most rapturous moment of admira-

tion, a man is sure to say, generalising, " How
lovely you look !

" never, " What a sweet pretty

dress you have on !

"—The tont ensemble is all

he notices. Most likely, he will approve more
of your neat gingham or snowy muslin—or

perhaps your rich dark silk with a bright ribbon

that catches his eye and pleases his sense of

colour, than he will for your toilette most
^^ soigne'el' with all its extravagance of trimmings

and ornaments. Especially if he sees upon you

that ornament which all the milliners cannot

sell, nor all the beauties buy—"a meek and

quiet spirit," which is, in the sight not only of

God but man, " of great price."

" My poor New York bride," moralised I ;
" I

wonder if, among your innumerable ornaments,

you have ever dreamed of counting that!''

Viewed in this mood, the clothes question

K 2
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becomes a serious thing. It is not merely

whether or no a lady is justified in spending so

much money upon dress alone— or even the

corresponding point, whether or no such ultra

expense on costume be good for trade. It

becomes less a social and political than a moral

question. Even though this extravagant per-

sonal luxury be temporarily beneficial to com-

merce, to countenance it is most assuredly

doing evil that good may come ; injuring

fatally the aggregate morals of a country, and

lowering its standard of ideal right—the first

step in its decadence and ultimate degradation.

For what sort of men and women are likely to

grow up from the children of a generation which

has its pocket-handkerchiefs of '' point d'Alen-

9on, valued at 200 dollars each, and Valen-

ciennes, worth 250 dollars—the richest ever im-

ported }
" O, my sisters over the water, these

were not the sort of brides who became Cor-

nelias, Volumnias, and mothers of the Gracchi

!

Perhaps there was some foundation in the cry

set up and laughed down, a while ago, that the

terrible commercial crisis of 1857 was caused by

the extravagance of women's dress, especially

American women. Even with us here, many
prudent, practical young fellows, not too deeply

smitten to feel " all for love, and the world well

lost," yet secretly craving for home, and its

comforts and respectabilities, and acute enough

to see that a bachelor is never worth half so

much, either to himself, society, or the State, as

a man who is married and settled, may yet
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often be deterred from that salutary duty by—
what ? A vague dread of their wives' clothes.
Not quite without reason. No wonder that

when he comes home from the blaze of an even-
ing party to his Temple chambers or the snug
solitudes of his Fellow's den, the worthy gentle-
man shivers inwardly at the idea of converting
himself into a modern Orestes, haunted by
winged Eumenides of milliners' bills—of having
a large proportion of his hard-earned family
income frittered away in " loves of laces," '' ex-
quisite ribbons," and all the fantasies of' female
dress which a man's more solid taste generally
sets down at once as '' rubbish." In which, not
seldom, he is quite correct.

Women's modern propensities in this line
might advantageously be restrained. It is fre-
quently not the dress which costs so much as its

extras
;
which rarely add to the effect, but often

quite destroy that classic breadth and unity
which, to my old-fashioned eyes, is one of the
greatest charms in any costume. It is astonish-
ing how much may be saved in the course of a
year by this simple rule, Never buy trimmings.

I have one more word to say, and then I have
done.

A woman should always remember that her
clothes should be in expense and quantity pro-
portioned to her own circumstances, and not
those of her neighbour. The mingling of classes
is good—that is, the frequent association of
those persons who in effect form one and the
same class, being alike in tastes, sympathies,
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moral purpose, and mental calibre—however

various be their degrees of annual income,

worldly station, profession, trade, or unemployed

leisure. Provided always that the one meeting-

point, which likewise can alone be the fair point

of rivalry, lies in themselves and not their ex-

ternals. How can I, who but have 200/. a-year,

dress like my friend Mrs. Jones, who has 2,000/. ?

—but is that any reason why I, who am, I hope,

as true a gentlewoman as she is, should eschew

her very pleasant society, or, out of mere

cowardice, ruin myself by mimicking her in the

matter of clothes ?—Nothing is so fatal as the

ever increasing habit that I notice, of each class

dressing, or attempting to dress, in a style equal

to the class above it—the maid imitating her

mistress, the young shop-girl the woman of for-

tune, and so on. Even mothers of families one

sees continually falling into this error, and wear-

ing gowns, shawls, &c., that must of necessity

have pinched the family income for many a day.

My dear ladies, will you not see that a good

daily joint of meat on your table is far more

conducive to the health and happiness of those

sitting round it, than the handsomest silk gown

placed at the head of it ? that a good, well-paid

domestic servant (and you cannot expect a good

one unless well paid) is of more worth to you

and yours, in absolute comfort, than the very

grandest of milliners or dressmakers .?

I have lived long, my dears, and worn out a

considerable quantity of linen-drapery in my
time ; but I can fearlessly assert that, at every
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age, as a young girl at home, a matron in her

own house, and an old lady free to spend her

income in her own way—the one economy which

I have always found safest to practise, as being

least harmful to oneself, and least annoying to

other people, was—" clothes." And I shall try,

if possible, to teach it to my granddaughter.

Not that mean economy which hides poor mate-

rials by a tawdry " making-up "—disguising

cheap silks, coarse linen, and flimsy muslin by a

quantity of false lace, sham jewellery, dirty rib-

bons, and tm-nsituval flowers,—but that quiet

independence with which, believing that the

woman herself is superior to anything she wears,

we just wear fearlessly what suits our taste and

our pocket
;
paying a due regard to colours,

fashions, freshness, and cleanliness ; but never

vexing ourselves about immaterial items, and as

happy in a dress of last year's fashion as if we
had at command the whole establishment of the

renowned Jane Clarke, who, they say,—but for

the credit of womanhood I hope it is untrue,

—

ordered herself to be buried in a point lace

shroud.

Ay, as I reminded my little Netty—we must
all come to this last garment. To an old woman
—who never will put off her black gown except

for that white one—the matter of clothes seems

often a very trivial thing, hardly worth, indeed,

the prosy dissertation I have been led to give

upon it. Let us only so clothe ourselves, that

this frail body of ours, while it does last, may
not be unpleasing in the sight of those who love
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us ; and let us so use it in this life that in the

life to come it may be found worthy to be
" clothed upon " with its Maker's own glorious

immortality.



THE

HISTORY OF A HOSPITAL.*

" Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of all these little

ones, ye have done it unto Me."

THOUGH this article is headed with a

text, it is by no means meant as a

sermon, least of all a charity sermon
;

being simply a record and statement of facts,

which, in their sharp unvarnished outline, preach

their own homily. It is intended to give, with-

out any embellishment of fancy or glamour of

sentimental emotion, the history of a hospital,

of sufficiently recent date to make that chronicle

possible, credible, and capable of proof, by any

who will take the trouble of investigation.

Previously, however, let a word be said about

hospitals in general. Many persons are in the

habit of viewing them solely as charities, which

is a great mistake. Charitable purposes they

undoubtedly fulfil to the individual, but they are

of equal importance to the community at large.

* This paper—like " Meadowside House "—was written years

ago, and by no means indicates the present improved and ex-

tended condition of the Hospital.
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Would that every wealthy sufferer, lying in as

much ease as can be given him on his rest-

less bed, knew how much he owes of relief

—

possibly even life—to the skill and experience

learned at those forlorn hospital beds, where all

the mysterious laws of disease are carefully

studied, worked out into theories, and tested by
incessant observation of cause and result, on a

scale much wider, more complete and satis-

factory, than any private practice could ever

supply ! Would that all of us, who at some
time or other, either for ourselves or those dearer

than ourselves, have known what it was to live

upon every look of ''the doctor"—to recognise

him as the one human being who is all-important

to us, on whose talent, decision, caution, tender-

ness, hangs everything most precious to us in

this world—would that all could understand

how much of that which makes him what he
is, has been gained within those long dreary

ranges of many-windowed walls, dedicated to

physical suffering, and consecrated by its hope-

ful and merciful alleviation !

The hospital now to be written of has remark-

ably few of the painful characteristics of its class,

as will be shortly shown. First,we have to do with

its history, beginning from the very beginning.

On the 30th of January, 1850, nine gentle-

men, two of whom were of the medical pro-

fession, met to consider whether it was not

possible to establish in London a Hospital for

Sick Children. They believed that, besides the

great benefit of such an institution to a class
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which could with difficulty find admission to

ordinary hospitals, it would supply a desidera-

tum long wanted in London, though well pro-

vided for in foreign cities—namely, an oppor-

tunity for studying infantile diseases. These

—

every mother and nurse knows, or ought to

know—are so sudden, so fluctuating and mys-

terious in their nature, so difficult of diagnosis

and treatment, and often so fearfully rapid in

their fatality, that they furnish a distinct branch

of medical science, the importance of which can

hardly be sufficiently recognised. For people

forget that on the health of the growing-up

generation hangs that of generations more ; also

that it is not merely the alternative between life

and death, but between wholesome, happy, en-

joyable life, and the innumerable forms of death

in life, which an unhealthy or neglected child-

hood entails upon the innocent sufferers to the

end of their days.

These nine gentlemen, deeply conscious of

this fact, and anxiously desirous to remedy it,

prepared an appeal, which, appendixed by letters

from various eminent physicians, should, it was

agreed, be disseminated as widely as possible.

Afterwards, to satisfy inquiries and answer ob-

jections, a second meeting was held, and a second

appeal prepared. This, signed by several well-

known members of the medical profession, was

forwarded to all their brethren in town or

country.

For a whole year they laboured silently

;

laying carefully the foundation-work of their
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plan by observation and inquiry in all direc-

tions, at home and abroad—one of their number
spending some time in investigating similar

hospitals in foreign cities. At length the result

of all this came to light in a public meeting,

which was held on March 19, 185 1 ; Lord Shaftes-

bury—then Lord Ashley—being chairman.

Within a fortnight afterwards the committee

found and took a large old-fashioned house in

Great Ormond Street—once the residence of the

notable Dr. Meade. But " festina lente " was

still their wise maxim ; and it was eleven months

more before the Hospital for Sick Children was

definitely opened, to admit—one little girl !

*' She was the first that ever burst

Upon that unknown sea,"

—

across which so many frail little vessels were

afterwards to be safely piloted. Poor little girl !

Her name and what became of her, history

chronicleth not. Imagination might paint the

forlorn wee face in its neat bed, sole occupant

of the magnificent room which beauties swam
through, and gallants danced through, in the

old days when Bloomsbury was the fashionable

part of London. But, as we said, we do not

mean to deal either with the poetical or the

picturesque.

After this, many influential people took up

the children's cause. Charles Dickens—brilliant

as large-hearted—advocated it by tongue and

pen ; the Bishop of London and Lord Carlisle

said many a good word for it. Little money
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was gained thereby, but much sympathy and
kind encouragement ; also the best impetus that

can be given to a really good cause, aware of

its own value,—publicity. By-and-by the first

annual report appeared, announcing as patroness

of the Children's Hospital the highest mother in

the realm, and then definitely stating its objects.

These were :
'' i. The medical and surgical

treatment of poor children. 2. The attainment

and diffusion of knowledge regarding the dis-

eases of children. 3. The training of nurses for

children."

It is a notable report, inasmuch as it so

frankly states the imperfections and difficulties

of the scheme.

*' At first it seemed as if a Children's Hospital were not
needed ; for so few were the applicants, that during the first

month only twenty-four were brought as out-patients, and only
eight received as in-patients. The hospital had its character to

make' among the poor. Before long, greater numbers of children

were brought as out-patients, but their mothers often refused to

let them be taken into the hospital ; and only by degrees learned
to place full confidence in its management, and to believe that

those who asked for their suffering little ones were indeed to be
trusted with so precious a deposit."

This answers an objection that has been urged
against children's hospitals, infant schools, public

nurseries, and the like ; namely, that the mother
is the only and best guardian of the child, in

sickness and in health. Undoubtedly, when such

care is possible. But a sick child in a rich man's
well-ordered comfortable nursery, or even in an
ordinary middle-class house, is in very different

circumstances from a sick child in a poor man's

one room—inhabited by other children and adults
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—full of noise, confusion, and dirt, with perhaps

a drunken father, or a mother so worn with want,

and passive with misery, that " if it please God
to take it, poor lamb ! " seems rather a desirable

possibility than not. There can be no question

that the quiet clean ward of a hospital, with a

good skilled nurse, instead of a broken-down,

ignorant, or careless mother, is a good exchange

—under the circumstances ; and in that, as in

many other conjunctures of human life, we have

to judge, not by possibilities, but actual circum-

stances—to choose, alas ! not an unattainable

good, but the least of two evils.

Year by year the history of the hospital pro-

gresses. Out-patients increase enormously : in-

patients are still limited by the want of sufficient

funds. Nevertheless, as the list of subscribers

swells, and one or two legacies fall in, the number
of tiny beds is added to by twos and threes. We
notice another prudent peculiarity, only too rare,

viz. that the official staff is kept down to the

lowest limit conducive to the proper working of

the charity. Reading over the items of expendi-

ture in the yearly reports, it is plain to see that

not a shilling has been spent unnecessarily.

The cause becomes gradually more known.

Among the list of donors we begin to find more
than one touching line, such as "A Thanks-

giving," " Thank-offering for the recovery of sick

children "
; rich parents who have secretly poured

out their full hearts in that best of gratitude to

the heavenly Father—the helping of His suffering

poor, whom we "have always with us." And
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even the poor themselves go not away thank-
less

;
for we find in the report for 1856 that

a '' Samaritan Fund " is started, to provide desti-

tute children with clothing on quitting the hos-
pital, and that this fund has been

—

•'almost entirely supported by the spontaneous bounty of the
friends of the out-patients. Boxes have been placed in the out-
patients waiting-room, and the poor frequenting it have shown
their sense of the value of the hospital by their unsolicited con-
tnbutions. Since the formation of the fund in May, the averac^e
weekly receipts have exceeded seventeen shillings—a large sum,
when we call to mind the great distress that the present cost of
provisions has inflicted upon the poorer classes."

Slowly and steadily affairs brighten. At one
time, when the capital of the charity was reduced
to 1,000/., a festival, at which Mr. Charles Dickens
made one of his beautiful and touching speeches,
produced the sum of 2,850/., out of which 500/
came from an " anonymous benefactress."

Still the committee maintain their prudent
carefulness. They

—

'• beg to assure subscribers that they have no desire, even if they
had the means, to erect a splendid edifice enriched with archi-
tectural adornments

; for the present site would furnish, at no
great expense, all that they desire for the full realisation of their
plan of forming a hospital with one hundred beds for sick
children."

And in the following year they see their way
towards purchasing the adjoining house and
garden, making a communication between. This
enables them to establish a convalescent room,
so that those recovering may no longer disturb
the patients really sick ; and a separate room for
the nurses, where they can take their meals, and
enjoy a little of that indispensable pause in their
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labours, without which the strongest and ten-

derest woman becomes worn-out at last.

More space, also, allows the committee to carry-

out their third intent—the training of young
women as sick nurses ; to whom they offer a

home within the hospital, at a charge of six

shillings per week for board and lodging. And
the ground floor of the new house is converted

into an infant nursery, after the pattern of the

Paris " crechesi' where the poor working mother,

who is obliged to leave her child during the day,

may leave it in safety and comfort, sure that it

will be well fed, warmed, and tended, for the

small payment of from twopence to fourpence a

day, according to age and diet. This also is to

be a training school for young girls as nursery-

maids ; the committee feeling that

" to show how children should be treated in order to keep them
in good health, is hardly alien to the main purpose of the insti-

tution—the restoring of them when sick.

"

The year i860 records a further step in the

usefulness of the hospital—the delivery, by its

physician and surgeon, of gratis lectures on the

diseases of children. These were attended by
more than a hundred of the medical profession,

and have been repeated since. And now comes

the ninth and latest annual report. By it we
find that the idea originated by that handful of

kind-hearted gentlemen has developed itself into

an established charity : not wealthy, indeed, but

able to keep its head afloat among the innu-

merable other charities of the metropolis. Its

example has been followed : similar hospitals for
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sick children have been started in the provinces,

and in the city of Edinburgh especially. Mean-

time, the parent institution is able to provide

fifty-two beds, which are only too constantly

filled, for in-patients, and medical care for 10,000

out-patients yearly. Out of its Samaritan Fund
of;^9i 1 8s. id., it has clothed within the year

127 children, besides sending others to Brighton,

and to Mitcham, in Surrey, where homes are

provided for the poor little convalescents, who
othenvise must vanish into noisome streets and

crowded alleys, where their frail spark of renewed

health w^ould soon be totally extinguished. On
the whole, the committee feel and acknowledge

that they are a successful institution.

Now success is a curious thing. Unsuccessful

people do not believe in it ; they attribute it to

*' chance," or " luck," or " circumstances." Yet,

since " there can be no effects without a cause,"

surely if a man, or an undertaking, fails repeat-

edly and hopelessly, may it not be just possible

that there is some hidden cause for the same ?

Probably, a fault—possibly, only a misfortune

;

but still some tangible reason which accounts for

failure. And, on the other hand, if a man or his

doings are successful, is it not common sense, as

well as common charity, to admit that he may
deserve to succeed ? There is no injustice, but

inevitable necessity, in the Parable of the Talents.

The solemn sentence, "From him that hath

little shall be taken away, even that which he

seemeth to have," is paralleled by the equally

solemn truth, " Unto whom much is s^iven, of
VOL. II. L
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him much shall be required." This hospital,

which had lived through so much difficulty into

a time of comparative success, seemed worth

going a good way to see—and I did so. I dis-

like passing out of the impersonal third person

into the intrusive and egotistical "I;" but it is

the simplest way of stating what I saw, and

what any lady can see for herself, if she chooses,

at 49, Great Ormond Street, Bloomsbury. I

went there on a certain dull December day, a

day that will never be forgotten by the present

generation ; when all business was suspended,

all shops closed, and churches opened ; when
everybody looked sad, and spoke with bated

breath, often with gushes of tears, of the Royal

widow whose two young sons were that day

standing over their dear and noble father's open

grave. But this is a subject impossible to write

about. From the highest to the lowest, all

England felt the grief which darkened last

Christmas-tide as if it had -been a personal

family sorrow. The bells had ceased tolling,

and in the heavy grey afternoon, people stood

about in groups along the shut-up streets in a

Sunday-like quietness, talking mostly of the

honoured dead who had by this hour been

buried out of sight, and of " the poor Queen,"

and "the children," as if she had been every-

body's sister, and the children everybody's

children. It seemed a fitting day upon which

to visit a house of sorrow, as a hospital must,

more or less, always be.

Only a small proportion of the well-to-do and
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fortunate portion of society is likely ever to have

seen the interior of a hospital : once seen, it is a

sight burnt into memory for life. But the room

which we entered, or rather the suite of rooms

—

which had been the drawing-rooms of those

vanished nobilities w^ho had once inhabited Great

Ormond Street—was very unlike the ward of an

ordinary hospital. It was rather like a spacious

night-nursery, with neat little beds scattered

about ; warm, cheery fires, with a couch on each

side the fireplace ; and a few children lying or

squatting about, or sitting up in their pallets,

quietly playing with toys, reading books, doing

bead-work. Some, too ill for either work or

play, were stretched mournfully, yet peacefully,

on their pillows—solitary, it is true, but without

giving any impression of dreariness or forlorn-

ness. The rooms were airy, light, and warm ;

there was nothing whatever of the hospital feel-

ing and hospital atmosphere.

Yet suffering is suffering—always painful to

witness. I cannot even now recall the impres-

sion given by those rows of tiny beds—neat and

clean, nay, pretty, as they were—each tenanted

by a poor little face and form, wasted, often dis-

torted, always unchildlike, and marked by every

gradation of diseasedness rather than mere sick-

ness, for there is a difference ;—I cannot, I say,

call to mind this picture, without the ever-

recurring question. Why should such things be ?

But it is not our business to puzzle ourselves

over the great mystery of evil, and why it exists

at all ; but to lessen it as much as lies in our
L 2
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power—which, by an equal mystery, it is con-

tinually put into our hearts, and wills, and

capabilities to do. Who could doubt this when

looking on those piteous wrecks of childhood,

from which every trace of the beauty, charm,

and sweetness of childhood was gone, yet the

nurses were taking such motherly care of them
;

speaking so kindly, and soothing so patiently,

though the latter was hardly required ?

" How exceedingly good they all seem," we
noticed—as, indeed, no one could help noticing,

who was at all acquainted with the difficulty of

managing sick children, their extreme restless-

ness, fretfulness, and general " naughtiness "

—

poor little lambs ! who have not yet learned the

hard lesson of maturity, endurance without end.

" It's curious, ma'am," replied the nurse, " but

they almost always are good. The amount of

pain some of 'em will bear is quite wonderful.

And they lie so patient-like ; we hardly ever

have any crossness or whimpering. Maybe, it is

partly because, considering the homes they come
from, they find themselves so quiet and comfort-

able here. But, unless they're very bad, they

scarcely ever cry. Poor little dears !"

There were tears in the woman's own eyes

—

God bless her! She, like one or two more of

the establishment, had been there from its com-

mencement. She was evidently a great favourite,

and a most important person. Her little patients,

we heard, when discharged cured, continually

came back to see " Nurse," and the hospital

;

looking upon it as a pleasant, happy home^
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instead of a place to be shuddered at and

avoided.

Another pecuharity I noticed as much as the

patience of the children—that the nurses seemed

to have their hearts in their work. Without a

single exception, every official I saw connected

with the place seemed to take a personal in-

terest in it, and to work for love as well as

necessity. No doubt this arises from the strong

influence exerted by the heads of the hospital

over all its employees, and from the care taken

that all these employees should be women of

character, and capability fitted for their duties.

It seemed here exactly as it is in a household,

where you can usually judge not only the ser-

vants by the masters, but the masters by their

servants.

The little patients were all under twelve years

of age, that being the limit allowed, though no

doubt it is frequently transgressed by parents

eager to get their children in. Without fear of

discovery, too ; for the small stunted creatures

looked, nearly all of them, much below that

age. Few were labouring under acute illness
;

the complaints seemed mostly chronic, the result

of " poverty, hunger, and dirt," or of constitu-

tional congenital malady, manifesting itself in

the innumerable forms of bone and joint disease,

ulcerations and abscesses, brain and lung dis-

orders, and all the long train of ills for which

apparently there is no remedy but death.

This fact struck me in appalling confirmation

of a state of things which physiologists have
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lately begun to think of sufficient moment to be

written of in books, considered in social meet-

ings, and even adverted to in Times leaders

—

the weak state of health into which, in this age,

all classes seem to be sinking. In the lowest class

this condition of body is often combined with

disease so radically and hopelessly confirmed,

that its perpetuation becomes frightful to con-

template. Looking from bed to bed of these

miserable little abortions of childhood, one was

tempted to believe that it might be a merciful

Providence which would sweep away of a sudden

half the present generation, if by that, or any

means, healthy fathers and mothers might be

given to the next.

But this is a subject which involves so much,

that I had better leave it alone, for wiser han-

dling. One remedy, however, lies in the power of

every man, still more of every woman—to alle-

viate this melancholy condition of things, by
acquiring and spreading, so far as each one's

influence extends, sanitary knowledge, and sani-

tary practice. Here, beyond its medical limits,

the Children's Hospital necessarily works. It is

impossible but that each patient, and each

parent or friend that comes to visit the patient,

should carry away, consciously or not, an idea

or two on the subject of cleanliness, ventilation,

tidiness, and comfort—that indescribable some-

thing which the working-classes so seldom strive

for, not merely because they have not the money
to get it—money does not necessarily bring it

—

but because they literally do not know what it
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is. It will probably take another century to

make poor people understand what in the last

century even rich people were atrociously igno-

rant of—that a breath of fresh air is not imme-
diately fatal ; that skins were made to be washed

every day : that dust and dirt and foulness of

all kinds carry with them as much deadly malaria

as if you took so many grains of arsenic and

administered the same to your household every

morning.

But I am becoming discursive. Let us pro-

ceed to the boys' ward, which is on the second

floor, above the girls', and precisely similar in

size and arrangement. Here, too, are the same
characteristics— long-standing diseases rather

than accidental sicknesses ; the same patient look

on the wasted faces ; the same atmosphere of

exceeding but not dreary quietness. One boy,

whose restless eyes seemed to follow us more
than the rest, I stopped and spoke to, asking if

he were comfortable ?

" Oh, yes, quite ; but I am strange here. I

only came in on Saturday."

And there was a choke in the voice, but he

gulped it down, and put on a ghost of a smile

and acquiesced in the wish that he might soon

get well and come out again, with a pathetic

courage which doubled the hope that he would

do so.

There were many convalescents, the nurse

said, but they were scattered about the wards,

and not in their proper room, which was being

adorned with evergreens and paper roses for a
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grand Christmas entertainment, to which ever}^

little patient, whom it was at all safe to move,

was to be brought down on a sofa, to share as

much as possible in the general enjoyment.
" We don't leave any out if we can help it

—

it's only a little bit more trouble, and they like

it so. We take them away again before they

get overtired. We think it rather does them
good, to get a little bit of pleasure."

As doubtless it does to the hardworked nurses,,

who seemed preparing for the festival with a

hearty good-will, and a surprising taste and in-

genuity. They quite regretted, and we too, that

we saw the preparations incomplete, and could

not regale ourselves with the tout ensemble. It

was a little bit of brightness, pleasant to contrast

with the constant anxiety, labour, and suffering,

which must necessarily be the normal condition

of a hospital.

From the convalescents' room, which is in the

second house, we passed to the public nursery,

to which other rooms there are devoted, pending

the time when the finances of the institution will

allow of converting the whole into sick wards.

There, penned in something like a sheep-fold,

half-a-dozen infants were crawling, and a dozen

more sat in tiny arm-chairs, ranged in a fixed

circle, at the centre of which was a young nurse

amusing them to the best of her power. A
mysterious arrangement, something between a

swing and a tweedle, occupied the one side of

the room ; on the other, several bigger children

Aj^re having what appeared a very satisfactory
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game of play. In an inner apartment, a row of

bassinetts, some empty, some occupied, indicated

possibilities of sleep, doubtless attainable, even

in that noisy room. But noise was a blessing.

There was health here. Most of the children

looked uncommonly fat and flourishing, and one

of them, who had recognised and stretched its

arms to one of the nurses, to be taken up, on

being declined, set up a most unmitigated and

wholly satisfactory hoAvl, that was quite re-

freshing.

The fever ward, isolated at the house-top, we
did not visit ; but the matron took us down to

the basement story, and explained all its appli-

ances. Her numberless presses, arranged with

a method, exactitude, and perfect neatness that

was quite a treat to behold, and would warm
the heart of all tidy housekeepers and orderly

mistresses,—her culinary arrangements and sta-

tistics,—were all politely revealed. Above all,

her '' Samaritan " cupboard, where we saw shelf

after shelf filled with children's clothes, syste-

matically arranged, so that they could be got at

at a minute's notice. And, beside it, still un-

packed, was a large parcel which had just come
in from a Lady Somebody, containing cast-off

clothing from the little great people which would

be invaluable to the little poor ones.

" We shall get several more such bundles,"

said the matron, cheerily ;
" we always do at

Christmas-time, and I hope there will be inside

of them plenty of little flannel petticoats, and

flannel night-gowns, for we want these things
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worse than all. Sometimes the poor little crea-

tures are brought to us with scarcely a rag upon

their backs ; I wish charitable ladies only knew
how much we want cast-off clothes—we can

hardly get too many."

Certainly not ; and It Is such an easy thing to

give that which costs nothing but a moment's

kindly thought. Surely many a mistress of a

large household, or mother of a large family,

might follow the example of Lady Somebody ?

And so, for it had now grown dusk, and the

cook was busy sending up the extensive tea of

both patients and nurses, my first visit ended.

It was out of my power to do what several

lady visitors, formally appointed, are now doing
;

visiting the wards every week, making acquaint-

ance with the children, bringing them toys, and

picture-books ; finally, when they go out of the

hospital, following them to their homes, and

trying to Influence for good, both them and their

parents. But, two months after, I contrived to

pay an unpremeditated solitary little visit, to

see if the second impression justified the first.

The day was one of those bright afternoons in

early March, when children inaugurate the return

of spring by having tea by daylight ; when. If

about four o'clock you take a walk through a

country village, or even a London suburb, the

air seems full of a distant murmur of children at

play in the lengthening twilight. It makes you

feel, you know not how, as if your life were like

that dawning year, to begin all over again ; and

brings back, for a minute or two, the sensation
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of being a little child, going out to play before

bedtime, and ignorant that there is anything in

the world except tea and play. Even when I

went up into the ward of the Children's Hos-

pital, this influence of spring seemed to be felt

:

a warm lilac-tinted sunset was shining into the

room, penetrating to every bed, and, I doubt

not, making its occupant a little more cheery, a

little less weary and suffering.

It was tea-time, and each table had its cup of

milk-and-water, and its plate of bread and butter,

most of which I was glad to see fast disappearing.

One little girl, who had a few days since under-

gone amputation of the foot, had craved for " a

tart," and the question had been compromised

with bread and jam, which she was munching

with great gusto, apparently as much to the

nurse's delight as her own.

Here, as in the boys' ward afterwards, I

observed one cheering fact—the faces were all

new. Hardly a case which I had noted two

months before, and I noted some rather care-

fully, was now in the hospital. They could not

all have died ; indeed, I understood there had

been few deaths lately ; therefore they must

have gone out cured, or at least somewhat

better. It was hardly credible, remembering

how severe some of the cases were ; but the

extraordinary vitality of nature in the young

might account for it. And it was a very hopeful

sign of the good the hospital was doing.

Another was the convalescent room ; where,

of mornings, a certain amount of school-teachin
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is given to those who are able for it ; but now-

teaching was over for the day. As soon as the

door was opened, there burst forth—not, alas \

that joyous " hullabaloo," which deafens and

gladdens the mother of healthy children on

opening her nursery door, but still a very re-

spectable shout of play.

" You're all getting better, little people, I

see."

" Oh yes ! " was the response ; and half-a-

dozen white, but still merry faces, looked up

beamingly.
" What were you playing at ?

"

" Hide-and-seek !—Puss-in-corner ! "—was va-

riously shouted, as they began jumping about

—feebly, indeed, but with plenty of life in them

still.

I think any mother who has watched by the

bedside of her sick child for days, or weeks,

or months— still more, any mother who has

knelt by the coffin of her dead child, would

have turned away with her heart full, and said,

"Thank God!"
Doubtless, this is the sunny side of the sub-

ject. Alas ! there is another side to it ;—of

cureless evil, or only temporary alleviation of

ills which can never be removed so long as their

causes remain ; so long as the diseased children

of diseased parents struggle into life, and struggle

through it, beset by every form of physical and

moral degradation.

But, sad as this condition of things is, it is

capable of remedy, and everybody can help to
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mend it a little. Men can legislate wisely con-

cerning it, investigate the worst evils, and con-

sider about their possibilities of cure. Women
can use their influence at home, and a little way
beyond it, as do the lady-visitors of this hospital.

And, perhaps, even children, if they were told of

a house like this, where poor little boys and girls

like themselves, lie all day sick, with nothing to

amuse them, might be none the worse for putting

aside a spare toy, or a picture-book, as mamma
puts aside an old frock, or a half-worn pair of

shoes, with the thought, " We'll send it to the

Children's Hospital."

I meant not this to be a charity sermon—

I

hope I have not made it such—but confined it

strictly to facts, which speak for themselves
;

yet I cannot help ending it as I began it, with

that sentence which is the Alpha and Omega of

all true charity, without which benevolence, so

often thanklessly and cruelly repaid, gets weary

of its work, and energy sinks hopeless, and the

warmest hearts grow chilled, or hardened, until

they remember what the Master says :

—

" Inasimich as ye have done it to the least ofall these little ones,

ye have done it tinto Me."

[P. S.—This, with several other papers of similar character

written long ago, is reprinted here, because, while the insertion

is not likely to hinder their sale for the use of the charity, their

re-appearance in this book will act as a still wider advertisement

of the objects for which they were intended.]



DEATH ON THE SEAS.

r- w -^"^HIS New Year, which lately opened

upon us, mild and sweet as spring,

may, before its close, show us many
sad and strange things, but it can show nothing

sadder or stranger, nothing more utterly myste-

rious and incomprehensible—to our human eyes

—than that vision of Death on the Seas, which

startled all England into pity and terror; and

then, as the facts of the story came out, made
the nation's heart thrill with admiration of the

heroic fortitude which exalts the merely terrible

into the sublime, when, a few days ago, there

landed at Plymouth the nineteen forlorn survi-

vors of the Australian steam-ship London,

Every one now knows the history of that

wreck ; a catastrophe so sudden, so unexpected
;

in its causes taken (apparently) so completely

out of the range of human prevision or preven-

tion : and in its result creating so frightful a

Avaste of human lives, destroyed in a manner

which—dare we put into words the cry that

must have gone up from many a desolated
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home ?—seems so pitilessly cruel. In most
calamities we have the comfort of finding some
one to blame, for carelessness or neglect, frantic

folly or deliberate wickedness ; but here (so far

as we can see) is nothing of the kind. The
elements, and they alone, seem to have banded
themselves together against the doomed vessel

;

it fell helplessly, not into the hands of man, but
of Him of whom we say—and herein is the only

lightening of the dark horror of the tale—" And
He made the seas also."—As He made death,

and sickness, and physical and mental pain, and
all else that came into our world with or throuo-h

sin—how ? and why ? We must wait, if through
all eternity, until He Himself sees fit to answer
that question.

Even as we must wait till the sea shall give

up these dead, to whom death came in such a
terrible shape ; and yet, after all, they may
have died more easily than we shall die upon
household pillows, and they sleep as safely and
sweetly at the bottom of the Atlantic as we
shall sleep under churchyard daisies. Oh, if we
could only think so ! if we could forget /lozu they
died, and cease to ask of Providence desperately

and blindly, iv/ij they died—those two hundred
and twenty souls, who went down in the full

flush of strength, with their eyes wide open to

the coming death ; when—on that Thursday
afternoon—(just about two o'clock, while half

England was sitting down cheerily to its family

dinner-tables), in the wild Bay of Biscay the

good ship Londou, "settling down stern fore-
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most, turned up her bows into the air, and sank

beneath the waves."

They cannot be separately recorded—that

mass of human beings—men, women, and child-

ren, every one of whom will be missed and

mourned by some other one, perhaps by many,

both in England and Australia. Most of them,

probably, lived obscurely in quiet homes, outside

of which they would never have had their names

mentioned, but for those brief Times sentences

which chronicled the manner of their dying.

Otherwise, who would ever have heard of " Miss

Marks, of Old Kent Road," who " was at first

almost frantic, yet when the boat left she stood

calmly on deck bare-headed, and waved an adieu

to Mr. Wilson;" of ''Miss Brooker, from Pimlico,"

who " was heard to say, as she wrung her hands,

* Well, I have done as much as I could, and can

do no more,' and then became outwardly calm;"

and of " Mrs. Price, Mrs. Wood (who had with

her her husband and five children), Miss Brooker,

and Miss Marks, who read the Bible by turns in

the second cabin."

But here is what the Western News says of

them—these hapless two hundred, just taken

from warm English firesides, Christmas dinners,

and New Year's gatherings, to be taught, as only

the Divine Spirit teaches, and in a manner none

can understand until they learn it—how to die.

*' It was at 10 o'clock on the morning of that fatal Thursday
that Captain Martin had the terrible task of making known to the

200 passengers that the ship was sinking, and that they must pre-

pare for the worst. She was then as low in the water as the main
chains. The whole of the passengers and crew gathered, as
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with one consent, in the chief saloon, and having been calmly

told by Captain Martin that there was no hope left, a remarkable

and unanimous spirit of resignation came over them at once.

There was no screaming or shrieking by women or men, no
rushing on deck or frantic cries. All calmly resorted to the

saloon, where the Rev. Mr. Draper, one of the passengers,

prayed aloud, and exhorted the unhappy creatures by whom he

was surrounded. Dismay was present to eveiy heart, but dis-

order to none. Mothers were weeping sadly over the little ones

about with them to be engulphed, and the children, ignorant of

their coming death, were pitifully inquiring the cause of so much
woe. Friends were taking leave of friends, as if preparing for

a long journey; others were crouched down with Bibles in

their hands, endeavouring to snatch consolation from passages

long known or long neglected. Incredible, we are told, was
the composure which, under such circumstances, reigned around.

Captain Martin stationed himself in the poop, going occa-

sionally forward, or into the saloon ; but to none could he offer a

word of comfort by telling them that their safety was even pro-

bable. He joined now and then for a few moments in the public

devotions, but his place to the last was on the deck. About 2

o'clock in the afternoon, the water gaining fast on the ship and
no signs of the storm subsiding being apparent, a small band of

men determined to trust themselves to the mercy of the waves in

a boat rather than go down without a struggle. Leaving the

saloon, therefore, they got out and lowered away the port cutter,

into which sixteen of the crew and three of the passengers

succeeded in getting and in launching her clear of the ship.

These nineteen men shouted for the captain to come with them,

but with that heroic courage which was his chief characteristic,

he declined to go with them, saying, ' No, I will go down with

the passengers; but I wish you God speed and safe to land.'

The boat then pulled away, tossing about helplessly on the crests

of the gigantic waves. Scarcely had they gone eighty yards, or

been five minutes off the deck, when the fine steamer went down
stem foremost with her crowd of human beings, from whom
one confused cry of helpless terror arose, and all was silent for

ever."

In other versions of the story, so heroic that

its horror melts into beauty—some three or four

names stand out clearer than the rest. And
though now far away from praise or blame, if

they ever thought of either—they, living there

four days in full front of death—still it is some

comfort to record all we can learn of what they

VOL. II. M
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did and said, during the hours when they waited

for that end, concerning which the only thing

they knew was its inevitable certainty.

And first, the Captain— J. Bohun Martin.

The brave race of British commanders will never

furnish a finer specimen than this man, striving

with fate to the utmost ; and all hope being

over, " calmly walking up and down the poop "

of his slowly sinking ship. Nay, when the one

boat put off—leaning over the bulwarks to give

the crew their course—"E.N.E. by Brest,"

—

which they found to be correct ; adding those

last words to Mr. Greenhill the engineer, which,

when told among the histories of " Shipwrecks

and Disasters at sea," will yet make many a

boy's heart thrill ;
" There is not much chance

for the boat, there is none for the ship. Your

duty is done—mine is to remain here. Get in

and take command of the few that it will hold."

Five minutes afterwards, he went down to the

bottom—with his ship and all his passengers

—

this brave, good man, this true British sailor

!

But surely, surely

—

*' Although his body's under hatches,

His soul has gone aloft."

—

Of the Rev. Daniel Draper, we learn only that

he was a Wesleyan Minister, '' well known, and

highly respected," in Australia, where he had

resided thirty years, and whither he was return-

ing with his wife, the daughter of one of the first

missionaries to Tahiti. His devotedness must

have been great. One thinks of him, the old

man, for he must have been rather beyond
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middle age, exhorting and praying to the last.

" He was heard to say repeatedly, ' O God, may
those who are not converted, be converted now
—hundreds of them !

'
" And whoever may or

may not agree with the special creed of the

Wesleyan Minister, his faith, proved In face of a

death as solemn as that of the primitive martyrs,

must have been as strong and as sublime almost

as theirs.

Side by side with the Christian missionary

stands— in this awful picture—another figure,

strangely different, and yet alike in many points

—the actor. Many play-goers of ten years back

may remember G. V. Brooke, whose acting, un-

equal as It was (and made more so by failings,

upon which let there be all silence now
!)

pos-

sessed a certain kind of absolute genius. At
one time his Othello put the town in a furore

;

and his Hamlet, so uncertainly performed that

one night it would be Shaksperian, and the

other mere buffoonery, is still vividly recollected

by the present writer. His fine presence, his

exquisite voice, made him—externally at least

—the very personification of the Royal Dane,

Recalling this,—how touching is the " last scene

of all " in the career of the poor actor, seen " in

a red Crimean shirt and trousers, bare-footed,

with no hat on," working incessantly at the

pumps, '' more bravely than any man In the

ship." And strangely touching Is our final

glimpse of him " four hours before the ship went

down ; "—" leaning with grave composure upon

one of the half-doors of the companion ; his

M 2
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chin resting upon both his hands, and his arms

on the top of the door, which he gently swayed

to and fro, as he calmly watched the scene."

He, too, sleeps well ! " Alas, poor Yorick !

"

But last in the list—and greatest, if we may
count greatness by the amount of loss ; the blank

left, which, even as to worldly work and useful-

ness no other man can fill (or we think so now),

comes the name of the Rev. Dr. Woolley, Prin-

cipal of Sydney College. The newspapers tell

his career ; how, after taking a First Class at

Oxford, and a Fellowship at University College,

in which honours he was united with his friend

Canon Stanley, Dean of Westminster, he became

successively Head Master of Rossall School, in

Lincolnshire ; and of King Edward's School, at

Norwich. Afterwards, being appointed a Pro-

fessor of Sydney College, he sailed in 1852 for

the '' under world." Whether or not colonial

life was suitable or pleasant to him, he laboured

there incessantly, with abundant success, until

eight or ten months ago, when he came home
for rest. Many friends, with many tempting

offers, urged him to stay at home, and still

stronger was the temptation of his own nature.

One who saw him during his latest days in

England, writes of him thus :

—

*' His tastes were those of a refined and cultivated man. He
told me that his stay here, mixing in the society of men of letters,

had been a delight to him beyond what I, who was always in it,

could conceive. He had met Tennyson and Browning—nothing
could be more to his taste than the companionship of such men,

with whom his own qualities made him a most welcome guest.

He had in perfection the bright, gentle, cheery manner that cha-

racterises the best Oxford man. In stature he was small ; but
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his face most pleasant to look at. He was very active in all

sorts of societies and institutions for the benefit of working
men, and men engaged in business. A volume of his Colonial

Lectures was lately published here—but who could criticise them
now? His age must have been about fifty, but he looked

younger. He had a wife and six children waiting his return to

Sydney, whither, as I soon perceived, he was determined to

go, for he felt his work lay there and his duty. He went back
to fulfil his duty, and has fulfilled it—thus."

To the same friend he wrote—what, with all

Its personal details excised, can scarcely be a

breach of confidence to print here, seeing how
clearly it demonstrates the man—almost the last

letter he ever did write—dated from Plymouth.

Strange it is to look at the neat handwriting,

the smoothly-folded paper, still fresh and new,

and to think of where that tender, delicate,

generous right hand lies now.

''My dear Sir,—Will you think me very

impertinent if I venture to write to you about

"

—a matter of business concerning a young pro-

tegee of his. " We are wind-bound, and I almost

hope that the wind, ill to us, may prove good

to her.

" My wife knew her and her family at ."

And here follow minute, personal details, care-

fully and wisely given, showing a gentlemanly

reticence in asking favours, mingled with the

generous anxiety of a good heart, which even at

that busy moment had time to spare for those

who needed kindness, and for whom he expresses

the keenest sympathy, because, as he ends by
saying, " they are fighting a hard fortune brightly

and bravely."
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" I expect," he continues, " to sail to-day ; so

if you are inclined to give my young friend a

trial, might I ask you to communicate with her."

And then, after carefully giving the address and

other particulars, he closes the letter so abruptly,

that he omits the conclusion, date, and signature

—probably summoned on board in haste. But

the letter was posted and received, afterwards to

be returned to the subject of it, and to become
a permanent memorial of what another friend,

writing to the Times, calls " the gentleness,

almost feminine, of his nature : and the warmth
and generosity of his heart."

And so he, also, went down with those lost in

the London. The survivors report how, with the

Rev. Mr. Draper—though, doubtless, in many
points widely differing from him—Dr. WooUey
conducted the religious services on the last

Sunday, and, during the lingering suspense of

those awful days, comforted the people with

exhortation and prayer. Not much is said

about him : but we know in what manner he

would die, and help others to die. His public

career may be told in other ways ; but this one

word is in remembrance of the man himself

—

the good man—John Woolley.

Thus they perished—these two hundred and

twenty : summoned—why we know not—out of

useful lives, and prosperous lives, and busy and

happy lives ; and the mystery of their sudden

ending we dare not even attempt to understand.

But we know we shall one day ; that great day
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when " the dead that are in their graves "—sea-

graves as well as land-graves—" shall hear the

voice of the Son of Man, and they that hear

shall live."



TO PARENTS.

GOING to and fro in the earth, and walk-

ing up and down in it (Hke the Devil

in Job), it has sometimes occurred to

me, that amidst the universal preaching of the

duties of children to parents, a few words might

well be said on the duties of parents to children.

Can these few words do any harm ? I trow

not. The truth never does any harm. No
child, blessed with even ordinarily good parents,

will love and honour them any the less for what-

ever may be said against bad parents. And to

try and sustain the authority of the latter by

false pretences is as futile as setting up a fetish-

idolatry instead of the true religion of the heart

—that instinctive filial faith which is the founda-

tion-stone of all law and order in the world.

Nay, in the universe, for what would become

of us in this weary existence, if we could not

from its beginning to its ending, look up and

say " Our Father " ?

It is a solemn and terrible truth, that there

are parents who no more deserve the name
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than the sovereign of Dahomey deserves to

be held as a *'king, by the grace of God."

Yet in one sense the "divine right" of both

kings and parents is unahenable. " Honour
thy father and thy mother " is an absolute

law, given without reference to the worthiness

of the individual parent ; it being a duty which

the child owes to himself, to honour his parents

simply as parents, without considering whether

or not they have fulfilled their duty. There is

a limit beyond which human nature cannot be

expected to go : when actual moral turpitude

renders "honour" a perfect farce; when respect

becomes a mockery, and obedience an impossi-

bility. But even then one resource remains

—

and remains for ever—endurance and silence.

The unworthy parent must be treated like the

unworthy king, tacitly handed down from the

position which he has proved himself unfit to

occupy, neither injured nor insulted, simply

deposed.

But these are exceptional cases, so excep-

tional that each must be decided on its separate

merits ; and in most instances the outside

public, which takes such delight in criticising,

condemning, or excusing them, is quite unfit to

judge them at all. But there are innumerable other

instances, not the " cruel fathers " or " heartless

mothers" of fiction, but every-day, well-mean-

ing, respectable people, who are nevertheless

domestic Molochs, before whom every successive

child must pass through the fire ; ancient Rem-
phans, requiring living human daily sacrifices

—
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precious indeed, for all sacrifice is lovely in the

offerer—but none the less an unnecessary and
cruel immolation, which lookers-on must regard

with both pity and righteous wrath.

In how many ways, ignorantly or carelessly,

do parents thus act as actual scourges to the

children who were given them, not for their

personal amusement, benefit, or pride, but for

the sake of the children themselves ! How en-

tirely they seem to forget that each human soul

which is sent to them through the mysteries of

marriage and birth, is not their own to do as

they like with, but a solemn charge, for which
they will be accountable to God and man ! If

any weaknesses of theirs, love of power, love of

ease, even love of love—often the deepest selfish-

ness of all—lead them to ignore this charge,

woe be to them and their children. " Unto the

third and fourth generation " is a law, not of

divine anger, but of divine inevitable necessity.

One wicked father, or vicious, vile-tempered

mother, often remains a family curse for a

century.

It is at once the most awful responsibility,

and the utmost consecration of parenthood, that

of all human ties, this one requires most self-

abnegation. And when we think how very few

really unselfish people there are in the world

—

not many among women, of men almost none

—

we only wonder how so many decent folk do

contrive somehow to bring up decent families,

—

or let. them bring themselves up, as, strange to

say, many excellent families often do. But the
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very fact that children left almost entirely to

themselves sometimes turn out better than

those who have been subjected to the sharpest

parental oversight—only drives us back by im-

plication to the truth at which we started—how
few people are in the least fitted to be parents.

And perhaps no wonder. Young people

falling desperately in love, marrying in haste

and repenting at leisure ; other people, not

young, and certainly guiltless of any youthful

follies, who commit the deliberate mature sin of

making marriage a mere matter of convenience

;

husbands wearing out their bodies and souls in

the making of money, and wives frittering away
their helpless, aimless lives in the extravagant

spending of it—what can such as these know
or feel of the duties of parenthood ?

At first it is a very pretty amusement, doubt-

less. How delighted papa is to make after-

dinner pets of his fairy girls, and encourage the

obstreperousness of his fine manly boys. And
mamma, with a certain natural instinct that

rarely fails even in the silliest of women, is a

tolerably good mother so long as her children

remain in the nursery. But when they grow
into youths and maidens, requiring larger wis-

dom, a tenderer guidance ; when individual

character asserts itself, as it will and must, in

any creature worth becoming a man or a woman
—then is the crisis—most difficult and danger-

ous—at which, alas, so many household histories

break down.

The transition state of adolescence is a trying
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time. The young folks, like all half-grown ani-

mals, are awkward, unwise, self-conceited, revo-

lutionary ; while the elders find it hard to

believe that " the children " are, in reality,

children no more ; that characters have deve-

loped and tastes matured, very likely most

opposite to their own, yet not necessarily infe-

rior characters or erring tastes. Some minds,

at once strong and narrow, find it nearly impos-

sible to comprehend this. They do not perceive

when the time comes, as come it must in every

family, when it is the children's right to begin

to think and act for themselves, and the parents'

duty to allow them to do it ; when it is wisest

gradually to slacken authority, to sink " I com-
mand " into " I wish," to grant large freedom

of opinion, and above all in the expression of

it. Likewise, and this is a most important ele-

ment in family union, to give license, nay, actual

sympathy, to wandering affections, friendships,

or loves, which, for the time being, seem to find

the home circle too narrow and too dull.

No doubt, to the parents this is rather trying.

It is hard for mamma to discover that her girl

not only enjoys, but craves after, a month's

visit in some lively household ; that she likes

the company of other girls, and forms enthu-

siastic friendships, which mamma (a lady of

between forty and fifty) forgets that she herself

ever had, and consequently thinks exceedingly

silly, or idle, or wrong. Papa, too, cannot

see why his boys—good, affectionate lads

—

should find it such dull work to stay at home
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of an evening, or should prefer a sensation play
—" so different from what the stage was in my
time "—to the longest game of chess with him-

self, or the most learned conversation with his

staid and sober friends. Yet all this is quite

natural ; the boys and girls are foolish, perhaps,

but not in the least guilty. Well for the house-

hold in which this, the earliest of many im-

pending changes, should be recognised at once,

still better that the recognition should come
first from the elder and wiser side of it.

But, alas, here intrudes a truth which should

be touched reverently and delicately, and yet it

cannot be passed over, for it is a truth—that all

parents are not wiser than their children. Some-

times a boy, quick-witted, honest, and good,

finds, as he grows up, that his father is not a

man to be relied on, but one of those weak
souls who, without positive harm in them, are

ever sinking lower and lower, and dragging their

family down with them—whose authority is a

mere name, whose advice is fatal to follow.

Many a clever lad has come to see, even before

he is out of his teens, that his only chance of

getting on in the world is to rely solely on

himself, and give as wide a berth as possible

to his natural guardian and guide—his father.

Likewise, many a girl, generous, warm-hearted,

and sensitive, on passing into discriminating

womanhood, feels, and cannot help feeling, that

if her mother had not been her mother, she

would never have chosen her even as an ordinary

acquaintance. These are bitter discoveries, end-
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ing in sharp daily agonies, irremediable, incom-

municable. Happily the instinctive natural bond,

added to the familiar habit of a lifetime, is so

strong, that sometimes the sufferers themselves

do not seem to feel their position quite so

keenly as lookers-on, who own no softening

influence of custom or affection.

These sufferings are not the less real because

they sometimes take the comical aspect. Witty

writers have exhausted their wit on the sad

spectacle, common enough in this commercial

country, of parvenus, coarse and vulgar, who
are perfect terrors to their educated children.

But this is a small misfortune. A man seldom

raises himself very high without having some-

thing to give to society equivalent to what he

has won from it. Hundreds now-a-days carry

with them into handsome houses, noble halls,

and even palace doors, the traces of their humble

origin— not pleasant, indeed, and sometimes

comical,—but quite bearable, from the inhe-

rent worth or talent of the individual, and

never warranting the slightest complaint or

disrespect from a dutiful child. Far worse to

bear is that ingrained coarseness of nature, not

breeding, common to all ranks, which makes

many a daughter blush scarlet at things her

mother says and does, which yet she can neither

prevent nor notice. And what can be sorer for

a young man, high-minded and chivalrous, than

to live in perpetual dread lest his father, the

head of the house, should disgrace it by some

small meanness, some " indirect crook't ways,"
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which force any honest observ^er, even his own
son, to perceive, that though he may be a Croesus

of money, or a nobleman in rank, he is certainly

not a gentleman ?

Between these opposite poles of tragedy and
comedy lies an intermediate range of miseries,

small indeed, but sorely hard to bear. One is

when, as is patent to everybody except the

parents themselves, the elder generation is, in

mental and moral calibre, decidedly inferior to

the younger. Not bad people, but only narrow:

narrow in thought, and word, and deed ; unable

to recognise that what lies beyond their own
limited vision has any existence whatsoever.

These sort of people are very trying in all rela-

tions, the more so because, so far as they go,

they are often exceedingly estimable. Only if

nature has made one of their children in any
way different from themselves, of larger mould
and wider capacities, the extent to which that

child is martyrised, even with the very best in-

tentions, is sometimes incredible.

Yet outside, everybody says what excellent

parents they are, and what a happy home their

children must have ! a fact of which they them-
seves are most thoroughly convinced. How can
the young people w^eary of it for a moment }

How can Mary, a charming, well educated, and
perhaps very clever young woman, desire any
other companion than her mother.!^ Since, of
course, a mother is the best and closest companion
for every girl. Most true, but not " of course,"

nor in virtue of the mere accident of motherhood.
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Sympathy comes by instinct, and confidence

must be, not exacted, but won. Mary may have

the strongest filial regard for that dear and good

woman, to whom she owes and is ready to pay

every duty that a daughter ought, and yet be

inwardly conscious that nature has made the

two so different in tastes, feelings, disposition,

that if she were to open her heart to her, her

mother would not understand her in the least.

Not to speak of the difference of age, greater

or less, and the not unnatural way in which

elderly people who do not retain youthfulness

of heart, as happily many do to the last day

of life, grow out of sympathy with the young.

But Providence having constituted these two

mother and daughter, they must get on together

somehow. And so they do. Though Mary in

her secret soul may writhe sometimes, she loves

mamma very dearly, and would love her better

still if she would only let her alone to follow

her own tastes in any lawful way. But this

mamma cannot do. She is like the goose with

the young cygnet, always pitying herself be-

cause her child is unlike other people's children,

wearing the girl's life out with endless com-

plaints and impossible exactions, until at last

Mary sinks into passive indifference, or bitter

old-maidism, or plunges into a reckless marriage

—anything, anywhere, only to get away from

home.

John's case is not so hard, in one sense, he

being a man and Mary only a woman, but it

is far more dangerous. She may be made
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merely wretched ; he wicked, by this narrow

vexatious rule. Why should John, who is only

three-and-twenty, presume to hold a different

opinion on politics, religion, or aught else, from

his father ? Papa is the older, and of course

knows best
;
papa has had every opportunity of

forming his judgment on every subject ; and

he has formed it, and there it is, carefully

cut and dried, easy and comfortable, without

any of those doubts which are the torture and

yet the life of all ardent, youthful spirits. There
it is, and John must abide by it, hold his tongue,

and take his obnoxious newspapers and hetero-

dox books out of the way ; which John, being

a lover of peace, and trained to honourable

obedience, very likely does ; but he cherishes

either a private contempt—we are so scornful

when we are young !— or an angry rebel-

lion against the narrow-mindedness that would

compel him into his father's way of thinking,

simply because it is his father's. Be the lad

ever so good, a lurking sense of injustice cannot

fail to chafe him, and injustice is one of the most

fatal elements that, at any age, can come into

the sacred relation between parent and child.

Parents know not what they are doing when
they rouse this feeling—the burning, stinging

consciousness of being unfairly treated, disbe-

lieved, misjudged, selfishly or wantonly punished.

You find it in the maddest mob, the roughest

public school, the most riotous public assembly,

this rough, dogged sense of justice ; dangerous

to tamper with, even in the slightest degree,

VOL. ir. w
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Far wiser is it for a parent to acknowledge to

ever so young a child, " I was wrong, I made a

mistake," than to go on enforcing a false autho-

rity, or compelling a blind obedience, driving

the child to exclaim, or inly feel, which is

worse, " You are not my ruler, but my tyrant
!

"

Yet many a severe parent is deeply loved.

" My father was a stern man," you sometimes

hear said, while the rare tear of self-restrained

middle age falls unchecked over the grave's side.

"He kept us in order. We were all rather

afraid of him ; but he was invariably just. He
never broke his word, nor forgot his promise.

He punished us, but not in passion : he ruled

us strictly, but it was never to gratify his own
love of power. If he had thrashed us twenty

times, we should have submitted to it, because

we knew that whatever he did was done for

conscience' sake, and not out of wantonness or

anger. I may bring up my children differently

in some things—perhaps I do—but I'll never

hear a word said against him. He was a just

man—my father."

A just man, and an unselfish woman ; these

are the two first qualities which constitute true

parenthood.

In this question of selfishness. Readers may
start with horror at such an impossible anomaly

as a selfish mother, a jealous, exacting father

;

and yet such there are. Especially after the

children are grov/n up, and nature, gratitude,

and the world's opinion, all agree that no de-

votedness can be too perfect, no sacrifices too
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great. Ay ! but it Is one thing what the child

ought to offer, and another what the parent

should accept. J^.Iost lovely is it to see a

daughter cheerfully resigning all the external

enjoyments of life, to devote herself to the higher

happiness of being the sole stay and cheer of

some helpless father, or solitary, sickly mother

;

and sweet, even amid all its daily renunciations,

is the sense of duty fulfilled and comfort im-

parted. But to see a parent fretful, complaining,

exacting, grudging the child a week's absence

from home, not for love, that would teach self-

sacrifice, but from the selfish enjoyment or ease

which the accustomed companionship brings,

yielding to the natural dislike of old age for any
new association, and tacitly or openly keeping

the young people in such bondage that they

dare not ask a friend to tea, or accept an invita-

tion—" Papa would not like it ; " " Mamma
might be annoyed "—this is a sight which lowers

all the dignity of parenthood, and degrades filial

duty into mere servitude. Yet many such cases

there are, inflicted by really good parents, who
are not aware that they are doing any harm, and

who, in their narrow selfishness, cannot perceive

that the life which is to them merely " a quiet

life," suited to their age and infirmities, is slowly

taking all the spirit and brightness out of younger

hearts, driving the boys into dissipation and

folly, and dragging " the girls " (of thirty and
upwards) down into premature old-maidism, dull,

discontented, helpless, and forlorn. Such a life,

passing gradually on into life's melancholy
N 2
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decline, in a round of uninteresting, compelled

duties, is as different from the free, warm devo-

tion of real filial love, as slow murder is from

voluntary and glad self-sacrifice.

But here a word, lest this essay, which is

especially addressed " To Parents," not being

guarded, like income-tax or census papers, from

any other unlawful eyes, should be taken as a

loophole of excuse by readers like a certain

young impertinent of my acquaintance, who,

being lectured on the text, '^ Children, obey your
parents in the Lord," immediately pointed out

its correlative, " Fathers, provoke not your
children to wrath."

When we speak of a parent being " deposed,"

we mean merely from the exercise of an autho-

rity which has become a farce, and the exaction

of an obedience which a higher law, that of con-

science, renders impossible. But once a parent,

always a parent. It is a bond which, though
in one sense a mere accident, is, in another

sense, stronger than any tie of mere personal

election, since it came by the ordination of Pro-

vidence. It may be a great burden, even a
great misfortune, but there it is : and nothing

but death can end it No short-comings on the

parental side can abrogate one atom of the plain

duty of the child—submission so long as sub-

mission is possible, reverence while one fragment
of respect remains ; and, after that, endurance.

To this generation of young England, which is

apt to think so much of itself, and so little of

its elders and superiors, we cannot too strongly
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uphold the somewhat out-of-date doctrine,

"Honour thy father and thy mother." Ay,

though they may be very simple, common

people: infirm in intellect, uneducated, unre-

fined : guilty of many short-comings of temper,

judgment, and even glaring errors- still, honour

them, and, when honour fails, bear with them.

The question then arises, what, and for how

long, a child ought to bear. And here Christi-

anity would reply with the doctrine of " seventy

times seven," pleading, also, that if to a brother

so much is to be forgiven, how much more so

to a parent. Ay, forgiven. But Christianity

nowhere commands that a grown-up man or

woman is to sacrifice honour, conscience, peace—

in fact, the real worth of a lifetime—to either

brethren or parents. Therefore, when thmgs

come to this pass, that the child, by " honouring
"

the parent would actually dishonour God, and

defile his own soul by acting contrary to his

conscience, there, so far, the duty ends. Let

him or her assert, as an individual existence,

the right of self-preservation—let them part. At

least let the division be made firm and clear

enough to secure independence of thought and

action, so that the parent can no longer injure

or oppress the child.

For lesser trials, the amount of patience and

long-suffering shown by the child to the parent

ought to be almost unlimited. At the same

time, it is quite possible for young men or young

women quietly to assert their individuality, and

carry out, without any obnoxious rebellion, their
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own plan of life, even if it does differ more or

less from their parents. . Exceeding gentleness

and yet firmness, perfect respect in word and

deed, straightforwardness, honesty, and yet a

courageous self-dependence, will rarely fail to

win their way under ever such difficult circum-

stances. And one hardly knows which to

despise most—the cowardice which looks like

reverence, and the underhandedness which shams

obedience, or that open rebellion which hastily

assumes the position, more degrading to itself

than to the worst of parents—that of " a thank-

less child."

One word more, on that prime source of misery

between parents and children : marriage.

Unquestionably, if any third human being has

a right to interfere in the choice which two other

human beings make of one another " for better,

for worse," it is a parent. No one else ! neither

brother, sister, aunt, uncle, cousin, nor any of

the numerous relations and friends who always

seem to consider a projected marriage their espe-

cial business, and not that of the lovers at all.

But, happily, in our country at least, none of

these, nay, not even parents, have absolute legal

authority, either to make or to mar the divine

institution of holy matrimony. Either John or

Mary may, having arrived at years of discretion,

at any time walk out of the paternal house and

into the nearest church, or register office, and

marry anybody. And if the marriage be at all

creditable, even society will wink at it ; nay,

perhaps smile at the " indignant parents." But
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a higher law than that of society enacts that such

a decided step should not be taken until the last

^^S'natural are all the hesitations douMs.

pathetic little jealousies, and pardonable touchi-

Lsses of parents about to lose their children

It is hard to see your winsome girl, the flower of

your life, plant herself, in her very sweetest

Lom, in another mans gardei. H-f
J^'

J°

witch your best loved son so absorbed that he

has nefther eyes nor ears for mother, sister o.

any creature living, except
"^'f,y°""f

7°"""
.

Nevertheless, that a man should leave father and

mother, and cleave unto his wife, is a law so im-

mutable, so rational, that those who selfishly st

their faces against it, parents though they be, are

certain to reap their punishment. They may live

to see sons, whom they have thwarted ma pure

first love, turn to a coarse passion degrading and

destroying to body and soul ; daughters, denied

a comparatively humble engagement with some

honest penniless lover, fretfully " -^enng on

the virgin thorn," or seeking loveless worldly

marriages, which are the crushing out o. all

womanliness, everything that, by making life

happy, would also have made it worthy.

Sons and daughters will marry, and they

ou-ht to marry. Selfishness alone would hinder

intny young man the lawful desire for a home

of his own, or in any young woman the natural

instinct for some one dearer than father, mother,

brother, or sister, however precious these all may

be Every head, and every member of a family
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who loves the other members wisely and well,

will not only not prevent, but encourage in every

lawful way, the great necessity of life to both

men and women—a prudent, constant, holy love,

and a happy marriage.

One word to the parents, which of course the

young people are not intended to hear.

Don't you think, my good friends, that parents

as you be, with every desire for your child's hap-

piness, it was a little unfair to give your Mary
every opportunity of becoming attached to

Charles, and Charles, poor fellow, all possible

chance of adoring Mary ? Could you expect

him to see her sweet womanly ways, which make
her the delight of her father's home, and not be

tempted to wish her for the treasure of his own ?

Is it not rather hard now to turn round and

object to their marrying, because, forsooth, you
" never thought of such a thing," or, " Mary
might have done better," or, " Charles was not

the sort of person you thought she would fancy,"

or—last shift, and a very mean one—you " rather

hoped she would not marry at all, but stay with

her old father and mother " ?

Hold there ! We will not suppose any parents

in their sober senses to be guilty of such sinful

selfishness. Let us pass to the next objection,

commonly urged against almost all marriages,

that the parties are the last persons which each

was expected to choose. Expected by whom ?

The world at large, or their own relations ?

The world knows little enough, and cares less,

about these matters. And sometimes, strange.
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to say, two people who happen really to love

one another, also know one another, a little

better than all their respected relations put

together—even their parents. They have made
(or ought to—for we are granting that the case

in point is no light fancy, but a deliberate attach-

ment— there is great meaning in that old-

fashioned word)—that solemn election, binding

for life, and—as all true lovers hope and pray

—

for eternity. They have cast their own lot, and

are ready to abide by it. All its misfortunes or

mistakes, like its happinesses, will be their own.

Give your advice honestly and fully ; exact a

fair trial of affection, urge every precaution that

your older heads and tougher hearts may sug-

gest, and then, O parents, leave your children

free. If there is one thing more than another

in which sons and daughters who are capable of

being trusted at all, deserve to be trusted un-

limitedly, it is choice in marriage.

I have lived somewhat long in the world

;

have watched many a love affair " on " and " off,"

gathering, rising, then breaking and vanishing

like a wave of the sea ; have seen many a strange

union turn out well, and many a seemingly

smooth and auspicious one end in much unhap-

piness ; but I never saw^ any single instance in

which overweening and irrational opposition

to any marriage, on the part of parents or

friends, did not end in misery. It either forced

on to unsuitable and hasty union some fancy

or passion that might otherwise have died a

peaceful natural death, or it clouded, for years
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at least, two innocent lives ; or if this were

spared and the marriage accomplished, it sowed

seeds of strife and bitterness between families

which no after pacification could ever quite root

out. Parents, whatever you do, be humble

enough never to attempt to play Providence

with your children

!

But suppose it is not so. Suppose that

Mary's father forbids Mr. Charles his house, or

Charles's kindred, having taken an insurmount-

able prejudice against Mary, swear that if he

marries her they will never have anything more
to say to him ? What are the young couple to

do ^ Are they to sacrifice the happiness of their

mutual lives .'* Is Charles to sail for Australia,

and Mary to go mourning all her days ? Some
strict moralists might say, " Yes. Break your

hearts, both of you, but dare not to disobey your

parents." Easy-going worldly-wise reasoners

might agree that there would be no heart-break

in the matter, that both would soon " get over

it," and marry somebody else. Possibly ; but

the risk is considerable, involving great responsi-

bility to the parents.

Also to the lovers themselves, who, from the

instant that they have acknowledged mutual

affection, have a right to one another and a duty

to perform towards one another, little less sacred

than that of husband and wife. Their trial is no

doubt most sharp—hard in the present, sad in

the future—for how bitter it must be to give

to possible children the opportunity of one day
saying, " You married without your parents'
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consent—you cannot blame me if I do the

same." Yet, granting its full weight to every

argument, the decision arrived at in so cruel a

conjuncture must, in all calmly judging minds,

surely be the same.

Unquestionably, a deliberate, patiently-de-

layed, well-thought-of marriage, open to no

rational objection, and breaking no law either

human or divine, ought to be carried out, with

or without the consent of parents.

No clandestine proceedings can ever be justi-

fiable. ' But when all efforts to break down pre-

judice and win esteem have failed, a son, or even

a daughter, though that seems harder, has a

perfect right to quit, openly and honestly, the

parental roof " Farewell," either must say

—

ah how sorrowfully ! yet it ought to be said

—

" I have tried my utmost to win you over, and

it is in vain. I am not called upon to sacrifice,

not only my own happiness, but another's. The
just God be judge between us. I must go."

A terrible alternative, yet there can be no

other ; and surely if the parents never relent

—

never forgive—the just God will judge it ten-

derly, and the " curse causeless " shall not

come.

But such a crisis rarely occurs in a family

where the parents have themselves done their

duty. No wise father would ever bring into the

intimate society of his daughters a young fellow

of whom, as a son-in-law, he would utterly, and

with fair reasons, disapprove. And, reckless as

men's passions sometimes are, very few sons of
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really good mothers would be likely so to have
lost that ideal of womanhood which it is a
mother's own fault if she does not set before

her sons, that they would desire to bring into

the family any girl so altogether unworthy and

objectionable that her entrance therein ought to

be prevented by every lawful means. The safest

and only way to make children marry rightly is

by setting before them such ensamples of true

manhood and womanhood that they would shrink

from choosing a wife or husband inferior to their

own parents.

And when such is the case, when home is

really home, what a haven of rest it is ! How
the children, married or single, will remember
it, yearn over it, delight to revisit it, as the

safest, sunniest nest ! And as years roll on, and

they have long ceased to be " the children " to

anybody but the old father and mother, how
strong is that parental influence which has suc-

ceeded the resigned authority—how perfect the

love which casts out even the shadow of fear

!

Duty—sacrifice—the words are a mere name, a

pleasant jest, if by means of them can be given

the smallest pleasure to the good parents. No
self-denial seems too great if it can requite them

—no, they never can be requited—but show them

in some degree their children's appreciation of

their innumerable self-denials, never fully under-

stood till now, when the children have become

parents themselves.

And when they really grow old—though the

second generation will never quite believe it

—
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how their weaknesses are held sacred, and their

utmost infirmities dear ! How the third genera-

tion are taught from babyhood to consider it the

greatest honour to be of any use to grandpapa

and grandmamma ! How their sayings are re-

peated, their wisdom upheld, and their virtues

canonised into a family tradition, ay, years after

the beloved heads, white and reverend, have been

laid tenderly " under the daisies "
!

For parents, real parents, are never forgotten.

Good old maids and kindly old bachelors may
be remembered for many a year ; but those

others on whom has been conferred, with all the

sorrows and cares, the great honour and happi-

ness of parenthood, have mingled their life with

the permanent life of the w^orld. Their qualities

descend, and their influence is felt, through un-

counted generations. Thorny and difficult may
have been their mortal path, many their anxieties

and sharp their pangs, but they have done their

work, and they inherit its blessing. They die,

but in their posterity they enjoy a perpetual

immortality.
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POOR fellow," said A. to B., looking

after C. with mingled regard and

regret. " He will never be happy

himself, nor make any other human being

happy."

It was most true. C. is an excellent man

:

honest, kindly, well-intentioned
;
prosperous in

business ; in his domestic relations rather for-

tunate than otherwise ; blessed with good health,

good looks, and rather more than the average

of brains. Altogether an enviable person—ex-

ternally. Yet his friend, apparently much less

lucky than himself, regarded him with the pro-

foundest pity. " No, C. will never be happy.

Nothing in this world would ever make him

happy." And nothing ever did.

C. is no uncommon character. He was a

misery-monger : one of those moral cuttle-fishes

who carry about with them, and produce out of

their own organism, the black liquid in which

they swim. If they could only swim in it alone !

Is it any good to show them their own likeness
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—these poor creatures, who, without any real

woe, contrive to make themselves and every-

body about them thoroughly miserable. Can
we shake them out of their folly by a word

of common sense ? Probably not
;
your con-

firmed misery-monger is the most hopeless

being in creation ; but there are incipient stages

of the complaint, which, taken in time, are

curable. To such, it may not be unadvisable

to present these incurables as a Avholesome
'' shocking example."

Misery-mongers (the word is not to be found

in Johnson, yet it suits) are those who do not

really suffer affliction, but make a trade of it

—

and often a very thriving business too. They
are scattered among every class, but especially

they belong to the "genus irritabile"— the

second or third-rate order of people who live

by their brains. Not the first order— for the

highest form of intellect is rarely miserable.

True genius of the completest kind is not only

a mental but a moral quality. Itself creates the

atmosphere it lives in : a higher and rarer air

than that of common earth.

" Calm pleasures there abide ;—majestic pains."

To a really great man, the petty vanities, shallow

angers, and morbid crotchets of smaller natures

are unknown. Above all, genius gives to its

possessor a larger, clearer vision ; eyes that look

outwards, not inwards. That enormous Ego

—

the source of so many puny v/oes to lesser minds

—rarely grows rampant m a man who is great
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enough to know his own littleness. Conse-

quently, he is saved at once from a hundred

vexations which dog the heels of your giant

of genius—who is always measuring himself

with Tom, Dick, and Harry, and requiring,

or fancying he requires, larger clothes, longer

beds, and bigger hats than they. When Tom,

Dick, and Harry, annoyed at these exactions,

find that the supposed son of Anak is not

so very much taller than themselves, and cut

him up in reviews or snub him in society,

great is the vexation of spirit he endures.

But your real giant, who never thinks of

Tom, Dick, and Harry at all, takes the matter

quite calmly : whatever be his own altitude, he

sees before him an ideal far higher than him-

self, and ten times higher than anything they

see, and this keeps him at once very humble

in his own opinion, and very indifferent to

theirs. The present essayist has been fortunate

enough to know a good many such, and has

always found them neither strutting like pea-

cocks nor marching on stilts, but walking about

as mild and tame as the elephant in the Zoo-

logical Gardens, and as apparently unconscious

of their own magnitude. It is your second-rate,

your merely clever man, who, ape-like, is always

rattling at the bars of his cage, moping and

mowing to attract attention, and eagerly holding

out his paw for the nuts and apples of public

appreciation, which, if he does not get—why, he

sits and howls !

Such people have rarely suffered any dire
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calamity or heart-deep blow. To have sat down
with sorrow—real sorrow—frequently gives a

steadiness and balance to the whole character,

and leaves behind a permanent consistent cheer-

fulness, more touching, and oh ! how infinitely

more blessed, than the mirth of those who have

never known grief Also, after deep anguish

comes a readiness to seize upon, make the best

of, and enjoy to the uttermost, every passing

pleasure : for the man who has once known
famine will never waste even a crumb again.

Rather will he look with compassionate wonder

at the many who scatter recklessly their daily

bread of comfort and peace ; who turn disgusted

from a simple breakfast because they are looking

forwards to a possible sumptuous dinner ; or

throw away contemptuously their wholesome

crust, because they see, with envious eyes, their

opposite neighbour feeding on plum-cake.

No, the miserable people whom one meets are

not the really unhappy ones, or rather those

who have actual misfortune to bear, there being

a wide distinction between misfortune and un-

happiness. How often do we see moving in

society, carrying everywhere a pleasant face,

and troubling no one with their secret care,

those whom we know are burdened with an

inevitable incommunicable grief : an insane wife,

a dissipated husband, tyrannical parents, or un-

grateful children ? Yet they say nothing about

it, this skeleton in the cupboard, which their

neighbours all know of or guess at, but upon

which they themselves quietly turn the key, and
VOL. II. o
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go on their way ; uncomplaining, and thankful

to be spared complaining. What good will it do

them to moan ? It is not they, the unfortunate

men, nor yet the men of genius, who contrive

to make miserable their own lives and those

of everybody connected with them. The true

misery-mongers are a very different race
;
you

may find the key to their mystery in Milton's

famous axiom,

*' Fallen cherub, to be weak is miserable,

Doing or suffering."

There, for once, the devil spoke truth. Mise-

rable people are invariably weak people.

** O well for him whose will is strong,

He suffers, but he will not suffer long
;

He suffers, but he cannot suffer wrong."

Of course not, because his firm will must in

time shake off any suffering ; and because no

amount of externally inflicted evil is to be com-

pared to the evil which a man inflicts upon

himself; by feebleness of purpose, by cowardly

non-resistance to oppression, and by a general

uncertainty of aims or acts. He who sees the

right and cannot follow it ; who loves all things

noble, yet dare not fight against things ignoble

in himself or others ; who is haunted by a high

ideal of what he wishes to be, yet is for ever

falling short of it, and tortured by the conscious-

ness that he does fall short of it, and that his

friends are judging him, not unjustly, by what

he is rather than by what he vainly aims at

being—this man is, necessarily, one of the un-
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happiest creatures living. One of the most

harmful too, since you can be on your guard

against the downright villain, but the sesthetic

evil-doer, the theoretically good and practically

bad man, who has lofty aspirations without per-

formances, virtuous impulses and no persistence

—against such a one you have no weapons to

use. He disarms your resentment by exciting

your pity ; is for ever crying " Quarter, quarter !"

and, though you feel that he deserves none, that

his weakness has injured yourself and others as

much as any wickedness, still, out of pure com-

passion, you sheathe your righteous sword and

let him escape unpunished. Up he rises, fresh

as ever, and pursues his course, always sinning

and always repenting, yet claiming to be judged

not by the sin but the penitence ; continually

and obstinately miserable, yet blind to the fact

that half his misery is caused by himself alone.

And this brings us to the other root of misery-

mongering—selfishness. None but a thoroughly

selfish person can be always unhappy. Life is

so equally balanced that there is always as

much to rejoice as to weep over, if we are only

able— and willing—to rejoice in and for and

through others.

" Time and the hour nm through the roughest day"

—

if we will but let It be so—if we will allow our

sky to clear and our wounds to heal—believing

in the wonderfully reparative powers of Nature

when she is given free play. But these poor

souls will not give her free play ; they prefer to

o 2
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indulge in their griefs, refusing obstinately all

remedies, till they bring on a chronic dyspepsia

of the soul, which is often combined with a cor-

responding disease of the body.

It may seem a dreadful doctrine to poetical

people, but two-thirds of a man's woes usually

begin—in his stomach. Irregular feeding, walk-

ing, and sleeping, with much too regular smok-

ing, are the cause of half the melancholy poetry

and cynical prose with which we are inundated.

Also of many a miserable home, hiding its

miseries under the decent decorum which society

has the good taste and good feeling to abstain

from prying too closely into ; and of not a few

open scandals, bankruptcies, and divorce cases.

If a modern edition of the Miseries of Human
Life were to be written, the author might well

trace them to that unsanitary condition, first of

body and then of mind, into which civilisation,

or the luxurious extreme of it, has brought us,

and upon which some of us rather pride our-

selves, as if it were a grand thing to be " morbid ;"

quite forgetting the origin of the word, and that

such a condition, whether mental or physical, or

both combined, is, in truth, not life, but the

beginning of death, to every human being.

And suppose it is so. Granted that I am a

man with *' nerves," or " liver," or any other per-

manent ailment, am I to make my ill-used and

consequently ill-conducted interior a nuisance to

all my family and friends ? Did no man's head

ever ache but mine .? Is no one else blessed

(or cursed) with a too sensitive organism,
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obliged to struggle with and control it, and at
least contrive that it shall trouble others as little

as possible? Why should my wife, sister, or
daughter be expected to bestow unlimited
sympathy upon every small suffering of mine,
while she hides many an ache and pain which I

never even know of, or knowing, should scarcely
heed, except so far as it affected my own per-
sonal comfort, or because it is a certain annoy-
ance to me that anybody should require sympathy
but myself ? Have my friends no anxieties of
their own, that I should be for ever laying upon
them the burden of mine—always exacting and
requiting nothing ? People like a fair balance
—a cheery give and take in the usefulnesses as
well as the pleasantnesses of life. Is it wonder-
ful, then, that, after a time, they a little shrink
from me, are shy of asking me to dinner ? at
least, often. For they feel I may be a cloud
upon the social board

; my moods are so various,

they never know how to take me. They are
very sorry for me, very kind to me, but, in plain
English, they would rather have my room than
my company. I am too full of myself ever to
be any pleasure or benefit to others.

For it is a curious fact that the most self-

contained natures are always the least self-

engrossed
;
and those to whom everybody ap-

plies for help, most seldom ask or require it.

The centre sun of every family, round which the
others instinctively revolve, is sure to be a planet
bright and fixed, carrying its light within itself

But a man whose soul is all darkness, or who is
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at best a poor wandering star, eager to kindle

his puny candle at somebody else's beams, can

be a light and a blessing to nobody.

And he may be—probably without intending

it—quite the opposite. Who does not, in visit-

ing a household, soon discover the one who con-

tributes nothing to the happiness of the rest,

who is a sort of eleemosynary pensioner on

everybody's forbearance, living, as beggars do,

by the continual exhibition of his sores, and

often getting sympathy—as beggars get half-

pence—^just to be rid of him ? Who does not

recognise the person whose morning step upon
the stair, so far from having " music in 't,"

sends a premonitory shiver, and even a dead

silence, round the cheerful, chattering, breakfast-

table ^—whose departure to business, or else-

where, causes a sudden rise in the domestic

barometer?—nay, whose very quitting a room
gives a sense of relief as of a cloud lifted off.^

Yet he may have many good qualities, but they

are all obscured and rendered useless by the

incessant recurrence to and absorption in self,

which is the root of all his useless woes. And,
alas ! while believing himself—as he wishes to

be—the most important person in his circle, our

miserable friend fills really the lowest place

therein—that of the one whom nobody trusts,

nobody leans upon ; whom everybody has to

help, but who is never expected to help any-

body. How could he ? for in him is lacking the

very foundation of all helpfulness—the strong^

brave, cheerful spirit which, under all circum-
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stances, will throw itself out of itself sufficiently

to understand and be of use to its neighbour.

Truly, as regards usefulness, one might as

well attempt to labour in an unlighted coal

mine as to do one's work in the world in an

atmosphere of perpetual gloom. Nature herself

scorns the idea. Some of her operations are

carried on in tender temporary shadow—but

only temporary. Nothing with her is per-

manently dark, except the corruption of the

grave. Whenever, in any man's temperament,

is incurable sadness, morbid melancholy, be sure

there is something also corrupt ; something

wh.ch shrinks from the light because it needs to

be hid ; something diseased, in body or mind,

which, so far from being petted and indulged

ani glossed over with poetical fancies, needs to

be rooted out—with a hand, gentle, indeed, but

strong and firm as that of the good surgeon,

who deals deliberately present pain for future

good.

A healthy temperament, though not insensible

to sorrow, never revels in it or is subdued by it

;

it accepts it, endures it, and then looks round for

the best mode of curing it. We cannot too

strongly impress on the rising generation—who,

like the young bears, have all their troubles before

them—that suffering is not a normal but an ab-

normal state ; and that to believe otherwise is to

believe that this world is a mere chaos of torment

made for the amusement of the omnipotent—not

God, but devil—who rules it. Pain must exist

—

for some inscrutable end—inseparable from the
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present economy of the world ; but we ought,

out of common sense and common justice, and

especially religion, to regard it not as the law of

our lives, but as an accident, usually resulting

from our breaking that law. We cannot wholly

prevent suffering, but we can guard against it, in

degree ; and we never need wholly succumb to

it till we succumb to the universal defeat, death

preparatory to the immortal victory.

When one thinks of death—of how brief, at

best, is our little day, and how quickly comes

the end that levels all things, what folly seems

the habit of misery !—for it grows into a mere

habit, quite independent of causes. Why keep

up this perpetual moan, and always about olt-

selves, because we are not rich enough, or hand-

some enough, or loved enough—because otlxr

people have better luck than we ^ Possibly thsy

have ;—and possibly not ; for we all know cur

own private cares, but few of us know our neigh-

bour's. And so we go on, always finding some

pet grievance to nurse, and coaxing it from a

trifling vexation into an incurable grief or sn

unpardonable wrong. Little matter what it h

;

to a man of this temperament any peg will dj

whereon to hang the gloomy pall, self-woven, cf

perpetual sorrow. Or else he spins it, spider-

like, out of his own bowels, and when its filmy

meshes grow into great bars between him and the

sky, he thinks with his petty web he has blurred

the whole creation. \

Poor wretch ! if he could only pull it down^

and sweep it away !—if he could accept his lot,
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even though a hard one,—an afflicted stomach,

sensitive nerves, a naturally bad temper, or an

unnaturally empty purse. Still, my friend, grin

and bear it. Be sure you do not suffer alone
;

many another is much worse off than you. Why
not try to give him a helping hand, and strengthen

yourself by the giving of it ? For we do not

Avish to make a mock of you, you miserable

misery-monger, since you are much to be pitied

;

and there is a sad reality at the bottom of your

most contemptible shams. We would rather

rouse you to forget yourself, and then, be sure,

you will gradually forget your sufferings. And
supposing these should remain in greater or less

degree, as the necessary accompaniment of your

individual lot or peculiar idiosyncrasy, still, ac-

cording to the common-sense argument of the

sage author of " Original Poems," remonstrating

with an unwashed child,

" If the water is cold, and the comb hurts your head,
What good will it do you to cry ?"

Alack ! we are all exceedingly like naughty
children

; we do not enjoy being made clean.

And yet, some of us who have gone through

a rather severe course of lavatory education,

can understand the blessing of a sunshiny face

—

ay, even in the midst of inevitable sorrow.

Some of us feel the peace that dwells ever at

the core of a contented heart, which, though it

has ceased to expect much happiness for itself,

is ever ready to rejoice in the happiness of

others. And many of us still show in daily life
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the quiet dignity of endurance ; of not dwelling

upon or exaggerating unavoidable misfortune
;

of putting small annoyances in one's pocket,

instead of flourishing them abroad in other

people's faces, like the jilted spinster who
" rushed into novel-writing, and made her private

wrong a public nuisance." How much wiser

is it to hide our wrongs, to smother our vexa-
tions, to bear our illnesses, whether of body or

mind, as privately and silently as we can ! Also,

so far as it is possible, to bear them ourselves

alone, thankful for sympathy, and help too, when
it comes

; but not going about beseeching for it,

or angry when we do not get it, having strength

enough to do without it, and rely solely on the

Help divine.

For to that point it must always come. The
man who is incurably and permanently miserable

is not only an offence to his fellow-creatures, but
a sinner against his God. He is perpetually

saying to his Creator, " Why hast Thou made
me thus > Why not have made me as I wanted
to be, and have given me such and such things

which I desired to have } I know they would
have been good for me, and then I should have
been happy. I am far wiser than Thou. Make
me what / choose, and grant me what / require,

or else I will be perpetually miserable."

And so he lives, holding up his melancholy
face, poor fool ! as an unceasing protest against

the wisdom eternal—against the sunshiny sky,

the pleasant earth, and the happy loving hearts

that are always to be found somewhere therein.
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Overclouded at times, doubtless, yet never quite

losing their happiness while there is something
left them to love—ay, though it be but a dirty

crying child in the streets, whom they can com-
fort with a smile or a halfpenny.

Such people may be unhappy—may have to

suffer acutely for a time—but they will never

become misery-mongers. Theirs is a healthiness

of nature which has the power of throwing off

disease to the final hour of worn-out nature.

Their souls, like their bodies, will last to the

utmost limit of a green old age, giving and
taking comfort, a blessedness to themselves and
all about them. In their course of life many a

storm may come ; but it never finds them un-

prepared. They are sound good ships, well

rigged, well ballasted ; if affliction comes, they

just " make all snug," as the sailors say, and so

are able to ride through seas of sorrow into a
harbour of peace—finally, into that last harbour,

where may Heaven bring at last every mortal

soul, even misery-mongers !



AN

OLD SCOTCH LOVE STORY.

THE MS. upon which this paper is founded

came into my hands many years ago,

—

SO many that I entirely forget through

whom it came. I remember only that it was

given to me with the remark, " Here, take this :

it is a bit of human nature truer than any of your

novels
;
you may use it if you like." But I never

did ; for only we authors know how exceedingly

difficult it is to " use " nature, and how rarely it

can be done without harming somebody and

benefiting nobody.

Therefore I let the MS. lie by, year after year,

unread. It was a dreary-looking " screed," filling

the whole of an ancient copy-book, in a some-

what clerk-like hand—round, regular, formal, but

decidedly illiterate, especially as to spelling. On
the flyleaf—torn, yellow, soiled, and mildewed

—

was a name, " George Milne, His Book ; " and a

date, " Auchen "—something, the rest of the word
being quite illegible.

This is the only name which I mean to give
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bona fide ; and there are so many George Milnes
in Scotland, and so many places called Auchen

—

something- or other, that it affords little or no
clue to the inquisitive reader except the fact that
the events recorded did take place in Scotland.
Though they happened more than half a century
ago, so that any one concerned therein is pro-
bably long dead, still I will take the tender pre-
caution of falsifying every name of place or
person, and of omitting all dates except the day
of the month. Whether the story may " point a
moral," I cannot tell. Our world of to-day is

much the same as the world of yesterday :

women still go on breaking men's hearts and
ruining their lives, and men do the same to

women, though the result here is less fatal, pro-
bably because there is something purer and
higher in the wrecked material, so that better
things are worked out of it. Still, a '' bit of
human nature" is always pathetic, and not
always unprofitable.

The second leaf of the old copy-book com-
mences the history thus :

—

"Copy of statement of facts by William
Campbell, Esquire, Writer in " (I leave the
town blank), " written some time previous to

September 29th, 18—, on which he terminated
his existence."

"In drawing up an account of the facts of the connexion
between Miss Robina Jamieson and myself, I shall confine
myself to facts alone, without making comments or drawing in-
ferences. This most distressing task has been forced upon me
by late occurrences, by which I have been much injured, and
for which (I say it with sorrow) I have been determined to seek
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redress. I need not attempt to describe the anguish of mind

which has compelled me to make the following disclosures."

These " disclosures " are terribly long-winded.

They indicate plainly what sort of young man

the writer was : gifted with a certain amount of

talent, more appreciative than original—but

enough to make him sensitive, egotistic, morbid.

Not a bad fellow in his way—probably much

more refined than other young men of his day

and locality—we must remember he belonged to

a remote country town in Scotland fifty years

ago, and was then something over thirty. Not

badly educated, apparently, and a man of some

reading, as is obvious from his references to

Shakespeare, Burns, Shenstone, and other writers.

Of his external individuality, personal appear-

ance, and so forth, I cannot give the slightest

information, as he never in the remotest way

alludes to it.

With these premises, let Mr. William Camp-

bell, Writer, speak for himself :

—

" Some years ago an intimacy and friendship commenced

between Miss Jamieson and me, little known, I believe, except

to ourselves. From what passed between us, I conceived myself

warranted in paying my addresses to her. In this I may have been

wrong, and perhaps I ought to admit that in a letter I stated to

her that I had formed my attachment 'unauthorized.' This,

however, was from motives of delicacy. The letter was written

in August, 18— (seven years ago), and forwarded to Miss

Jamieson at P . I have no copy of it ; the answer also is

mislaid.
" In effect, my addresses were rejected. At the same time, I

was strictly enjoined not to give up visiting at Birkenshaw (the

lady's home). I felt disappointed ; but from the way in which

Miss Jamieson afterwards conducted herself towards me, I began

to suspect she was not serious in her refusal. I, however,

studied not to intrude myself, and as I felt delicate in speaking

on the subject, and hearing her parents had been acquainted with
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my application, I wrote Mr. Jamieson, asking his forgiveness if I

had done anything wrong, and still continued visiting at Birken-
shaw.

"Truth here compels me to state that ]\Iiss Jamieson now
began to honour me with more attention than she had fomierly

done. When in town, she seldom failed to allow me the plea-

sure of accompanying her home ; indeed she always told me
when I was to be allowed that honour. My pui-pose in stating

these facts is to show that I never at any time paid my addresses

to Miss J. with the most distant view to the fortune she has
lately received. Our intimacy continued and increased till the

spring of 18— (the following year), when Mr. Blair left Kin-
nochar.

"

(Mr. Blair, who is never afterwards named, was
probably some relative, owner of the property of

Kinnochar, where the young lady was in the

habit of staying, and which presently devolved

to her.)

*' Shortly afterwards the following note was left for me from
Miss J. by one of the servants at Birkenshaw :

—
" ' If Mr. Campbell feels inclined to extend his evening walk,

a friend will have the pleasure of showing him some birds' nests

in the garden of Kinnochar.— Monday morning.'
" That I willingly obeyed need not be doubted. I had after-

wards other notes of similar import. These facts I mention
with regret, but am determined to tell the precise truth, if I tell

it at all. It has been extorted from me by cmel injustice.

" Shortly after this, Mr. Jamieson became indisposed. I fre-

quently visited him during his illness, and at these times Miss
Jamieson made appointments with me for meetings at Kinnochar.
Promises were made and vows of fidelity exchanged between us,

when at the approach of autumn our meetings were interrupted

by masons repairing the house, and I again visited at Birken-
shaw. Miss J. at this time proposed that we should meet at

Plainstanes, where she was going ; and that her absence should
not interrupt our intercourse, it was agreed that we should write

to each other.
" On the 30th August I received the following letter :

—

*' ' Particular circumstances have occun^ed which prevent my
going to Plainstanes this week ; I therefore will not trouble Mr.
Campbell to be my correspondent at present. But as I intend

to make out my visit a few weeks hence, I still propose troubling

him. to write me. I hope Mr. Campbell will pay us a visit at

Birkenshaw within these few days, and he will very much oblige

" ' RoBiNA Jamieson.'
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(( ( P.S.—Mr. Jamieson's spirits are affected by this damp
weather; nothing can raise them so much as Mr. Campbell's

coming to see him.'
"

How clearly one sees through this mist of

years the formal yet coquettish young letter-

writer—the vain, self-conscious, but good-natured

recipient, ready to take trouble in amusing the

old man, perhaps for vanity's sake, perhaps for

love's. Not a bad fellow, though, as I said

before. He goes on :

—

" I still continued to visit at Birkenshaw. Promises were

repeated over and over again. Shortly after, I received the

following letter through a servant :

—

'
' ' We have received accounts of the death of my brother ; he

has fallen a victim to the bad climate of Jamaica. As I am
afraid his loss will affect my father's spirits, could you, my dear

sir, make it convenient to call on us some evening soon ? You
may think it strange of me to ask you to come out at present,

but I trust to your good nature for excusing it, and there is not

another out of my own family that I could apply to so readily

;

and believe me,
" ' Your obliged

" * ROBINA JaMIESON.'

" I never failed to give due attention (writes the young man,

who indeed could hardly have helped succumbing to such delicate

feminine flattery), and from what passed between Miss J. and

myself, I conceived by this time nothing could prevent our union.

She complained if I was absent, and her parents did not dis-

countenance my frequent visits.

"The next letter I received was through the post-ofifice, ad-

dressed ' Mr. Renton,' to my care. This was my own suggestion,

lest any of my clerks should open her letters.

" ' Birkenshaw, Thursday.

'* ' My father is disappointed that you do not spend any even-

ings with him now, and I am afraid that I am the cause of your

being such a stranger here. I suppose you cannot be ignorant of

the report that the good people of have raised, and that it

has prevented your coming to Birkenshaw, for fear my parents

should adopt the compulsory system ; but allow me to inform

you they have too few daughters to force them on any man
against his will. On my account they do not give young men a

general invitation, for fear they should think they courted me
;
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but those that come are none the less welcome, and none more
so than you. I expected to have got word of you in that
would have saved me from writing, but I know you have too
much honour than to expose me. Will you spend an evening
here this week ? and you will let me know by putting a note in

the post-office before two o'clock to-day, and I shall take care to

take it out, or in any way you choose, for I begin to think you
wish to shun me ; and believe me always,

*' ' Your much obliged

" ' ROBINA JAMIESON.'"

One feels a sort of pity for the young woman,
in having her unconscious letter copied, and kept,

and republished by the lover, in spite of his

" sense of honour." And yet stern feminine

justice exacts the rigorous law that no woman
worth the name ought to hold out the shadow of

hope to a rejected swain, unless she has changed
her mind, and means to marry him. Of course

the poor fish leaped at the bait immediately :

—

*' When I received this letter (writes young Campbell), I had
been a week absent from Birkenshaw, I went there immediately,
and found an opportunity of telling Miss J, how much she was
mistaken. (It is a curious instance of the formal manners of the
last generation, that these lovers never seem to dream of ad-
dressing or speaking of one another as anything else than Mr.
Campbell and Miss Janiiesoji.) My visits still continued, and
both parents were satisfied that our union was to take place.
The storm (probably some heavy snow) prevented my visiting

her for a short time. I was in ill-health, and had fallen back a
little in my business in consequence of having been at Aberdeen
and twice in Edinburgh. Still I attended at Birkenshaw when-
ever I possibly could, and our intimacy continued and increased.

" Miss Jamieson now received accounts of the death of her
uncle in Jamaica, that she and her mother had been left consider-
able sums in his will, and that she was his residuary legatee. After
that I \dsited as formerly. From the opinion I bad formed of
her, I apprehended no change in her affections and behaviour

;

and in this 1 was at first not mistaken. I found her the same as
usual.

" On Sunday, the 5th of May, I called at Birkenshaw, as I had
before intimated to her father in a letter, and found Miss Jamie-
son at home. . Old matters were talked about, and all our old
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pledges and vows renewed. She declared that the fortune she
had become possessed of would not alter her affections ; that she

was willing to become my bride. I asked if she had the consent

of her parents. She most unequivocally declared she had, and
the compact was solemnly sealed between us.

'* It may here be necessary to state, as in her letter she gives

it another meaning, that she had said to me, ' I mean to say

Yes, but allow me a little time.'
'* I answered ' Certainly, as much as you choose. It is nothing

new ; you have thought of it before, and something may inter-

vene,'

*' She replied, 'Nothing can possibly intervene. lam yours

for ever.'
'* She then mentioned where she would wish to reside, what

house she would like purchased or taken, asking how far my
means would go in such a purchase, and mentioning that she

would have cash of her own soon, and I candidly told her the

whole state of my finances. She also made a condition about
my going to church. It may here be said, in reference to what
she afterwards stated as to not being allowed a few hours' con-

sideration, that our engagement took place between ten and
eleven in the forenoon, and that I did not leave Birkenshaw till

about nine at night."

Brief as it is, the young man's " Statement
"

gives a vivid picture of that May Sunday—

a

grave, quiet, Scotch Sunday—yet during which

was transacted this formal, prudent, but passion-

ate Scotch courtship, full of that queer mixture

of outside coldness and inside romance which is

the charm of the Scotch character. We see the

lover, who had been played fast and loose with

so long, determined at last for the second time

to try his fate

—

" To put it to the touch,

And win or lose it all
;

"

and the lady, earnest enough to say, " I am
yours for ever," yet practical enough to inquire

his means, and to select the house she should

like to live in ; also doubtless with a keen sense

of respectability, making conditions about " going
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to church," which duty the poetical swain was

probably remiss in. And we can imagine the

whole of that day of courtship " till about nine

at night ; "—the slow saunters round the old-

fashioned garden, and the parting in the gloam-

ing—the little idyll which each generation, and

each individual therein, transacts turn by turn,

but on which, in its fond minute particulars, Mr.

Campbell's " Statement " is silent. He goes

on :

—

" My happy moments were soon broken in upon. On the

Monday following Miss J. received accounts from her uncle's

executor of the extent of the fortune she would receive in this

country, as residuary legatee ; likewise of that abroad, the
amount of which could not as yet be ascertained. On the Friday
morning Miss Jamieson, who had in the mean time written very
particularly about the house, sent me the following letter :

—

'

'
' Can you, will you forgive me, if I ask you to give me back

the promise I gave you on Sunday last ? I then asked you for a
few hours' consideration ; had you given me that, it would have
saved me this day. I then boldly declared my mother's con-
sent was of no consequence. This is not the case : she never
will consent. I did not mention your last letter, and I hope
this correspondence will be kept as quiet as possible.

" ' That this wall give you pain I do not doubt, but better

give it now than afterwards ; and, believe me, you have little

to regret in the want of any nearer connection with me, unless

it is my money, and that is not one-tenth part what they say it

is in the neighbourhood. That no one can love me better than
you, I do not doubt ; yet surely you might have come oftener

to see me this spring, particularly when I heard of your being at

Braeside. But it is needless to say more. I shall only add that

there breathes not the man in Europe I at present prefer to you,
but still I consider we may be better apart. You always possess

my best wishes, and I hope God will grant you every happiness.

Do not absent yourself from the house : my father has little need
to be deprived of any of his friends. Do answer this. Address,
" Jean Johnston, Post-office, ," and a servant of ours will call

for it on Thursday at noon.'

"This letter was addressed, as usual, to 'Mr. Renton,' and I

received it on Thursday, May ii, at eleven in the forenoon."

It tells its own tale as to the writer's character.
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Many a woman may see therein her own pic-

ture—well meaning-, but easily led, misled, and

turned, by parents, friends, circumstances ; weak,

cowardly, underhand ; unwilling to give pain,

and yet afraid to suffer it ; the sort of woman
who drives men mad, all the more that she is

often only too lovable—perhaps from her very

weakness and malleability—a great charm to a

lover so long as he fancies his influence is the

only one at work. Alas ! time alone teaches us

that there is nothing so hopeless to guide as the

sweet yieldingness which yields to everybody,

even as there is no person so difficult to govern

as a fool.

Mr. Campbell continues :

—

" Far from expecting snch a letter, I could hardly credit my
senses. Next, I thought it must be a jest, to vex me. I was
fortified in this idea by the fanciful way in which Miss J. wished
to be addressed as 'Jean Johnston.' It struck me that, if she
had anything serious to communicate, she might have com-
manded my attendance at Birkenshaw, as she had done many
times before. After consideration, however, I felt she could
never surely jest upon such a subject ; and while I decided thus,

the answer I wrote Avill best show the state of my feelings. Miss

J. says I wrote harshly. I am very sorry that I should have done
so to her or any lady, but at the same time I could not command
my feelings, and I had no leisure for reflection, and, even if I

had, I was incapable of it.

"'Madam,— 'MayZth.

" ' I only received your letter this forenoon. The utter

confusion of my mind prevented my answering it in time to send
by the Post-office, still I hope you will receive it safe. You
know little of my feelings when you say simply that your letter

will give me pain. No language could describe my feelings. I

hope you will forgive if I express myself incoherently. I did not

think Miss Jamieson could ever ask me anything that I would
not have granted, but I have been fatally deceived. I would
sooner part with my existence than give you what you ask, come
what will.

" 'Two years ago, I paid my addresses to you ; these were
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rejected. Still you gave me liberty to visit at Birkenshaw. I

became resigned to my fate, and continued to do so, although

some might not have thought their case hopeless. I would not

for the world have intruded upon you, until you yourself began
to raise my hopes. You yourself made appointments, and com-
manded my attendance when and where you thought proper.

As far as I know myself, I am not presumptuous or sanguine,

but could I receive letters from Miss Jamieson, asking me to

meet her solitary' in the garden and house of Kinnochar, without

indulging hopes ? These letters I have this day looked over

with a sorrowful heart. You know you allowed many other

meetings which you yourself appointed. You spoke freely of the

report of our union : it is mentioned in one of your letters. I

would have thought it wrong to meet you alone in the garden of

Kinnochar, unless I had implicitly believed that our union was to

take place. What passed between us on that and other occa-

sions justified that. I leave it to yourself if you did not put
questions which were answered by me in a way which could not
admit of any other possible interpretation. I am sure you cannot
forget what passed on the day I called at Birkenshaw in going
to the mills.

" * I will say no more of this. I looked on the promises of

Sunday last as a continuation and confirmation of fomier pledges.

Our interview was solitar)\ solemn, and decisive, and you
pointed out the house you wished taken as a residence, and the

marriage-jaunt, which was the same as you had different times

before mentioned. You wrong me cruelly when you speak of

your money : it never at any time entered into my calculations.

I am afraid it might bring you more suitors, and on that account
alone I was anxious for a renewal of our pledges. I explained

to you what prevented my seeing you for some time in spring.

Absence in Edinburgh had thrown me back in business, and
when I was sent for to Braeside I liad to go and return with all

speed. I am sorr)' you make that an excuse for breaking faith

with me, as when I came back I was received by you with as

much kindness as before. I need not sjDcak of the many and
nameless endearments that passed between us : they are all for-

gotten now. Money has obliterated all.

" 'I leave it to your honour and conscience whether, for a
year past, either you or I had any other idea than that our mar-
riage was to take place. Sorry would I be to have sought or
taken from you a rash vow, because you had come in for a
fortune, which I cared nothing about. How I am to bear this

sudden, unexpected calamity, God only knows. As to the keep-
ing secret of my first letter, I now care no more for it than I do
for anything else in this world' "

The young man goes on, repeating himself

over and over again, in a feeble, dreary sort of
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way, harping on her accusation of his pursuit of

her for her fortune, which has evidently struck

him sharply. Finally, he says, referring to the

excuse of her mother's non-consent :

—

" I was at all times aware you were capable of acting for

yourself. I mean to act honestly and fairly to the last. I

cannot give you back your vow, or rather I should say vows. I

cannot give you back your letters. The use of those letters

must be regulated by circiniistances. I fear I cannot refrain

from taking steps to justify myself before your parents and the
world. Unfit as I am^ I must take a copy of this letter before

despatching it. Wishing you every happiness, much more than

you have left me possessed of, and improvement in your health,

" I am, &c.,

(Signed) " William Campbell."

In the letter one traces at once the weak point

of the writer—that sensitive egotism, so small in

any man, but which many very good men are

possessed of, though it leads them on sometimes

to the meanest actions, as now. Her lover's half

threat of making public his wrongs in his own
self-defence, evidently frightens the young lady.

She answers him at once :

—

" BiRKENSHAW, ^th May.
" I own the justice and truth of all you have written to me,

and now ask your forgiveness. I had no idea of the pain my
letter would have given you, but we are quits now. May God
forgive you for the harshness of yours. But I will require to

take care what I write, as you are a man of law, and I am not
fairly matched with you. However, I hope you will answer me
by the servant, and tell me whether you will or can forgive me

;

and, believe me, I shall endeavour not to hurt your feelings

again. I own it was unguarded, and I have no excuse for

myself I have only to say one thing more : if you still wish me
to become your bride, I beg that previous to my quitting my
father's house all letters that have passed betwixt us may be
destroyed. Write me by the bearer. You may address to my
father, who is from home, and, as I know your hand, I shall

open it.

"ROBINA JaMIESON. "
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This letter was enclosed in another, as fol-

lows :

—

" The enclosed was \^Titten on Friday, and I sent it into

to\\ni, with orders that it should only be delivered into your
own hands. You were from home. I shall now address it as

formerly, and put it in the post-office ; and I request you will

answer it, and tell me what you intend with regard to myself.

My former request will never be again made, and it would be a
relief if I thought you forgave me and forgot it. Address, as

before, to 'Jean Johnston, Post-office,' and I will get some one
to call for it.

*' ROBINA JaMIESON."

Poor foolish girl ! timid, irresolute, deceitful
;

afraid to irritate the man in whose power
she had put herself, wishing to temporise with

him till an opportunity offered of saving her-

self; apt at any cajoling self-accusations, not

having the strength or honesty to see that, what-

ever wrong she had done him, a man who could

threaten to revenge himself upon a woman for a

breach of promise—or, for that matter, a woman
on a man ; it is all one—almost justifies the

infidelity.

But she gains her end. His next letter (he

must have copied it, and what shall be said in

defence of a man who copies his love-letters .^) is

as follows :

—

*' My dear Miss Jamieson,—
'
' I am too happy not to forget and forgive. The trial

was severe, but you are an angel still. God Almighty bless you !

My already weakened frame, through this distress, tells me I

cannot live without you. You must be my bride. I have con-
tinued an evident and honourable attachment to you for years.

Make of your fortune what you please, I wish neither control

over it, nor the smallest benefit from it, and it will be the

happiest moment of my life when I can formally renounce it. I

only want Miss J., and she knows I could have begged my bread
with her. My anxiety for the delivery of my last induced me to
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put a note in the Post-ofifice addressed to you ; the meaning of it

will be known to none but yourself.

" I am yours for ever,

"William Campbell."

Evidently the man was honest, egotistically

inclined, no doubt, and prone to the smallnesses

which crop out in all egotists ; but he loved the

young woman, and had proved it pretty well.

He goes on in his " Statement " :

—

"I considered this a most solemn engagement, confirming
former ones ; and the lady herself can only account for her con-

duct in immediately shunning me, and setting out on a jaunt

without ever letting me know, or conferring on me the honour
of being her correspondent . . . Miss J. says, in one of her
letters, that I have too much honour than to expose her. In
this she is correct. I only communicate this statement to her
nearest relation. But has she kept her honour with me ? What-
ever I feel, I am determined to seek what redress may be in my
power. I now say, without vanity, that for a year past, and
until she received the letter from her uncle's executor, the

attachment was as strong on Miss Jamieson's side as on my own,
and I could not have withdrawn with honour to myself, or with-
out her consent. This ends my statement, as sent in to Mr.
Jamieson."

Therefore it seems this foolish, frantic lover

took the false step of detailing all his wrongs to

the lady's father ! Not immediately, however,

for he goes on to state how they met, and how
everything that had occurred of a disagreeable

nature was buried in oblivion :

—

"Miss J. said she had made her request only to try me, and
laughed at my having taken up the matter seriously. She also

wanted a document fi-om me on the subject of our engagement,
but said my two letters were sufficient, and bound me irrevo-

cably. She then, voluntarily, took a solemn oath that she
would fulfil her engagements with me, and never think of re-

tracting while she drew breath.

"She told me she wished to reside a shoi-t time at the house of
Kinnochar, which she had newly come to ; and that as soon as
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arrangements could be made our union should take place. I
was happy once more, and had been so since receiving her last
two letters. I could not believe that she would have entered
into so many engagements, verbal and written, and then break
them

; that, after what had passed between her and me, she
would have been so deliberately cruel again and again as to raise
my hopes for the purpose of blasting them, or of amusing herself
by wantonly sporting with my feelings. ... I now know that
the attendance of others, at least of one other, had become more
agreeable' to her than mine ; circumstances so obvious that they
became the subject of general conversation.

_

" Although she had not, for a year past, roved the smallest
distance from home without acquainting me, she now went off to
Edinburgh, giving me not the smallest intimation. Afterwards
she said she took this jaunt for the benefit of her health. No
reason for concealing it from me. Who was more interested in
the state of her health than I was ? My state of mind at this
time admits of no description.

" It was then I wrote out the statement of facts, and sent it to
her father in Edinburgh. If anything was wrong in it, I hope I
am excusable. It was useless to address her on the subject. I
therefore sent it to Mr. Jamieson, and it was delivered into his
hands by a gentleman, a friend of mine, with the following;
letter :—

'"Dear Sir, 'a^thjune. '

" 'It is with sorrow that I feel myself constrained to lay
the following before you. There had already been only too
much writing on the subject : but it would have been uncandid
not to have put you in possession of these facts. As yet no one
but Miss J. knows anythmg. This, however, was not to be for
long. That it will distress Miss J. and her relatives I doubt not,
but they cannot suffer one-hundredth part of what I am suffering.
When you have read the enclosed, will you return it ? and lest
the parcel should be opened by any one, will you address it in a
fictitious name to my care ? If I have done anything wrong or
strange, it must be imputed to my sufferings. I hope you are
enjoying your jaunt ; and with best wishes,

" *I am, dear sir, yours, &c.,

" ' William Campbell.' "

The foolish fellow ! In that morbid vanity and
sensitive self-consciousness which made up a con-
siderable portion of his love, he was weaving the

rope to hang himself withal.
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He goes on to say,

" After Mr. Jamieson returned from Edinburgh, I met him at

the Bruces of Broomfield, where he tore a leaf out of his pocket-

hook, and wrote in pencil, ' I received your letter and statement.

Robina took away the statement. After she had found it correct

she keepit it.'

"

This poor young lady, who did not know her

own mind, was apparently growing desperate, for

after her return to Kinnochar she thus addresses

her persistent wooer :

—

"My father received your letter and statement. You have
certainly proved what I never denied. I only asked you to release

me from that engagement ; but it seems my fortune has too many
charms for you, and you are determined to prosecute me, or to

have it, I contentedly will submit to anything rather than

appear in a court of law ; therefore 1 have no alternative. But
recollect that, at present, I will not leave this house. My
parents allow me to decide so far for myself.

" You reproach nie for going on a pleasure jaunt without in-

forming you of it. It was for the sake of my health ; and as I

am offered frequent sea-excursions, I beg leave to inform you
that in a few days I may be off again. That one information

may serve for all. I am ordered to go to P shortly.

"I understood, when you were last here, you gave me up.

You might at least have written to me before writing to my
father ; but he does not interfere. If not asking too great a

favour you will please inform me what your determinations are :

and you will much oblige
" Robina Jamieson."

Into whom, poor lassie, some spirit and firmness

seems to have come at last. It is curious to see,

by implication, how binding she considers a

** promise of marriage," in the letter at least, if

not in the spirit. With all her anger and con-

tempt, she never says decisively, " I am free ; I

will not marry you." Nor does it seem to enter

into the deluded lover's mind how futile, how
wicked, is a compulsory engagement. Yet he

has some conscience, for he says,
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" I must have been over cruel and confused when I sent her

the following answer :

—

" ' Dear Madam,— ' wth Jmie.

" ' I am this day favoured with yours of the 9th inst.

I will not trouble you with my feelings. I wrote the state-

ment in despair, and it was sent off in a moment. I need not

say whether I have repented it or not. I am so overwhelmed ;

and the next instant everything seems like a dream. You still

speak of your fortune. I cannot say more than I have said

already : so far from its having too many charms for me, I

would most willingly die that you might be relieved of me ;

but that is an event over which I have no control, although

I have suffered enough in mind to have broken to pieces a

frame possessed of less physical strength. You accuse me of

selfishness. I need not make assertions which you will now
think matters of course, but if you knew my thoughts I would
stand acquitted on that score. My pleasures, when I had any,

were all of the simple kind, and could be gratified without a

fortune. I have no right to offer better advice than I take

myself ; but you will find it is the fortune that makes you
despise me—not me who cares for your fortune. I know you

can, if you choose, take a very just view of this or any other

matter. And I could mention some who worship you now that

were once very ready to joke me, and not in the most delicate

manner, on the report of our engagement.
" ' However, that is nothing. If I could beheve I should ever

enjoy a moment's peace in this world, I would grant your re-

quest, and set you free. But I cannot quite extinguish hope. I

know what would ensue, and perhaps cannot entirely prevent

this. My affections have been totally exclusive : I never could

have cared for any one else under any circumstances. I have

thought of no other but yourself for years. And whatever I may
have written in my distress, I find it is absolutely out of my
power to root out or abate my affection, even though I should be
despised and spumed by its object.

" 'This being my most pitiful case, what can I do ? You bid

me state my determination—at the same time you hold me your

own. I am ready to do everj'thing you wish, except giving up
my interest in yourself ; in mercy do not ask it again ! I am
obliged to act my former self to save appearances. If Captain

Wilson ' (apparently some supposed rival) ' were away I might

submit. I can bear you classing me with misery and contempt,

for I believe you are right after all. I never had a high opinion

of myself, and I can assure you it is now low enough. If a year

ago you had had the same opinion of me as at present, I would
have been comparatively happy now. I ask your forgiveness for

all I have done amiss. I do not intentionally do wrong, and I

am suffering for it all. I have been plunged all at once into
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such a sea of misery, and stand in need more of pity than

reproach.
" 'I intend to be at Mr. Patterson's on Saturday: perhaps

you are to be there, and our meeting might be disagreeable to

you ; if so drop a single word to me. I can safely say I am in-

disposed, and stop away. If you want anything stated more
explicitly I shall be happy to do it. Your letter is very acri-

monious, but you shall have no more reproaches from me. 1 am
sorry I cannot consent to break our engagement. Wishing you
every improvement in your health,

'"lam, &c.,

" ' William Campbell.'

"In this letter I have neglected to notice that part of hers

which states that she understood I had given her up. She must
have misunderstood. I understood the very reverse. I recollect

how it was. After some conversation, she asked why I looked
so ill ? I made no immediate answer. 1 confess I Avas a good deal

affected, as she was looking very poorly herself. Miss J. then
burst into tears, and said she never could forgive herself for

lately acting to me as she had done. I did everything in my
power to soothe her, saying that all was now happily over :

adding, ' I will vindicate you. Miss J., though I cannot vindicate

myself for making you suffer so much,' or words to that effect.

We were both very much affected ; and fearing that her father,

or some other person, might enter the room and find us in this

situation, we took leave of one another. Miss J. asking me to

come back as soon as possible ; and said we would be in higher
spirits at our next meeting.

" This was the last time I visited her. In two or three days
after she set out for Edinburgh with her parents without inform-

ing me, though she must have known of it at the time we met.
" Miss J. returned the following answer to my letter of nth

June :

—

" * It is necessary to inform you that I am not invited to

Mr. Patterson's to-day. I know there are people here who
think more of me than they once did, but were I as free as any
one this person whom you allude to could never be more to me
than a common acquaintance. If my letter was acrimonious,

recollect yours to my father was very irritating. But I beg you
will address to him no more complaints of me : his health is too

feeble to admit of his being agitated by scurrility. Address to

myself. I before informed you I am ordered frequent cliange of
air and sea-excursions ; so in a few weeks I go to Edinburgh, and
afterwards to meet my father at , where I trust you will not
send threatening letters after me.

" ' You offer to grant any request of mine save one : will you
return me all the letters I have ever sent you ? If so, put them
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in the post office that I may get them on Monday morning, and
oblige

' RobinA Jamieson.

"*P.S.—I never meant to class you with misery and con-

tempt. It was your statement to my father that made me
miserable because you remembered me with contempt. But I

beg you will not tease my parents with such things, for they will

not interfere on your side.'
"

Sad it is to see in these letters what appears

in the story of many and many a hfe—the pale

ghost, nay, worse, the ugly, decaying corpse of a

dead love, once so sweet and fresh, human and

fair.

William Campbell answers her brief, bitter

letter by another, very long-winded (I ought to

say that I have been obliged to condense a good

deal, though I have interpolated nothing), in

which he explains that through some delay he

did not get hers till long after date. He alto-

gether declines to return her letters. He says,

" it would be like shutting the tomb upon her-

self." He promises never to trouble her, or ap-

peal to her parents, but still keeps her bound to

her promise of marriage. He regrets again his

sending in the statement, but reproaches her for

destroying it, and reminds her that he has kept

an exact copy of it. He uses no actual threat,

but declares that if she at any time breaks her

engagement with him, he will " seek redress."

Finally, he hopes her health may be benefited

by her sea excursions ; and ends his letter

thus :

—

" I would fain say something more, but I shall refrain. I am
unwilling to trouble you with complaints, and should wish to

suffer in silence. Notwithstanding every exertion I get worse
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and worse. No efforts of reason to laugh away my misery have

the sHghtest effect. My heakh is now suffering much, but I

shall seek no remedy. Will I never be allowed to look on you
again ? In case anything may happen I shall seal and lock up
your letters, and leave written instructions as to their delivery to

yourself, so you need have no anxiety on that matter. If I could

reveal my misery to any person it might give me some relief. I

was lately one of the happiest beings in existence, and I am
now the most miserable.

" William Campbell."

After copying this letter, he again reverts to

old things—telling how he was constantly invited

to Birkenshaw ; how nothing prevented their

marriage except slender means ; how he used to

tell her " he was saving all he could ; " and she

told him of her possible chance from her uncle,

" which," she said, *' would make all right." He
also relates how, when the first account of the

legacy came, all the business matters relating to

it were confided to him ; and it was not until it

turned out to be so much larger than was at first

expected, that the plighted troth was attempted

to be broken. The '' man of law " and the canny

Scot peep curiously through the miserable lover,

though not so much so as to convict him of

mercenariness. Continually he repeats himself,

and goes back and back upon every incident of

courtship. One he especially records, referring,

with true legal exactitude, to a sentence in one

of his letters, reminding her of " what passed the

day I called at Birkenshaw on my way to the

mills."

"I found Miss J. by herself She complained that I had
been jaunting without her. I said it was not on pleasure, but

business, and that the weather was very disagreeable. On my
rising to go, as I load remained past their dinner-hour, Miss
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Jamieson went between me and the door, and said, ' We must
repeat our vows.' I answered, 'There was no need, but there

could be no objection.' She said, ' Everything was understood
as to our marriage ; but something ought to be understood as to

the time or near about it,' and proposed repeating a solemn oath.

I replied, ' I could have no objection, but that it bound us

whether our parents consented or not.' She said, 'They are

quite agreeable. I told them of our former engagements, and it

was just what they expected.'
" She then made me repeat these words :

* May I never know
peace in heaven, or see God in mercy, if I marry any other but
you, or if I go south again without taking you along with me as

my wife !' And she took a similar oath herself."

The next phase in the story is, that the mutual

friend at whose house they might have met

—

Mr. Patterson—calls upon Mr. Campbell to re-

quest the return of Miss Jamieson's letters, which

is point blank refused. Afterwards Campbell
writes to Patterson the following letter :

—

" Dear Sir,— " 29M Jtdy.

" After you called to-day for Miss J.'s letters, which I

refused to give up, I became anxious that, in case of any mis-

understanding, I should mention again what I communicated to

you, and which you may communicate to Miss J.
*'Ihave never done, or intend to do, anything evasive, or

in violation of the promise betwixt her and me. I shall be
extremely sorry if she has conducted herself, or shall conduct
herself, in a manner unbecoming one in her situation with regard
to me. But if she does I must candidly state that, in justice to

myself, I will if I live take steps for my own vindication. This
I have explicitly stated to herself and to her father. I cannot
say more ; the matter is known to herself and to her parents,

and if she, with their consent, violates her engagements with me,
it will be known who is to blame. I am not. No person can
know the circumstances, or the extent of injury that I have sus-

tained, except myself.
" I hope nothing can diminish the friendship between you

and me.
*' Yours truly,

" William Campbell."

It seems that, somewhat on the principle of

" while there is life there is hope," the desperate
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lover's last scheme was to keep the girl fast

bound, so that, according to the strong Scotch

feeling of the sacredness of an oath, if she would

not marry himself, she could not marry any

other man. Nevertheless, he must have had

relentings of both conscience and pity, or else

he had apparently heard some news concerning

her which strongly affected his already half-

bewildered mind ; for on the nth of August in

the same year—which has seen so much !—he

thus again writes to her :

—

*' Miss Jamieson,—
" It is humiliating to me to be under the necessity of

addressing you. I beg you will hear me without reference to

what is past.
*' No person knows the state I am in ; nor do I wish it should

be known. On Friday last I executed a settlement of the

greater part of my small property, and from the state of my
mind and health at present the settlement would only stand

good in the event of my living sixty days after that date ; if

I die before that time Robert and my sister will be left unpro-

vided for.

" I am now satisfied that it is your intention to break your
engagements with me. I cannot prevail upon myself to consent

to this, but as I also cannot prevent you doing what you please, it

would be conferring a great favour on me if you would defer

marrying another until after the lapse of the sixty days. By that

time I will be no more. I now look anxiously forward to the

termination of my woes. May it be the commencement of your
happiness !

"

This is the first indication he gives of that

terrible purpose from which sane human nature

involuntarily shrinks. Pitiful as it is to think of,

it stamps at once the reality of the man's passion

for this woman, which had now become an actual

monomania. He goes on :

—

*' In earnestly asking this favour, I do not mean to ask your
pity : nor do I in consequence sanction any violation of your
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engagements with me. On the contrary, should I be granted

strength to support existence—which I do not anticipate—

I

would seek every redress in my power. A single line from you
—unsigned, unaddressed, and without a date—would be satis-

factory ; and if you wish I pledge myself to return it imme-
diately.

"This must appear strange, and it is so. I cannot help it.

If I could make myself otherwise I would. I have struggled

hard, but all is unavailing. I see my fate very clearly, and it

cannot be avoided. All my endeavour now shall be to reconcile

myself to it. Oh, do not do anything to hasten it ! not for my
sake, but for those who are depending on me, and who have
never offended you, I never intended to offend you myself.

'* Offer my best respects to your parents. I will never see any
of you again, nor the garden, &c. It is better I should not. It

would only make me worse ; these recollections are so bitter.

Will you all pray for me ?
"

Then, with a curious and ominous confusion of

ideas, he ends, " Dear Sir, yours truly, WiUiam
Campbell

;

" and puts as a P.S. :

—

*' May I trouble you for this once to deliver this to Miss

Jamieson ? To the best of my knowledge there is nothing

wrong in it, and she, I have no doubt, will communicate the

contents to you if you wish it."

Whether, under all his calmness, the writer

had some vague idea that the threat of suicide

would be to Miss Jamieson a final compulsion to

receive his addresses, one cannot judge. Let us

at least not judge him harshly—this poor soul,

full of so many good qualities, and that best

quality of all, the power of faithful love. A
man, of whom a good, loving woman might

have made almost anything she pleased, and

over whom a good woman of stedfast will,

although unloving, might, even while rejecting

him, have exercised such an influence as to save

him from these deeps of misery, into which one

of so frail a nature could not but go down.
VOL. II. Q
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Whatever was Campbell's purpose in inditing

this letter, it failed. The answer comes from

Miss Jamieson's old father,—short and pithy, full

of capital common sense, and calmly ignoring

everything that to him, honest man, was no doubt

perfectly incomprehensible.

" Dear Sir,

—

** Kinnochar, 13//^ August.

" I have perused your letter to Robina. Its contents
surprise me very much indeed. This world is made for trials

and disappointments. I thought you was {sic) one of those men
that to anything of the kind would have cried ' Buff !

' on ; and
I am sure you have more good sense than to let any disappoint-

ment ever be known to the world, far less than to let it interfere

with your happiness or peace of mind. There is as good fish in

the sea as ever came out of it. Do let us see you here again as

before, and believe me,
** Yours truly,

"David Jamieson."

This is the last letter copied. With it all

correspondence and all intercourse between Mr.

Campbell and the Jamieson family appear to

have ceased. The rest of the MS., which con-

sists of a good many pages, is a feeble, lengthy,

and often rather incoherent statement ; full of

ramblings and repetitions—apparently written at

different times, though headed by the sad and

ominous words, " The Last,"

From this—which is far too long-winded to

give entire, I will merely extract sentences here

and there, which seem to throw any new light on

the events of the story, or on the character of the

actors therein. For, as before said, I have no

other possible data to go upon than this MS. in

the ancient copy-book. In this final statement

I shall do as I have done throughout,—merely
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extract and excise, without adding a single

line.

" A dreadful cloud has hung over me for some time past. I

fear much I shall never enjoy the sunshine of this world. This

paper will be laid down beside the statement of facts respecting

Miss Jamieson. That lady's letters are in John Watson's little

black box. I beg that special care may be taken of them and
the different papers ; they may perhaps be required as a qualifi-

cation of my conduct, if any such be admitted, for I have suffered,

and am suffering, more than I can bear. I have thought, and no
doubt most people would think so too, that I was the last man
in the world to be borne down by an occasion of this nature,

and I might have laughed at any other person under similar cir-

cumstances. None can know, however, until they are placed in

a similar position. • God knows what may happen. I have no
distinct views on the subject. My feelings have been wounded
in a dreadful degree."

And here he wanders off into the recapitulation

of his wrongs :

—

" I hope every person will try to think as charitably of me as

possible. I will not attempt to justify my past life. I wish it had
been very much better than it has been. What I most dreaded
was deficiency as a practical Christian and a good man, terms of

similar import ; and, without taking any merit, I have had
ample time for self-examination daring nights when sleep has not

visited me. I have found myself most lamentably deficient.

All my comfort is, that I never oppressed the poor and helpless,

nor did a deliberate act of cruelty to man or beast. . . .

Although lately deceived where I least expected it, I was not

selfish, and had no pleasure in squandering ; indeed, I could not

quietly do so when I had others depending on me, and I can say

as a dying man, that the accusation of Miss J., that I wished to

possess myself of her fortune, is as cmel as it is unjust. . . .

"I meant to have mentioned some of my friends by name,
but in the agitation of my mind I might forget some of the best

of them. But may every happiness attend them through life,

and may they never suffer themselves, as I have done, to place

their happiness on one object. I meant to have written to my
parents, but cannot. I can only think of them with that dread-

jful degree of agony. ... I die as I have lived— their dutiful

son. It gives me some consolation at this awful juncture to

think that I have not been a bad son or brother. My parents,

and Robert and Isabella, can speak to that, as they are all good
themselves. I feel for poor Robert ; he must work away at the

business. I hope some will employ him for my sake, and many

Q 2
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for his own. A better young man, or more honourable, or more
punctual, does not exist. He is well calculated to do business,

much better than I was myself. I hope the brethren of the pro-

fession will be kind to him. Isabella I know will feel dreadfully.

All this redoubles my agony, and urges me to a speedy termina-

tion of my woes. We will all meet in a better world ; and I

have one consolation—they will not be left destitute here.

"I have endeavoured by every possible means to conceal the

dreadful state I am in. In the course of two months, I have not

slept many hours. I am a complete wreck and ruin, totally

unfit to do business Instead of reading my book, as I

was wont, I have sought company, and even dissipation. I do
not mean that I have ever taken to drinking, but I have left

company with regret, knowing I had not now the power of re-

tiring peacefully into myself Time, which used to fly, now lags

and wears me out of patience. I know myself and know that I

shall never be better, and what impels me to escape from it all

is the fear of absolute insanity, when I would be deprived of

the power of extricating myself from this deplorable state of

existence.

"

Psychologists may question whether insanity

had not even then begun—whether that exag-

gerated Ego which marks so often the thin Hne

of demarcation between soundness and unsound-

ness of mind, had not for some time indicated

that the poor brain was growing more or less

diseased, and that the awful " escape " contem-

plated, however rationally and deliberately stated,

was in truth only a phase of mental sickness, in-

creased by bodily disease. Though he seems

never to have been actually laid aside by

illness ; to have gone steadily to business, and

kept up a decent appearance before the world,

and especially before his family—to whom he

again and again tenderly refers. But the one

engrossing subject is never forgotten for a

moment.

" After an interval of suffering, I have taken up my pen again.

But I feel no improvement, rather the contrary. . . . My chief
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mistake was allowing myself to get on an intimate footing with
one who was great, or thought herself so. Miss J. knows what
passed between us on that head ; how she satisfied my scruples,

and urged me on. She seemed to have convinced herself and
me that our dispositions were congenial ; but I should have been
like the Minstrel of Donne,

' Who prayed the great lady to be allowed
To hirple his woes to the coal-house door,

And cheer with his lays the simple and poor.'

The poor old man's feelings somewhat resemble my own. ..."

He then refers to his threat of instituting law

proceedings, but declares it was only a threat

;

which he never would have carried out, and once

more entreats pardon for it.

** Nothing has sickened my soul so much as Miss Jamieson's
accusation of my having designs on her fortune. God knows, if I

had all the wealth in the world, I would give it all that I might
be myself again, or even for one sound sleep. Reason and phi-
losophy may say, ' Have you not still the objects which used to
delight you—the society of friends and acquaintances, books,
&.C. ?

' But they are not the same to me ; I see things through
a totally different medium. My mind, which once reflected all

things in such a pleasing manner to me, is now broken and
ruffled, and reflects everything distorted, hideous, and disgust-

ing, ... It is officious memory that puts me to the rack, and yet
without it I would be a second Edward Shore (he here doubtless
refers to Crabbe's pathetic poem of this title), and on a par
with the beasts that perish. Beyond everything I fear falling

into that state. I do already find my faculties considerably im-
paired, and still getting worse. There is no remedy against this

calamity but one, and may God forgive one of His erring creatures
for presuming to have recourse to it

!"

Poor unfortunate ! One's heart bleeds as one

copies his words, for the instance is not a rare

one in this miserable, struggling, over-worked,

over-sensitive world of men. It holds out a

solemn warning to both men and women, to

strive, from earliest childhood, after that grand

quality, the balance-weight and pivot upon which
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our whole mental and moral machinery turns

—

self-control.

On and on, page after page, does William

Campbell continue repeating himself, and going

over his dreary story ; referring to incidents

upon which *' delicacy," he says, had hitherto

made him silent—how the lady, in the spring of

the previous year, " in the house of Kinnochar,

voluntarily and unequivocally declared her at-

tachment ; " of their many talks as to their future

life, their home, and even their possible new feli-

cities therein :
^' and she used to speak with

pleasure of my fondness for children." He re-

verts sometimes to "the gentleman"—he never

mentions his name—to whom apparently Miss

Jamieson is shortly to be married ; with whom,
he says, she appeared at the theatre the day

after the receipt of that last letter imploring her

to defer the wedding for at least sixty days, and

who is constantly seen accompanying her through

the town. This gentleman, however, he allows

to possess many more attractions than himself

;

nor does he accuse him in any way, except by

suggesting that he had been a mere common
acquaintance until Miss Jamieson was publicly

known to have succeeded to this fortune. The
poor fellow's innate kindness of heart comes out

in many ways :

—

"In my settlement I have burthened my sister and brother

with no legacies. We have poor friends of our own, and they

will not forget those who have been in the habit of getting some
little assistance. I have only to give the hint, and I am sure it

will be obeyed, I would wish them to pay ten pounds to the

Kirk Session, for the poor of our parish ; ten pounds to the kirk

treasurer, to be given in charity as he shall think proper : five
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pounds to George Black, and one pound each to John Ferguson,

Alexander Graham, and Mary Lochead ; and one pound to an

old man, nearly blind, who often sits on the kirkyard brae.

His great anxiety appears to have been to

prove clearly that, in spite of the dreadful act he

meditated, his mind was perfectly sound, so that

in no way should the disposition of his property

be called into question, to the injury of his

family. He seems indeed to have been a man

tolerably well off in the world, for he more than

once reverts to his comfortable circumstances,

as well as to the good health which he had in-

variably enjoyed until this calamity overcame

him. Nor has he apparently succumbed without

a struggle. He says he at one time intended

to cure his despair by travelling, but was con-

vinced of the hopelessness of this: wherever

he is, or whatever he does, the one dominant

idea never leaves him for a moment. But he is

still capable of a good deal of curious abstracted

moralising :

—

*' What a difference there is in the fates and fortunes of dif-

ferent men. I envy some whom others pity. I wish it had been

my fate to die like Marshal Ney, and yet many thought him

cruelly treated. What a glorious doom compared to mme, to

get a few brave fellows to shower their bullets through his

heart, particularly in his case, when they would only obey his own

orders. I, God forgive m.e, am constrained to do what till

now would never have had a place in my mind, and to do it

myself."

This is the only clue given of the manner in

which he intended to seek death, except that it

is to take place in some quiet lonely-place where

he wishes afterwards to be buried—possibly on
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that same " kirk-yard brae " where the " old man
nearly blind " often sits. He also says,

—

"When in Edinburgh, Mr. John Graham, of that city, Mr.

George M orison, of this place, and myself, agreed to attend each

other's funerals, at whatever distance apart we might reside. I

wish Mr. Graham accordingly invited ; Mr. Morison will, of

course, be there. I wish that especially, as Mr. Graham re-

peated this the last time I saw him, and we made promises which

I should not like broken. I never did break my promises.

None will be more astonished than he at my fate."

This fate seems now darkening over him, nearer

and blacker. He becomes every page more

vague, wandering, and incoherent in what he

writes ; he makes confusions of proper names,

and repeats himself again and again. Whether

the MS. was continued for weeks or days before

he could make up his mind to the fatal end, one

cannot say. The last blow which unhinged him

seems to have come from the fact of his discovery

how Miss Jamieson, now busy about the prepa-

rations for her marriage, was " making light of

and laughing at the whole matter."

"I have also from the best authority that she has spread it

abroad, and mentioned circumstances which have now become
public. There is no doubt she has shown and published my last

letter, for Miss Allan mentioned the particulars of it to a lady in

this town. Well, she has succeeded in bringing about what she

wished ; she is at full liberty to laugh at me. Bad as the world

is, I suppose few after all would envy her her sport. It is not

always the extent of the wrong, but the thought by whom it is

inflicted, that plants the sting. When Ccesar saw Brutus stab at

him, he offered no resistance : his heart burst, and muffling up
his face in his mantle, he fell at the base of Pompey's statue.

" All is now over. I die in perfect good will to every human
being. If my feelings have led me to say anything offensive

respecting Miss Jamieson, I am very sorry for it. She has my
entire forgiveness. If I have erred, I hope she will forgive me,

and it will be wise in her to forget whatever may have passed

between us. If I could have done this, I should have been

happy."
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Here the MS. abruptly ends,—the story like-

wise : to which I can give no definite conclusion,

for I find none. How, when, or in what manner

the scene closed upon the unfortunate man I

have no idea. The only other fact attainable

concerning him is that he died.

For, in the last page of this yellow old copy-

book is an inscription which purports to be

" copied from the tombstone of the late William

Campbell, Esq., Writer, of , in the church-

yard of ," the very one he indicates as be-

longing to the kirk of his parish. The inscription

runs thus :

—

"To the memory of William Campbell, Esquire, Writer, who
died 29th September, 18—" (it is the year of the date of the

MS.), '* in the thirty-eighth year of his age. This monument is

erected "

But no : I will not give the inscription, as it

miofht furnish some remote clue to an identifica-

tion which throughout this true story I have

carefully avoided. For while the narration of so

sad a tragedy of common life, hidden under the

safe shelter of the anonymous, can harm no one,

and may be a lesson to some, the individuality

of its unhappy subject is of no moment to any

human being.

Suffice it to say that this monument purports

to be erected to his memory by the friends who

loved and lamented him, and that, besides the

record of his death—usually all that is found in

Scotch churchyards—it pays a long and affec-

tionate tribute to his worth : lingering upon his

several virtues—his justice, charity, and benevo-
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lence, his firm, independent principles, and his

social yet simple manners. Of his mode of

death is recorded not a word—merely that " he

died."

This is all. Concerning the lady whom I have

called Kobina Jamieson, and her after history, I

can tell nothing, for nothing do I know. Most

probably she too is long since dead, for her lover

records of her then that " Miss J. was not so

young as to be unable to judge and act for her-

self." It is difficult, nay impossible, to speculate

as to the effect produced upon her life or cha-

racter by the events of this short six months

—

between May and October. Perhaps they would

have no effect at all. Most likely she would go

on from maidenhood to wifehood, and from

youth to old age, very respectable and respected -

an exceedingly agreeable person, cherishing

under her regular decorous church-going the sort

of thing she called a conscience, and preserving

safe under the matronly folds of her silken bodice

that queer piece of anatomy which she supposed

to be a heart.

But, God help us ! hearts are living things,

and even in this generation people are unfor-

tunate enough to possess them sometimes. Let

us teach our daughters to guard their own ; to

keep them pure and clean, unselfish, unworldly,

honest, and true ; so that neither their loving or not

loving him can ever injure any man. For, strange

as it may seem, in our own as in most other con-

ditions of society, from barbarism upwards, it is

not so much the men who rule the women, as
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the women who guide the men. And when the

Hfe of a man, not absolutely a bad man, goes to

wrack and ruin, it is not seldom some woman
who, by sins of omission or commission, has been

originally to blame.



A GARDEN PARTY.

WE were all tormenting Aunt Patience

to tell us a Christmas story.

Aunt Patience — everybody's

Aunt Patience, though she has not a relative

living—is rather different from her name ;
being,

I own, a somewhat quick-tempered little woman.

That is, when you irritate her, or go against her

sense of right and justice ; but, these satisfied,

she is a most pleasant person. Slightly deformed

—not naturally, but from a weak spine neglected

in childhood : and with the pathetically beautiful

face that deformed people often have—a sort of

mute appeal to Providence, or to the tenderness

that Providence puts into good people's hearts.

She has also a quantity of light brown hair

—

very pretty—and unmingled with a thread of

grey, though she is long past forty. She pos-

sesses a small income, and a small house of her

own, to which she retires, when not wanted, as

continually she is, in other people's. Then she

leaves it in charge of the cat and the servant ; or

" lets "
it, as she says, though usually to poor
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friends who can pay no rent, or sick friends, to

whom its prettiness and peace are beyond all

paying for.

Miss Patience Hall was never married. Whe-
ther she was ever " attached," as the phrase is,

to anybody—But that is her own affair. She
says she has the happiest life imaginable ; and

one can believe it, for she takes no trouble to

make herself happy, only her neighbours.

" My dears," said Aunt Patience, crossing her

little knees comfortably, and composing herself

to knit away by the fire-light, " what story can I

possibly tell you .'* You have drained me dry

long ago. If I had to write a book " (here we
shouted with laughter at the comicality of the

idea), *' I could not find anything in the world

worth saying—as is indeed the case with many
voluminous authors. But " (as if she thought she

had been a little too severe), " probably the

reason is, that they go out of their way to invent

things out of their own tired heads, or steal them
second-hand from other people's ; when, if they

would just set down what they saw, thought, and

felt—within the limitations of proper reserve

—

it would be far more interesting, and more original,

because more natural.

" No ; I'll not attempt to tell you a story. I

will simply give you the history of an afternoon,

spent in a family where I was visiting. It may
be none the less satisfactory, on this cold, wet,

wintry day, that it was a summer afternoon.

*'The house was Oak Hill—Mr. Holcomb's.

Possibly none of you know Mr. Holcomb ; few
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do out of his own immediate neighbourhood.

But he is a remarkable man in his way. A
tradesman—I am sure he would not object to

the title ; wealthy, and all his wealth of his own

earning ; a self-made, self-educated man. What-

ever he owes to his antecedents—and he may
owe something, for I believe in the value of race,

and that when a notable man crops out in a

generation, it indicates something fine in the

breed— I cannot tell ; I never saw his father or

mother. But I know what he owes to himself,

and what his children will owe to him. Primarily,

a worthy mother, whom he married early in life,

and who, he says, has helped to make him every-

thing that he is,—which is easily credible when

you know her.

'' Once upon a time Mr. Holcomb stood behind

his own counter. It is possible he may still stand

there occasionally, though I should think that

the guidance and management of the enormous

establishment into which his * shop ' has grown,

gave him much more useful work to do. But

whether or no, wherever he stands, and whatever

he is, you will always find him a gentleman.

" It is very pleasant staying at Oak Hill. The
house is large and handsome, but its splendours

are toned down by good taste, and refinement

has kept pace with increasing luxury. One of

the great difficulties of your self-made men, is to

get accustomed to their wealth ; to know how

to use it levelly, and gradually and gracefully to

advance with it. Otherwise the good old-fashioned

hob-nailed boot is perpetually peeping out from
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under the purple garments, and ill-natured people

who know not how difficult it is to prevent this,

laugh at them for it. But nobody will ever laugh

at Mr. Holcornb.
" Another pleasure in his house is its artistic

treasures. He is one of the few picture-buyers

who really know what a good picture is, and

judge it for itself, irrespective of the reputation

of the painter. Consequently, he has many in

his house which are increasing in value year by
year, and may pride himself—though he never

does—of having been oftentimes the first disco-

verer of rising genius. He never buys sham
* old masters,' but he has a few good copies of

known pictures. While you take your tea in

his beautiful drawing-room, or drawing-rooms

—

there are three en suite—you may feast your eyes

on the IMadonna della Seggiola, Murillo's Virgin

of the Louvre, and others :—which is rather

agreeable than not.

'' Though the house has been modernised into

all sorts of comfort and elegance, the garden, a

rarely beautiful one, has been wisely left in its

primitive old-fashionedness. It has all sorts of

delicious nooks, shut in and shut out by queer

little hedges : a Dutch flower-garden, sheltered

and sunny ; two kitchen gardens, where the vege-

tables grow almost as picturesquely as flowers
;

a fruit-garden, upon whose walls, at this time,

peaches, nectarines, apricots, plums, were hanging

in the most luscious plenty. Lastly, there is a

huge conservatory, where the oranges and lemons

of half a century's growth show their perpetual
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marvel of fruits and flowers at once, and the

fuchsias and camelHas are almost the size of

trees. But the triumph of the place is an avenue

of limes, the finest I ever saw.

" There is something to me strangely touching

in a fine avenue of trees, formed, not by chance,

but design, and in faith and unselfishness, since

those whose long-dead hands planted it can

never have hoped to see it full-grown. They
who planted this one must have done it to be

the joy of generations—as it is. In every season

of the year it is beautiful. I have watched it

from the dining-room window on a winter's

morning, when its every branch and twig, sharply

defined and white with snow, turned rose-colour

in the sunrise, and became like gigantic arches

of coral ; and looking through it this August

afternoon, before a leaf had begun to fall, with

its long, lofty, regular lines, perfect as those of a

cathedral aisle, but lightened up with a constant

rippling and flickering of light and shadow, out

of the glorious irregularities and delicious varie-

ties of nature ;—it was a sight to make one's

heart not only happy, but thankful.
"

' How glad I am it is a fine day ! The
Drones will so enjoy it'

'' Until Patty Holcomb spoke, I had quite for-

gotten that this day there was to be a sort of

garden party, mysteriously referred to in the

family—which is a rather jocular and ' funny

'

family—as ' the Drones coming.' But who the

Drones were I had never troubled myself to

inquire ; until, seeing that the household—the
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children especially—seemed a good deal to anti-

cipate the visit, and that there were various

domestic preparations afoot with regard to it, I

put the direct question, ' Who were the Drones,

and what was to be done with them ?

'

" ' Didn't you know ? Oh, I'll tell you all in

a minute.' But ere she could do so, a sudden

outcry in the nursery overhead sent Patty off

like a shot.

'' She is a nice good girl, Patty—Miss Holcomb,

rather, as she is the eldest of the family. I have

seen her grow up, and she has grown up to my
mind. When she was still in short sleeves and

pinafores she was ' our eldest '—a kind of little

mother to all the rest. Now, though she is Miss

Holcomb, fully come out, and at an age when

young ladies usually think a good deal of them-

selves, she hardly thinks of herself at all ; neither

of her prettiness, which is not inconsiderable
;

nor of her cleverness, which is decidedly above

the average. She does think about something,

I presume, for she speaks little enough, being

very reserved for her time of life. I hope some

estimable young man will unearth her some day
;

dig her up out of her shyness—woo her and win

her—and she will be well worth winning. Only,

I warn him, it may be up-hill work, for Miss

Patty is likely to be exceedingly hard to please.

" When she returned, having settled the nursery

wrongs and woes, I extracted from her the mys-

teries of the Drones.
" They were a family bearing that odd surname

—a great misnomer, they being the most indus-

VOL. II. R
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trious race possible. More than one generation

of them had been in Mr. Holcomb's employ
;

the present one, consisting of three brothers and

one or two cousins, having first come under his

eye as roly-poly lads in his Sunday class, when

he was himself still a young man. One by one

they have entered his establishment as porters,

clerks, and so on, being promoted according to

their capabilities, and watched over with a sort

of feudal care, which they have rewarded by an

equally feudal devotedness. They have turned

out, every one of them, the most faithful servants

that any master could desire, and it has been an

immemorial custom to invite them to an occa-

sional holiday—they and all their belongings

—

at Oak Hill.

" Whatever Mr. Holcomb does, he never does

by halves. This year the Drone family and their

excrescences numbered about thirty souls—some

of them very small souls indeed—as all the

young mothers were blessed with numerous

babies ; and among the fathers was an invalid,

whom, Patty told me, her papa had long been

anxious over, and who, if he died, would leave a

blank in the establishment not easily filled up.

So, to get him, the mothers, and babies safely

conveyed, Mr. Holcomb had chartered an omni-

bus, which was to call at each house successively,

take up each party, and bring them in comfort

through the eight miles of hot, dusty roads which

lay between their town dwellings and pleasant,

rural Oak Hill. That they might see it in its

utmost pleasantness, on that one summer holiday
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—probably their only holiday in the year—had
been a source of great anxiety to everybody,
until this morning, when Tom Holcomb, after

carefully studying the barometer, declared, with
the calm conviction of seventeen upon every
subject on earth, that ' it was sure to be a jolly

fine day.'

" Young Tom is rather an ally of mine, for I

see him less as what he is now, than as what he
is capable of being. Not that I think he will

ever be such a man as his father ; it would be
foolish to expect it, he being cast in a totally

different mould. He is very fond of his ' dad '—
as, in strictly private life, he still affectionately

calls him—but he looks down upon him from his

sturdy five feet eleven, and patronises him rather,

with a tender respect that is funny, although
pretty, to see. Tom is the very opposite of his

father in many things : turns a decidedly cold
eye upon literature and art, but loves horses and
dogs with all his soul. To see him handling the
' ribbons

' behind his favourite mare, or running
races with his big Newfoundland, who adores
him, is quite a picture. He looks so thoroughly,
boyishly happy, so gloriously ignorant of all the
sins and sorrows of this world. May he long
continue so !

" I like Tom. He is rough and ready
; a little

too rough, perhaps, but he is frank and honest,
and has the kindest heart in the world. About
noon of this day, hours before his customary
reappearance— he goes to business with his

father—I found him under the lime-tree avenue
R 2
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busy unpacking two huge hampers— one of

apples, the other of toys—which were intently

watched by his youngest sister, aged four, who
always follows the big fellow about everywhere,

and condescendingly addresses him as ' dear.'

" ' Who are these for, Tom ?
' said I.

"
' Don't you know ? For the Drones, of

course. Our apples all failed this year, so I

brought a lot from the market. But don't you
tell ; they wouldn't care for them unless they

thought they were from our trees. And look at

these dolls ; aren't they pretty ? I went to at

least a dozen shops before I could get them.

Dolls for the girls, and balls for the boys—such

a lot ! Hollo !
' (to the gardener, who was passing

by) ^ did you mow that bit of the paddock smooth

for cricket ? Some of the young men play

cricket very well, Miss Patience. Will you come
and score for us }

'

*' I promised, and then having again claimed

my admiration for his dolls, Tom carefully

packed the hamper up again, arranged them for

distribution under a large lime-tree, shouldered

his little sister, and walked away.
" Mrs. Holcomb and Patty had been invisible

since breakfast, and both looked rather tired at

our mid-day dinner, which was a little more

hurried than usual. But afterwards, when I sat

reading in the drawing-room, they reappeared,

carefully dressed in demi-toilette. Miss Hol-

comb looked as nice as neatness and youthful

bloom could make her, in a fresh muslin dress,

and her mother wore a handsome silk, and a
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cap of the most exquisite point lace, which I

could not help admiring.
"

' I put it on on purpose,' said she, half-apolo-

getically. ' I thought it would please the Drones

if I dressed well to receive them.'—(N.B. I had

not intended doing it, but of course I went im-

mediately and put on my best gown for the

visitors.)

" This done, I buried myself once more in my
book, which was very interesting. I remember
—if only for the strong contrast it made between

court life and the life of these working people,

our guests,—what book it was,—that strangely

touching Royal idyll, the simple, sad love story,

which this year has made England take its Queen
to its heart as if she were a peasant woman. I

was near crying over it, and had forgotten all

about the garden party, when I heard wheels

drawing up to the front door, and one of the

little ones calling out, ' Miss Patience ! Miss

Patience ! mamma says, would you like to come
and meet the Drones }

'

" Of course I went. At the entrance-hall

stood Mr. and Mrs. Holcomb, Patty, Tom, the

governess, and all the younger children, watch-

ing the unloading of a large omnibus, full inside

and out—as full as ever it could hold. Of such

very respectable-looking people too ; the young
men dressed so well, and as for the women and

children, they were all as neat as new pins.

Tom made himself ubiquitous in his attentions,

helping everybody down, and snatching more

than one bewildered infant from under the
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horses' feet. Patty, the governess, and I, also

did our best, for there seemed not half enough

mothers for the quantity of children.

"
' Are you all here ?

' said Mr. Holcomb, after

he and his wife had shaken hands with the whole

party, appearing in the most miraculous manner

to distinguish one from another, and to recollect

which children belonged to which, who were

married and who single,—facts, that to the end

of the day, I altogether failed in acquiring.

' Are you quite sure you have left nobody

behind ?
'

" Here some one admitted, v/ith a smile, that

one child had actually been nearly left behind

—

a poor little thing, whom nobody missed, until,

at the street's end, they saw a crowd gathered

round it, wondering whose child it was. So they

drove back and picked it up again. A very

slight catastrophe, as it turned out, and the only

one. The whole party, in their best clothes and

highest spirits—in spite of a slight shyness on

first arriving at their master's splendid home

—

were evidently bent on enjoying themselves.

" And their master seemed determined to

make them do so. 'We'll go through the

garden first,' said he ; as taking two little girls

by the hands, and addressing them by their

Christian names (which, I remember, were

Florence and Blanche, or Ethel and Edith

—

something very grand), he led the way, followed

by the whole party—young men and maidens,

fathers, mothers, and children, many of them

babies in arms : quite a procession indeed. We
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fell into it ; every one of us who could, carrying or

leading a child, for, in truth, the young genera-

tion seemed legion. I seized upon one sweet-

faced little creature, with a grave, old-fashioned

look, but so very tiny that I had no idea it had

passed the baby age, or was above being talked

to in baby language, until, on my alluring it

with a bunch of late red currants, it shook its

head with a solemnity worthy Lord Burleigh,

saying, in the best of English, ' No ! I don't

like 'em.'

" I must here notice one thing, that in all our

promenades, through gardens and green-houses,

pleasure-grounds and lawns, not one of the chil-

dren offered to touch a fruit or a flower, or even

asked for it. Some of them—the little atom in

my arms especially—cast longing eyes on the

posies, and, on receiving one, would clutch it

eagerly, all a-smile with delight, but nothing

more. Better mannered children could not be,

in any rank of life—ay, even at the final test,

the distribution of dolls and balls. This duty

was performed by Mr. Holcomb himself, with a

justice and judgment highly creditable to him,

considering the difficulty of distinguishing among

the small people which were boys and which

were girls, and the strong illegal proclivities

which some of the former seemed to have for

dolls instead of balls.

" At last, the gifts being all disposed of, and

supplemented by as many apples as could be

stowed away, the host and hostess wisely left

their guests to amuse themselves, as was not
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difficult in this large, lovely garden, on this

exquisite August day. They subdivided ; one

group took to croquet, under the superintendence

of the young ladies and their governess ; a few

strolled about in couples—of course, there were

more than one pair of * cousins ' who took a

special interest in one another ; and several

young mothers devoted themselves, singly or

socially, to their endless babies. Out of the

men were picked a 'jolly' set for cricket, headed

by a young fellow who had brought his bat

with him and with whom I had held some
enthusiastic conversation on that fine old English

game, where all classes meet on the noble

equality of thews and sinews, skill and good-

humour; where the young blacksmith may
bowl out the young squire, and the farmer owe
a grand series of runs to his own ploughman,

with equal benefit to both.

" I have played cricket—I play no more ; but,

thank the Fates, I still can score. So I sat in

great content, and really admiring the zealous

activity with which these under-sized town-bred

young fellows carried on their game. It was
not like a village match, certainly ; but it was
very respectably played. Two of the players,

whenever they got in, never seemed to get out,

and scored such a lot of runs, and so fast, that

it needed all my attention to keep count. At
length both these heroes became so exhausted,

that in the intervals of business they threw

themselves down on the grass to recover breath.

Just then fortunately came a summons to tea.
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and the whole party, including Tom (I observed

that Master Tom, who is a first-rate cricketer,

had modestly retired into almost permanent

• long-stop '), resumed coats and waistcoats, and

blossomed back into young gentlemen. For

'the gentlemen' and 'the ladies' were words

most carefully made use of both by Mr. and

Mrs. Holcomb and the rest of the party ;
and

not a single member of it did discredit to the

title.

" What a pretty sight it was, that tea-table !

round which were gradually ranged the elders

and youngsters. It was set right in the middle

of the avenue, and the light and shadow of the

green leaves flickered on its white damask cloth

and its pretty china—the good china, no

* kitchen set '—behind which Mrs. Holcomb and

I had agreed to preside, leaving to Patty's care

the milk-jugs, for the children. Between the

two trays, set at each end, extended a wide

Debateable Land, plenteous with comestibles
;

and I own I dreaded the immediate forays that

little hands might make into it. But no ! not

a finger was put forth until Mr. Holcomb had

said grace ; and then it was only one very small

shy voice which whispered to me entreatingly,

'P'ease, me do want a tate.' (It was against

the law, but—he got it.)

" I despair of ever describing that tea-drinking

^how my arm literally ached with holding the

tea-pot, and how, ' Another cup, ma'am, please,

for a lady,' became words of alarming import

—

for where was it to come from.? Since the
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infant battalion, which we had thought was

safely consigned to Patty and milk-and-water,

had much preferred tea, and came upon us in

a body, draining us down to nearly aqua pura.

And amidst our Herculean labours, we required

Argus eyes to prevent china being dropped out

of sticky little fingers, and to take out of mouths

crammed to choking, dangerous fragments of

very soppy cake. What matter t the same

things happen at the most aristocratic nursery-

tables. And when, his heart and lips being

opened by contented satiety, my right-hand

neighbour, of about seven, directed my attention

to his ' new weskit,' which he said ' mother ' had

just made, and a friend on my left, who could

not yet speak plain, was equally anxious I

should admire her ' straw rat and ribbins,' and

even her red boots, I was as much entertained

as I have often been by the politest and most

talented company.
" When almost nothing was left to rise from,

the company rose, and being again left to

amuse themselves, dispersed in various direc-

tions. Mr. Holcomb and I stood watching the

sunset, which was specially grand,— and the

cricketers, who seemed determined to waste not

a minute of daylight and fresh air. He tried

to explain to me the perplexed consanguinities

of the Drone family, and told me little anecdotes

of them all, from their youth upwards, showing

me various specimens of the rising generation,

who were ' the very image of their father when

he first came to my class.' On their part, several
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of the cricketers came up lingeringly to their

master's side, to tell him how the game was

going on, and to remind him of various other

holidays in old times—'just such a day as this,

sir, if you remember.' All of them seemed to

hover about him with an affectionate pleasure,

as if they liked his company, and were accus-

tomed to be talked to by him on other matters

than business. Yet, unrestrained and free as

they were, at any moment Mr. Holcomb's least

word was instantaneously obeyed. I liked also

the way they behaved to Tom and Tom to

them, though he was at a difficult age and in a

difficult position in the business—having, neces-

sarily, to begin it at the very beginning. Some
of the men carefully addressed him as ' Mr.

Thomas' and 'sir,' but others unhesitatingly

called him * Tom.' Both names the young

gentleman took quite easily ; indeed, throughout

the day Tom Holcomb devoted himself entirely

ta making the visitors 'jolly,' as he called it,

and never thought about himself or his dignity

at all—which is a great deal to say for a lad of

seventeen.
" But the sun sank lower, the grass round the

cricketers began to be damp with August dews,

and the little group of mothers sitting on chairs

under the avenue drew their shawls closer over

their babies' heads.

" * Come now,' said Mr. Holcomb, ' before we

go in to supper, let us have some music— open-

air music. A hymn, perhaps, to begin with }
'

*' The master and most of his people belonged
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to a Nonconformist body, and, with every respect

for their theology, I own I had my doubts as to

their music. These doubts, however, were soon

dispelled, as they sang the Russian National

Hymn, very well arranged in four parts, and
then an anthem— * How beautiful upon the

Mountains '—given in a manner that would not

have discredited a cathedral choir. Lastly, on
Mr. Holcomb's suggesting * something secular,*

we had * All among the Barley,' and another

glee, conducted and sung with a crispness,

accuracy, and firmness of tone, such as all part-

singers know to be not easily attainable. As
we stood in a circle, vocalists and audience, the

lime-leaves overhead seemed to dance to the

music, and the full moon, creeping over the

shoulder of the house, broadened her round

face into additional jollity as she looked at us.

It was a pretty sight—a sweeter sound ; but the

lawn glistened like a sheet of water in the moon-
light, and Mrs. Holcomb's maternal anxiety

over * all those babies ' was quite irrepressible,

so we hurried in-doors.

" To the school-room ? the servants' hall .? or

even the denuded and re-arranged dining-room }

Not at all ; but to the three splendid drawing-

rooms—adorned just as they would have been

for a company of Mr. Holcomb's rich neigh-

bours, who could requite him feast for feast.

How pretty the suite of rooms looked !—gleam-

ing with lights, perfumed with flowers, bright

with amber satin damask (all uncovered) : every-

thing lovely or curious being repeated in the
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tall mirrors that reached from floor to celling,

and reflected not only the pictures, but the

people—these unwonted guests, who came tread-

ing softly over the rich carpets, and looking all

around them with wide, admiring, wondering

eyes.

" Some people might say this was a mistake :

that they would have been happier in the

kitchen or the servants' hall. I do not think so.

I think Mr. Holcomb was quite right—that these

poor working men and women were not harmed,

but benefited, by being led, for one night, into

such a fairy paradise ; shown Canova's white

nymphs and RafTaelle's Madonnas— ay, even

bright mirrors and amber satin curtains. For

our neighbours' splendours injure us not one

bit, when we can enjoy them without envying

them. And I believe these good people envied

not a single luxury of the many with which

their master had surrounded himself—which he

has worked so hard for, and re-distributes,

whenever he can, with such a liberal heart and

hand.
" So, by-and-by, the company settled down,

ranging themselves round the room, as at an

ordinary evening party, and Miss Holcomb

began the entertainment by opening the piano

and playing a little. Various other music fol-

lowed from the visitors
—

' Hail, smiling Morn,'

in particular, being sung so well, that it was

unanimously encored. Some of the children

dropped off to sleep, and were assisted away

and made comfortable in quiet sofa-corners

;
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but the greatest number kept wide awake, and

sat in groups on the floor, listening intently,

and altogether ' as good as gold.' One baby, of

about a year old, lay on its back in the centre

of the room, crowing and beating its little feet

on the carpet in a perfect ecstacy of enjoyment.
" In the midst of all this youth, and life, and

merry-making, was one shadow, which all felt

and nobody spoke of—the invalid whom I have

named. He was a young man, with a wife and

two children—they sat together on the most

comfortable sofa that could be found— and his

face told in a moment its sad tale. White and

wasted, the skin drawn tightly over the cheek-

bones, the sunken eyes gleaming, and the voice

having that peculiar hollowness by which one

recognises the last stage of consumption, he was
a sad sight—that is, he would have been, but

for his own exceeding cheerfulness. He had

insisted on coming with the rest, and doing all

they did, so far as he was able ; and when,

during the day, his little child was brought to

Mrs. Holcomb's maternal doctoring with some
small ailment, nothing could exceed the father's

care and anxiety over her. Now, he sat with

her on his lap, petting and cheering her with a

self-forgetful tenderness. Would the little girl

afterwards remember it ? She was quite old

enough to do so. For the wife, she sat beside

them both, and divided her attention between

them, a younger baby in her arms being luckily

fast asleep.

" Was she aware, poor woman, of the fear,
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the almost certainty, which— as everybody

else could see—hung over her?—the doubt

whether her husband would ever live to see

another holiday at Oak Hill. Of course,

nobody hinted this, but I think everybody felt

it ; and it threw a strange solemnity over us all.

In one sense, this was nothing new or remarkable.

Do we, any of us, know when our time will come .''

Do we not continually walk on day by day in

ignorance beside those whom suddenly we miss

from our side ?—God has lifted them from us,

and made the every-day men and women whom
we knew into His* dead—that exceeding great

army of whom we know nothing, save that they

are His, and with Him. But to sit beside a

person who may—nay, must—within a certain

number of days and weeks, have departed from

this world, have learned the great mystery, and

become wiser than us all—is a different thing.

Continually, in the midst of the singing, that

young man's face—so death-like, yet so living

in its enjoyment, and so full of peace and cheer-

fulness—struck me with a feeling of great awe.

Did he know or guess the truth about himself }

Yes, he must have known. Presently, I was

convinced he did know.

''There came a pause in the singing, and
' Mr. Holcomb proposed that, as supper time was

near, we should end our music with the Evening

Hymn— * Glory to Thee, my God, this night'

Immediately the clatter of talking ceased : there

fell a reverent stillness over the room
;
and then

Mr. Holcomb gave out, two lines at a time,
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in Nonconformist fashion, the sweet old hymn.

We sang it—not, I must confess, to the severe

classic, ancient version that one hears in churches

now, but to the corrupted one of mediaeval and

Methodist times—the lively tune of half a cen-

tury ago, which has such a peculiar charm,

because one learnt to sing it almost as soon as

one could speak. As we sang the lines

—

" Teach me to live that I may dread

The grave as little as my bed,"

I stole a glance at the young man beside me.

His whole expression had altered. Yes, he

knew. I was sure of that. He was moving his

wan lips to the words ; being too weak to sing

now ; his eyes had a strange far-away look
;

and his face, bent over the curly head of his

little girl, who had fallen asleep on his bosom,

was grave and quiet. He held the little thing

carefully and tenderly ; but his mind seemed

wandering far away. Was he thinking of how
soon he might sleep ' another sleep than ours ?

'

I cannot tell ; but whatever his thoughts were,

there was no fear in them : his countenance was

as peaceful as his own child's.

"The hymn over, Mr. Holcomb—in the simple

and natural, yet deeply earnest habit he has of

bringing his religion into daily life, without ever

putting it intrusively or controversially forward,

said, ' Let us read a verse or two out of the

Psalms, and end with a few words of prayer.'

" Now there is a way in which the mingling

of sacred and secular things may be made utterly
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jarring, obnoxious, and profane:— there is

another way in which they can be so harmo-

nised as to blend them into one, as it was meant

they should be blended—causing us to feel

that 'the earth is the Lord's, and the fulness

thereof.' It did not strike me as in any sense

painful or unfitting to hear through those lighted

drawing-rooms the familiar words, *The Lord

is my shepherd, I shall not want,'—read on to

the end of the psalm. As for the sick man,

while he listened, which he did intently, his

look became not merely peaceful but rapturous

—as if he already walked in those * green pas-

tures,' and saw the other side of that valley of

the shadow of death, into which he was fast

going. He may have crossed it already, or have

to cross it ere long—I know not ; but I believe

unquestionably that the rod and the staff which

David speaks of, will not have failed him : he

will have been ' comforted.'

" The ' few words of prayer '—only a few

words, suitably and simply said by an aged

minister who was present—being ended, we all

rose, and stood in groups, rather silent, and wet-

eyed, some of us.

" ' Now,' said Mr. Holcomb, cheerfully, ' I am
sure we must all be getting very hungry. Will

you take a lady in to supper }

'

" This remark was addressed to a gentleman,

the only stranger present, who happened to be a

terrible old Tory, with a keen sense of the dis-

tinctions of classes. Certainly, such a position

had never occurred to him before, and I won-
VOL. II. s
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dered a little what he would do. He was taken

aback for a moment, I think, and then, being a

gentleman, he did the only right and possible

thing for a gentleman to do—he offered his arm

to his next neighbour, and escorted her politely

to the supper-table.

" What a supper-table it was ! extending the

whole length of the dining-room, laden not only

with that *good big piece of beef,'—which I

overheard Tom advising his mother to provide,

—but with viands of all sorts : ham, lobsters,

chicken-pie, fruit-pie, jellies, tarts, creams ; the

centre being adorned with a dessert fit for any

dinner-party. Now, I don't believe in eating

and drinking as a means of festivity : I think

most people eat and drink a great deal too

much ; but if I ever did give a feast, it should

be such an one as this of Mrs. Holcomb's.

When she sat down at the head of her well-

filled elegant table, and saw round it those

happy-looking guests— guests who could not

give her a supper back again—I think she

must have felt happy too. She looked so.

" It was severe work for her though, and for

us all. Tom became Briarean in his usefulness,

and did the work of three waiters at once. So
did the younger children ; so did the active,

kindly governess. Patty, who has a perfect

genius for infantile government, arranged all the

small fry who could be separated from their

mothers, or who were not already fast asleep in

different corners, on one large sofa ; where she

settled them down like a nest of young sparrows,
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and fed them by turns with any good thing that

came to hand, with which they could injure

neither themselves nor their neighbours. But

though it was not long past eight, and they had

only finished tea at six, their appetites were

appalling. I thought to myself, what hard work

it must be to fill those little mouths with any

sort of food ! Neatly dressed and comfortable

looking as all these families were, life must be

to them, at the best of times, a perpetual

struggle.

" But no such thoughts seemed to trouble the

young people—for they were all young, though

most of them were married, and several were

in the position of the old woman who lived in a

shoe

—

' they had so many children they didn't

know what to do !
' How those frail, slender,

young women contrived to lug about such heavy

babies—often one on each arm, or one in arms,

and the other toddling below—was a mystery

to me. And how, upon the moderate wages of

porters and such-like underlings, those young
fathers ever contrived to feed and clothe their

families, to say nothing of education, equivalent

to their own—which I found on talking with

them was above the average of working men

—

well, I came to the conclusion that they must

be a remarkably industrious race—these Drones

—and must have a large amount of faith in

Providence, or in the hands through which

Providence commonly works. Ay, that was it.

One small fact lay at the root of all.

"It came out quite accidentally : no toast
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betrayed it ; no speechifying : no more than in

any ordinary family meal. But once, as I was

passing round the table, I felt my hand suddenly

caught. It was the sick young man, who looked

in my face, and held me fast, with a pathetic

earnestness.
*'

' Ma'am, isn't this a fine sight—a great sight

—isn't it, now ? Just look at 'em all round the

table ; such a lot of young people, and all so

merry ; and all going the right way—^the right

way,' he repeated. * And look at him,' glancing

at Mr. Holcomb, who was so busy talking that

he never caught a word, * but for him we might

ha' taken the wrong way. He looked after us

—

ever since we were little lads—he did, ma'am,

he did. If we're good for anything, it's all his

doing.'

" The voice broke, the eyes filled—those poor

dying eyes ! They fixed themselves on his

master with a mute blessing, which Mr. Hol-

comb never saw : but if he had, I think he

would have liked it better than the loudest

demonstrations.

" At nine o'clock the host took out his watch,

remorselessly. * Now, my friends, you have far

to go, and lots of children with you. I must

send you off. Your carriage stops the way.'

" It did ' stop the way ' for twenty minutes or

more, while all the active energy of us women-

kind was required to find the little hats, and

hoods, and capes, and dress the babies, or hold

them while their mothers were dressing them-

selves. Then, everybody shook hands with every
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one of us ; and, considering their numbers were

over thirty and ours not under fifteen, the quan-

tity of hand-shakes that were performed would

furnish a long arithmetical calculation. There

was also some delay in apportioning seats in the

omnibus ; two or three young couples who had

kept very close to one another during the after-

noon, and who, I afterwards heard, were ' en-

gaged '—though, with most rare and creditable

delicacy, there had not been a single joke on the

subject—persisting in sitting together, *to admire

the moonlight,' on the omnibus-top. A very

laudable proceeding, common to young people

in all ages. I only hope, in those thin muslin

dresses, nobody caught cold. But that was their

concern, not mine.

" The mothers and children were all, by gene-

ral consent, packed inside—Tom handing them

in, one after the other ; and at the last minute

flying off like a whirlwind to fetch his own great-

coat, with which he wrapped the invalid, and

settled him comfortably—his little girl still in

his arms—in the omnibus-corner.—(Not a bad

fellow that Tom Holcomb, as I have before

remarked.)
" At last the party were all stowed away, and

the large omnibus reeled with them, inside and

out. Mr. Holcomb's final question—'Are you

sure you haven't left a baby behind ?
'—awoke a

shout of laughter, in the midst of which they

moved slowly off, giving us as they passed the

gates a hearty farewell in the form of good old

English cheers.
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" Dare I confess the next thing we did ? It

was to rush in a body to the dining-room ; for,

whatever our guests were, we were nearly starving

!

We said not a word till we had consoled our-

selves with a hearty supper out of the remnants

of the feast, and then we began to ' talk it over.'

It was the candid opinion of both seniors and

juniors that all had gone off well—that both

entertainers and entertained had very much en-

joyed themselves. Though, on comparing notes,

and finding how awfully some of our legs ached

with playing cricket and croquet, and how some
of our poor arms were quite stiff with carrying

babies, we decided that we had not spent exactly

an idle afternoon.

" Finally, just as a refreshment before retiring

to our most welcome beds, we, the elders of the

party, emulated those young people on the

omnibus-roof, and went out * to admire the

moonlight.'

" It was glorious ! one of those nights, in-

tensely clear, bright, and still, when the trees

seem dead asleep, and the earth is as silent as

the sky in the overpowering radiance ; when the

stars are almost put out, and the full moon
walks, solitarily and solemnly, across those dark

blue depths of space, which seem inviting us to

gaze, up, up, far beyond where mortal eye can

penetrate, unto the very footstool of God. A
night, in which all earthly things look so small

—

so very small—and yet one feels they cannot be

quite insignificant to Him, or He would not have

taken pains to give us so much innocent happi-
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ness in this world, and to make the minutest

things about us so very beautiful.

" Our hearts were full, I fancy ; for nobody
spoke, until Mr, Holcomb said, in rather a low

voice, ' I think this has been a good day.'

" ' Yes,' I replied ; and could not find a second

word."

" Well, Aunt Patience, is that all .?

"

" What more did you expect } I told you you
would not get a story. You have only got a bit

of nature—the real history of one day, which I

at least shall long remember—a ' good ' day, as

my friend Mr. Holcomb called it. Will anybody
else, of the many worthy Mr. Holcombs who
have so many servants under them, give just

such another .? It might be the better for both

men and masters."

We all agreed that this was true. And there-

fore we have resolved to make public Aunt
Patience's history of a Garden Party.



THE TALE OF TWO WALKS,

TOLD TO SICK CHILDREN.

No. I.—MY DOG AND I.

WHEN one is ill, the last person

it is advisable to think about is

oneself. It does no good ; for we
keep on growing either better or worse all the

while, and it only makes us a weariness to our-

selves, and a trouble to other people. Some-

times, when pain is sharp, and sickness very

heavy, it is impossible not to think about one-

self; but the sooner one escapes into other

thoughts the better; and our thoughts should

take us out of ourselves—away from the weary

body, which perhaps cannot stir from bed or

sofa, the dull sick-room where we are familiar

with every line of the patterned paper, every

anele of the furniture. The more we can shut

our mind's eye upon the things around us, and

open it upon those which, being invisible, we can
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look at whenever we please, the better will it be
for us all.

Yes, my poor sick children, we sometimes

keenly enjoy hearing of pleasures in which we
cannot actually share. When I was a little girl

I used to take walks with a blind old man, not

born blind, but become so gradually. He knew
every inch of the country, which was a specially

beautiful neighbourhood
; he would stop me at

particular points, saying, "Now show me that

view !
" And I told him exactly how it looked

—how this larch-wood was growing green, how
the sun was shining across that angle of meadow-
land, how the seven firs on the hill-top stood out

sharp against the sky, and so on. How he would
enjoy it ! often even correcting me in my descrip-

tion, so vivid was his remembrance of what he
once used to behold, and the pleasure of which
remained to him still.

And long afterwards I knew a lady, who had
not walked for many years, who then thought

she would never walk again, yet every day in

my rambles she used mentally to follow me

;

I bringing home to her in a basket a little bit of

every kind of vegetation that sprang newly up
—for it was April—from the first buds of

yellow coltsfoot, or celandine, or anemone,

on to the time of primroses and cowslips,

—

when we parted. She used to make quite a

garden in her room, that bright little room
which was, to me at least, the pleasantest

in the house, arranging her mosses and lichens

and bits of ground-ivy, with the most exquisite
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taste ; she said the sight of them made her

so happy, that she could imagine every place in

which they grew, and could follow me in my
walks until it was almost as good as if she took

them herself

Now this is the kind of imaginary walk I

would like to take with you. My poor little

ones, try and forget your pains, and have a stroll

with me, over paper and print, all among real

places and people and things, for I will promise

not to tell you a word that is not true.

And first, as to " My Dog and I." You would

perhaps like to know who the '' I " may be ?

Well, it is a person who likes, and is usually

not disliked by, young people, whom she always

finds good company, and gets for a walk when-

ever she can. Otherwise her chief companion

is, next to a child, the best companion possible

—a dog.

Now let me paint his portrait for you. He is

a black, long-eared, long-tailed, and very shaggy

Scotch terrier—at least, that I believe to be his

breed, though whether he is valuable or not I

really do not know. Nor can I say whether

connoisseurs would call him handsome. From
the total silence of my friends on the subject

—

praising him as a " good dog," an " intelligent

dog," but never complimenting him on his beauty

—I am afraid he has not much to boast of But

he is beautiful to me. When he comes bounding

up to me, with his keen, loving, sagacious eyes,

his curly black hair—all but the breast and feet,

which, when he is clean, give him a most gentle-
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manly appearance of white stockings and white

shirt-frills—I think him the handsomest dog in

the world.

For he loves me, and I love him ; he is faith-

ful to me, and I am mindful of him, I make
him obey me, since that is for his own good as

well as mine ; but I never wantonly ill-treat

him, nor wound his feelings in the smallest

degree. When he is hungry, he is never tan-

talised to beg or do tricks ; if thirsty, he knows
where to go for his bowl of water, which is

always full. And I strictly keep my promises

to him, as I would to a human being. If, on

going out, I say to him, " Lie there till I come
back," I always do come back, and he waits in

perfect faith, assured that he will not be left for-

lorn. In short, I deal with him according to the

law of kindness, the only safe one for either man
or beast. Consequently he is so human in his

affection that I sometimes call him my Black

Prince, and declare that if I were to cut off his

head and tail—as the king's youngest son did

to the white cat in the fairy story—he would
certainly change into a handsome young prince,

and devote himself to me for ever. Still, there

might be a risk in the experiment—I might lose

my dog and not find my prince—so I shall not

try it just at present.

Imagine him, then, my children, as he sits

watching me put on my bonnet, his head a little

on one side, his eyes gleaming from under his

shaggy black eyebrows, and his tail tapping the

floor in a quiver of excitement, till I give the
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final permission, "Yes, my man, you shall

go."

Then, how he leaps ! with all his four feet in

the air ; deafens me with wild ecstatic barks, and

bewilders me, as I am putting on my boots, with

unavailing but desperate attempts to kiss my
foot or my hand. At last I am obliged to speak

to him quite sharply, and then he subsides into

temporary composure, broken only by an occa-

sional whine of delight and entreaty, until we
open the door—we, for he jumps up and licks

my fingers at the handle—and go out.

To describe the ecstasy with which he bounds

along the road, coming back at intervals to leap

after me and take my hand in his mouth in a

caressing way, barking all the while furiously, is

quite impossible ; and probably all dogs are the

same as my dog, though I am inclined to think

him the one dog in the world.

He and I take our way down the solitary road

—quite solitary, for we live at a sea-side place,

whence, during the winter months, all the inhabi-

tants disappear ; and this is January, with a dry,

black, biting January frost, which turns our usu-

ally muddy road into crisp cleanness. Not a bit

of snow is to be seen, though there is a sHght

rime on the grass blades and the topmost twigs

of the hedge ; otherwise the frost is so fierce that

this brilliant sunshine, coming out of a sky as

blue as June, does not affect it at all.

The bare trees stand up motionless, for the air

is quite still, but of the abundant animal or vege-

table life that used to meet us in our walks there
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is hardly a trace, except the one little robin that

hops about on the hedge or across the footway,

scarcely a yard from my dog's nose. He is not

a bit frightened, either of my dog or me—hunger
has made him tame. Now he has flown back to

the hedge, and sits there, ruffling up his feathers

till he looks as fat and round as a ball, his bright

eye fixed on me, so close that I could almost

take him in my hand, or put salt on his tail,

after the approved method of catching birds.

But no, my little friend, for I am well ac-

quainted with you
;
you have haunted this hedge-

corner for weeks past, and until this frost began
you used to sing till one could almost fancy it

was May
; and as soon as the least mildness

comes you will sing again, you pretty blithe

creature, making the best of everything, as we
all ought to do.

Bless me ! I thought my robin was the only

bird abroad, but here is a flock of chaflinches.

Probably one of the last brood of the season,

which instead of separating keeps together, a
troop of wandering brothers and sisters, all

winter long. And what is my Black Prince

barking at so furiously in that field ? Rooks ?

—yes, there they are, rising in a body from the

newly-ploughed field, wheeling round and round
or hovering like a cloud above it, and finally

settling on the nearest tree, which they cover

entirely, hanging on its bare branches in black

dots, which show sharp against the sky, like

some extraordinary kind of fruit. There they

will remain, making a great clatter, and cawing
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and clapping of wings, till we have gone safely

past, then down they will drop again upon the

field, marching about it after the peculiar solemn

fashion of rooks. Never mind, the oats are not

yet sown ; they will do no harm. Perhaps

good.

See !—there is another bird ; sailing too high

for my dog to bark at. It is not exactly a

stranger, though we do not see many of them

unless in stormy weather, when they are driven

inland often much farther than our estuary.

Some of you, my children, may have read in

Mary Howitt's poems, one beginning,

—

O the white sea-gull, the wild sea-gull,

A joyful bird is he."

Going on to say how-

• The ship, with her fair sails set, goes by,

And her people stand to note,

How the sea-gull lies in the heaving sea,

As still as an anchor'd boat.

"

Well, this is the creature, and a beautiful

creature he is too, if we could examine him

close ; but he keeps circling and circling over

our heads, so that we can only see his white

breast, and his great white flapping wings tipped

with black, on which he goes sailing miles and

miles out to sea, and beholds wonderful sights,

such as we ourselves never shall behold. And
probably he has built his nest, with myriads of

others, on the top of a great rock in the middle
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of the sea, some fifty miles from hence, and only

comes paying occasional winter visits to our

pretty little bay.

I wish I could show you this bay. It curves

in suddenly from a line of rocky coast—rocks

of that picturesque sort which geologists term
" conglomerate." It is shingly, not sandy, and
except a few occasional masses of sea-weed, and
the melancholy bits of drift-wood which imply a

wreck somewhere, some time, we rarely find any
very curious things ; except the unfailing curi-

osities of every sea-shore, the ebbing and flowing

of the tide, the shells clustering on bits of rock,

the strange creatures—medusae, for instance

—

which go floating about on the top of the waves,

or lie as deep down as you can see beneath
the clear water. And then there is the view

—

the broad blue estuary—the line of mountains
beyond ; but I could never paint that in pen
and ink.

My dog has no eye for the picturesque, but

a very sharp one to his own pleasure. He knows
as well as possible the turn down to the bay,

where I give him his daily swim. He stops,

barks, runs forward, then turns, looks at me and
barks again. He says, as plainly as a dumb
beast can say, " Won't you come "^

"

Well, my dog, I will ; though I have not your
passion- for sea-water in January; though I shall

get my hands all wet and cold with handling

that kail-stalk you are so eager to swim after

;

and though, after you come out, you will as-

suredly jump upon me, and shake yourself into
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a perfect watering-pot on my gown, still I'll bear

it. Come, we'll go.

I pick up the kail-stalk and a piece of drift-

wood which he has been eyeing and barking at

;

he plunges in after both like a hero, comes out

dripping like a drowned rat,—then throws him-

self upon me, overwhelming me with gratitude

and salt-water. " Well, that's enough ! and now
be a good dog and come away."

It sometimes strikes me, when I see my dog's

paroxysm of grateful joy for the smallest favour

—his obedient relinquishing of benefits denied,

his contrition when he does wrong, and is told

to " walk behind me," abject penitence depicted

in his head and ears, nay, his very tail ; his

ecstasy when I forgive him, and speak kindly

to him again— it strikes me, I say, that many of

us might take a lesson from a poor brute beast.

But I promised not to preach, and shall keep

my word ; only sometimes you must let me have

my little say in passing, as I should if we were

really walking together. But for the most part

we shall take these walks as country walks are

best taken, with one's eyes open and one's mouth
shut.

Our bay is a perpetual pleasure to me. It is

calm enough now, and yet I have seen the waves

come rolling in several feet high, breaking over

the rocks and the little wooden pier in perfect

showers of spray ; to-day, however, they just

come rippling in lazily, each curling over with a

soft " thud " on the beach. Beyond, there hangs

over the river—we call it a river, though the
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opposite bank is six miles off—the stillness of

intense frost. Days since, the mountains dis-

appeared in a white haze, into which the sun is

just dropping, to reappear as a round red ball

like molten iron, which dips slowly into the

waves, dyeing them a deep blood colour.

I notice these things because, children, I want

you to notice the like, walking everywhere, as I

have said, " with your eyes open." Then, oh

!

the beautiful and wonderful things you will see

every day and every hour ! I leave you to find

them out.

Ay, and so you would, even on a winter day
like this, when people who know nothing of

the country think it " dull." Dull ?—why every

minute we are discovering something new,—my
dog and I.

He takes me along the shore-road, which is

divided from the sea by a narrow belt of trees

and brushwood. There he goes searching about,

fancying he has found one of his old familiar

rabbits; but they are safely hidden in their holes

up the glen, down which the noisy burn comes
tumbling, tumbling, till it joins the salt-water

just here. For our seaboard is not barren nor

bleak, but rich with vegetation to the water's

edge. I have often seen primroses and hya-

cinths growing to within a yard or two of high-

water mark, and mingling their woodland odour

with the salt smell of dulse and carrageen.

Passing the glen, where I shall take you a

walk some day, children, we come to a range

of rocks gradually rising to thirty or forty

VOL. II. T
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feet, along the base of which the shore-road

runs.

These rocks are very curious. They have

evidently been the ancient sea-margin ; that is to

say, the estuary has been level with their tops,

instead of, as it now is, many feet below. This

gradual receding and advancing of the sea, leav-

ing one shore high and dry and undermining

or overwhelming another, is a very remarkable

phenomenon. Scientific men might study it

here with advantage ; but we who are not

learned, but merely simple observers of nature,

can only walk under, and look up at, those great

perpendicular rocks—some bare, some covered

with birch-trees, whin-bushes, and heather—and

wonder how many centuries it took the sea to

slip away, leaving, what must once have been its

wonderful bottom, but which has now grown into

a pretty shore, fringed with the richest vegeta-

tion, especially ivy, mosses and ferns.

Ours is a grand country for ferns. The
humidity of the climate makes them grow every-

where abundantly. You find them lurking in

every cranny where it is possible for a fern to

grow. Even now, in this dead season of the

year, many of them are beautifully green. So

are the mosses ; and, mixed with brown lichens

and yellow fungi, they are almost as pretty as

flowers.

But we have to do at present with these rocks,

which are a perpetual wonder and delight to me.

I do not know what their " formation " may be,

geologically; but I never look up at them in
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their curious jagged outlines, without thinking
of the time when this great river was level with
their tops, emptying itself seaward—not, as now,
through two lines of busy towns, and pleasant
coast villas, strung in dots, like a long white
necklace, on either side the blue waters,—but
flowing solitarily through primaeval forests, in-

habited by antediluvian or pre-Adamite beasts :

creatures such as may be seen in the Sydenham
Crystal Palace gardens, made in Portland ce-
ment, and set to look as if they were walking,
squatting, crawling, or climbing—uncouth, grim
monsters, which, we fancy, must have peopled
an equally queer and monstrous worid. But of
that period now the most learned geologist can
teach us little. We can only trace the evidence
of it in these rocks, gradually worn away, some
into smooth sloping surfaces, some cut down
perpendicularly, as accurately as if it had been
done with a hatchet.

A few masses are left standing separate from
the rest. One in particular, half-covered with
vegetation, looks more like a fragment of ma-
sonry, or bit of an old ruined castle, than the
handiwork of Nature alone.

Nature, indeed! What strange pranks has
she been playing since last week, when I came
along this road ! There, every fifty yards or so,
was the sound or sight of water, for ours is a
watery country ; from above or beneath we never
have any lack of it. Now, every drop of water
is turned into ice ; every road-side runlet, or
singing burn, or leaping waterfall—nay, nay,

T 2
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every little trickle that comes dripping from the

roots of a heather-bush, is frozen, as if a fairy

had suddenly passed by, struck it with her wand,

and turned it, just as it was, into hard, clear

crystal.

The shapes it takes are infinite. First, there

is a part of the rock so smooth that it holds not

even a cranny where to grow a tiny fern. This

has become one sheet of ice, glittering in the

sun. Elsewhere there hang festoons, a yard or

two deep, like glass curtains, from which depend

innumerable tassels, or ear-rings, or spears

—

whatever you choose to liken them to—perfectly

rounded, and, however thick they may be at the

root, tapering uniformly to a point, slender and

sharp as a needle. They are all sizes and all

lengths, from an inch to two yards, and their

numbers are numberless.

And now we come to the most curious sight

of all. There is a place where the rock is hol-

lowed inward, so as to form a shallow cave.

This cave is completely festooned with icicles.

Some are of great size, perfect sheaves of spears,

united at top in a solid mass. Here and there,

where the cave, which faces south-west, has been

entered by the sun's light, they have slightly

melted ; but the drops which fell have speedily

frozen again, and underneath each sheaf of down-

ward spears a new array of upward spears has

risen from the ground to meet them. Standing

here, under this roof, which used to be so damp
and green, or glistening with oozing water, but is

now turned into a fairy palace, we can conjure
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Up what Arctic caverns and icebergs must be.

And in trying to break off one of these spears,

but finding that, though it is only two inches in

diameter, my hand is as weak against it as

against a bar of steel, I can understand better

the awfulness of that frozen sea, which has

strength to lock up in its deathly bosom huge
ships, and that not for weeks or months, but for

whole years.

As I walk on, many a thought comes, and
many a story which I should like to tell you, my
boys and girls—for girls love heroes as well as

boys—of those brave sailors who have perished

in the Polar deep, or come back to tell us of

their exploits, perils, and endurances. But you
may read them all for yourselves in McClintock's

Voyage of the Fox, and in another book, interest-

ing as a fairy tale, and simple as a story told at

the fire-side by word of mouth, the Arctic adven-

tures of the American, Dr. Kane, who volun-

teered to go in search of our own Franklin. The
heroism of the man—he is dead now; he died

not long after he came home—his care over and
fidelity to his companions, his unselfishness, pa-

tience, and self-denial—all these, not showy, but
silent virtues, betrayed rather than expressed in

his plain, straightforward, sailor-like narrative,

compose a history, from the reading of which
every man, woman, or child, with a heart and a
conscience, must rise up feeling happier and
better than before. For surely, if no other good
has been gained by these terribly tragical adven-

tures in search of the North-west Passage, they
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have taught one thing—how much for duty's

sake men can do, and dare, and endure : ay,

endure, which is not quite synonymous with suffer,

one being active and the other passive. It

touches one's inmost soul with a thrill far higher

than grief or pity, to think of what these men

endured, resisting to the end. What noble pri-

vations mutually borne—what brotherly clinging

together of officers and crews, forgetful of all

difference of rank—what heroic concealment of

pain, each holding on through sickness and

weakness to the last extremity, in order to help

and not burthen the rest ! The glory of such

histories can never die, nor the good influence

they leave behind, no, not even though the men
themselves may have long since left their bones

to bleach under icebergs, or to be scattered by

Arctic bears over leagues of impassable snow.

But these thoughts are growing too solemn.

My dog evidently considers so. For ever so long

he has been trying to catch my attention, running

to and fro, barking, and looking up entreatingly

to me. Ah, I see he is, like myself, very

thirsty, and there is no water, only ice. Well,

my man, we must just accommodate ourselves to

circumstances. Come here. I break off an icicle

and present him with it; he smells, and turns

despondently away. He thinks I am cheating

him. So, now, let us try how far his trust in

me will go, and how far his reasoning powers will

help his instinct in a matter upon which he has

certainly never experimented before, for all his

winters have been spent in a town, and I doubt
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much if he ever saw real ice until now. *' Look
here, my dog." And I break off an icicle, put it

into my mouth, and show him distinctly that I

am eating it and liking it, then hold it to his

mouth. He regards me with a mingled expres-

sion of doubt and faith, but faith predominates.

He takes a cautious bite, is astonished and
charmed. It is his first experiment at eating

ices, but is quite satisfactory. Between us, he
and I consume two whole spears ; he at last

becoming so voracious, that he takes the frag-

ments out of my hand, gnaws them, and growls

over them as if they were bones. And every

lump of ice which he afterwards comes to, he
turns over and smells and bites at with the

greatest enjoyment.

Certainly, my dog is the cleverest of all dogs,

quite a reasoning animal. One thing touches

me, as it always does—his unlimited trust in me.

Well, my man, I think I deserve it, for you know
I never restrict you wantonly in any of your
harmless canine enjoyments, for I like to treat

even my poor dog with that even-handed justice

which is the best loving-kindness. And certainly

you return it all, for you are the best companion
at home and abroad that any fond brute

could be.

Come, we must now bend our ways home-
ward, for the short afternoon is already closing.

Lovely as these winter days are, they are brief

enough, and we have the very shortest twilight

In summer it will be different ; during June and

July I have often been able to read until eleven
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p.m., but now the afternoon seems, after sunset,

to sink suddenly into night. Nay, even before

the sun has set, a white haze, slowly advancing

landward, blots out both the sea and the moun-

tains, or rather where the mountains ought to be.

In this frosty weather they often vanish for days

together, but when they do reappear some won-

drously clear morning, with snow on their sum-

mits, which the rising sun dyes all colours, oh,

how beautiful they are ! But I must give a

whole chapter to my mountains, or take you a

special walk among them some day.

Now we turn homeward together, my dog

and I ; he trotting first, so close to me that,

though I can only distinguish something black

moving through the haze, in the dead stillness

I can hear the pit-pat of his feet ; as no doubt

he hears the steadier tramp of mine, and is

satisfied. He does not bark
;

probably his

spirits are depressed by the fog and the chilly

air, which creeps into the very marrow of one's

bones.

But never mind, my dog ! We have had a

glorious walk, and shall have another to-morrow.

Though the night looks so gloomy now, we
know it will soon be morning, when we shall

start off together, you and I, ay, before it is day-

light. For in these northern latitudes the morn-

ings are as dark as the evenings. At 7.30 a.m.

yesterday I found the stars still shining, and

saw just over that wooded hill the crescent moon
lying, with her horns downwards, just like a piece

of silver set in the dark sky, while on either side
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of her, two planets gleamed like great eyes out

of the deep black-blue heavens. And gradually

I watched the dawn come over the mountains,

changing the darkness into grayness, and then

into all sorts of colours—rose, lilac, and amber

—

until all the sky above, and all the earth below,

became clear and distinct in the brightness of

perfect day.

Was not this a sight to rise early for .? And
we shall see it again, my dog, to-morrow, though

now we go home in the mist and gloom, and shut

the wicket gate after us, thankful that we have

a roof to shelter us and a good fire to creep to.

And so good-bye, children! Are you glad or

are you sorry to part at the walk's end with my
dog and me ^
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TOLD TO SICK CHILDREN.

No. II.—THE FOX HUNT.

THIS time, children, it is only I who take

you the imaginary stroll. My dog lives

still in peace and prosperity, but he and
I are undergoing a temporary separation. I have

left him behind me, some two hundred miles

away, while I wander southwards to a region

in which climate and everything else form the

strongest contrast to that wherein you took your
last stroll with my dog and me.

The poor fellow seemed to have a foreboding

that he was about to lose me for a time, and
time must be a rather unknown quantity in

doggish calculations. The night before I left

him he crept after me from room to room,

watching my packing with a sad inquisitiveness^

as if to say, " Oh, please tell me what is going

to happen .'*" And not many minutes before I
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actually started (which I own to doing surrep-

titiously, during his absence in the cellar, search-

ing eagerly for an imaginary rat) he came and

laid himself on my gown-skirt, rolling over and

over caressingly, pawing and licking my feet.

Ah me! when I finally departed, still hearing him

bark at the impossible rat, and knowing that he

would soon come bounding back to the empty

room, I felt not unlike a traitor.

Still it must be; and I looked forward to

another happy meeting by-and-by, when I return

to the familiar spot, only brightened by green

leaves and unfrozen noisy waterfalls, and my
Black Prince will again seek with me his

natural felicities—the hunting of rabbits, birds,

hedgehogs, crabs, and other amusements with

which he enlivens our mutual walks.

Meantime I might, if I chose, find a substitute

for my own dog, in one that is always volunteer-

ing to accompany me here. Let me spare him

a word or two, for he is a very remarkable

animal. He was mentioned to me as, " Our

little lap-dog—a puppy only six months old,"

when the door opened, and in walked a gigantic

deer-hound, as large as a young donkey ; of the

breed now very rare, to which Sir Walter Scott's

Maida belonged ; the finest specimen of dog kind

I ever beheld, but a little inconvenient in domestic

life. For instance, his paw thrown across my
lap feels as strong and solid as the arm of a big

boy ; his head laid on my feet—as in his ex-

treme affectionateness of disposition he is rather

fond of doing—fairly pins me to the earth, and
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when he jumps exuberantly upon me, he very

nearly knocks me down. In a small room his

large length monopolises one half of the fire-side,

and when he turns round he produces an alarm-

ing disturbance both among people and furniture.

Yet he is a magnificent animal, with a head

almost human in expression, and a shape of

which every movement is more graceful than

another. He would be a perfect study for a

painter, and one here hunts him from room to

room and sketches him in every possible attitude.

I am always picking up stray bits of paper with

portraits of this beautiful beast. He is a quiet

beast too, and to see him playing with his par-

ticular friend, a Skye terrier, is quite a picture.

The big dog opens his mouth wide enough to

swallow the little one, who yet puts his head

confidingly into it, when they roll over and over,

giving caressing bites and an occasional affec-

tionate growl, but never really quarrelling ; and

they hang about and whine after one another,

seeming to weary for each other's company, just

like friendly school-boys. And by the bye, it

sometimes strikes me, children, that if both dogs

and schoolboys were brought up in an atmos-

phere of loving-kindness, they might do with a

great deal less fighting and snarling than is

generally supposed necessary, since even these

two dumb beasts cannot live in this loving family

where I now am staying, without living together

in love also.

But much as I admire the deer-hound, he is

not my own Black Prince, with his cheery bark,
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his quaint ways, and his speciality of loving-

ness. Nobody lies in wait for me at my room-

door, and nobody scampers after me into the

open air ; for the splendid animal aforesaid is

rather inconvenient as a companion, both in the

house and out of it. He has an unlucky pro-

pensity to mistake sheep for his native deer; and

even cows, bewildered by his great size, seem to

think him some wild animal, and run roaring

about at the sight of him ; so that in this pas-

toral country his company in the fields is very

unadvisable. And in the villages he is far too

particular in his attention to the children—bends

down and licks their faces in a condescending

manner, while they, unable to get away, stand

petrified with terror. On the whole, grand as

his appearance is—so much so that every passer-

by turns round to look at him—my noble friend

is better left at home,—where it was unanimously

decided to leave him on the day about which I

am going to tell you, when I and two friends

went to see a fox-hunt.

You should know first something of the sort

of country where I am ; far away from sea,

mountains, rivers, or any of the beauties which

I described last time
;
yet it has beauties of its

own. Though inland, pastoral, and agricultural,

it is not flat, but tumbled about in a charming

up-and-downiness which the natives politely call

"hills." If they saw our hills ! Still there is a

wonderful beauty in these green rounded knolls,

dotted with patches of brown bare woods ; and

in the little dales between, where usually runs,
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not exactly a river or a stream, but a pretty

brook, whose course can be traced by its fringe

of osier beds. Then the colouring of the land-

scape, even on this February day, is very fine

;

red, ploughed fields, some bare, some across

which the tiny blade of springing corn throws

faintest possible shade of green
;
pasture fields

dotted with cows, and intersected with hedges

and hedge-row trees.

The trees form a great feature in this rich and

luxuriant district. Even now, with not a leaf to

be seen, there is no mistaking an oak for an elm,

a beech for a chestnut ; each keeps, down to the

smallest twig, its law of individuality—its own

special outline of trunk and branches, infinitely

varied, and yet the same in kind ; and already

each is preparing to re-clothe itself for the coming

year. The ash-trees are beginning to darken,

—

'* Black as ash-buds in the front of March."

The chestnut buds are growing "sticky;"

yellow catkins are dropping from the willow,

and those soft buds which the children call

*' palms," and carry about with them on Palm

Sunday, are already visible. Along the hedges

on either side of the road, runs a reddish shade,

which will by-and-by turn greenish, and then

brighten into that tender colour of young leaves,

which six weeks or two months hence will

flash out in sheltered places and gradually make
all the hedgerows look as if they were blushing

green.
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Very pleasant is this clear, sunshiny, smooth
country road, straight as one of the Roman
roads, which are still to be traced in this district,

as well as Roman camps on the hill-sides, and
Roman villas and pavements among the valleys.

This road may have been Roman for aught
we know, originally planned in the days when
we Britons painted ourselves with woad,' and
dressed ourselves in skins of bears and foxes.

Which reminds me of the object of our walk,

to see a " meet," or fox-hunt, this being a fox-

hunting country.

Now, children, I am not going to discuss the

question of fox-hunting. Some people think it

a truly British sport, right and lawful and manly;
others consider it exceedingly cruel and wrong.

I myself have never thought much on the sub-

ject, and therefore am not competent to give

any opinion. When you grow up you must
judge for yourselves, and in the meantime you
had better let the matter rest with older people,

reading my description simply as a description

of what was at least a very pretty sight. How
far it is fair to turn into a " very pretty sight

"

the hunting of a poor beast to death, and
whether, on the other hand, it is not allowable

to destroy the farmer's greatest pest, are ques-

tions which I too shall leave to wiser heads
than my own. We grown-up, as well as you
little people, have often to learn that it is our
utmost wisdom to confess humbly—" I don't

know."

Well, there is the " meet." We can see it a
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long way off,—an upland field, with woods

behind it, in the which many foxes dwell. Last

night, while the creatures were prowling about

in farm-yards and other places, keepers went

round these woods and stopped up their "earths,"

—which are great holes or burrows extending

far underground. Consequently the foxes have

no homes to shelter in, and will be more easily

"found," as the phrase is. Good sport is evi-

dently expected, for the road, usually so lonely,

is thronged with people—fashionable people

from the fashionable town a few miles off, and

country people, who have come down from what

the natives here call "the hills," in gigs, carts,

or plough-horses, and on their own feet. They
are rather a remarkable looking race, intensely

Saxon, with the Saxon round, ruddy face, blue

eyes, and flaxen hair; just as you might imagine

the faces of Gurth the swineherd, and Wamba
the jester, in Scott's " Ivanhoe," if you have read

it (and if you have not, go and ask permission to

do so immediately). They are mostly farmers,

dressed in velveteen, with bright-coloured waist-

coats, breeches, and leather-leggings ; or farmers'

labourers, wearing the usual smock-frock. All

are evidently deeply interested ; but in the quiet

unexcitable way in which the British labourer

does show his interest in things about him.

They trudge soberly along, or stand in groups,

staring at the grand folks in carriages, or the

red-coated hunters, who every now and then

gallop past, and enter the open gate of the field

where the " meet " is held.
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A more picturesque sight could hardly be

seen than this sloping field, over which a

hundred or more people, on horseback and on

foot, are now moving. Sometimes a horseman

darts out of the immediate circle and gives a

canter round the field ; and once there is great

excitement. A hunter is thrown, his horse rolls

over him, and there is a moment of breathless

alarm, till the poor gentleman extricates himself

by pulling his leg out of one of his top-boots.

The horse springs up and dashes wildly about

the field with the bridle dangling dangerously

under his feet, a beautiful, fierce, frantic creature,

whom nobody dares to catch. However, it is

caught at last, and its master, with true English

pluck, goes after it (limping a little, and rubbing

legs and arms, but othenvise unhurt), caresses,

soothes, and at last remounts it, looking very

white, but still riding fearlessly and calmly, as a

bold, British hunter ought.

This little episode has greatly excited both

us, and our neighbours on either hand—a car-

riage full of little girls with their governess, and

a couple of boys on Shetland ponies accom-

panying papa on his big horse,—papa who has

evidently given up hunting in order to take his

little sons to the " meet." We have scarcely

settled down when the hounds appear, coming

down the hilly road in a compact body, headed

by the whipper-in, or "whip," as he is technically

called. They are regular thorough-bred fox-

hounds, not an attractive sort of dog to my
mind, being all alike, with no individuality about

VOL. II. u
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them, and kept necessarily in such strict order,

like a pack of wild beasts, that no special affec-

tion between dog and master can be possible.

They obey the " whip," with a whip in his hand,

but they take no notice of him or anybody
;

rushing on with a savage unanimity of delight,

as if they already scented the creatures they

were born and reared to exterminate.

After them rides their owner (and people say

they cost him 10,000/. a year), the master of

the hunt, a handsome, grand-looking gentleman,

whose diamond ring flashes as he reins up his

horse, which is a perfect picture for breed and

beauty. Probably nowhere in the world could

there be seen a much finer collection of splendid

hunters, snorting and champing, and seeming as

eager for the chase as their riders.

And now, all being assembled, the master of

the hunt gives the signal to " throw off," which

means letting the dogs loose to find the " scent."

This is easy enough, for, even to human beings,

the odour of a fox is so strong that when one has

crossed the road you can know it by the scent he

leaves behind him for ten minutes afterwards.

The hounds rush forward into the wood, whence
almost immediately rises first one yelp, then

another, and finally the whole pack "give

tongue." The fox is ** found,"— he "breaks

cover
;

" we cannot see him, but we can hear

the "view halloo" of the huntsman across the

green field, and we can trace the dogs rushing

forward in a compact mass, so close together

that, according to the saying of the keepers, you
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might "cover them with a tablecloth." One
after the other the huntsmen dart away, gal-

lopping so fast that their horses seem to lie level

along the grass, with legs stretched out before

and behind, then diminishing to mere specks of

scarlet, black, or grey, and so vanishing over the

top of the hill.

The hunt has begun. Poor Reynard—or "sly

Reynolds," as they call him in these parts—

I

wonder what will become of him !

Nobody knows. In a very short time the

field where the " meet " was, is totally deserted

Carriages and horsemen move lazily up and

down the road, the foot people hang about, won-

dering what direction the hunt will take, which,

seeing it all depends upon the will of the poor

fox, and none of us know " sly Reynolds's

"

mind, is a matter of pure guess-work. We
eagerly watch both the hill-side and the valley

below, listen for the " view halloo," the distant

yelp of the hounds, and fancy often we catch

a glimpse of scarlet between the trees.

Whether fox-hunting be right or wrong, it is

certainly very exciting. The little pale boys on

Shetland ponies, apparently recovering from

illness—for their papa has just administered a

glass of wine a-piece out of a flask in his pocket

—flush up with delight as they ride to and fro.

Some village youths of our acquaintance, and

even youths of higher class, are seen tearing up

the valley, having followed the hunt on foot,

ancle deep in mud, and torn with briars. As some

of our companions—staid gentlemen now—own
u 2
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to have done when they were boys, making short

cuts across country, and running for miles in

order to keep up with the hunt and be " in at the

death," which, with pride they avouch, they not

seldom were. Bravo, lads ! whether gentlemen

or ploughmen. This is the good thing in hunting

and all field sports,—they teach the spirit of

adventure and endurance. And that it is which

carries our British youth through the Indian

jungle, the ice-fields of the Arctic circle, the

Australian bush, and the deathly swamps of

Africa,—anywhere, everywhere, to colonise, sub-

due, or civilise the world.

But the hunt has evidently disappeared. Rey-

nard, wise beast, has led them far away from his

native wood and his stopped-up earth. All the

company are riding or driving off, and shortly

ourselves, and those two labourers in the osier-

beds who have been cutting osiers the whole

time without once looking up—poor men ! per-

haps their day's wages depend on the amount of

the day's work—are alone left in the quiet valley

which an hour ago was so lively and so full of

people.

Suppose we take our usual walk, just as

if there had been no fox-hunt,—one of those

delicious field-walks in the interval between

winter and early spring, when the air is so soft,

the sunshine so sweet, and the whole earth full

of pleasant promise. True, there is a good deal

of mud, wholesome, honest, country mud ; we
require the strongest of boots, and clothes that

will bear rough usage, for we may have to
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scramble over stiles, and through gaps in hedges,

and amidst brushwood, and tree stumps, and

brambles, and even occasionally subside to " all-

fours." But we have a great delight in it ; there

is nothing like a regular field walk ; when we have

the country all to ourselves, and can talk and

sing and shout to one another, merry as crickets,

and free as air.

We go right up through a gate and a lane to

the wood where the fox " broke cover," for we

want to find his " earth "—the nearest approach

to the den of a wild animal now to be seen in

England, as he himself is the only remnant of

our beasts of prey ; except, perhaps, the badger.

We listen, by the way, to our companions'

account of a wood not many miles from this,

one of the very few places in England where the

badger still exists ; what a curious place it is, all

intersected with paths and lairs, and trodden

down with foot-prints of strange creatures. We
think we should very much like to go and see it,

though we have no particular wish for a badger

hunt. Man has, some writer observes, " a natural

propensity for hunting something ; " but I am
not sure that woman has, and we are all women
here, and our pleasures are of a different and

more peaceful sort. Though we have left our

childhood behind, some of us very far behind,

still, my children, not one of you could enjoy

more thoroughly than we all three do this day

that beautiful wood which has already begun to

dress itself for spring.

It is noticeable for how very short a time, even
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in winter, vegetation lies absolutely dormant. In

reality not for a day— the young buds being

formed before the old leaves drop off. Not
many weeks since, before Christmas, I found in

another part of the country young green thorn-

leaves (what children call " bread and cheese "),

daisies, dandelions, and two abortive attempts at

buttercups. And here in a sheltered nook, is

actually a spray of honeysuckle, already green

with this year's leaves. Another year !—another

spring ! God bless it to you all, my children,

and to all good and happy people everywhere

!

And it must be a very hard and wicked heart

indeed which will not rejoice that year after year

while the world lasts God will always send us

spring.

The wood is full of treasures, even so early

as February, and although the trees are still

black and bare ; all except the juniper, which

is an evergreen : the low beeches, with their

rich brown leaves, which, though withered and

crinkled up, persist in hanging on till spring,

and the furze, which has already put out a few

yellow blossoms. Then there is the ivy, very

plentiful everywhere, and the queer bunches of

mistletoe, which stick themselves, nobody knows

how, in the topmost boughs of oak, poplar, or

apple-trees. Why this odd parasite should prefer

these particular trees to attach itself to, I cannot

say, nor how it grows there, unless from a seed

left by some bird. It is a very mysterious plant

altogether,—especially at Christmas time.

Every tree stump is a nest of curiosities ; dif-
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ferent sorts of lichens, fungi, and moss, and tiny

nurseries of plants which ought to have perished

long ago. We find, with great triumph, a flourish-

ing bed of wood-sorrel, and another of wood-ruff,

both quite fresh and green. And in turning up

a mass of dead oak-leaves, we come upon a tiny

primrose root, embedded in moss, stretching out

its small leaves just like a little baby out of a

cradle. If it only had a flower upon it
!
How

one of us would delight to paint it, the little

yellow darling, peering out from the green moss

and dead leaves. What a pretty picture it would

make under the title of—let us consider—*' A
Discovery

!

"

But we are making discoveries every minute,

heedless of the brambles which tear us, and the

brushwood we keep stumbling over. We have

filled our baskets with moss and our hands with

great heaps of the long hart's-tongue fern. Ah !

February is no time for carrying nosegays, for

our fingers are growing pinched and numb. In

spite of the bright sunshine, and blue sky, and

white fleecy clouds, we are painfully convinced

that it is not spring just yet.

Still, we enjoy ourselves so much that we have

almost forgotten the fox's " earth," till we come

suddenly upon a hole not unlike an enormous

rabbit-burrow, scooped out under the root of a

nut-tree, the soil being thrown up all round it,

like an embankment. Strewn about are bits of

fur and hair, and a feather or two, showing that

the inhabitant is not quite such an innocent

animal as a rabbit. Otherwise, it is a very quiet.
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desolate den, and whatever murderous relics

there may be at the other end of it, which is

probably ever so far underground, there are

none outside. The " earth " has evidently once

been stopped up, and the determined fox has

burrowed his way again into his familiar hole,

where, perhaps, he has long lived in peace, and

brought up a large family of little Reynards
;

for, we are told, young foxes were often to be

seen playing about in this very wood, pretty and

harmless as rabbits or kittens. But we see none

now. In the breeding season fox-hunters bene-

volently or prudently hunt no more. So it was

only old habit that drew *' sly Reynolds " to this

hole, if, indeed, its owner be the identical fox

who lately flew before the hounds.

We are almost sorry for him, in spite of our

memory of lost ducklings, fowls, and geese.

He is tried and punished so deliberately, and so

long after the offence, that we feel for him some

of the sympathy which always attends great

criminals in those horrible hangings which I

trust you, children, will live to talk about as

things belonging entirely to the past. Poor

beast ! bad as his character may be for cunning

and cruelty, we almost hope he has escaped, and

are trying to forget all about him and the hunt

in listening to a thrush, the first thrush of the

year, who had just opened his mouth from a

neighbouring tree-top, and is pouring out his

rich notes as if there was no such thing as pain

or trouble in the world,—when suddenly we start,

hearing close behind us a yelp and a howl.
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Ah ! it is the hounds. They come tumbling

and tearing through the brush-wood. We see

no individual dog, but a mass of black and white

heads, legs, and tails ; and a little distance in

front of them is a small brown thing. So very

small it looks ! How it runs, doubles, turns,

and runs again ; then, as if driven by a sort of

desperation, it seems to spring back right in the

middle of the pack. They close upon it with that

horrid universal howl, and it is never seen more.

At least, we saw it no more ; for we got out of

the way as fast as we could, feeling sick and

sorrowful, wishing we had never been to the

hunt. Was that the poor fox, that tiny creature,

a mere ball of brown fur worried about among
the dogs ? Wliat a small thing to be the object

of so much excitement, the prey which lords

and gentlemen, keepers and hounds, had fol-

lowed for miles and miles ? Well, fox-hunting

may be very good sport, but I am not quite

sure, children, that if I were a man I should

enjoy it with a clear conscience, and I am very

sure that I should not like to be " in at the

death."

We were not, though it must have happened

within a few yards of us ; that is, if it hap-

pened at all. We heard afterwards a report that

the fox had escaped—ran into his earth; and

though two or three men were " digging him

out " for some time, they failed to get at him.

Let us hope it was so.

But for us, our pleasure in the morning's

sight—the scarlet hunters, the splendid horses,
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the musical -tongued dogs—was considerably

damped. We felt relieved when they all

vanished, which they did in a very few minutes,

scouring the country in search of another fox.

They left the wood, in its delicious solitude, to

us and the thrush on the tree-top, who recom-

menced ; happy bird ! as soon as everything was

quiet, and sang at the top of his voice as plain

as bird's notes could say—" Spring is coming

!

spring is coming !

"

Yes, though the roads are muddy, and the

fields rather damp and dreary for the young

lambs—look ! there are two wee, toddling crea-

tures, showing white as daisies against the green

meadow ! though for many a day our fingers

will tingle and our noses get pinched ; still,

spring is coming!—The days are lengthening and

brightening, the sunshine is growing stronger

;

I should not wonder if before very long, under

the hedge we know so well, we might find, as

some of us have found every year of our lives, a

little, tiny, delicate white violet, to be followed

in a day or two by hundreds more, till the whole

field is fragrant with them. Further down it,

hidden among the grass, we might already find

those three little flat leaves of the tenderest, most

delicate green, which show where, by-and-by,

will rise up a flower, the very delight of our

hearts

—

"Then came the cowslip, like a dancer at a fair,

She spread her little mat of green and on it danced she."

— as she will dance next May by thousands
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over this very field, and we shall drop on our

knees to smell at her and admire her, just as

ardently as we did—well, well, it matters not

how many years ago !

Thank God, in one sense, we three shall be

always children. For, I am certain, we shall

never lose our delight in this beautiful world
;

in the day and night, summer and winter, seed-

time and harvest, which He has ordained shall

not cease, until He creates a new heaven and a

new earth. What we shall be then, we know

not ; nor is it necessary for us to know ; if it

had been, He would have taught us. As it is.

He teaches us instead by the daily experience

of life, and in many other ways, some of which

you also know only too well, my poor sick chil-

(^i-en !—the two hardest things on earth for any

one to learn—not seeing, to love, and not wholly

understanding, to believe.

THE END.

BKADBURY, EVANS, AND CO., PRiNPEKS, WHITEFRIARS.
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LIST OF XEAV WORKS.

VOL. II. OF HER MAJESTY'S TOWER. By
W. HEPWORTH DIXOX. DEDICATED BY EXPRESS PER-
MISSIOX TO THE QUEEN*. Fourth Edition. Demy Sro. 15s.

CorttSTs:—^The Ang'.oSpinish Plot—Factions at Court—^Lord Grey of Wihon

—

Old English Catholics—The English Jesuits—White Webbs—The Priesta" Plot

—Wilton Court—Last of a Noble Line—Powder-Plot Boom—Guy Fawkes

—

Origin of the Plot—Vinegar House—Conspiracy at Large—The Jesuit's Move

—

In London—November. 16<)-5—Hunted Down—In the Tower—Search for Gar-

net—End of the English Jesuits—The Catholic Lords—Hirry Percy—The
Wizard Earl—A Real Arabella Plot—William Seymour—The Escape—Pursuit

—Dead in the Tower—Lady Frances Howard—Robert Carr—Powder Poison-

ing—The End.

From the Tdcbs. October 22xd:— ' All the cirilized world—English. Continaitel.
and Amer.c III— t ike? a,ii iii:er'?^; in the Tower of Lond(HL The Tower is the stage
upon wh . ^ of the grandest dtmmas and saddest tragedies
in our n .-ination. we uke our stand on those tune-worn
walla, an . :". t i)j.st js. w-? >hall see in doc succession the
majority oi ;Iio mu=: f England in the olden time.
We shall see them otting. and then anon, per-
haps, o '\\\v.\->:. L :,_' •:

,
- of a hideous masked flgore,

b» . p.c:iires aa these that Mr. Dixon, with
C' has set before us in these TohmiesL Mr.
\)\ -:ory with great spirit His descriptions
are g; veu xXa. !,-^ch that we should spoil them by any attempt
at conileusation. As s of his narratiTe powers we may call at-
tention to the story . .> •oa.ir K iii'r. Queen of Henry HL, and
the description of Aii. .: the Tower. Then we
have the story of the s by the aid of a cord
hidden in a wine iar: risoned and murdered
by the caitiff Juho. Paasiu^- ouw^rvLi. we >.. - 'f Orleans, the poetic
French Prince, captured at Agtncourt, and d- ve-md-tweuty years a
pi i>oner in the Tower. Next we eucoanter the l _ . .

:' R'chard of Gloucester.
and are fihed with indignation at the blackest ui liie oii*ck Tower deedsL As we
draw nearer to modern times, we have the sorrowful story of the Nine Days*
Queen, poor little Lady Jane Grey. The chapter entitled "No Cp>ss. no Crown "

is one of the most affecting in the book. A mature man can scarcely read it with-
out feeling the tears ready to trickle from his eye-i. Xo part of the first volimie
yields in inferest to the chapters which are devoted to the story of Sir Walter
Raleigh. The greater pan of the second volume is occupied with the story of the
Gunpowder Plot, The niimtive is extremely interesting, and will repay perusal.
Another cause aUbn possessel of a perennial interest, is the murder of Sir Thomas
Overbury by Lord and Lidy Somerset. Mr. Dixon tells the tale skilfully. In con-
cliuiiou. we may congratulate the author on this, his latest work. Both volumes
are decidedly attractive, and throw much lizht on our national history, bat we
think the palm of superior interest mus; be awarded to the second voltime."'

From THE AxHEX-ECM:—"The present volume is superior in sustained interest
to that by which it was preceded. The whole details are so pictnreaquely namted,
that the reader is carried away by the narrative. The stories are told with such
knowledge of new facts as to make them like liitheno unwritten charters in our
history."

From the Moexixg Post :
—'* This volume fascinates the reader's imaginatioo

and stimulates his curiosi'y, whilst throwing floo<ls of pure light on several of the
most perplexing matters of James the First's reign. Not inferior to any of the
authors pR^vious .vorks of history in respect of discerumeat and logical soondnesB.
it equa'^them in Itmiinoos expression, and surpasses some of them in nanantie
interest"
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VOL. I. OF HER MAJESTY'S TOWER. By W.
HEPWORTH DIXON. DEDICATED BY EXPRESS PERMIS-
SION TO THE QUEEN. Sixth Edition. Demy 8vo. 15s.

Con-tents :—The Pile—Inner Ward and Outer Ward—The Wharf—Eiver Rights—

The White Tower—Charles of Orleans—Uncle Gloucester—Prison Rules—Beau-

champ Tower—The good Lord Cobham—King and Cardinal—The Pilgrimage

of Grace—Madge Cheyne—Heirs to the Crown—The Nine Days' Queen—De-

throned—The Men of Kent—Courtney—No Cross no Crown—Cranmer, Lati-

mer, Ridley—White Roses—Princess Margaret—Plot and Counterplot—Mon-

sieur Charles—Bishop of Ross—Murder of Northumberland—Philip the Con-

fessor—Mass in the Tower—Sir Walter Raleigh—The Arabella Plot—Raleigh's

Walk—The Villam Waad—The Garden House—The Brick Tower.

"From first to last this volume overflows with new information and original
thought, with poetry and picture. In these fascinating pages Mr. Dixon dis-

charges alternately the functions of the historian, ami the historic biographer, with
the insight, art, humour and accurate knowledge which never fail him when he
undertakes to illumine the darksome recesses of our national storj^.'"

—

Morning Post.

"We earnestly recommend this remarkable volume to those in que.st of amuse-
ment and instruction, at once solid and reflned. It is a most eloquent and graphic
historical narrative, by a ripe scholar and an accomplished master of English dic-

tion, and a valuable commentai-y on the social aspect of mediaeval and Tudor civil-

ization. In Mr. Dixon's pages are related some of the most moving records of
human flesh and blood to which human ear could listen."

—

Daily Tekyraph.

"It is needless to say that Mr. Dixon clothes the gray stones of the old Tower
with a new and more living interest than most of us have felt before. It is need-
less to say that the stories are admirably told, for Mr. Dixon's style is full of vigour
and liveliness, and he would make a far duller subject than this tale of tragic suf-

fering and heroism into an interesting volume. This book is as fascinating as a good
novel, yet it has all the truth of veritable historj'."

—

Daily News.

" It is impossible to praise too highly this most entrancing history. A better

hook has seldom, and a brighter one has never, been issued to the world by any
master of the delightful art of historic illustration."

—

Star.

"We can highly recommend Mr. Dixon's work. It will enhance his reputation.

The whole is charmingly written, and there is a life, a spirit, and a reality about
the sketches of the celebrated prisoners of the Tower, which give the work the
interest of a romance. ' Her Majesty's To's^^er' is Ukely to become one of the most
popular contributions to history."

—

Standard.

" In many respects this noble volume is Mr. Dixon's masterpiece. The book is a
microcosm of our English history ; and throughout it is pcaneJ with an eloquence
as remarkable for its vigorous simplicity as for its luminous picturesqueness. It

more than sustains Mr. Dixon's reputation. It enhances it."

—

Sun.

"This is a work of great value. It cannot fail to be largely popular and to main-
tain its author's reputation. It bears throughout the marks of careful study, keen
observation, and that power of seizing upon those points of a story that are of real

importance, which is the most precious possession of the historian. To all historic

documents, ancient and modern, Mr. Dixon has had unequalled facilities of access,

and his work will in future be the trusted and popular history of the Tower. He
has succeeded in giving a splendid panorama of English history.'"

—

Globe.

"This chai-ming volume will be the most permanently popular of all Mr. Dixon's
works. Und'M- the treatment of so practised a master of our English tongue the
stoi-y of the Tower becomes more fascinating than the daintiest of romances."—
Examiner.
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LIFE AND REMAINS OF ROBERT LEE, D.D.,
F.R.S.E., :Minister of the Church and Parish of Old Greyfriars,

Professor of Bibhcal Criticism and Antiquities in the University

of Edinburgh, Dean of the Chapel Royal of Holyrood, and Chaplain
in Ordinary to the Queen. By Robert Herbert Story, Minister

of Rosneath ; with an Introductory Chapter by Mrs. Oliphant,

author of " The Life of Edward Irving," &c. 2 vols, demy 8vo,

with Portrait. SOs.

CHAUCER'S ENGLAND. By Matthew Bkowxe.
2 vols, large post 8vo, with Portrait and numerous Illustrations.

2-ts.

" This is a masterly book on a great subject. Chaucer has found in Mr. Browne
his most genial aud intelligent expositor. There is not a dull or common-place
sentence to be found in this entirely delightful book."

—

Spectator.

"This book will find an honourable place m many a library."

—

Athenaeum.

" Pleasanter and, let us adti, more trustworthy volumes have never been written

on a subject so dear to every i'lnglishman as these two interesting volumes of
' Chaucer's England.' "

—

Examiner.

" A delightful and entertaining book. For the charm of its style, the beauty of

its illustrations, and the truth and vividness of its pictures, ' Chaucer's England

'

will have a place on the shelves of all lovers of English poetry and history."

—

Globe.
" A thoroughly fresh and interesting book. It has poetry. Action, antiquarianism,

brought in to lend a helping hand in causing the histoi-y of England in Chaucer's
time to thrill with life and colour. It abounds with passages of the tmest literary

criticism that we have met with for many years."

—

London Review.

"
' Chaucer's England ' may rank as one of the most exhaustive books of bio-

graphy, character, domestic manners, history, literature and criticism, in so far as
the person, genius, life, surroimdings, times, poetry, chivalry, and the church of the

Father of English Poetry are concerned, that our language possesses."'—Z>i.';/)ate^.

. " 'Chaucer's England ' is the author's opus magnum, and it is a worthy one. The
book ought to be read before Chaucer, aud after Chaucer, and whether Chaucer in

read or not. It will take high rank among the productions of our time."—Star.

LUCREZIA BORGIA, Duchess of Ferrara; A
Biography : Illustrated by Rare and Unpublished Documents. By
WiLLfAisi Gilbert, author of " Sir Thomas Branston," " Shirley

Hall Asylum," &c. 2 vols, post 8vo, with Portrait. 21s.

"A very interesting study of the character of Lucrezia Borgia. Mr. Gilbert has
done good service in carefully investigating the evidence on which the charges
rest which have been brought against her, and his researches are likely to produce
the more effect inasmuch as their results have been described in a manner likely

to prove generally interesting. His clear and imaffected style is admirably adapted
for biography, and the chapters which are devoted to Lucrezia's life tell its story

very well. That Mr. Gilbert will succeed in amusing and interesting his readers

may be safely Tpredicte±"—Saturckty Revieic.

" This book is throughout pleasant reading, and all the more interesting from
the novel nature of its contents. As a literary performance, ilr. Gilbert's work is

highly to be commended. The biography is carefully written, and the author
appears to have omitted nothing which might serve to illustrate the life and con-

duct of Lucrezia."

—

Examiner.

" An admirable and entertaining work. The public cannot fail to be delighted

with it.'

—

Daily Telegraph.

" An entertaining book, devoted to a vindication of the famous Lucrezia Eorgia.

Her story is told with vividness and force by Mr. Gilbert. We recommend his

attractive volumes as well entitled to perusal"—Z>a/?j/ A'eics.

'
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SPIEITUAL WIVES. By W. Hepworth Dixon,
Aiithor of ' New America,' &c. Fourth Edition, with A New
Preface. 2 vols. 8vo. With Portrait of the Author. 30s.

"Mr. Dixon has treated his subject in a philosophical spirit, and in his usual
graphic manner. There is, to our thinking, more pernicious doctrine in one chap-
ter of some of the sensational novels which find admirers in drawing-rooms and
eulogists in the press tlum in the whole of Mr. Dixon's interesting work.''

—

E.vaniiner.

" No more wondrous narrative of human passion and romance, no stranger con-
tribution to the literature of psychology than Mr. Dixon's book has ))een pul)lished
since man Hrst began to seek after the laws that govern the moral and intellectual

life of the human race. To those readers who seek in current literature the plea-
sures of intellectual excitement we commend it as a work that affords more enter-
tainment than can be extracted from a score of romances. But its power to amuse
is less noteworthy than its instructiveness on matters of highest moment 'Spiritual
Wives' will be studied with no less profit than interest."—J/or/( ('/*(; Post.

" The subject of ' Spiritual Wives' is full of deep interest. If we look at it simply
as a system, it is replete with scenes which cannot be surpassed even in fiction.

Eegarded from a social point of view, it appears a gigantic evil, and threatens
society with disintegration. Examined carefully, as a phenomenon of religious life,

for as such it must be considered, it presents features of great i)sychological signi-

ficance, and will be found to illustrate some important truths. Mr. Hepworth
Dixon's book will be found an interesting exposition of the whole subject of ' Spi-
ritual Wives.' He has obtained his infomiation from the Viest sources, sought and
secured interviews with the chiefs of the movement, and the inner circle of their
supporters at home and alnoad. The facts have been most carelully collected, and
are collated with great skill and care. Bnt what strikes us most forcil)ly is the
power and reticence with which the diiricult and delicate topic is discussed in all

its bearings. The object which the author proposed to himself at the outset was
to write a chapter for the history necessary to illustrate the spiritual passions of
man. And this intention has been fulfilled with unusual ability. The style of the
work is charming. Some of the sketches of character are traced with the highest
artistic skill. The scenes introduced into the narrative are full ol life and glowing
with colour. In short, there is nothing to desire as regards the manner in whicli
Mr. Dixon has treated his subject, llegarded from a literary pcnut of view, the
work is eminently successful."

—

Globe.

FRANCIS THE FIRST, and other Historic
Studies. By A.. Baillie Cochrane. 2 vols, post 8vo. 2 Is.

PRINCE CHARLES AND THE SPANISH
MARRIAGE: A Chapter of Engli.sh History, 1617 to 1023; from
Unpubhshed Documents in the Archives of Simancas, Venice, and
Brussels. By Sajviufl RawsOxN Garuiner. 2 vols. 8vo. 30s.

"We commend INIr. f4ardiner's volumes to all students of history. They have
the merit of being forcibly and ably written; and they present intelligent, graphic,
and reliable pictures of the period to which they relate."

—

Exannmr.

"A work which has tlie fullest claim to fill up part of the gap in English history
between the periijd treated by Mr. Froude and that treated by Lord Macaulay, and
to take rank with the writings of these historians. The ])Ook is not merely an
account of the Spanish marriage, but the best and most f.uthentic account of that
critical time of English history which preceded and led to the civil war. '

—

Guardian.

"We doubt not that the reception of Mr. Gardiner's valuable and interesting
volumes will be such as is due to their high merit For the first time in our litera-

ture the leal hi<>ioiy of the Spanish match, and what took place when Chai-les and
Buckingham were at ^ladrid, is here revealed In these interesting volumes Mr.
Gardiner has brought to bear upon his subject an amount of historical reading and
consultation of authorities which we believe to be almost without a parallel"

—

Nvtm
and Qut-rien.
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THE LIFE OF ROSSENL Bj H. Sutherland
Edwards. 1 vol. 8vo, with fine Portrait, los

" An eminently interesting, readable, and trustworthy book. Mr. Edwards was
instinctively looked to for a life of Rossini, and the result is a very satisfactory
one. The salient features of Eossini's life and labours are grouped in admirable
order ; and the book, while it conveys everything necessary to an accurate idea of
its subject, is as interesting as a novel.'"

—

Sunday Times.
"Mr. Edwards has rendered a service to his brother connoisseurs and critics,

and not less to the general public, in these lively and attractive pages. The work
must be acknowledged a very fit memorial of RossinL It is the fruit of great
knowledge and much critical aptitude."

—

Star.
•' Mr. Sutherland Edwards is thoroughly qualifled to be Rossini's biographer. To

a sound judgment and elegant taste, he adds a competent share of artistic and
technical acquirements. In his narrative of facts he is useful and accurate ; and
his opinions are uniformly candid and dispassionate. His work is written with
easy and unaffected grace ; and we have nowhere met with a more judicious esti-

mate of the artistic and personal character of one of the brightest lummaries of the
nineteenth century.'"

—

Illustrated News.
"Rossini"s life has been well written by Mr. Edwards. It will amuse every-

body."'

—

Telegraph.

TEN THOUSAND :NnLES OF TRAVEL,
SPORT, AND ADVENTURE. By Captun Townshend, 2nd Life
Guards. 1 vol. demy 8vo, with lUustrations. los.

"Avery interesting book : of special vilue to sportsmen who may contemplate
an excursion to the buffalo grounds of Kansas, or the rugged spurs of the rocky
mountains. Nor are the notices of civilized life of the Eastern cities of America,
unworthy of remark, for they are made Ijy an evidently well-3ducated man, who
viewed facts without partiality or prejudice."

—

Saturday Review.
" An esentially pleasant book, overflowing with amusing anecdotes, wondrous

adventures, and agreeable gossip of men, manners, and things. Every chap-
ter contains something really worth reading."

—

E.caminer.
"This book should be welcome in all officers' quActevs."—Athenxum.
" Captain Towushends book is exceedingly fresh and pleasant reading, and well

repays perusal."

—

Globe.
" Captain Townshend"s work is pleasant and readable, and his observations

upon life in American cities are as valuable as his descriptions of scenery and
sport in the Backwoods."

—

Sunday Times.

THE GLADSTONE GOVERNMENT: Beincr
CABINET PICTURES. By a Templar. 1 vol. demy 8vo. 14s.

" No small measure of commendation is due to the Templar, who writes with a
skilful pen, and displays such knowledge of political men and cliques. This accept-
able book is sure to be in demand, for it supplies just such information as general
readers like to have about men of mark."

—

Athenasum.
" This book, which merits attention, contains an interesting account of the prin-

cipal persons who figure in the present Cahmet"—Pall Mall Gazette.

"The Templar has considerable acquaintance with the politics of the past thirty
years, and his judgments of persons and events are sound and fair.""

—

Westmitister
Review.

THE LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE OF
THOMAS SLINGSBY DUNCOMBE, late M.P. for Finsbury.
By his Son, Thomas H. Duncombe. 2 vols. 8vo, with Portrait. 30s.

" These volumes contain much racy anecdote, and some startling disclosures
which will ruffle politicians. Duncombe was at the same time a darling of May
Fair, a leader of fashion, a man of many pleasures, and a hard-working Member
of Parliament who delighted to be called a Tribune of the People. Few men of
his time were of greater mark amongst the notabilities of London. Mr. Dun-
combe"s singular career is ably handled by his only child. He tells us much that
the world did not know concerning his remarkable sire."

—

Athenxum.
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MY HOLIDAY IN AUSTRIA. By Lizzie Selina
Eden, author of " A Lady's Glimpse of the War in Bohemia."
1 vol. post 8vo, with Illustrations. 10s. 6d.

"A pleasantly-written volume."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

"Miss Eden enjoyed her holiday, and her readers will have a share in her
pleasure. Her work is easy and fluent in style, lively and pleasant in matter."

—

Aihenxuvi.

" A frankly written and chatty account of a very pleasant holiday in the Au-
strian Tyrol. Besides her acute observations of the habits and manners of the
people, Miss Eden's pages show signs of her appreciation of natural scenery and
of the prominent objects of industry and art."

—

Saturday Review.

" Miss Eden has the art of writing travels. Her book is a good one, written al-

ways in good temper and in good English."

—

Examiner.

ELEPHANT HAUNTS : being a Sportsman's Nar-
rative of the Search for Dr. Livingstone, with Scenes of Elephant,

Buffalo, and Hippopotamus Hunting. By Henry Faulkner, late

17th Lancers. 1 vol. 8vo, with Illustrations. 15s.

" ^ very readable book. In its proportion of successes to failures, we never read
a more wonderful narrative of African sport than ' Elephant Haunts.' "

—

Pall Mull
Gazette.

•' The most exciting book since the adventures of Gordon Gumming."

—

Messenger.
"Captain Faulkner's very interesting book is just what it purports to be—

a

Sportsman's Narrative—and a very clever sportsman's narrative of the search for
Dr. Livingstone. There is a thrilling stoiy to be told, and it is told in a style at
once simple and effective. Every step and circumstance of the seai-ch will be
found faithfully recorded here. The book will be valuable to future travellers,

while to the genei-al reader the varied and stirring incidents by flood and field with
which it abounds will be found especially attractive."

—

U. S. Mag.

THROUGH SPAIN TO THE SAHARA. By
Matilda BETiLiVM-EDWARDS. Author of ' A Winter with the Swal-
lows,' &c. 1 vol. 8vo, with Illustrations. 15s.

" I\Iiss Edwards is an excellent traveller. She has a keen eye for the beautiful in

nature and art, and in description her language has a polished and easy grace that
reminds us of ^oihen.''—Saturday Review.
"Miss I<:dwards' sketches are lively and original, and her volume supplies plea-

sant reading."

—

Athenteuiii.
" ' Through Spain to the Sahara' is the title of a new book from the pen of Miss

M. Betham Edwards, whose ' Winter with the Swallows' excited no little interest
by its vivid and entertaining sketches of Algiers. Her present work is mainly
devoted to Spain ; and the reader will not fail to be attracted by the authoress's
picturesque style and singular clearness of description. In her closing chapters
she gives a peep of colonial and military life in Algeria, and draws some pictures
of the Arabs, both settled and nomadic, which will amply repay study."

—

Star.

A TRIP TO THE TROPICS, AND HOME
THROUGH AMERICA. By the Marquis of Lorne. Second
Edition. 1 vol. Svo, with Illustrations. 15s.

"The best book of travels of the season."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

"The tone of Lord Lome's book is thoroughly healthy and vigorous, and his
remarks upon men and things are well-reasoned and acute."

—

Times.
" A pleasant record of travel in the Western Islands and the United States. Lord

Lorne saw a good deal of society both in the South and in the North. His tone is

good, without undue partisan feeling. We can offer him our congratulations on
his first essay as a traveller and an author."

—

Athenieum.
" Lord Lome's book is pleasantly written It is the unaffected narrative of a

U'aveller of considerable impartiality and desire for 'vdlovraz.tion.'''—Saturday Review.
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SAINTS AND SINNERS ; OR, IN CHURCH
AXD ABOUT IT. By Dr. Doran. 2 vols, large post 8vo. 24s.

CoxTEXTS :—The Magnates of the Old Church—The Old Folk of the Old Church-
Life Eound St. Paul's Cross—Sceptre and Crosier—Throne and Pulpit—Ordination

—Preferment—Congregations—Pews—Notes on Stray Sermons—Font, Altar, and

Grave—Irregular Marriages—Long and Short Sermons—Texts and Church Stories

—Style at Home—Titles and Dress—Sports and Pastimes—The Joy Songs of the

Church—Eoyal, Military, Naval, Family, and Newgate Chaplains—Popular and

Fashionable Churches—Fashionable Congregations—Country Clergymen—Hono-

rarium—Slang in High Places—Axe and Crosier—The Pulpit and the Boards, &c.

" This is by far Dr. Doran"s best work. He has taken the humourist's view of

our ecclesiastical history, and gossips with chai-acteristic ability about the drolleries

and eccentricities of the venerable order which in these later times has given us a
fair proportion of sound scholars and good Christians. We congratulate him on
the production of a book which abounds in comical stories about solemn matters,

and yet is so pure of irreverence that of the laughter which is sure to ring out over
its pages the loudest will be heard within country parsonages."

—

Athenxuni.

" Few writers know so well as Dr. Doran how to make a lively, gossipy book.
He has added another to his list of works of this description in ' Saints and Sinners"
The book deals with men and things connected with our ecclesiatical organizations,

and especially with the Church of EnglancL It is easy for anyone of ordinary ex-

perience to understand what a mine of anecdote is to be found in such a fleld.

Dr. Doran. however, has discovered lodes which were not within the common ken,
and has shown how rich they are in amusing stories. These volumes are among
the pleasantest and most amusing of the season.'"

—

Star.

" An infinitely interesting and instructive work, worthy of the strongest com-
mendation on tlie part of the critic, and the most effective patronage on the part of

the public. Its pages are full of gossipping anecdotes of kings, bishops, priests,

clergymen, and others connected with the Church."

—

Observer.

"These volumes are full of entertainment and information."

—

Sun.

"Dr. Doran's volumes are lively, well written, and amusing."

—

Post.

THE LIFE OF JOSIAH WEDGWOOD ; From
his Private Correspondence and Family Papers, in the possession

of Joseph Mayer, Esq., F.S.A., Francis Wedgwood, Esq., C. Dar-
win, Esq., M.A., F.R.S., Miss Wedgwood, and other Original

Sources. With an Introductory Sketch of the Art of Pottery in

England. By Euza Meteyard. Dedicated to the Right Hon. W.
E. Gladstone. Complete in 2 vols. 8vo, with Portraits and 300

other Beautiful Illustrations, elegantly bound.

" A work that is indiapensable to all who wish to know anything about English,

ceramic art and its grea t inventor. The volumes are in themselves marvels of de-

corative and typographical skill. More beautifully printed pages, more creamy
paper, and more datntj wood-cuts have seldom met our ejes."—Saturday Review.

THE SPORTSMAN AND NATURALIST IN
CANADA. With Notes on the Natural History of the Game,
Game Birds, and Fish of that country. By Major W. Ross King,

F.R.G.S., F.S.A.S. 1 vol. super royal 8vo, Illustrated with beauti-

ful Coloured Plates and Woodcuts. 20s. Elegantly bound.

" Truthful, simple, and extremely observant. Major King has been able to throw
much light upon the habits as well as the zoological relations of the animals with
which he came in collision ; and his descriptions of the counti-y, as well as of tho

creatures inhabiting it, are as bright and graphic as they are evidently correct"—
Athenaium.



13, Great Marlborough Street.

MESSES. HUEST AND BLACKETT'S
NEW ^YOnKS—Co7^t{nued.

A BOOK ABOUT LAWYEES. By J. C. Jeaf-
FRESON, Barrister- at-Law, author of ' A Book about Doctors,' &c.

New, Revised, and Cheaper Edition. 2 vols, post 8vo. 24s.

Principal Contents :—The Great Seal, Eoyal Portraits, The Practice of Sealing,
Lords Commissioners, On Damasking, The Rival Seals, Purses of State, A Lady
Keeper, Lawyers in Arms, The Devil's Own, Lawyers on Horseback, Chan-
cellors' Cavalcades, Ladies in Law Colleges, York House, Powis House,
Lincoln's Inn Fields, The Old Law Quarter, Loves of the Lawyers, The Three
Graces, Rejected Addresses, Brothers in Trouble, Fees to Comisel, Retainers
Special and General. Judicial Corruption, Gifts and Sales, .Tudicial Salaries,

Costume and Toilet, Millinery, Wigs, Bands and Collars, Bags and Gowns, The
Singing Barrister, Actors at the Bar, Political Lawyers, The Peers, Lawyers in
the House, Legal Education, Inns of Court and Inns of Chancery, Lawyers and
Gentlemen, Law French and Law Latin, Readers and Mootmen, Pupils in
Chambers, Wit of Lawyers, Humorous Stories, Wits in Silk and Punsters in
Ermine, Circuiters, Witnesses, Lawyers and Saints, Lawyers in Court and
Society, Attorneys at Law, Westminster Hall, Law and Literature, &c.

" ' A Book about Lawyers ' deserves to be very popular. Mr. Jeaffreson has
accomplished his work in a very creditable manner. He has taken pains to collect

information from persons as well as from books, and he writes with a sense of
keen enjoyment which greatly enhances the readers pleasure. He introduces ns
to Lawyerdom under a variety of phases—we have lawyers in arms .lawyers on
horseback, lawyers in love, and lawyers in Parliament We are told of their sala-
ries and fees, their wigs and gowns, their jokes and gaieties. We meet them at
home and abroad, in court, in chambers, and in company. In the chapters headed
' Mirth,' the author has gathered together a choice sheaf of anecdotes from the days
of More down to Erskine and Eldon. "

—

Times.
"These volumes will afford pleasure and instruction to all who read them, and

they will increase the reputation which Mi. Jeaffreson has already earned by his
large industiy and great al)ility. We are indebted to him for about seven hundred
pages, all devoted to the history and illustration of legal men and things. It is much
that we can say for a book, that there is not a superfluous page in it.'—Athemeum.

" The success of his ' Book about Doctors ' has induced Mr Jeaffreson to write
another book—at)Out Lawyers. The subject is attractive. It is a bright string of
anecdotes, skilfully put t(jgether, on legal topicsof all sorts, but especially in illus-

tration of the lives of famous lawyers. Mr. Jeaffreson has not only collected a large
nvunber of good stories, but he has grouped them pleasantly, and tells them well.
We need say little to recommend a book that can speak for itself so pleasantly.
No livelier reading is to be found among the new books of the season."

—

Examiner.

HISTOEIC PICTUEES. By A. Baillie Cochrane,
2 vols, post 8vo.

" Mr. Baillie Cochrane has published two entertaining volumes of studies from
histoi-y. They are lively reading. ' My aim,' he says, ' has been to depict events
generally known in a light and, if possible, a picturesque manner.' Mr. Cochrane
has been quite successful in carrying out this intention. The work is a study of the
more interesting moments of history—what, indeed, the author himself calls it,

'Historic Pictures.' "

—

Times.

THE HON. GEANTLEY BEEKELEY'S LIFE
AND RECOLLECTIONS. Vols. III. and IV. completing the Work.

"A book unrivalled in its position in the range of modem literature."

—

Times.

UNDEE THE PALMS IN ALGEEIA AND
TUNIS. By the Hon. Lewis Wingfield. 2 vols, post 8vo, with
Illustrations. 21s.

"These are sterling volumes, full of entertainment and well stocked with reliable
Information."

—

Post.
" Mr. Wingfleld's entertaining work contains a good deal of information con-

cerning the present state, political and social, of the people of Algeria, both native
and colonial, and is very agreeably written."

—

Daily News



13, Great Marlborough Street.

MESSKS. HUliST AXD BLACKETT'S
NEW Vi^OY.liS—Contmued

MEMOIRS AND CORRESPONDENCE OF
FIELD-MARSHAL YISCOUXT COMBERMERE, G.C.B., &c.

From his Family Papers. By the Right Hon. Mary Viscountess

COMBER^IERE and Capt. W. W. Knollts. 2 v. 8vo, with Portrrats. 30s.

" The gallant Stapleton Cotton, Viscount Combermere, was one of those men
who belong to two epochs. He was a soldier, actively engaged, nearly ten years

before the last century came t(i its troubled close ; and he was among us but as

yesterday, a noble veteran, gloriously iaden with years, laurels, and pleasant re-

miniscences. Apart from the biographical and professional details, these volumes
are full of sketches of persons of importance or mterest who came into connection

with Lord Combenuere."

—

Athenseuin.

IMPRESSIONS OF LIFE AT HOME AND
ABROAD. By Lord Eustace Cecil, M.P. 1 vol. 8vo.

"Lord Eustace Cecif has selected from various journeys the points which most
interested him, and has reported them in an unaffected style. The idea is a good
one, and is carried out with success. We are grateful for a good deal of informa-

tion given with mipretending good sense."

—

Saturday Review.

LIFE IN A FRENCH CHATEAU. By Hubert
E. H. Jerningham, Esq. Second Edition. 1 vol. post 8vo, with

Illustrations. 10s. 6d. bound.
" Mr. Jeraingham's attractive and amusing volume will be perused with much

interest^'—Morning Post.

A WINTER WITH THE SWALLOWS IN
ALGERIA. By Matilda Betham Edwards. 8vo, with Illustra-

tions. 15s.
" A fresh and fascinating book, full of matter and beauty. It is one of the most

instructive books of travel of the season, and one of the brightest. It would be diffi-

cult to overpraise it."'

—

Spectator.

LADY ARABELLA STUART'S LIFE AND
LETTERS : including numerous Original and UnpubHshed Docu-
ments. By Elizabeth Cooper. 2 vols., with Portrait.

" The ' Life and Letters of Lady Arabella Stuart ' is an unusually good specimen
of its class. Miss Cooper has really worked at her subject. She has read a good
deal of MSS, and, what is better still, she has printed a good deal of what she has
read. The book has a real and substantial historical ynine."—Saturdai/ Review.

MEMOIRS OF QUEEN HORTENSE, MOTHER
OF XAPOLEOX III. Cheaper Edition, in I vol. 6s.

"A biography of the beautiful and unhappy Queen, more satisfactory than any we
have yet met with."

—

Daily Xews.

THE BEAUTIFUL IN NATURE AND ART.
By 'Mrs. Ellis. Author of ' The Women of England,' &c. 1 vol.

crown 8vo, with fine Portrait. lOs. 6d.
" With pleasure her numerous admirers will welcome a new book by the popular

authoress of ' The Women of England.' A very charmmg volume is this new work
by Mrs. Ellis. Its aim is to assist the young students of art in those studies and
subjects of thought which shall enable them rightly to appreciate and realise that

oft-quoted truth, 'A thing of beauty is a joy forever.' The work will interest

many fair readers."

—

Sun,

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. By Cardinal
Wiseman. 1 vol. 8vo, os.



THE NEW AISD POPULAR NOVELS,
PUBLISHED BY HUKST & BLACKETT.

DEBENHAM'S VOW. By Amelia B. Edwakds,
author of " Barbara's History," &c.' 3 vols.

NOBLESSE OBLIGE. By Sarah Tytler, author
of " The Huguenot Family," &c. 3 vols.

VIOLA. By the Author of "Caste," '^Pearl," &c. 3 v.

THE UNKIND WORD, and other Stories. By
the Author of " John Halifax, Gentleman," &c. 2 vols.

SIR THOMAS BRANSTON. By W. Gilbert,
author of ' Lucrezia Borgia,' ' Shirley Hall Asylum,' &c. 3 vols.

" The sepai-ate portions of this story are told so distinctly and powerfully that

we cannot help l^eing interested and fascinated."

—

Times.
" This book not only Axes our attention while we read, but rarer still, continues

to claim it after we have finished."

—

Saturday Review.

"A novel of great power and pathos. It is, we think, by far the ablest of Mr.
Gilbert's works."

—

British (luarterly Review.
" An exceedingly powerful, original, and fascinating work,"

—

Telegraph.

"An extremely intei'esting novel."

—

Athenoeuin.
'• We doubt whether Mr. Gilbert has ever before written a story of so continuous

and intense an interest."

—

SjMctator.

GUY VERNON. By the Hon. Mrs. Woulfe. 3 v.

A BOOK OF HEROINES. By the Author of
" INIargaret and her Bridesmaids." 3 vols.

" The heroines of these volumes are most of them charming : all of them are
women worth reading about."

—

Observer.

THE VICAR'S COURTSHIP. By Walter Thorn-
BURY. 3 vols.

" This novel is thoroughly readable. The pictures of country life and scenery,
the breezy downs, the pleasant lanes, the sun-fiecked woods, form an admirable
frame-work, and one in vrhich Mr. Thornbury does well to take pride. All the in-

cidents of art life are told with a skill which betrays the practised student. The
characters of Amy Robinson, a charming little figure, and Julia Beauflower, the
spirited dashing girl, ready with her wit and her tongue, have the charm and
energy of life, and they use both to the great advantage of the story."

—

Athenieum.

"Some of the characters are capitally sketched, and the touches of country
scenery and life are fresh and truthful."—/'aH Mall Gazette.

HELEN'S FIRST LOVE. By Lady Blake,
author of ' Mrs. St. Clair's Son,' &c. 3 vols.

" A fascinating and wholesome novel."—/o/m Bull.

URSULA'S LOVE STORY. 3 vols.

" As a picture of contemporary manners ' Ursula's Love Story ' has more than
ordinary merit. Its tale is fresh, interesting, and well told, its language is simple
and correct, and its characterization is not wanting in jiower. Evidences of cul-
ture are frequent in its pages, over which hangs a pleasant aroma of refinement
and good taste. Ursula is an attractive heroine, admirably depicted ; Edgar Rave-
nel, Mrs. Daynham and all the characters, even to the most subordinate, are life-

like. Their actions and gossip, loves, betrothals and marriages are well described,
and constitute with the main interest a very pleasant novel."

—

Athenienm.
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THE XEW AXD POPULAR NOVELS,

PUBLISHED BY HUEST & BLACKETT.

THE MINISTER'S WIFE. By Mrs. Oliphant,
author of " Chronicles of Carlingford," " Salem Chapel," &c. 3 vols.

" ' The Minister's Wife ' is in many important respects Mrs. Oliphanfs most
powerful and poetic -work It is a work abounding in delicate analyses and nice

observation of man's emotional and religious nature, and surcharged with the

elements of romantic excitement. The scenes of the drama are chiefly laid in

Lochhead, a picturesque and Highhind village at the head of Loch Diarmid, and
the writer is not more successful in describing the natui-al characteristics of the
surrounding country than in delineating the aspects and manners of the person-
ages who people her stage, with all of whom the reader is led by excellent art to

feel himself personally acquainted."

—

Athenieum.
" ' The :Minister's Wife ' is a story which, like the country it describes, is rich in

pictures that are pleasant to see. scenes on which the eye gladly lingers, and which,
like the people it portrays, is subtle in its reasonings and shrewd in its opinions,

eloquent in its outbursts of feeling, and very tender in its natural and unstrained
patho-."

—

Saturdaij Review.
" With the exception of George Eliot, there is no female novelist of the day

comparable to Mrs. Oliphant. ' The Minister's Wife ' is a powerful and vigorously
written stoiy. The characters are drawn with rare skill."

—

Daihi News.

TRUE LOVE. By Lady Dr Beauclerk, author of
"A Summer and Winter in Norway." 1 vol.

" It is evident that Lady Di Beauclerk, with her acute power of perception, and
no less sharp method of delineation, may, if it so please her, become one of the
most powerful and popular writers of the time. Her novel is a charming story

of ' True Love,' as fragrant and as welcome as the flowers of jNIay. The plot is sk'd-

fully interwoven, and carries the interest of the reader with anxiety to the de-
nouement. The characters are sketched most artistically. There is true pathos
in the work, and a keen sense of humour.''

—

Morning Post.

THE IVORY GATE. By Mortbieu Collins. 2 v.

" This woi'k contains much which imparts real pleasure to the reader. The au-
thor has evidently seen life under a good many different phases, and he describes

what he has seen vividly and naturally."

—

Globe.
•' A fascinating novel. It is pleasant to meet with an author who has so thorough

a knowledge of men and manners.'"

—

John Bull.

IZA'S STORY. By Grace Ramsay, author of " A
Woman's Trials." 3 vols.

" This story is decidedly interesting, and its scenes are described with consider-
able force and pathos. It has the merits of freshness of scene and novelty of

character, and it deals with a very stirring time—a period rich in romantic in-

cident."

—

Saturdaii Revieic.
" An exceedingly stirring story."

—

Athenxum. " A really good pictm'e of so-

ciety, which is at once refined and pure."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

MADAME SILVA'S SECRET. By Mrs. Eiloart,
author of " Meg," &c. 3 vols.

"A pleasant, readable novel"

—

Athemeum. "A thoroughly enjoyable novel
It holds the attention from first to last. Both for the interest of the story and the
ability with which the characters are drawn, it is a welcome addition to the litera-

ture of the season."

—

Morning Post.

ADVENTURES OF MRS. HARDCASTLE. By
Lady Charles Thynne. 3 vols,

"A thoroughly interesting book, that can be read from title to finis with cordial

sympathy and pleasure."

—

Examiner.

PAUL WYNTER'S SACRIFICE. ByLADYDuF-
Fus Hardy. 3 vols.

" An exceptionally good novel—a story nobly planned, finely finished, and richly

charged with poetry and humour."

—

Athenxum.
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Unte % (gspcrml ^§:dxoixKCjt oi Per gTiijcstn.

Published annually^ in One Vol., roi/al Svo, with the Arms beautifully
engraved, handsomely bound, with gilt edges, price 31s. Qd.

LODGERS PEERAGE
AND BARONETAGE,

CORRECTED BY THE NOBILITY.

THE THIETY-EIGHTH EDITION FOR 1869 IS NOW EEADT.

Lodge's Peerage and Baronetage is acknowledged to be the most
complete, as well as the most elegant, work of the kind. As an esta-

blished and authentic authority on all questions respecting the family
histories, honours, and connections of the titled aristocracy, no work has
ever stood so high. It is published under the especial patronage of Her
Majesty, and is annually corrected throughout, from the personal com-
munications of the Nobility. It is the only work of its class in which, the

type being kept constantly standing, every correction is made in its proper
place to the date of publication, an advantage which gives it supremacy
over all its competitors. Independently of its full and authentic informa-
tion respecting the existing Peers and Baronets of the realm, the most
sedulous attention is given in its pages to the collateral branches of the
various noble families, and the names of many thousand individuals are
introduced, which do not appear in other records of the titled classes. For
its authority, correctness, and facihty of arrangement, and the beauty of

its typography and binding, the work is justly entitled to the place it

occupies on the tables of Her Majesty and the Nobility.

LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL CONTENTS.
Historical View of the Peerage.
Parliamentary Roll of the House of Lords.
English, Scotch, and Irish Peers, in their

orders of Precedence.
Alphabetical List of Peers of Great Britain
and the United Kingdom, holding supe-
rior rank in the Scotch or Irish Peerage.

Alphabetical list of Scotch and Irish Peers,
holding superior titles in the Peerage of
Great Britain and the United Kingdom.

A Collective list of Peers, in their order of
Precedence.

Table of Precedency among Men.
Table of Precedency among Women.
The Queen and the Royal Family.
Peers of the Blood Royal.
The Peerage, alphabetically arranged.
Families of such Extinct Peers as have left

Widows or Issue.

Alphabetical List of the Smuames of all the
Peers.

The Archbishops and Bishops of England,
Ireland, and the Colonies.

The Baronetage alphabetically arranged.
Alphabetical List of Surnames assumed by
members of Noble Families.

Alphabetical List of the Second Titles of

Peers, usually borne by their Eldest
Sons.

Alphal)etical Index to the Daughters of

Dukes, Marquises, and Earls, who, hav-
ing married Commoners, retaui the title

of Lady before their own Christian and
their Husband's Surnames.

Alphabetical Index to the Daughters of

Viscomats and Barons, who, having
married Commoners, are styled Honour-
able Mrs. ; and, in case of the husband
being a Baronet or Knight, Honourable
Lady.

Mottoes alphabetically arranged and trans-

lated.

"Lodge's Peerage must supersede all other works of the kind, for two reasons: first, it

is on a better plan ; and secondly, it is better executed. We can safely pronounce it to be
the readiest, the most useful, and exactest of modern works on the SMh^ect:'—Spectator.

"A work which corrects all errors of formerworks. It is a most useful publication."

—

Times.

" A work of great value. It is the most faithful record we possess of the aristo-
cracy of the day."

—

Post.

'The best existing, and, we believe, the best possible peerage. It is the standard
authority on the subject."—//eraW.
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HUHST & BLACKETTS STANDARD LIBRARY
OF CHEAP EDITIOXS OF

POPULAR MODERN WORKS,
ILLUSTRATED BY MILLAIS, HOLMAN HUNT, LEECH, BIRKET FOSTER,

JOHN GILBERT, TENNIEL, SANDYS, &C.

Each in a Single Volnme, elegantly printed, bound, and iUnstrated, price 5s.

I.—SAM SLICK'S NATURE AND HUMAN NATURE.
'•The first volume of Messrs. Hurst and Blacketf s Standai'd Library of Cheap Editions

forms a veiy good beginning to what will doubtless be a veiy successful undertaking.
' Nature and Human Nature" is one of the best of Sam Slick's witty and humorous
productions, and is well eutit'ed to the large circulation which it cannot fail to obtain
in its present convenient and cheap shape. The volume combines with the great recom-
mendations of a c ear, bold type, and good p iper, the lesser but attractive merits of
being well illustrated and elegantly bound."

—

Fost.

II.—JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN.
"This is a verj' good and a veiy interesting work. It is designed to trace the career

from boyhood to age of a perfect man—a Christian gentleman; and it abounds in inci-

dent both well and highly wrought. Throughout it is conceived in a high spirit, and
written with great ability. This cheap and handsome new edition is worthy to pass
freely from hand to hand as a gift book m many households."

—

Examiner.
" The new and cheaper edition of this interesting work will doubtless meet with great

success. John Halifax, the hero of this most beautiful story, is no ordinary hero, ami
this his historj' is no ordinary book. It is a full-length portrait of a true gentleman, one
of nature's own nobility. It is also the history of a home, and a thoroughly English
one. The work abounds in incident and is full of graphic power and true pathos. It

is a book that few will read without becoming wiser and better."'

—

Scots/nan.

III.—THE CRESCENT AND THE CROSS.
BY ELIOT WARBURTOX.

"Independent of 'ts value as an original narrative, and its useful and interesting
information, this work is remarkable for the colouring power and play of fancy with
which its descriptions are enlivened. Among its greatest and most lasting charms is

its reverent and serious spirit "

—

Quarterly Review.

IV.—NATHALIE. By JULIA KAVANAGH.
" ' Nathalie' is Miss Kavanagh's best imaginative effort Its manner is gracious and

attractive. Its matter is goo. I. A sentiment, a tenderness, are commanded by her
which are as individual as they are elegant."

—

At/iemeunu

y._A WOMAN'S THOUGHTS ABOUT WOMEN.
BY THE AUTHOR OP '' JOHX HALIFAX, GEXTLEMAX."

" A book of sound counsel. It is one of the most sensible works of its kind, well-
written, true-hearted, and altogether practical. Whoever wishes to give advice to a
yoimg lady may thank the author for means of domg so."'

—

Examiner.

YI.—ADAM GRAEME. By MRS. OLIPHANT.
" A story awakenmg genuine emotions of interest and delight by its admirable pic-

tures of Scottish life and scenery. The author sets before us the essential attributes of
Christian virtue, tlieir deep and silent workings in the heart, and their beautiful mani-
festations in life, with a delicacy, power, and truth which can hardly be surpassed. "-/"oit

YII—SAM SLICK'S WISE SAWS AND MODERN
INSTANCES.

" The reputation of this book will stand as long as that of Scott"s or Bulwer's Novels.
Its remarkable originality and happy descript ons of American life still continue the
subject of universal admiration. The new edition tonus a part of Messrs. Hurst and
Blacketfs Cheap Standard Library, which has included some of the very best specimens
of light literature that ever have been written."

—

Messenger.
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HURST & BLACKETT'S STANDARD LIBRARY
(COXTIXUED.)

Vni.—CARDmAL WISEMAN'S RECOLLECTIONS OF

THE LAST FOUE POPES.
" A picturesque book onEome and its ecclesiastical sovereigns, by an eloquent Roman

Catholic. Cardinal Wiseman has treated a special subject with so much geniality, that

his i-ecollections will excite no ill-feeling in those who are most conscientiously opposed
to evei-y idea of human infallibidty represented in Papal domination."—xl</tefta3M»i.

IX.—A LIFE FOR A LIFE.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX,, GENTLEMAN."
"In 'A Life for a Life ' the author is fortunate in a good subject, and has produced a

work of strong effect."

—

Athenxum.

X.—THE OLD COURT SUBURB. By LEIGH HUNT.
" A delightful book, that will be welcome to all readers, and most welcome to those

who have a love for the best kinds of readmg."—Examiner.
"A more agreealjle and entertaining book has not been published since Boswell pro-

duced his reminiscences of Johnson."

—

Observer.

XI.—MARGARET AND HER BRIDESMAIDS.
"We recommend all who are in search of a fascinating novel to read this work for

themselves. They will lind it well worth their while. There are a freshness and ori-

ginality about it quite charming "—Athenxuia.

XII.—THE OLD JUDGE. By SAM SLICK.
"The publications included in this Library have all been of good quality; many give

information while they entertain, and of that class the book before us is a specimen.

The manner in which the Cheap Editions forming the series is produced, deserves

especial mention. The paper and print are unexceptionable ; there is a steel engraving

in each volume, and the outsides of them will satisfy the purchaser who likes to see

books in handsome uniform."

—

Examine':

XIII.—DARIEN. By ELIOT WARBURTON.
"Thislast production of the author of 'The Crescent and the Cross ' has the same

elements of a very wide popularity. It will please its thousands."— G/(yte.

XIV.—FAMILY ROMANCE ; OR, DOMESTIC ANNALS
OF THE ARISTOCRACY.

BY SIR BERNARD BURKE, ULSTER KING OF ARMS.
" It were impossible to praise too highly this most interesting book. It ought to be

found on every drawing-room table."

—

Standard.

XV.—TEE LAIRD OF NORLAW. By MRS. OLIPHANT.
" The 'Laird of Norlaw ' fully sustains the author's high reputation."-,S'««(/«(/ Timei.

XVI.—THE ENGLISHWOMAN IN ITALY.
" We can praise Mrs. Gretton's book as interesting, unexaggerated, and full of oppor-

ttme instruction."

—

limes.

XVII.—NOTHING NEW.
BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

" ' Nothing New ' displays all those superior merits which have made ' John Halifax

'

one of the most popular works of the day."

—

Post.

XVIII.—FREER'S LIFE OF JEANNE D'ALBRET.
"Nothing can be more interestmg than Miss Frecr's story of the life of Jeanne

D'Albret, and the narrative is as trustworthy as it is attractive.'

—

Post.

XIX.—THE VALLEY OF A HUNDRED FIRES.

BY THE AUTHOR OF ''MARGARET AND HER BRIDESMAIDS."
" If asked to classify this work, we should give it a place between ' John Halifax ' aaid

The Caxtons.' "

—

Standard.
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HURST & BLACKETT'S STANDARD LIBRARY
(COXTIXUED.)

" ' Adele ' is the best work we have read by Miss Kavanagh ; it is a charming story,

full of delicate character-painting."

—

Athenxum.

XX.—THE ROMANCE OF THE FOEUM.
BY PETER BCJRKE, iSERGEANT AT LAW.

" A work of singular interest, which can never fail to charm. The present cheap and
elegant edition includes the true story of the Colleen Bawn."

—

Illustrated News.

XXI.—ADELE. By JULIA KAVANAGH.
lest work we have read by Miss Kavanagh ; it is

acter-painting.
'

'

—

A thenseum.

XXIL—STUDIES FROM LIFE.
BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

" These ' Studies from Life ' are remarkable for graphic power and observation. The
book will not diminish the reputation of the accomplished author."

—

Saturday Review.

XXIII.—GRANDMOTHER'S MONEY.
"We commend 'Grandmother's Money' to readers in search of a good novel. The

characters are true to human nature, the story is interesting."

—

Athenxuni.

XXIV.—A BOOK ABOUT DOCTORS.
BY J. C. JEAFFRESON.

" A delightful boolc"

—

Atlienxum. " A book to be read and re-read ; lit for the study
as well as the drawing-room table and the circulating library."

—

Lancet.

XXV.—NO CHURCH.
" We advise all who have the opportunity to read this hoo\L"—Athenxuin.

XXVI.—MISTRESS AND MAID.
BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

" A good wholesome book, gracefully written, and as pleasant to read as it is instruc-

tive."'

—

Athenoeum. " A charming tale charmingly told."

—

Standard.

XXVII.—LOST AND SAVED. By HON. MRS. NORTON.
" ' Lost and Saved ' will be read with eager interest. It is a vigorous novel."

—

Times.

"A novel of rare excellence. It is Mrs. Norton's best prose work''

—

Examiner.

XXVin.—LES MISERABLES. By VICTOR HUGO.
AUTHORISED COPYRIGHT ENGLISH TRANSLATION.

"The merits of 'Les Miserables' do not merely consist in the conception of it as a
whole ; it abounds, page after page, with details of unequalled beauty. In dealing with
all the emotions, doubts, fears, which go to make up our common humanity, M. Victor
Hugo has stamped upon every page the hall-mark of genius."

—

Quarterly Review.

XXIX.—BARBARA'S HISTORY.
BY AMELIA B. EDWARDS.

" It is not often that we light upon a novel of so much merit and interest as ' Barbara's
History.' It is a work conspicuous for taste and literary culture. It is a verj- graceful
and charming book, with a well-managed story, clearly-cut characters, and sentiments
expressed with an exquisite elocution. It is a book which the world will like. This is

high praise of a work of art, and so we intend it."

—

Times.

XXX.—LIFE OF THE REV. EDWARD IRVING.
BY MRS. OLIPHANT.

" A good book on a most interesting theme."

—

Times.
" A truly interesting and most affecting memoir. Irving's Life ought to have a niche

in every gallery of religious biography. There are few lives that will be fuller of in-

struction, interest, and consolation."

—

Saturday Review.

"Mrs. Oliphant's Life of Irving supplies a long-felt desideratum. It is copious,
earnest and eloquent."

—

Edinburgh Review.
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XXXI.—ST. OLAVE'S.
" This charming novel is the work of one who possesses a great talent for writing, as

well as experience and knowledge of the world. ' St. Olave's ' is the work of an artist.

The whole book is worth reading."—.-i^/jraccMW.

XXXII.—SAM SLICK'S AMERICAN HUMOUR.
" Dip where you will into the lottery of fun, you are sure to draw out a prize."

—

Post.

XXXIII.—CHRISTIAN'S MISTAKE.
BY THE AUTHOR OF " JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

" A more charming story, to our taste, has rarely been written. The writer has hit

off a circle of varied characters aU true to nature, and has entangled them in a story

which keeps us in suspense till its knot is hiippily and gracefully resolved. Even if

tried by the st mdard of the Archbishop of Yoi-k, we should expect that even he would
pronounce ' Chrihtian's Mistake' a novel without a fault.'

—

Times.

XXXIV.—ALEC FORBES OF HOWGLEN.
BY GEORGE MAC DONALD, LL.D.

" No account of this story would give any idea of the profound interest that pervades
the work from the first page t<j the last."

—

Athenueum.

XXXV.—AGNES. By MRS. OLIPHANT.
" ' Agnes ' is a novel superior to any of Mrb. Oliph.int's former works."

—

Athenoeum.

"A btory whose pathetic beauty will appeal irresistib.y to all readers."

—

Post.

XXXVI.—A NOBLE LIFE.
BY THE AUTHOR OF ^'JOHN HALIFAX, GENTLEMAN."

"This is one of those pleasant tales in which the author of 'John Halifax' speaks
out of a genemus heart the purest truths of life.'

—

Exannner. "Few men, and no
women, will reud *A Noble Life ' without finding themsc.ves the better."

—

S/)a-tator.

XXXVII.—NEW AMERICA. By HEPWORTH DIXON.
" A very interesting book. Mr. Dixon has written thoughtfully and y^eW— Times.
" Mr. Dixon's book is the work of a keen observer. Those who would pursue all the

varied phenomena of which we have attempted an outline will have reason to be grate-

ful to the intelligent and livey guide who has given them s-uch a samp'e of the inquiry.

During his residence at Salt Lake City, Mr. Dixon was able to gather much valuable and
interesting inf I irm I tlon respecting Mormon life and society: and the account of that

singular body, the Shakers, fmm his ob^ervati(lns during a visit to their chief settlement

at Mount Lebanon, is ime df the best parts of Mr. Dixon s work."

—

Quafterh/ Review.
" There are few bonks of the i-e;;son likely to excite so much general curiosity as Mr.

Dixons very entertaining and instructive work on New America. The book is really

interesting from the tirst page to the last, and it contains a large amount of valuable

and curious iut'ormatioiL"

—

Pall Mull Gazette.

"We reconnnend every one who fees any interest in human nature to read Mr.

Dixon's vei-y interesting book."

—

Saturday Review.

XXXVIII.—ROBERT FALCONER.
BY GEORGE MAC DONALD, LL.D.

" ' Robert Falconer ' is a work brimful of life and humour and of the deepest hurnan

interest. It is a book to be returned to again and again for the deep and searching

knowledge it evinces of human thoughts and feelings."

—

Athenoeum.

"This story abounds in exquisite specimens of the woul-painting in which Mr.

Macdonald excels, charming transcripts of nature, fu:l of light, air, and colour. It is

rich also in admirable poetiy of a very high order. There is no lack of humour in it.

And, besides these, its artistic merits, the story has this great charm, that it can

scarcely fail to exercise an eimobling and purifying influence on the Te&dev."—Saturday

Review.
" This book is one of intense beauty and truthfulness. It reads like an absolutely

faithful histoiy of a life. If our criticism induces our readers to open Mr. Macdonald's

book they will assuredly be amply repaid in the perusal of it."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.
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